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I.

DR. McGIFFERT ON APOSTOLIC CHRIS-
TIANITY.*

"T"XTE confess to no little disappointment with this new hook

t t of Dr. McGiffert’s. The author had previously given us an

edition of the Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius for which we were

justly grateful. The scholarship, acumen, and good sense dis-

played in that valuable work gave hope of a handling of the

phenomena of the apostolic age which would mark a true advance

in our knowledge. In his more recent Inaugural Address Prof.

McGiffert showed that he had come under the influence of the

newer Haruackian ideas to an extent which awakened some appre-

hensions. But we were certainly not prepared for so radical and

revolutionary a production as this new volume of “ The Interna-

tional Theological Library ’
’ proves to be. Dr. McGiffert says in

his Preface that his aim throughout “ has been positive, not

negative, constructive, not destructive.” We fully believe it; but

his work is destructive all the same—destructive of most received

notions on the subjects he is treating of—and his construction is

of a sort which will cause many not over-conservative people to

shake their heads. Had the work come from the study of one of the

German theologians Dr. McGiffert loves so much to quote, there

would have been little occasion to marvel at its contents. But the

views it propounds are surprising as coming from a sober professor

*A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age, by Arthur Cushman McGif-
fert, Pli.D., D.D., Washburn Professor of Church History in the Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1897,

$3.50 net ; Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark.
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of a Presbyterian seminary in America—above all from the suc-

cessor of .the lamented Dr. Schaff. Their publication is, however,

a distinct sign of the times. They are a reflection of the new
learning on the continent of Europe. It is characteristic of this

volume that references to the old writers and authorities—especially

in English—are discarded, and that the pages bristle with references

to newer men like Ilarnack, Weizsacker, Sckiirer, Wendt,

Julicher, Iloltzmann, Spitta, etc. The chief Ehglish writers

referred to are Ramsay, Briggs, Bruce—occasionally Lightfoot.

And the volume is a sign of the new drift and tendency of the-

ology among ourselves. It represents a phase or trend in theology

which the churches may depend upon it they will have soon to

reckon with. We hear occasionally of movements for the revision

of the Confession. But if Dr. McGiffert is right, the only proper

thing to do is to revise the Confession off the face of the earth.

There is no longer any basis left for its characteristic doctrines

—

the bulk of them, in lact, are shown to be far aside from the Gos-

pel, if not a positive travesty of it. The new treatment does not

simply modify our existing conceptions— it knocks the bottom out

of them.

We can fancy, however, that Dr. McGiffert will not be greatly

moved by any dangers that may threaten the traditional orthodoxy

as a result of his inquiries. IN or is there any use complaining of

his freedoms. The main question after all is, Are his views true ?

If they are, the Church must shift for itself as best it can. Only,

it is a fair demand that before it is asked to haul down its flag, it

should have very strong and conclusive reasons furnished to it.

Does Dr. McGiffert afford us these ? Our belief is he does not.

There are various questions here. One is, What is the picture of

the apostolic age furnished by the sources, and does Dr. McGiftert’s

picture answer to that ? This we believe must be answered in

the negative. The picture of the sources we think we can under-

stand. There is a clearness and consistency about it. But Dr.

McGiffert’ s picture Ave cannot understand. To our mind it lacks

verisimilitude
;

it lacks coherence with itself; above all, we hold

it is not true to its professed basis. It is only made good by

setting aside piecemeal the natural testimony of the records, and

substituting for it arbitrary hypotheses of the author’s own. A
second question would be. Is the picture of the sources historical ?

Does it, with reasonable or substantial accuracy (we shall for

argumentative purposes ask no more), represent the course of

events ? We claim that it does
;
and if it does, Dr. McGiffert’s

theory, so far as it falls asunder from it, must be condemned. And
a third question is, What is the value of this picture to us ?
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What view of Jesus, or of His work, or of His Gospel, or of apos-

tolic teaching on these subjects, does it afford on which humanity

may rely as truth for itself ? We do not want simply to know
what men—even apostles, or the early Church—thought or be-

lieved about Christ. We want t r> know really who or what Christ

is, what He has done for men, and whether the beliefs entertained

by apostles and early believers were true and valid for the ages.

We want, in short, firm footing on which we ourselves can stand

—

not quagmire. And the question is, whether Dr. McGiffert’s

representations give us such ground.

While speaking thus plainly, we desire to say that we do not for

a moment question the great ability displayed in Dr. McGiffert s

work, or deny that the reading of it may prove stimulating and

suggestive. The same may be said of very many works—as

Baur's or Weizsacker’s—from whose general views we decidedly

dissent. Compared with some continental treatises, Dr. McGif-

fert’s book may even boast to be in some measure con-

servative. The author claims in his Preface, e. g ., to be

moderately conservative in relation to the sources. He is at

one with Harnack, he says, “ in the conviction that 2 Peter is the

only really pseudonymous work in the New Testament,” and “ in

the treatment of the book of Acts as based in the main upon

trustworthy sources.” The Pauline epistles are accepted as gen-

uine,* with the exception of the Pastoral Epistles, and even these

are regarded as based on genuine Pauline letters. Mark is a gen-

uine gospel of that writer, and Matthew’s gospel is founded on

Logia of the apostle. Luke’s gospel and the Book of Acts, on the

other hand, though generally quoted as “ Luke,” are not by Paul’s

companion, but originate late in the century—the Book of Acts

probably in the reign of Domitian. The “ we ” passages are pos-

sibly, but not certainly, by Luke. It is to be observed, further,

that while “ pseudonymity ” is disclaimed for the epistles of James

and 1 Peter, these are not regarded as writings of the authors to

whom they are commonly assigned. They are later productions,

and the names of James and Peter are probably interpolations.

These and other critical dicta will be glanced at after : we are

more concerned at present with the use the author makes of his

sources even as he describes them. This we shall find to be suffi-

ciently arbitrary. For the rest, the plan of the book is good, and

the working out of the details, whatever we may think of the

results, is painstaking and full. The body or central part of the

book—about half of the whole—is occupied with the Christianity

* This is so even though Rom. xvi is regarded as an epistle to Ephesus and
2 Cor. x-xiii as the lost third epistle to the Corinthians.
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and labors and journeyings of the Apostle Paul—and so far as this

can be detached from the general view of the apostle’s gospel

which underlies it, it is often inform atory and suggestive—trans-

ports us, at least, into the midst of the most recent discussions on

the subject, those, e.g ., of Prof. Ramsay.* The book has thus its

literary, historical, and theological merits, which we would not seek

to minimize. When, however, we come to deal with the funda-

mental theories and methods of the volume, and with its general

outcome as a picture of the Church in the apostolic age, we are

compelled to separate ourselves from it almost in toto.

An edifice is not stronger than its foundations. Christianity

rests on Christ. What then does Dr. McGiffert think of Christ ?

To get at his views on this subject we must begin a little further

back. The first section of the chapter on “ The Origin of Chris-

tianity ”—all too brief for the weight that is afterwards rested on

it—is on Judaism. This gives us already a foretaste of the author’s

principles of treatment
;
we do not, however, delay further on it

than to call attention to one or two points bearing on the after

discussion. In accordance with the tendencies at present prevail-

ing, the later theological beliefs of the Jews, like the Levitical

law, are represented as the natural development of the religious

consciousness of the people under the influence of their exilian and

post-exilian experiences. Thus arose, e. y., ideas of individual

responsibility, of resurrection and judgment, eschatological views

of the kingdom of God—above all the expectation of the Messi-

anic King. “ That expectation,” we are told, “ was not univer-

sal, and did not constitute a part of the original Messianic hope ”

(p. 8). (A “Messianic hope” without a “Messiah” surely

savors of paradox.) With the rise of the Levitical law—also a

human development—a change took place in the idea of righteous-

ness. The purity aimed at was less ethical than physical
;
moral

principles tended to be lost sight of “ under the pressure of the

constant and anxious care required to maintain ceremonial clean-

ness and to restore it when violated;” observance of the law
“ led not unnaturally to the substitution of hard and cold formal-

ism for the heart-service of the prophets.
’

’ The result was a further

change in the idea of the covenant, which now Avas mewed as a

piece of hard bargainings—“ the nation bound to observe the law

given by God
;
God to pay the promised recompense in proportion

to its performance ” (pp. 3-5). Our point is that, so far as appears,

the law was not in reality a “ lavr given by God ” at all
;
and

that the Messianic hopes and ideals as little rested on any divine

revelation, but were conceptions evolved by the nation's own

* Prof. Ramsay has replied on his own behalf in The Expositor for January.
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mind in the situation in which it was placed. We might ques-

tion, too, were this the place for it, whether the prevailing type of

piety, i. e., in really religious circles, was, till the later Pharisaic

period, nearly so legalistic as is here represented. Those who
think with Dr. McGiffert have a hard nut to crack in the existing

Psalter, which, on their view, was, in its bulk, a creation of this

very period.*

The link between the Old Testament and Jesus is John the

Baptist. Here we get further light on Dr. McGiffert’s views and

methods. His estimate of John the Baptist varies widely from

the common one, and is distinctly low. We gain from it an instruc-

tive glimpse of what we shall have occasion to emphasize all

through— the arbitrary subjectivism of his treatment of the

sources. By this we mean the method, learned from his German
masters, of setting aside at pleasure what is told in the records,

and substituting for it some view based on subjective considera-

tions. This view, accepted as fact, is then not infrequently made
the basis of further critical operations. All our gospels, e. y.,

represent John as the divinely prepared forerunner of the Messiah.

In two of the gospels (Matthew and John, the latter in a context

accepted by Dr. McGiffert as genuine [p. 11]), the claim is put

into John’s own mouth. John’s teaching of the impending

appearance of the Mightier than himself, and of his personal infe-

riority to Him, the contrast of his own ineffectual water-baptism

with the Messiah’s, Spirit-baptism, imply, if words can do it.

the same thing. The distinct declaration by John of his divine

commission, his recognition of Christ at the baptism, etc. (John i.

25-34
;
Matt. iii. 14), are main features of the narrative. But

Dr. McGiffert knows better. John did not claim to be a fore-

runner of the Messiah
;

his conceptions were not based on any

special revelation; nor had he any personal knowledge of Jesus

(the narrative makes them cousins) : he simply voiced the common
Messianic expectations of his time, and his work made no deep

or lasting impression. The later doubt of John (Matt. xi. 5, 6) is

held sufficient to discredit the narratives of the Baptist’s earlier

* Dr. McGiffert himself refers in a footnote to Psalms i, xix, cxix, as indicative of a

higher strain. But is not the whole Psalter based on a higher key than that

which he assumes? Where is the predominating zeal for the “ Levitical law ” or

for ceremonial rites as the expressions of holiness ? Would one gather from the

Psalter that there was a Levitical law at all or be able to form any idea of its

nature? Are not the indications as slight, to say the least, as in the earlier his-

torical and prophetical books ? Should not the critics, in very consistency, either

(1) put the Psalms back to pre-Levitical times ; or (2) make the law still later than

the Psalms—bring it down, say, to a century or two before Christ
;
or (3) give up

the argument that the absence of allusion means the absence of the existence of the

law ?
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testimony to Jesus (p. 11). Very different, surely, was tire esti-

mate of Jesus of His faithful forerunner and his work (Matt. xi.

9-15). But Dr. McGiffert thinks himself warranted in putting all

this aside—uor, to do him justice, do we see how he could have

retained it, and squared up to it his after estimate of the Son of

Man Himself.

For this is to us the central and crucial point in the judgment

to be formed of the book before us—the estimate it gives of Jesus.

Here we come to foundations. Everything in our conception of

Christianity depends on what we suppose Jesus Himself to be.

And we can only express our surprise and disappointment at the

utterances on this subject which meet us in the pages of Prof.

McGiffert. Jesus was “ a unique, religious personality ”—and

Baur, Pfleiderer, Renan, Martineau, 'Weizsacker, would, we sup-

pose, say as much. Given this lundamental fact, everything else

proceeds, apparently, by psychological evolution. The miraculous

birth and the incidents of the infancy are, of course, passed over,

though the story of the visit to the temple in His twelfth year is

accepted—on what principle of selection it is not easy to see. By
that time the “ epoch-making conviction ” had already come to

Jesus that God was His Father—not simply the Father of the

Jewish nation, but His own. This “ can find its ultimate explana-

tion only in His own unique religious personality” (p. 16). He
grew up sharing the Messianic hopes of those about Him. “ There

can be little doubt, then, that Jesus, like so many of His compa-

triots, including John himself, was looking for the speedy establish-

ment of the Messianic kingdom :

’
’ aird

1 ‘ that He should enroll

Himself among John’s disciples and receive baptism at his hands,

was the most natural thing in the world ” (p. 17)—the most

natural thing in the world that Jesus should receive a “ baptism

of repentance”! It was in connection with this baptism that

Jesus is supposed to have received the first “ revelation ” of His

own Messiahship— meaning that at this stage He somehow
“ reached that conviction ” (pp. 17, 22). In the temptation He
rejected the false ideals of his countrymen, but from this time

firmly “believed Himself to be the Messiah of the prophets”

(who did not predict a Messiah), and proclaimed the approach of

the kingdom for which all were looking (p: 19). Yet His concep-

tion of the kingdom differed from the ordinary one in that He
viewed it as a present reality (though also future), and placed the

essence of its blessedness in “ the realization on man’s part of his

filial relation to his Father God ” (p. 20). The “ spirit of Son-

ship ” is the supreme condition of entrance into the kingdom (pp.
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25, 27).* In the beginning of His ministry “ Jesus said nothing

of the necessity of coming into fellowship with Himself” (p. 28),

and even later His “ emphasis of faith in or acceptance of Him-
self is throughout an emphasis not of His personality, but of His

message, and thus simply a reassertion of filial trust in, devotion

to, and service of God, as the essential and sufficient condition of

an eternal life of blessedness with God in heaven ” (p. 30). In

regard to the Jewish law, we are informed, Jesus took up a strictly

conservative attitude. It was to Him ‘ 1 a divine law as truly as to

any of His countrymen ” (we saw that really it was not so—at

least the Levitical part of it), and “ it never seems to have

occurred to Him that the time would yet come for its abrogation ’ ’

(pp. 25, 26). Obedience to it was included in the duty of Sonship,

and His complaint against the Pharisees was that they observed

it not too much, but too little (p. 25). This obedience embraced

the Levitical ritual, but in placing, as He did, the principle of

obedience in love to God and love to man, He gave emphasis to

the moral elements, and was able to realize a large measure of

liberty, even under the law (p. 26). Unless we mistake Dr.

McGiffert, Jesus, in this relation to the law, stood on a lower level

than some even of the prophets, who did not scruple to speak very

scathingly of the worthlessness of ceremonial rites as a means of

pleasing God. Jesus, at any rate, is conceived to have been a

strict Jew in practice, and not to have contemplated any change

in the future. The time when the law should be abolished “ did

not come during Jesus’ life, and He gave no clear indication that

he expected it ever to come.” It is conceded, however, that “ the

subsequent history of Christianity would not have been what it

was had not His principles made its coming possible ” (p. 27).

This at least is something—-Jesus made a universalistic Christi-

anitv possible.

Jesus’ own conviction that “ He was the one who had been

promised by the prophets and long awaited by the fathers
’

’ (p.

32), he succeeded in imparting to His followers, and this was the

pivot of His success. His early views did not necessarily include

the foresight of His death. It was not long, however, before He
saw that the hostility of the authorities must eventuate in His

execution. But this made it inevitable, unless He were to give

up His belief in His own Messiahship, “ that He should think of

Himself as coming again to announce the consummated kingdom,

and to fulfil in preparation therefor the office of Messianic Judge ”

* Christ said: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven,” but nowhere makes “ a true spirit of sonship ” the condition of entrance

into His kingdom. This is a blessing within the kingdom.
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(p. 23) ;
and thus, we are asked to believe, these views took shape

in Jesus’ mind. It is also evident that He expected the consumma-

tion to take place at an early date. In His discourses on His

return to His disciples, He does not seem to distinguish sharply

between His own coming and that of the Spirit. He had, indeed,

learned before His death to look on that event as an advantage to

His cause, and spoke of it, also, at the last supper, as a sacrifice

for the sealing of the covenant with His disciples (pp. 83, 31, 69).

We hardly think that Prof. McGiffert can have realized how
low and inadequate, from the point of view of Christian faith, this

sketch of Jesus must appear. To say that it does not rise above

a Unitarian view is very little
;
for many devout Unitarians have

accepted a great deal more. So far as we can gather from this

sketch, Jesus is a unique religious genius, whose views were the

evolution of His own thoughts, and took shape from the ideals of

His time in forms which in any other we would not hesitate to rank

as egregious fanaticism. What are we to make of a young

Galilean peasant, however possessed with a sense of the divine

Fatherhood, who, without special revelation,* reaches the convic-

tion that He is the Messiah of His nation, reads confirmation of this

in prophecies which were never intended to teach any such doc-

trine, is zealous for a law of God which God never gave and was

soon, as men’s thoughts widened, to be abolished; then who, when
death was seen to be inevitable, ventured to proclaim that He
would come again on the clouds of heaven and judge the world !

We know that Prof McGiffert says in a footnote that a complete

picture of Jesus would contain much at which He has not even

hinted (p. 1). But surely in the briefest sketch we might expect to

have the things brought forward which he thinks most important

—

which enter deepest into his conception of Jesus as the founder of

the Christian Church. We shall do him the justice of observing

that later in the book he hints at some of these deeper elements

—the consciousness of preexistence in Christ, for example (p.

491)+—but what we urge is that these elements find no place in

the sketch at the commencement, are, indeed, incongruous with it,

and, if admitted, would revolutionize the whole picture.

Putting the sketch of Prof. McGiftert’s book alongside the Jesus

of the gospels, we cannot acknowledge the identity of the portraits.

* The “revelation/’ or inward illumination, which Dr. McGiffert postulates, is,

we must assume, unless he gives us much stronger reason for a different opinion,

not indistinguishable from the psychological processes which yielded Jesus

His other conclusions. It was assuredly not a revelation of such a fact as that

He—Jesus—was the Messiah promised to the fathers, for on Dr. McGiffert’s prin-

ciples, such promises were never given. It must have been at highest a develop-

ment from his “unique personality,” and was compatible with abundant error.

t There remains the question of the value to be attached to these utterances.
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The Jesus of the gospels, predicted by the prophets, announced

by the forerunner, supernaturally born, growing into the conscious-

ness of His unique relation to God and His vocation to be the

world’s Saviour, divinely attested at the baptism, clothed by the

Spirit with superhuman power, in conscious and real communion

with the Father whose will and purposes are made fully known to

Him at every step, with clearest insight into the nature, laws, prog-

ress, and ultimate issues of the kingdom He was founding, its su-

preme Legislator, commanding men and summoning them to the

loyal following of, and absolute surrender to, Himself, placing Him-

self above the law as its Fulfiller and Lord, forgiving sin, announc-

ing His future advent, promising to send the Holy Spirit, assuming

the functions of Judge of the world, withal absolutely spotless and

holy in His personal character, “ Son of man,” yet extorting from

His disciples the confession that he is the “ Son of God ” in some

unique and incommunicable sense, His life steeped in miracle, His

death crowned by resurrection and ascension—there is a unity, a

coherence, a fitness in this picture which takes awav the idea of

extravagance, and prepares us for Pentecost and the apostolic age

—which needs, in fact, the doctrine of the apostolic Church to

explain it. But there is no such symmetry or fitness, so far as we
can see, in Prof. McGiffert’s very different presentation. We fail

even to get an unequivocal avowal of Christ’s complete sinless-

ness, though, of course, we do not doubt for an instant that Prof.

McGiffert believes in this, as in much else that he has failed to

state. We do wonder, however, that he should labor to make out

that Christ does not from the first give His personality prominence,

and that even in His later teaching the personality is subordinate

to the message. Even if there were any failure of this kind in

the synoptics, it is amply supplemented'in the discourses in John,

the substantial accuracy of which Prof. McGiffert accepts. But,

in the synoptics, too, who can fail to see the commanding place

Christ’s personality holds, e. y., in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. v.

11—“for my sake;” vii. 21-23—“Lord, Lord, .... I never

knew you,” etc.), in the “Follow me” (Matt. viii. 22), in the

story of the paralytic, etc. ? And still more are we astonished to

find him picturing Jesus as outbidding the Pharisees in scrupulous

obedience to the details of the Mosaic law* and binding its out-

ward precepts on men’s consciences, when we see everywhere that

Jesus, while rendering present conformity to established institutions

(cf. Matt. iii. 15), laid not the slightest stress on ceremonial or

positive precepts, but took up an absolutely lordly and discretion-

ary attitude toward them (in marriage, meats, the Sabbath, etc.).

* He sees this in Matt, v, 19, 20, “ Except your righteousness,” etc.
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That one who saw so clearly the nature of spiritual religion,

and pierced so far into the future of His kingdom as the parables

and discourses show, should have had no dream of the abrogation

of Jewish “ commandments and ordinances,” is incredible to us,

and would put Jesus, in this vital matter, realty behind His follow-

ers Stephen * and Paul. Why, if outward ritual entered into His

thoughts, is there not one allusion to it in any part of His teach-

ing on the righteousness of His Kingdom ? It simply drops from

view as absolutely non-essential.

Jesus died, but what about the Resurrection ? If Jesus realty

rose from the dead, as the apostolic Church believed, that fact

looks back upon His whole earthly life and claims, and is, as Paul

declares (Rom. i. 4), an emphatic attestation of the latter. If He
realty rose, then it is not a thing incredible that He should have

sent the Spirit, as He promised. A true resurrection does not

tally well with the Christ pictured by Dr. McGiffert, with his subjec-

tively-evolved and possibly mistaken convictions. On this sub-

ject we are left by the author in much dubiety. That the disciples

had “ appearances” of Christ which produced in them the con-

viction that he was alive is assumed as certain
;
that they were

real appearances of the living Jesus Dr. McGiffert seemingly be-

lieves
;
that they were the appearances recorded in the gospels he

will not admit. We are not warranted, he thinks, in supposing that

the events took place as there narrated. The evangelical narra-

tives are displaced, and, with Weizsiicker, a new hypothetical

construction is substituted for them. It does not seem to us from

the general tenor of Dr. McGiffert's volume that he can, or does,

admit the actual bodily resurrection of Jesus from the grave.

What takes the place of the Resurrection of the ordinary Christian

faith, is a species of spiritualism, which, to our mind, is infinitely

harder to accept. With the resurrection goes, of necessity, the

recorded directions of Jesus to His disciples about baptism, the

preaching of the Gospel to every creature, the post-resurrection

incidents and discourses generally. This is how the evangelists

and early Church—in narratives circulating orally, if not in

written form, in the lifetime of the apostles and chief persons

interested—conceived of it
;
but the critics whom Dr. McGiffert

follows know better. It is not questioned, however, that the

apostles preached the fact of the resurrection to multitudes in

Jerusalem on and after Pentecost. What kind of resurrection did

they preach ? Was it one of spiritual manifestations? or a res-

urrection which left the grave empty on Easter morning ? Who
can doubt that it was the latter ? Surely Paul’s testimony—and

* Dr. McGiffert does not think that Stephen had this perception either.
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he goes back expressly on first-hand witness—is conclusive on this

point—“ teas buried
,
and rose again the third day ” (1 Cor. xv. 4).

Can it be that such a Gospel was preached by men who had never

taken the trouble to ascertain whether the grave in which their

own eyes had seen their Master put was empty ? And if Christ

rose in the body, why should He not appear in the body, as the

witnesses attest ? Dr. McGiffert’s spiritualistic theories have little

force when brought to the test of actual facts.

We may simply glance, before passing to the early Church, at

what Dr. McGiffert has to say of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper.

As respects the former, Matt, xxviii. 19 with its Trinitarian

formula is set aside, and it is left doubtful Avhether Jesus ever

gave any direct command to baptize (p. 61).* Yet surely there is

an enormous counter-difficulty in explaining how the early Church

came universally to adopt this rite without such direction as is

affirmed by Matthew (cf. Mark xvi. 16
;

also John iii. 5—-“ born

of water and of the Spirit”). The hypothesis that the disciples

had been in the habit of baptizing in imitation of John fails of

evidence after the early days of the Judtean ministry—the synop-

tics never hint at such a general baptism by the disciples of Jesus.

Christian baptism had also from the first connotations which John’s

baptism had not (Acts ii. 38). The treatment of the Lord’s Sup-

per is, to our thinking, even more arbitrary. That Jesus ate a last

supper with His disciples, and even spoke of the bread as His

body and the wine as the blood of the covenant, is not doubted
;

but it is argued, on the usual subjective grounds, that he can

hardly have intended to institute a commemorative feast (pp. 68,

69), and the narratives that expressly say He did (Luke, Paul)

must, of course, be wrong. The idea that Jesus was “ giving

veiled utterance to any mysterious truth concerning His person

and work”

—

i. e., we suppose, declaring the atoning significance

of His death—is rejected. It was Paul, as we learn from a later

chapter, 1 ‘ so far as our sources enable us to judge, who first made
it a special meal, and separated from all others,” so that “ it may
be said in a certain sense that it was established by him ” (p.

538).f But how wilful and improbable is such a theory ! Dr.

* That no contradiction was thought to exist between the Trinitarian formula

and the simpler assertion of baptism “in the name of Jesus” is shown, among
other things, by the Didache which expressly enforces the former (Chap, vii), yet

uses the latter as synonymous.

t “ It is one of the strange paradoxes of history,” says Dr. McGiffert, “ that the

great apostle of liberty, who did more than anyone else to oppose and destroy the

reign of rites and ceremonies, should yet have laid down principles in relation

both to the sendees of the church in general, and to the Lord’s Supper in particu-

lar, which were essentially formal and stereotyping in their effect ” (p. 538).
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McGiffert adopts, we think wrongly, Harnack’s date for Paul’s con-

version, A.D. 31—i. e., only a year after the crucifixion. Paul then,

who, from that time, mingled with the Christian circles, and kuew
minutely their beliefs and institutions, gives a detailed account of

the institution and mode of observance of the Lord’s Supper which,

he says, he “ received ” and faithfully “ delivered ” as from the

Lord. But it is of the very essence of Paul’s account, confirmed

by Luke, that the Supper was regarded by the Church as a com-

memorative ordinance instituted by Christ, nor (though the precise

expression, 1 ‘ do this in remembrance of me,” may not be used) is

there a word in the other accounts that conflicts with this, but

everything which harmonizes with it. An individual might be in

error, but the whole primitive Church could hardly be mistaken

as to the Lord’s design in His parting meal.

With like freedom in the treatment of his sources, Dr. McGiffert

proceeds to depict the earliest Christian community. It need not

be said that the history of the Book of Acts is considerably

revised. The day of Pentecost, it is acknowledged, “ has always

been regarded as of epochal significance ” for the history of the

Church, and “ Luke himself evidently so regarded it” (p. 48).

But our author again knows better. The Holy Spirit had

already been received by Christ’s disciples, and it is a mistake if

the author of the Acts regards the Holy Spirit as ‘
‘ not given till

then.” Pentecost was, however, a day of power for the conver-

sion of others—this was its true significance. The effect of the

Spirit’s presence was peculiarly seen in the “ speaking with

tongues”—a fact which Luke ministerprets as a gift of foreign

tongues,* but which was in reality “ the ecstatic, frenzied, unintel-

ligible, spiritual speech of which Paul tells us in the First Epistle

to the Corinthians.” One is perplexed by Mr. McGiffert’ s varied

ways of speaking of this supposed descent of the Spirit. Was it

an objective fact, or was it not ? Occasionally from his expres-

sions we might suppose it was
;
but these expressions alternate

continually with others which throw the matter back upon sub-

jective convictions. “ The speaker was supposed to be completely

under the control of the Spirit”—“his ecstatic utterances, in-

spired, as it was believed, by the Holy Ghost ”—“ in possession

of the Spirit, as they all believed themselves to be ”—“such

* The question is admittedly a difficult one, and we will not say that Dr. McGif-

fert is wrong in his understanding of the nature of the “ tongues.” But what, it

may be asked,would suggest to one familiar with the ordinary gift of tongues in the

early church the representation of this particular case as a speaking in the lan-

guages of the assembled peoples, if really it were not ? Is this telepathic power of

entering into the speech and consciousness of others in exalted frames of mind

altogether without analogy ?
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mysterious phenomena were uniformly attributed to the Spirit, and

in them was found the guarantee of his activity ” (pp. 50, 51,

518, 520, etc.). In this atmosphere, we are told later, “ soberness

and self-restraint were at a discount, and uncontrolled enthusiasm,

ecstacy and spiritual abandonment seemed the natural expression

of the Christian life,” so that “ these manifestations of the Spirit

doubtless had much to do with the reputation for folly and fanati-

cism which very commonly attached to the Christians in the com-

munity in which they lived ” (p. 519). Are we then warranted in

regarding such manifestations as a work of the Spirit of God at

all, or does Dr. McGiffert really so regard them—save as all relig-

ious fanaticism and extravagance may be described as the outcome

of spiritual enthusiasm? Yet this, we are told, was the peculiar

evidence adduced by Peter and others of the fact of the resurrec-

tion. “ Apologetics”—an apology, we should fancy, of little mod-

ern worth—“ was the imperative need of the hour .... the em-

phasis was changed from the Gospel itself to the evidence for its

truth Not the Fatherhood of God, but the Messiahship of

Jesus, formed the burden of the preaching of the apostles, and so

the Master’s estimate of values was reversed ” (p. 54). Other

startling things are said of this early preaching, as that, e. </., so

long as the Messiahship of Jesus was true, “ His character and

nature were a matter of comparative indifference ” (p. 54). Most

astonishing of all is the declaration that Peter’s sermon involved no

“rebuke of the self-righteousness of his countrymen;” was not

“ intended to assert that every man is a sinner, and that repent-

ance is a universal pre-condition of enjoying God’s favor;” and

that His words “ leave room for the theory, which was widespread,

at least in Pharisaic circles, that it is possible for a man fo keep

the law of God and thereby to secure through his own efforts the

favor and blessing of the Almighty” (p. 59). Peter, in short,

was a legalist: and this stands in connection with the theory that

the believers of the early Jerusalem Church were, as Baur held,

Jews of the strictest type—zealots for the law, and, like their

Master, incapable of conceiving of its abrogation. That the early

Christians were Jews, and continued to the end of their days in

the observance of Jewish customs—though not as a means of

obtaining salvation—that, further, they only graduallv came to

the knowledge that the law was abolished for any—lies on the

surface of the narrative : but he will have a strangely constituted

mind who can read into the discourses of the Book of Acts the

absolutely unevangelical sentiments which Dr. McGiffert sees in

them.* The upshot of his view is that the true representatives

* It is no wonder that Dr. McGiffert has to set aside the Epistles of James and

Peter as not by these writers.
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of the primitive believers were the later Ebionites—a position, we
believe, utterly unhistorical.*

It is impossible to follow in anything like detail the further

representations of the early Church given us in Dr. McGiffert’s

pages. We observe that he contends that the apostles held “ no

official position ” in the Church of Jerusalem
;
nay, “ there exists

no proof that they held any official position in the Church at large,

or that they were supposed in these early days to have been en-

trusted with any kind of authority over it ” (p. 46
;

cf. p. 650).

It constitutes no proof that, as is admitted, “ the author of the

Book of Acts had another conception of the significance of the

twelve apostles ”—thought of them, in fact, as an apostolic col-

lege. as exercising government, as heads of the Church at large
;

and that Paul apparently had the same view, enhancing, by his

emphasis on his equality with the twelve, “ not only his own
dignity and authority, but theirs as well ” (p. 47). This does not

suit Dr. McGiffert’s reading of the facts, and so must be set aside.

We fear much in the gospels will require to be set aside also—the

delegating by Jesus to the apostles of authority in His kingdom

(the keys, binding and loosing), the sitting on the twelve thrones

judging the tribes of Israel, the post-resurrection commissions,

etc. Paul will have to lay aside his “ rod ” (1 Cor. iv. 21
;

cf.

xi. 34
;

2 Cor. x. 8, 11
;

xiii. 10, etc.)
;
will have to lay aside also

his right to exhort his emissaries to the firm assertion of their

authority when necessary (Timothy, Titus).f It is characteristic

that this hypothesis of the non-official standing of the apostles is

subsequently made the ground of rejecting the narratives of the

gift of the Spirit by the laying on of hands, etc. (pp. 97, 100).

Omitting other matters, as the view taken of Stephen's “ blas-

phemy, 1
' we hasten to glance at the author’s picture of Paul and

his theology. This, as formerly remarked, is the principal part of

the book, and in the historical sections contains much that is

suggestive. Yet the whole is marred, in our judgment, by its

fatally defective fundamental view, and the prevailing arbitrari-

ness of treatment. The extraordinary—perhaps supernatural-

character of Paul’s conversion is indeed emphasized. “ Paul

therefore believed that at a particular period in his life the risen

* Dr. McGiffert does not seem to take account of that other strain in early

Jewish Christianity represented by the Nazarenes, who were tolerant in their

views of the law, friendly to Paul, and more nearly, though still imperfectly,

represented the Jerusalem community.

t tVe remember that Dr. McGiffert does not accept the Pastoral Epistles in their

present form. He ingeniously argues that the apostles (in the usual conception)

are rather successors of the bishops, than the bishops successors of the apostles

(p. 97).
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Christ appeared to him, and to that appearance he owed his Chris-

tian faith ” (p. 121). But this risen Christ was, to Paul’s view, a

spirit, not a being of flesh and blood (granted, but it is to depart

from the whole analogy of Paul’s teaching to suppose that Christ’s

appearance was not in a body
,
albeit a glorified one—the very

body that had risen from the grave). Paul at once recognized this

spirit appearing to him as the risen Jesus, and gained from his

vision the convictions (1) that Jesus was the Messiah
; (2)

“ that

such continued spiritual existence presupposed a life of absolute

holiness on the part of Jesus ” (Paul’s conviction of Christ’s sin-

lessness is thus made an inference from his Damascus vision)
;
and

(3)
“ that he must have been nothing less than a heavenly being,

endowed with the Spirit of God ” (pp. 126, 127). He was thus

led to the belief, not altogether unknown among the Jews of his

time, “ that the Messiah belonged to a higher order of being than

man, that He had an existence in heaven before His appearance

on earth, and that He was to be sent down thence by God to fulfil

his Messianic calling ” (p. 127). Here then is the basis of the

more supernatural part of Paul’s theology, and the reader may
judge of its adequacy for himself. But Paul’s theology, we are

instructed, had a deeper root—his own consciousness of the inner

conflict of flesh and spirit. Paul’s view was dualistic. The flesh,

or evil nature, is incurably corrupt, and must die
;
the personality

is drawn into slavery to the flesh and participates in its sinfulness.

Hence the terrible struggle between Paul “ as a conscious person,

knowing and approving the good, and his human nature or flesh

with its inherent corruption
;

a struggle which results in his con-

tinual defeat ” (p. 125). What now is salvation ? Here we come

to Dr. McGiftert’s characteristic positions. What, in Paul’s view,

the sinner needs, is not forgiveness, but deliverance
;
deliverance,

not from the penalty of sin, but from the source of siu. The
flesh, or evil nature, must die—that is the necessary fruit of its

corruption
;
and the only way to escape from this death is to

escape from the flesh itself. How is this escape to be accom-

plished ? Paul gained the secret in his Damascus vision. Jesus

had died in the flesh, but through the stronger power of holiness

within Him, was now living the life of a glorified spirit (pp. 126,

127). But why had Jesus—a superhuman being—done all this ?

The only answer possible to Paul was that He had done it “to
free others from the burden of sin and death, and to give them
that life with God which he himself enjoyed” (p. 127). The
efficacy of Christ in salvation, therefore, lies in His power to im.

part this new life : the person united with Christ has a new
nature: “his personality has received a new content—Spirit
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in place of flesh” (p. 138). “It is not so much forgiveness,

as a new' life
;

not so much pardon for the old, as release

from it that is needed, and that is secured, according to Paul,

when a man dies vrith Christ unto the flesh, and rises with Him
in the Spirit ” (p. 133). In this light Dr. McGiffert re-reads the

Pauline doctrine of j ustification. The believer is free from the law',

“ not because the law has exacted its full penalty—the law' exacts

no penalty—but simply because it can sustain no relation to one

who has ceased to exist ” (p. 139). Justification is not to be

interpreted forensically, but vitally
;
and the righteousness of God

which the believer receives is “ the actual divine righteousness or

righteous nature w'hich man receives from God wrhen he receives

God’s Spirit
” *—a “ righteousness not imputed, but imparted to

man ” (p. 143). The difficulty remains that, as is admitted, Paul

does use forensic terms, speaks of imputation, etc., but it is held that

“ to regard such expressions as formative in Paul’s thinking, and

to read his conception of salvation in their light, is to misinterpret

him” (p. 144). Forgiveness is not prominent in his writings;

save in Ephesians and Colossians, it is only once explicitly referred

to (Rom. iv. 7). So far is this carried that we are actually asked

to reject Acts xiii. 38, 39-—•“ Everyone that believeth is justified

from all things,” etc., as not sufficiently Pauline (p. 186).

A great deal of the above requires perhaps little comment. It

conflicts too absolutely with well-established exegetical results as

to Pauline usage to need formal refutation. The one thing clear

about it is that it subverts the ordinary Reformation doctrine of

justification—leaves no place in consistency for even forgiveness

of sins—and substitutes for Christ in His atoning righteousness as

our hope and standing-ground before God the doctrine of salvation

through the impartation of a new divine life. The root of the

whole matter lies, we take it, in the false dualism which Dr.

McGiffert—again following German leading-imports into Paul.

The apostle teaches no such doctrine of realistic dualism as our

author attributes to him. The “ flesh ’’
is not wdth Paul a term

identical with “ human nature,” in the sense that human nature

in its w'hole substance—mental and bodily—is incapable of re-

demption and sanctification. Originally good, it is in its entirety

the object of Christ’s redeeming w'ork. The renewed man, accord-

ingly, carries with him into the new' life all his original faculties

and pow'ers—is the same man in every respect as before—only he

is delivered from sin’s dominion, and lives unto God through the

power of the Spirit given to him. Even Dr. McGiffert cannot

ignore the passages in w'hich the apostle exhorts Christians to use

* The view reminds of Osiander's, but Osiander had other elements.
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their members as instruments of righteousness, as formerly they

had used them in the service of sin (pp. 136, 137). It is in fact

their bodies they are to present to God as “ living sacrifices ” (Rom.

xii. 1). This single fact shows the baselessness of Dr. McGiffert’s con-

tention
;
just as his argument about the body on p. 134 is wrecked

on such a passage as Rom. viii. 11—

“

shall also quicken yout mor-
tal bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you.” The personality

is identical throughout, the subject of sin and condemnation in the

old life, of forgiveness and renewal in the new
;
needing justifica-

tion
;

finding both in Christ, sin’s Atoner, and the Giver of the

Spirit (in Dr. McGiffert’s version of the Pauline theology, Christ

is the Spirit
;
the two are identical).

Paul’s theology is represented by Dr. McGiffert as so peculiarly

the evolution of his own experience that it is difficult to bring it

into any line with the positive teaching of Jesus, and equally with

the theology of the other sections of the Church. Yet nothing is

clearer than that in proclaiming Christ’s death for our sins, and

His resurrection for our justification, Paul believed himself to be-

preaching only the Gospel currently received. So with his views

of the Person of Christ, in regard to which he constantly assumes

that his readers’ estimate of the Lord’s person is the same as his-

own. His doctrine and their's is one. One thing is gratifying in-

this book, viz., the positive ground Dr. McGiffert takes up on the;

genuineness of the Pauline epistles (excepting the Pastorals), and his

cogent argument to show that the theology of the later epistles in

no way conflicts with that of the earlier (one staggers, how-

ever, at his placing Galatians before 1 and 2 Thessalonians, and

at the separation of it from Romans, as at many minor features of

criticism). The details of the historical chapters cannot be gone
into at length, though very much in them invites remark. There:

is what looks like an unequivocal recognition of miraculous pow-
ers in the early Church (p. 189), an acknowledgment all the more-

welcome after previous ambiguities about the supernatural. In

the treatment of the famous interview of Gal. ii. and of the Jerusa-

lem Council, which Dr. McGiffert rightly, we think (as against

Ramsay), brings together, there is, with some suggestive discussion

of the difficulties, more deference to the Tubingen theory than is

necessary. It is certainly surprising to find it argued that there

is no sign that Paul was acknowledged by the Three as a fellow-

apostle (p. 197). This is soon after converted into the positive

assertion that they did not so recognize him (p. 201). But it is

inconceivable that Peter and James and John should give Paul

“the right hand of fellowship” without thereby endorsing his

well-known and stoutly maintained claim, or that Paul should

14
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have accepted a “ right hand” which did not carry such endorse-

ment with it. The apostles—Peter and the others—could not

have denied Paul’s apostleship without disputing his conversion

and the commission which accompanied it
;
and the evidence is

that they did not (Acts ix. 27 ;
Gal. i. 18, 19). The episode of

the decree is an acknowledged difficulty, but there seems no need

for resorting to the round-about theory favored by Dr. McGiffert.

It is more than probable, as Ritschl argues, that there was from

the first a real difference of view in the Jerusalem Church regard-

ing the principle on which the decree rested, and when this came

to light, as it was bound soon to do in the matter of eating (cf.

Gal. ii. 11-14), the arrangement of the Council broke through and

the decree passed into desuetude. There is, to our mind, no insu-

perable difficulty in Paul’s agreeing to the very moderate compro-

mise proposed by the Jerusalem Council
;
any more than we see

occasion to doubt the truth of the statements that Paul personally

observed the customs of his nation (Actsxxi. 2d
;
xxiv. 18

;
xxv.

S: xxviii. 17; cf. xviii. 18, 21). Dr. McGiffert, however, again

knows better, and categorically affirms— ‘
‘ Paul had certainly been

living for years in entire disregard of the law of the fathers ” (p.

340). The question of the second imprisonment need not

detain us, but Dr. McGiffert’s peremptory dictum: “If Luke

could have recorded that he was acquitted and released by the

emperor it seems inconceivable that he would have failed to do so
”

(p. 418), might surely as well be met by the assertion that if Luke

had known that Paul was put to death at the end of his two

vears’ imprisonment, he could hardly have failed to mention the

fact. And Clement’s expression rd ripua r?;? dOascui, taken in con-

nection with the circumstance that the writer’s standpoint was

Rome, means surely more than Dr. McGiffert puts into it (p. 416).

We remarked above that in his general view of Christ and His

Gospel Paul knew himself to be standing on the common Chris-

tian ground of his day. Dr. McGiffert, however, will have it that

the general Church had a very different kind of Christianity from

Paul’s—“ wide asunder as the poles” (p. 459). This general

Christianity was legalistic in spirit. Its ruling idea was salvation

through fulfillment of the new (i. e., Christian) law. Grace

comes in -to supply deficiencies. “ The grace of God manifested

not alone in His offer of salvation to men, and in the revelation of

His righteous will by whose observance that salvation might be

attained, but also in his readiness to assist men in their efforts to

keep His law and to forgive them for their breaches of it ” (p.

460)." The idea of faith was becoming “intellectual” (even in

* The view thus attributed to the early Church hardly rises above the level of

the Socinian.
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John); it furnished the motive “ which leads a man to obey the

law of God, and thus secure salvation ” (p. 458). Calvinists will

note with interest that the divine election of Christians is based

“ on the observance of that law.” “ Many passages, as indeed

the entire conception of the Gospel which underlies them, show

clearly enough that the election is not independent of man’s con-

duct, but that it is either a general determination that they shall

be saved who lived truly Christian lives, or the particular choice

of those who it is foreseen will thus live ” (p. 461). Did we not

say truly that it was time that the Confession of Faith was revised

off the face of earth ? Where, we ask, is this wonderful type of

Christianity found depicted ? Marvelous to relate, the first

“ striking evidence ” of its wide prevalence is found in the synop-

tic gospels (p. 462)
;
then the other writings of the New Testa-

ment are adduced, with the addition of Clement, Barnabas, Igna-

tius, Hermas, etc.—all treated as on the same level. We would

regard it as a work of supererogation to attempt to prove that this

is not the teaching of Hebrews, of John, of Peter, or even of

James. It is marvelous how for a moment Dr. McGiffert can

imagine he finds it in them. If the inculcation of the duty of

keeping God’s commanments—of doing His will—is a sign of

legalism, the reproach must fall, not on the disciples, but on the

Master Himself.* Yet the writer of 1 Peter is held to be “ satu-

rated with Paul’s ideas” (p. 435); -Hebrews is Philonic
;

the

Johannine writings are per contra cleared of Philonic influence. But

strange opinions are attributed to the Johannine writer. Though
he has learned much from Paul (p. 492), his theology is indepen-

dent. He tends to intellectualism (p. 498), “ has no such control-

ling ethical interest as characterized Paul and the svnoptists ” (p.

496), above all has the idea “ that the Gospel is not for the sinful

but the righteous” (p. 496)—this in face of John iii. 16.f Yet

his exalted view of Christ’s person is gained from the impression

of Christ’s earthly life (not from Philo), and even the belief in

preexistence is thought to be based on genuine words of Jesus (p.

489). The writer in the early Church with whom “ the charac-

teristic views of Paul found their fullest acceptance and their most

remarkable development” was “the great Christian reformer

Marcion ” (p. 502 )J Were we not justified in saying that the

picture given of the apostolic age lacks in an extraordinary degree

in symmetry and unity ?

•

* Nearly everything that Dr. McGiffert finds in the other writers could be

matched in Paul : even the more general meaning of faith is common in his usage

(A., e. g., 1 and 2 Thess. ).

f John is even tinged with the current legalism (p. 495), has a lower view of

Christ’s resurrection than Paul (p. 494), etc.
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We cannot in the closing sentences of this article touch on the

important questions of Church constitution and government raised

by Dr. McGiffert, nor can we enter at any length into the critical

q uestions involved in his theories of the documents. We adhere

to the view, which seems to us best supported, that “ elders ” and
“ bishops” were one and the same class of office-bearers in the

primitive Church, and regard as arbitrary Dr. McGiffert’ s attempt

to make out a distinction between ‘ 1 elders
’

’ and ‘ 1 appointed

elders” (bishops) in Clement’s epistle (p. 663). Acts xiv. 23,

which there is not the least ground for questioning, shows the

practice in this respect, and proves the official character of the

elders. The critical questions open up a wide field, the working

of which in detail must be left to others. We only desire to put

on record our impression of the arbitrariness which seems to rule

in Prof. McGiffert’ s procedure here also. Is there not an arbitrari-

ness, e. y., in accepting so largely the trustworthiness of the

records in Acts, yet denying, in face of the consentient tradition

of antiquity, the authorship of this book and of the third gospel to

Luke, the companion of Paul ?* Apart from other reasons, how
does Prof. McGiffert get over the proved linguistic identity of the

“ we” sections (which are of apostolic date) with the other por-

tions of the book ? Does the introduction to the third gospel also

not fairly require us to put the author in the second generation of

Christians ? Is it again so certain that Luke used the gospel of

Mark and the Loyia of Matthew, and would he have ranked such

documents so summarily amongst the attempts at narration which

he mentions ? The intricacies of the synoptical problem are not

yet so cleared up that one can assert this dependence with confi-

dence. To take only one simple example—if Luke used the

Loyia in common with the author of our Matthew, it must have

been in a Greek form, for many of the passages in Matthew and

Luke are verbally identical (or nearly so) in Greek (e. y ., Luke x.

2—Matt. ix. 37
;
Luke x. 13-15—Matt. xi. 21-23

;
Luke x. 21,

22—Matt. xi. 25-27). Yet again Luke breaks off' from Matthew,

and gives identical sayings in so entirely different a shape that

they cannot easily be conceived of as taken from the same written

source, either in Greek or Aramaic (passim). If, however, the

author of Luke (and Acts) was not dependent on our written

gospels, his date must be early. + Take again 1 Peter, which on

* Of course, if Luke were the author, Dr. McGiffert would not be able to take

many of the liberties with the narrative that he does.

t With equal ingenuity and cogency the Baur school made out Mark to be

based on Matthew and Luke because in several sections Mark agrees partly with

one and partly with the other, and so seems a compound of both. See Davidson’s

Introduction, I, p. 480.
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subjective grounds is taken from that apostle and given to an

unknown writer in the end of the first century. Here again we
have the arbitrary setting aside of the inscription, of an unchal-

lenged tradition, of the incorporation of the epistle in early ver-

sions,—all because certain critics have a preconceived hypothesis of

how Peter must have written if he wrote at all. The epistle of

James does not possess such complete early attestation, but the

circles that did accept it, so far as we have any evidence, did not

doubt that it proceeded from the “ James, a servant of God and of

the Lord Jesus Christ ” whose name appears in the commencement

[this Dr. McGiffert rejects]
;
and the majority of scholars who are

not controlled by dogmatic reasons accept it as genuine, and of

early date. Dr. McGiffert’s hypothesis requires him to regard the

“ twelve tribes of the dispersion” (i. 1) as applying figuratively

“ to Christians in general without regard to race ” (p. 584). The

arbitrariness of treatment is perhaps even more apparent in the

verdict passed on the Pastoral Epistles. Portions are selected as

genuinely Pauline (parts of earlier Pauline letters), and the rest is

discarded for its supposed un-Pauline character. The difficulties

attaching to these letters are well-known, but granting (thus even

Harnack) a second imprisonment of the apostle, they are not insu-

perable
;
and the literary peculiarities seem to preclude a parceling

out of the material in the way attempted. We shall not trespass

on the Johannine question. The approximation of Dr. McGiffert is

so close to the Johannine authorship that it is hardly worth his

while to resist the general tradition. Taken in its entirety, we
cannot believe that this work of Prof. McGiffert will hold the field

as a successful interpretation of apostolic Christianity.

Edinburgh, Scotland. James Orr.



II.

THE MODERN HYPOTHESIS AND RECENT
CRITICISM OF THE EARLY PROPHETS.

THE study of the early prophetic writings has become invested

with a threefold interest through the rise of the Kuenen-

Wellhausen hypothesis. Externally looked at, the reversal of the

customary sequence, Law-Prophets, seemed to form the distinctive

feature of this hypothesis, and around this point accordingly the

battle between its defenders and opponents was at first concen-

trated. It appeared obvious that for the decision of the controversy

everything depended on the literary and historical testimony of

the earliest prophets. The question was one of verifying whether

any, or how much, of the material, legislative and narrative,

embedded in the Law existed in written form in ancient times.

Apart from a few poetic compositions of smaller size,* and some

historical documents, which are, however, held to have been incor-

porated in and adjusted to works of much later date and whose

original form can therefore no longer be precisely determined,!

the Prophets were the only writings in regard to whose date and

genuineness in the main both sides were still agreed. All else

appeared unsettled and involved in the great critical upheaval:

here at least a common basis for argument had remained. But this

reveals only one side of the importance to which the prophetic

books suddenly attained. It was soon realized that much more

was at stake than the relative age of certain writings, and that the

shifting of dates on so broad a scale had taken place in the interest

of a philosophical theory regarding the development of Israel’s

religion. Hence the discussion was pushed into the wider field of

the history of revelation or religion, into the midst of the living

movement of events, where research bids fair to be rewarded not by

discovery of the external sequence of writings alone, but by insight

into the causal connection of the forces that have shaped the

development of which the writings are mere precipitates or pro-

ducts. • If the new hypothesis was right, then Prophecy, coming

* The Song of Deborah (Judg. v), David’s Song of the Bow (2 Sam. i. 19-27).

f The oldest material in Jndges and Samuel and in the story of Elijah and

Elisba in 1 Kgs. xvii-2 Kgs. xiii.
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before the Law, claimed all the interest attaching to records which

stand nearest to the mysterious but fascinating beginning of things.

The removal of the Pentateuch from its place before the Prophets

had created a clear field for that form of naturalistic theorizing to

which hitherto the Law with its sharply defined supernaturalistic

signature had always formed an insuperable barrier
;
the question

had now become open, What is it that lies back of Prophecy,

evolution or revelation, the physical ort he ethical, the imperfect

or the perfect ? * But, contemporary records failing unless the

constructions attempted in answer to this question were to be

wholly baseless and subjective, a process of backward reasoning,

taking its point of departure from the earliest ascertainable data,

had to be resorted to
;
and these data were furnished by the eighth-

century prophets, who were thus made to bear witness direct or

indirect to the stage of religious development preceding their own
times. Even this, however, does not exhaust the significance of

the early prophetic writings as a factor in the critical controversy.

They appear not as mere literary or historical witnesses, but as in-

dependent actors in the drama of development constructed by the

critics. Even on the old view, Prophetism at its rise marks an

epoch in sacred history. The modem hypothesis, however, having

reduced everything in the oldest period to a naturalistic level, is

bound to make this epoch a creative one
;
to it the prophets are

the originators of the unique ethical and religious teaching Israel

has given to the world, whereas according to the traditional view

the prophets simply enforced and applied and developed what was

already contained, germinally at least, in the Mosaic revelation.

Neither side was slow to perceive the strategic value possessed

by the prophetic writings in each of these three respects. First

of all, from the conservative side the claim was upheld that the

high antiquity of both the narrative and legislative material in the

Pentateuch in all its parts was placed beyond attack by the testi-

mony of the earliest prophets. Over against this the adherents of

the modern view attempted to show that the prophets of the

eighth century, Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, contain no traces of

the existence of the Deuteronomic and priestly documents, whereas

references to the Jahvist and Elohist are clearly found in them
;

that the prophets of the seventh century, Obadiah, Habakkuk,

Zephaniah, Jeremiah, show, beside traces of JE, points of com-

parison or marks of actual acquaintance with Deuteronomy
;
that

* It is riot accidental that the great evolutionary constructions of Israel’s history

date from the time when the posteriority of the Legal to the Prophetic period had

become with the leading critics a settled conviction. Kuenen’s Religion of Israel

could not have been written before his espousal of the Gratian view between 1865

and 1869.
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Ezekiel, the prophet of the exile, reveals great similarity in his

ideas and manner of expression with the oldest of the priestly

sections of the Law
;

that finally, the late writers, Malachi and

Daniel, offer parallels with all parts of the Thora, and speak of the

latter as an organic whole attributed to Moses. All this in en-

tire harmony with the main contentions of the critical hypothesis.

"With equal eagerness the prophetic testimony in regard to

Israel’s past religious development was seized upon by both

parties to the controversy, although it must be admitted that here

the critics were at a serious disadvantage. The defenders of the

traditional view maintained, and evidently on strong grounds, that

the unanimous voices of Prophecy pronounced the corrupt state of

popular religion among Israel the result of an habitual declension

from the higher and purer faith once delivered to the fathers by

Moses
;
that the antithesis between prophets and people was to be

explained, in agreement wfith the explicit declarations of the

prophets to this effect, as the natural opposition of the few faithful

upholders of Israel’s best traditions to the degeneracy of the apos-

tate mass. The critics could not deny that on the whole this was

a fair statement of what appeared from their writings to have been

the prophets’ own convictions on this point. But, in spite of this,

they asserted that the data of the prophetic literature, when
rightly interpreted, favored not the conservative, but the modern

construction of history. And the assertion was made plausible by

the demand that a correct interpretation of the past in the light

of Prophecy should begin not with accepting the Prophetic judg-

ment as historical evidence, but with explaining it, together with

a number of other facts, on philosophical and psychological princi-

ples. If the prophets characterize the popular religion as apos-

tasy, it is not so much as a piece of credible testimony that this

has interest for us, but as an unconscious revelation on their part

that in the course of evolution they had risen above the majority,

and were so naivety and intuitively convinced of the truth of their

higher views as to be unable to think of them as not having been

known and valid since the first beginning of Israel’s history.

But the main trial of strength between the two contending views

was reserved for the interpretation of the Prophetic movement
itself, and its contribution to the development of Old Testament

religion. The critics had to show, and endeavored to show, that

the historical constellation under which their hypothesis placed the

birth of Prophecy wras not only consistent with but favorable to

the intensely productive power ascribed to it. Given the antece-

dents and the environment supplied by. the reconstruction of the

older period, it was said, and the work of the Prophets stood out
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upon the background of their age luminous and intelligible
;
the

mystery and darkness which had hitherto enveloped the genesis of

the loftiest teaching of the Old Testament were at once dispelled.

The antiquated notion of objective supernatural revelation could

now be discarded and the modern idea of development take its

place. It was easy to trace the psychological processes in which

the distinctive doctrines of the Prophetic theology were evolved.

Part fitted into part, and for each truth there was a place and

function in the growing organism. The ethical idealism, the

monotheism, the spiritual conception of the nature and service of Je-

hovah, the universalism, the Messianic predictions of the prophets,

all these were furnished with a rational explanation and exhibited

in their mutual dependence. The veil was lifted from the reading

of the old covenant and the history of its ideas almost wrote itself.

In a word, it was claimed that the new hypothesis found its chief

commendation and celebrated its highest triumph in the brilliant

simplicity with which it solved the riddles and swept away the

problems of Old Testament science.

On the other hand, those who were convinced of the correctness

of the older views did not hesitate to take up the challenge thus

thrown out to them. If anywhere, then here was the point where

the critical theory was to be met aggressively and to be subjected

to criticism in its turn. In this particular field it undertook to be

positive and constructive, and its exploits were so daring and com-

prehensive, covering such a wide range of evidence upon which

it must either plainly approve or discredit itself, that no possibility

seemed left for a non liquet in the end. And not only did a critical

examination of the hypothesis on this point seem to promise definite

results, it offered the further advantage of testing the same, not

in some subordinate feature, but in the centre of its life on which

all other parts are dependent. Should it fail to substantiate its

claims here, it must break down entirely, for its own assumptions

have led it to place at this point the main problem of Old Testa-

ment history, for the sake of solving which it exists. In so far as

the hypothesis could lay claim to being the most ingenious and

best-balanced scheme yet devised for a purely naturalistic explana-

tion of the phenomena of Prophecy, it was justly deemed to

involve in its success or defeat the general cause of anti-supernatu-

ralism as regards the Old Testament. Under the influence of so

much that invited and stimulated criticism, it is no wonder that

the evolutionary scheme was rigorously tried by the stern facts of

the history of Prophetism and all its weakness exposed. It was

shown without difficulty that it misconstrues the evidence on

which it pretends to rest, that it fails to explain the most impor-
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tant elements of the prophetic consciousness and teaching, that its

reasoning is more specious than logical, that in its psychological

constructions it makes the Old Testament writers think in modern

forms, that its assumed development stands in chronological con-

flict with the data of history, that it is too narrow to subsume

under its categories the doctrinal wealth of prophetic revelation

and its broad outlook into the future.

In that first flusli of enthusiasm which is wont to attend every

new discovery, whether real or imagined, the entire contents of

the prophetic literature were claimed by the critics as in full

harmony with their position. There was no inclination to admit

that any part of the evidence appeared inconclusive or suggested

problems as yet unsolved. With amazing unconsciousness of the

mysteries of prophecy, the defenders of the modern view pro-

ceeded to argue their case. When hard pressed by some of the

conservative representations recourse was had to an exegesis which

more or less plausibly explained away the evidence of the religious

vitality of the Law in the prophetic consciousness, or pointed out

subtle differences between the early Prophetic and the later Deuter-

onomic philosophy of history, or reduced the most marvelous

Messianic predictions to the level above which mere preachers of

righteousness should not rise. Holiness in the Prophets was

claimed to be a totally different conception from holiness in the

Pentateuch. References to the Thora were interpreted either of

the Prophetic instruction itself, even where the context seemed to

favor no such sense, or else, if the allusion to priestly Thora could

not be denied, the reader was carefully warned against a possible

confusion between the written Thora of a later age and the oral

Thora supplied by the priests in individual instances. With so

much assurance was this method of dealing with the inconvenient

parts of the evidence at first applied, that for a considerable time

no necessity vras felt to propose the question, whether some of the

prophecies in which these phenomena occurred might not be of a

later date, so that protection against them ought to be sought in

critical excision rather than in exegetical makeshifts. The well-

nigh universal denial of the genuineness of such sections as Isa.

xxiv-xxvii and xl-lxvi, and the late dating by many of the

prophecy of Joel had, besides, removed the most serious difficulties

in advance.

In the course of time, however, a great change came over the

critics in their attitude toward the prophetic writings. They

began to be more thoughtful and less eager to claim that their con-

ception of Israel’s history and the testimony of the Prophets in

their present shape were in perfect agreement. It was perceived
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that the hypothesis did not find as smooth sailing in the often-

disturbed waters of prophetic revelation as was at first anticipated.

Difficulty was experienced in reconciling the realistic content of

many an oracle with the highly idealistic character in which the

critics were accustomed to conceive the prophet. But these doubts

and misgivings were not signs of any inclination on the part of the

critics to retrace their steps. On the contrary, they indicated a

more than ever assured conviction of the substantial truth of their

conclusions. The precipitancy with which the champions of the

new views had in the beginning thrown themselves upon the avail-

able evidence to press every part of it with equal ardor into the

service of their cause, wore off in the same proportion as the

hypothesis was believed to have been placed on a secure basis, so

as to be no longer dependent on single data for its support. A
calmer tone and temper took its place, which enabled the critics to

observe more accurately and to recognize more readily the real

nature of the facts, than was possible before. Still more influential,

however, in bringing about this change was a second cause. The

criticism of the Hexateuck had run its course and been carried to

that point of minuteness and perfection of detail where little at-

tractive original labor remained to be done. New fields were to

be opened up in which the critical faculty could exert the powers

acquired in its employment upon the Mosaic writings. The fact

that difficulties had to be admitted in squaring the modern theory

with the prophetic books naturally turned the attention of the

critics in this direction. So it came about that a vigorous move-

ment for the reconstruction of the criticism of the Prophets set in,

in which, so far as the situation allowed, the performances of Pen-

tateuch criticism were reenacted, and the first canon applied was the

probably late, in most cases post-exilic, origin of all such prophe-

cies as did not harmonize in their traditional place with the evolu-

tionary programme of the history of religious ideas.

It is assumed by the pioneers in this field that the prophetic

literature has been subjected to a systematic redaction guided by

religious or theological view-points and involving important

excisions, additions and alterations. This process reached its

height during the Persian period, after the writings of the prophets

had for some time possessed a certain degree of sacredness, which

could not be maintained unless their contents were made to agree

with the then prevailing beliefs.* An extensive literary activity

* It is difficult to conceive of a mental attitude toward ancient prophecy suffi-

ciently convinced on the one hand of its absolutely divine origin to conclude a

priori that certain elements must be contained in it, and yet unscrupulous enough,

on the other band, to manipulate those divine oracles for the purpose of supple-

menting what was wanted. If we may believe the critics, the later scribes united

these contradictory mental traits in themselves.
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is believed to have developed which, in close dependence upon the

older models and largely anonymous, adapted the ancient prophe-

cies to the historical circumstances of the period
;
and the products

of this activity, it is said, have been incorporated into the writings

of the earlier prophets, so that, in the latter, compositions of widely

distant ages and of entirely distinct stages of religious develop-

ment are now agglutinated. The Prophetic books are composite in

a sense somewhat Snalagous to that in which the Legal literature is

held to consist of various layers. Among German critics Stade

and Wellhausen have been chiefly identified with the advocacy of

this view, the former by his Geschichte des Volkes Israel * and a

number of articles in the Zeitschrift fur Alttestamentliche TFVssen-

schaft
,

the latter by his Tsraelitische und Jiidische Geschichte t

and the new translation with accompanying notes of the Minor

Prophets which forms Part v of his Skizzen und Vorarbeiten. To
the criticism of Isaiah the principle has been applied with great

boldness by Duhm’s Kommentar
,
and also by Hackmann’s treatise

on Die Zukunftserwarlung des Jesaia: most painstakingly and

comprekensivelv, however, by Cheyne’s Introduction to the Book

of Isaiah. The last-mentioned critic has likewise espoused the

results of the recent criticism of the Minor Prophets from this

point of view, in the Introduction written by him for the new edi-

tion of Robertson Smith’s The Prophets of Israel.

It will be at once apparent that by this new departure the

significance of the prophetic writings for the questions at

issue has been essentially modified. It can be of no use any

longer to appeal to traces in the early prophets of the Legal

organization and spirit or of the Thora as an organic whole, or of

any of the alleged products of post-exilic Judaism
;
for these very

features have now become the criteria by which, without appeal,

the late origin of every prophecy wherein they occur is established.

To carry on the debate on the basis of what remains, after the

critical expurgation has been accomplished, would be a wholly

fruitless undertaking. The standpoint represented by the assumed

post-exilic writers or redactors is in most cases identical with the

conservative standpoint. Hence to rule out their testimony would

be a begging of the question on a grand scale, something resem-

bling a judicial process in which the desired verdict were used be-

* i. 14
;

ii. 205-212; Z. A. W., i. 171.

t pp. 155-157. Cf. farther Kuenen, Historisch-kritisch Onderzoek, ii, 21-25

;

Smend, Alttestamentliche Beligionsgeschichte, 183; Giesebrecht, Beitrdge zur Jesaia-

kritik, 187-220, and Das Buch Jeremia (who, however, rejects Stade’s theory of a

systematic redaction of the prophetic canon by the later scribes). Nowack, Die

Kleinen Propheten
,
recently published in his Handkommentar zum Alten Testament,

and Volz, Die vorexilische Jahvepropheiie und der Messias, did not come to hand until

after this article had been written.
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forehand by one party as the test for admitting and excluding evi-

dence. A critical comparison of the old and new views, as far as

the Prophetic books are concerned, was possible only while the

critics were yet in a position to admit the testimony of these books

in their entirety.* But this period has now begun to belong to

the past. The adherents of the modern hypothesis, at least the

progressive ones among them, are fully aware of this, as appears

from the fact that without controversial regard for their conserva-

tive opponents they proceed to manipulate and distribute the

prophecies to their own satisfaction. When sometimes from

the apologetic side complaints are still heard, that the critics

cannot be reasoned with
,
because no sooner is any passage quoted

from the prophetic writings making against their assumptions

than they declare it of later origin, such complaints are in one

sense hardly justified. In point of fact, the critics are no longer

engaged in demonstrating or defending their hypothesis
;
they are

at work in applying it.

But if, in the old sense, the apologetic significance of the early pro-

phetic writings has for the time being been neutralized, in other re-

spects their study with a view to the pending issues has acquired new

interest. Altogether apart from the question as to the correctness

of results, it cannot be concealed that a large part of the arguments

once used in defense of the critical hypothesis has been by this

recent move entirely discredited. The present attitude of the

critics themselves is a practical confession to this effect. At a

time not so very far removed they contended hotly that the

prophetic evidence submitted by the apologists in favor of the

high antiquity of the Mosaic writings and institutions was imag-

inary, distorted, unworthy of serious attention. And, behold, at

present the critics of the same school, sometimes the very same

men, are making use of these identical arguments to prove the

identical proposition, viz., that when these prophecies were

penned, the Thora and its religious organization were supreme

factors in religious life. A more complete volte face is scarcely

conceivable. That the conclusion to be established was in the

minds of the conservatives associated with the Mosaic origin of

the Law, and in the mind of the present-day critics with the post-

exilic date of the prophecies, is a mere accidental feature, which

ought, of course, not to affect the estimate placed upon the

quality of the reasoning itself. Either, the apologetic arguments

* It would be an entirely different matter, of course, if one were to eliminate

from the discussion such sections of the prophetic hooks on whose date critical

opinion departs fiotn the traditional view independently of a priori considerations.

The testimony of Isa. xl-lxvi, for instance, might for argument’s sake he excluded,

without rendering further debate useless.
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were as worthless as they were branded by their opponents—and

then what value can be attached to them when employed in the

critical cause ?—or, they are sound and conclusive now,—in which

case the apologists have been splendidly vindicated and ought to

receive an apology from those who once scorned their conclusions

and now silently appropriate the substance of them.

After all, however, this is a mere matter of historical justice,

which, while apt to reflect unfavorably upon the methods of the

critics in general, need not be fatal to the correctness of their main

thesis: Insufficient caution and limited insight have often made
it necessary to defend one truth by controverting another, because

at the time it was not seen how the two could be reconciled. The
apologists may have rightly pointed out traces of the existence

of the Thora in the Prophets, and yet the Thora as an organic

whole may be post- exilic. In the abstract the two alternatives,

that the Law is pre-Prophetic or that the prophecies in question

are late interpolations, come before us with an equal show of logi-

cal possibility, and we cannot refuse to consider the solution now
proposed by the critics. The reconstruction of the data of Proph-

ecy on the lines of the modern hypothesis may be a prioristic
,
and

we may regret that it confiscates the last common territory on

which the disputed questions could be brought to a decision
;

it

need not for these reasons be false. There is one right, however,

which no amount of a priori treatment of the prophetic books

can take from us—the right to subject the proposed manipulation of

these writings to the test of the principles which are immanent in

the writings themselves. No mistake could be greater than to

suppose that the critics have now finally escaped from the control

of objective facts as far as the Prophetic literature is concerned.

Even in applying their theory it will not do for them merely to

postulate that such and such a prophecy must be post-exilic,

because the ideas contained in it are according to the modern view

the specific products of that late period. They will be justly

expected to show that in each individual case internal indications

of a literary and contextual nature, if they do not directly require,

at least favor the excision made in obedience to the claims of the hy-

pothesis. In this sense the use of a theory as a working principle

and the demonstration of its scientific character go hand in hand.

The most crucial test to which every hypothesis must submit con-

sists in its application to the widest 'possible range of phenomena,

in distinction from the narrower circle of facts to account for which

it has been constructed
;
and its plausibility increases or decreases

proportionatelv to the ease or difficulty with which it subsumes

under itself the phenomena beyond the horizon of its orginal field.
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For this reason it may be said that, in the critical manipulation of

the prophetic writings which it is at present pursuing, the modern

hypothesis is putting itself on trial. Devised for the immediate

necessities of Pentateuch criticism, it must now prove itself capable

of assimilating the facts of Prophecy without resorting to revolu-

tionary methods. It must show that the two lines of argument,

the one proceeding from considerations external to the prophetic

books, the other from internal evidence supplied by the latter, do

actually converge. If, in attempting this, it should be compelled

to displace a large amount of material from its traditional environ-

ment, or to resort, for the dissection deemed necessary, to violent

means, both will have to be counted as serious instances against

its probability. It seems to us that this is the point on which

conservative scholars should, in the present situation, concentrate

their efforts to expose the weakness of the hypothesis as regards

the prophetic portion of the Old Testament. It should be shown

not merely that the ideas in question are there, but are rightly

there
;
and that they themselves, as well as the passages in which

they occur, cannot be expunged without doing injury to the inner

organism of the prophetic teaching and the prophetic books.

It must be confessed that from this point of view the representa-

tives of the newest phase of prophetic criticism have made very

light of their obligations. Little or no objective evidence is ad-

duced to show that the assumed redaction or expansion of the

ancient prophecies actually took place. Too often the excisions

from the prophetic text are not justified, nor is their justification

seriously attempted, on internal grounds. The utmost that can be

said is that the critical reasoning here and there finds some appar-

ent support in the darkness of the prophetic style or the corrupt

state of the text, which makes it easy to assert lack of con-

nection or detect seams of redaction at numerous points. The

treatment of the prophetic word which is fast growing fashion-

able may be aptly characterized as exegesis by means of criti-

cism under the forced application of certain literary canons con-

cerning the lucidity
,
straightforwardness and general perfection

of the prophetic style. If a passage presents exegetical difficul-

ties or cannot be interpreted except at a sacrifice of that transpar-

ency we are accustomed to expect in modern literature, straight-

way the knife is inserted. Duhm’s Commentary on Isaiah offers

numerous examples of curtailment of the genuine text on no other

ground than that the style or diction are thought unworthy of the

prophet. Even less satisfactory is Wellhausen’s manner, who, as

a rule, simply ex cathedra decrees the spurious or late origin of a

section omitted in his translation, whether from lack of other
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grounds than his general critical instinct or from aristocratic disdain

to state them, it is hard to tell. Cheyne not uncharitably calls

this “the conciseness” of Wellhausen’s argument. Whatever
value may be placed on this part of his work, it must be acknowl-

edged that Cheyne has, at least, given himself the trouble of

working out the literary side of the critical case in reference to

Isaiah. As a rule, however, the critics openly profess that in

their estimation the literary or contextual arguments are merely

secondary, and that the Biblico-theological criteria are the really

decisive ones in determining the date of a prophetic passage.

Cheyne himself admits that the phraseological section of his

argument is on the whole not so decisive as in Hexateuch criti-

cism, and assigns to the literary phenomena the last place among
the marks of late origin of a prophecv.* Still further than this

goes Hackmann, who says that, although in Hexateuch criticism

far more abundant literary data were available, nevertheless even in

that department no progress was made until the religious spirit

and tendency of the documents became the subject of investigation
;

and that to a still greater extent this method will have to be

pursued in the criticism of the Prophetic literature.! This is an

admission that in Hexateuch criticism a priori principles derived

from the idea of evolution, in Prophetic criticism principles derived

from the evolutionary interpretation of the Hexateuch, are to be

the chief canons—that in neither the literary evidence is of an

independently conclusive character, and in the prophets less so than

in the Hexateuch.

The necessity for these general concessions can be easily demon-

strated in detail. In the following pages we endeavor to give a

survey of the more important material affected by this new method

of critical procedure. The examination confines itself to the prophets

whose work and writings are by common consent contemporaneous

with the crisis in the assumed evolution of ethical monotheism.

These are the prophets of the eighth century, in chronological order

—Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah. We leave Joel out of the discus-

sion, for although the critical views concerning the development of

religion furnish the chief arguments for assigning him to a post-

exilic date and the contents of his book are of great importance

for establishing the high antiquity of the priestly organization,

yet his case is unique because here not isolated sections but the

whole prophecy is transferred to the later period, and our special

purpose for the present is to examine the right of the critics to

detach single passages from a context which claims for them a

* Introduction to the Boole of Isaiah, Prologue, xxi.

f Die Zukunftserwartung des Jesaia, 4.
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place in the work of the early prophets. Joel raises no such

direct claim for itself, and, besides, the trend of critical opinion

toward a late date for this prophet is of earlier origin than the

general reconstructive movement in prophetic criticism with which

we are now concerned.

I. Amos.

We begin our review with the Book of Amos. The first pas-

sage that comes under consideration is chap. i. 2 :
“ Jehovah roars

from Zion and utters his voice from Jerusalem.” The prominence

here given to Zion and Jerusalem is obnoxious to the critics,

because, on their hypothesis, the temple did not obtain its preroga-

tive of being the central sanctuary and the one dwrelling-place of

Jehovah until after the Deuteronomic reform. Hence the verse is

suspected by some," while others attempt to put upon it a weak-

ening interpretation. Wellhausen thinks that, as a Judean, Amos
would naturally select Zion as the place from which Jehovah’s

judgment proceeds. From the standpoint of the critics themselves

there is a serious objection to this. If, as is continually asserted, the

temple on Zion was the seat of a cult not essentially different from

nor better than that practiced at such shrines as Bethel, Gilgal,

Han, Beersheba, and against which Amos so sharply polemicizes, it

must have been simply impossible for the prophet to identify

Jehovah in any way with this centre of idolatry. + For, accord-

ing to v. 5, Jehovah is not to be found at Bethel, Gilgal and

Beersheba. For this reason no other interpretation will suit

than that which fiuds in the words a reference to Zion, not as one

among the many high places of the land, but as the divinely

chosen sanctuary, whence the foreign nations, and even the north-

ern Israelites, had to expect the advent of Jehovah for judgment.^:

It cannot be denied, therefore, that the passage is a stumbling-

block to the critical theory, and Cheyne may well express surprise

at Wellhausen’s accepting it in 1892 without question. But it is

equally impossible to eliminate the verse as it is to weaken the

sense, for the suffix in wherever it occurs in the subse-

quent verses, would then remain without antecedent. § Besides

* Cheyne’s Introduction to new edition of Robertson Smith’s The Prophets of
Israel, xvi.

t Cf. Guthe, Das Zukunftshild des Jesaia, 22.

X Hoffmann, Z. A. IF., iii, 96, and Gunning, De Godspraken van Amos, 16,

would have Amos think of Jerusalem as the Davidic residence in which the ideal

unity of entire Israel had its centre. But the judgment on the surrounding

nations, and indeed on Judah itself, has no apparent connection with the political

idea of Israel’s unity.

? Hoffmann’s proposal (Z. A. IF., iii, 97), to take UTlMt as Hiph. of 3t5”>

“I will not allow it (i. e., the people) to dwell,” is artificial and has found no

acceptance.

15
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this from the later standpoint the contents and form of the state

ment are too innocent for an intentional interpolation.

Greater unanimity prevails among the critics in regard to the

late insertion of chap. ii. I, 5, the indictment of Judah. This

passage has been thrown out by Duhrn,* Oort,+ Stade,:}: Cornill,§

lYellhausen,! Cheyne. -^ The case is a highly instructive one,

because more openly than elsewhere the motives of the excision

are here professed bv the critics. Oort says: “Of the Thorath

Jahwe, not in the sense of Jahwe’s instruction but of his law
,
no

mention can have been made until after Deuteronomy, and Kheza-

bhim, ‘ lies,’ did not acquire the sense of ‘ idols,’ until after

monotheism had become prevalent The expression has no

meaning until after the exile.” Here then are two facts at vari-

ance with the modern hypothesis,—a reference to the Thora as the

recognized rule of national life, and a reference to polytheism in

language which clearly implies that the unreality of all gods

besides Jehovah was no longer a novel perception in Amos’ day.

It might be said, perhaps, that in regard to the former of these

the newest critics are somewhat oversensitive, for it is quite

possible, although not natural, to limit the sense of Thora here

to “ ordinances of civil righteousness,” as Robertson Smith does,**

or to prophetic instruction, as others propose, and so to reconcile

the genuineness of the passage with the modern view. Kuenen

even admits that the words are most naturally understood of a

written Thora, and yet professes to find no reason for denying

them to Amos.+I This might be a tenable position if the prophet

did not explicitly refer to the Thora as the rule of Judah's

national life, from which the fathers already had departed
;
for the

two clauses of his indictment are obviously parallel. There is

surely no place in the critical hypothesis for the recognition of so

ancient a written law, with such unqualified claims on national

obedience. And, as regards the second phrase, “ the lies after

which their fathers did walk,” it is inadmissible to give this the

sense of “ deceitful superstitions in general,” as Robertson Smith

again is inclined to do
;

for the expression “to walk after” is

regularly used of the service either of the true or of foreign gods,^

and “ lies ” is synonymous with NTyb inn, all desig-

nations of idols expressive of their unreality.
.
It should be

* Theologie der Propheten, 119. i Geschiclite des Volkes Israel, i, 571.

t Theologisch Tijdschrift, xiv, 116
;
xxv, 125. \ Einleitung, 176.

||
Skizzen und Vorarheiten, v, 71.

r Introduction to new edition of Robertson Smith’s The Prophets of Israel, xvi.

** The Prophets of Israel (new edition), 399.

tt Hist. Krit. Onderzoek, i, 174.

H Cf. Isa. ii. 3 ;
2 Chron. xvii. 3, xxi. 12, xxii. 3, xxviii. 2.
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observed that the prophet employs the term without explanation,

evidently expecting it to be understood of itself, which excludes

his having coined it for the first time
;
and terms of this sort do

not as a rule become common property until the conception they

express has been thoroughly assimilated by the popular con-

sciousness. There is no denying, then, that in regard to this

passage also those critics who reject it are the most consistent

and clearly in the right within the limits of the hypothesis. Its

most plausible interpretation is such that the modern view will

not bear it. And yet it is equally undeniable that these verses are

not only in their place here, but cannot be removed without dis-

turbing the context. The meaning of Amos’ introductory discourse

is that Jehovah will punish Israel more than the heathen, accord-

ing to chap. iii. 2. This applies both to Judah and Ephraim, but,

as between these two, Judah is the relatively less sinful, and,

therefore, fitly receives its place in the indictment between the

heathen nations and northern Israel, for which latter the climax of

the charge is reserved. It was impossible for the prophet in this

connection to pass over Judah entirely, for Oort’s view that its

condemnation was implied in that of Ephraim and needed no

separate mention is rendered improbable by chap. iii. 1
,
vi. 1

,
2,

ix. 11,—passages of which the two former at least are critically

beyond suspicion. Finally, not a single reason of any weight,

literary or otherwise, has been produced, except the above-stated

a priori ones, to impugn the genuineness of the passage. Well-

hausen, to be sure, thinks that a rejection of the Thora of Jeho-

vah is not a sufficiently concrete sin to be referred to in connection

with the phrase, “ three transgressions or four.” But it is self-

understood that the rejection of the Thora involved a series of

single acts of transgression.

The passages iv. 13, v. 8, 9, ix. 5, 6, are of one nature and

together fall under the critical judgment. They are exscinded for

Biblico-theological reasons connected with the development

hypothesis, by all the critics quoted above as rejecting ii. 4, 5.

That these verses break the connection between what precedes and

follows is true in so far only as they might be omitted without

causing a perceptible gap
;
but the same is true of a great number

of passages whose genuineness is doubted by none. In all three

places they serve to lend force to the prediction of judgment by
declaring the transcendent greatness of Him whose the judgment isA

* Robertson Smith well remarks : “In each case the appeal (to Jehovah’s Lord-
ship over nature) comes in to relieve the strain of intense feeling at a critical point
in the argument” ( The Prophets of Israel, new edition, 400). Cf. also Hoff-

mann (Z. A. W., iii, 103) : “ [These passages] enable us to divine what the

prophet saw before his eyes and is soon to mention by name.” Wellhausen
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It may be said that v. 8, 9, from this point of dew, form the

climax of ver. 6, from which they are now separated by ver. 7. Even
if this were conceded, a simple transposition of vers. 7 and 8, 9,

or the excision of ver.

7*
* would have to be preferred to the

removal of vers. 8, 9. But closely looked at, the case does not

call for any of these remedies. The participle D'33nn in ver. 7

belongs as descriptive enlargement to the object of ver.

6 and is naturally immediately subjoined to the latter, like unto the

connection between ii. 6 and 7, whereupon the subject of ver. 6,

nirr receives a similar descriptive enlargement in vers. 8. 9, the

whole forming in this way a chiastic construction. -

!- The real ground

of the exception taken to these passages lies in their advanced doc-

trine of the nature and attributes of Jehovah, which presupposes

a fully-matured and long-established monotheism, thus upset-

ting the critical notion that the monotheism of the prophets was

evolved out of their ethical idealism. Here Jehovah appears as

the Creator and Euler of nature, the omnipotent, omnipresent,

omniscient God, conceptions which are not supposed to emerge

until the exile in Deutero-Isaiah or at the earliest in Jeremiah.

The editor, says Cheyne, ‘ 1 had the same conceptions of the divine

nature .... as the later writers in general.”:):

The phrase, “ sin of Samaria,” in chap. viii. 14, § is declared a

later correction by Wellhausen, whom Cheyne follows.T “ The

sin of Samaria,” says the former of these critics, must mean the calf

of Bethel. But Samaria, he reflects further, never stands with Amos
for Israel. Consequently the prophet cannot have written it. The

whole difficulty vanishes if we consider that the cult of Bethel was

appeals to Hos. xiii. 4, where the Septuagint has a passage of similar character

which is clearly an insertion. Bat it does not follow from this that the passages

in Amos are to be placed on the same footing. For (1) that in Hosea fails in the

Hebrew text
; (2) it does not fit psychologically into the context as the verses in

Amos do
; (3) it may be easily explained as an imitation of the latter.

* Kuenen and others propose to throw out ver. 7 as an intrusion from vi. 12.

But the latter passage is only partly similar.

t Konig, Einleitung in das A. T., 304. Konig observes that an interpolator would

hardly have inserted the verses in a place apparently so inappropriate.

J Kuenen and Robertson Smith here also take a conservative position without

fully realizing, it seems to me, the importance of the fact that such ideas were not

merely natural to Amos himself, but that he could likewise assume familiarity

with them on the part of his hearers. Kuenen compares Mic. i. 2-4, but the

expressions in Amos are stronger.

{ The elimination of v. 26 by Wellhausen and Cheyne and that of viii. 11, 12, by

numerous critics, among these even Konig, is not directly connected with the

development hypothesis. The former of these passages will be fully discussed in

a laterarticle.

Wellhausen proposes to substitute “the sanctuary of Bethel.”

—

Skizzen und

Vorarbeiten
,
v. 12.

r In Robertson Smith’s The Prophets of Israel, 401.
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in a special sense the cult of the royal dynasty and, in so far, of the

capital Samaria. This is required by Amos vii. 18, and receives

confirmation from Hosea x. 5. What actually determines Well-

hausen in rejecting the phrase is its inconsistency with his opinion

that Amos condemns the sacrificial cult in toto. If this be so,

then the prophet cannot have called a single feature, such as the

calf-worship, sinful. Would it not be better to reason in the oppo-

site direction, that, since Amos disapproves of this particular part

of the cult, he did not oppose it on principle or as a whole ?

The conclusion of the Book of Amos is the largest and most

important section that has fallen under the condemnation of the

newest criticism. Some would remove vers. 11-13 ;* others include

in the post-exilic addition vers. 8-10 and 14, 15.f The grounds

for this opinion are without exception drawn from the critical

hypothesis. They are as follows
:

(a) The restoration of Judah

and the Davidic dynasty is here predicted, and in ver. 8 “ the sin-

ful kingdom ” (= Ephraim) is by implication contrasted with the

better kingdom (= Judah). Wellhausen pronounces this “ a

plump Judaism.” The clash with the modern theory arises from

this : that the latter makes the comparative estimate placed upon

Israel as apostate and upon Judah as in possession of the legiti-

mate cult a product of later historical development, beginning

with the Deuteronomic reform, to impute which to Amos would

involve from its standpoint a gross anachronism. But, if we
place -ourselves upon the standpoint of the historical Amos as

reflected in his prophecy, there is nothing abnormal in such a

comparative judgment. As has been shown, the structure of the

introduction to his book likewise presupposes that Judah is less

sinful than Israel, and indirectly this is confirmed by the fact that

there is no trace in ver. 5, or viii. 14, of any polemic against the

cult and sanctuary of Jerusalem, which is even mentioned in i. 2

as Jehovah’s dwelling-place. The whole matter, therefore, simply

resolves itself into the question whether the religious and Messi-

anic difference between Israel and Judah is entirely a Judaistic

fiction bv which the outcome of history was later artificially

accounted for, or has a substantial basis in preexilic history itself?

So long as no other evidence for the late origin of this prophecy

is forthcoming, Amos must remain ahvitness for the latter view and,

in so far, against the critical hypothesis.:}:
(b)

The chief Biblico-

* Schwally, in Z. A. W., x. 227.

f Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, v. 94 ;
Smend, Alltest. Religionsgesch., 183,

184
;
Cheyne, Introduction to new edition of Robertson Smith’s The Prophets of

Israel, xv.

X We pass by the argument that ver. 11 cannot be by Amos because it regards

the Judean captivity as past. This is the customary denial of the possibility of
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theological reason for the attack on these verses is their incompati-

bility with the conception of Jehovah’s righteousness attributed to

Amos by the modern theory and said to be found in other portions

of his book. The specifically new thing in Amos’ prophecy, we
are reminded, was his sacrificing the national to the ethical ele-

ment in Israel’s religion. He is believed to have preached for the

first time that Israel must perish because Jehovah is supremely

righteous. Now in the passage before us the national element,

thought to have been discarded, asserts itself with 'great vigor.

Amos, the critics conclude, cannot have thus stultifiedhimself;* *

cannot, to speak with Wellhausen, have made milk and honey

flow from the cup of Jehovah’s wrath. Obviously, this reasoning

has force only if we assume that Amos’ conception of Jehovah

was so one-sidedly ethical as to leave no room for the exercise of

grace beyond the judgment. It would be easy to show that

a number of passages, whose genuineness has not been hitherto

disputed, bear witness to the contrary. This Amos of abso-

lute logical consistency, to whom grace and righteousness not

only cannot go together but cannot even succeed one the other, is

a pure philosophical abstraction, and not a psychological reality.

There is only this much truth in the critical contention that Amos
so exclusively views the judgment as righteous retribution as to

lose sight of it almost entirely in its reformatory aspect. Conse-

quently, while fully aware of its limits and unable to close his

prophecy Avithout giving an outlook into the better future, he

does not bring into causal connection the judgment and the restor-

ation. Righteousness and grace are cleanly separated, whereas

Avith Hosea they interpenetrate, the judgment becoming the instru-

ment of discipline. This is the psychological explanation ol the

fact that no allusion is found in vers. 11-15 to the conversion of

Israel, (c) Another feature Avhich has been supposed to indicate

the late origin of this section is the individualism expressed in

Arers. 9, 10, in the distinction betAveen the righteous and sinners and

in ver. 15 in the phrase “ thy God.”f According to the critics,

all preexilic prophets consider the nation and not the individual

the subject of religion. But this trait is fully protected by other

passages in Amos,§ to Avhich no critic has as yet taken exception,

supernatural prediction. Besides it overlooks the fact that “the breaches ’ ’ represent

the tabernacle of David as still partially standing. Cf. Cornill Einleitung, 176,

who here sides with Kuenen against the other critics.

* Wellhausen characterizes the contents of vers. 13-15 as “ roses and lavender

instead of blood and iron.”

t Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten
,

v, 94; Smend, Allttestam. Religionsgesch.,

184.

\ Cf. chap. iii. 12, v. 3, 15.
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so that in order to eliminate all individualism the expurgation

would have to be much more thorough. Its occurrence simply

proves that the real Amos does not fit into the critical scheme of

development.
II. Hosea.

The Book of Hosea is thought to have been even more exten-

sively interpolated than that of Amos. This was to be expected

in advance, since this prophet is more versatile and many-sided

than his Judean companion, and it is proportionately more difficult

to adjust him to any preconceived programme of teaching. In

Amos there is at least the undisputed sway of one idea forcing

everything else into the background, rendering it possible for the

critics to claim this idea as the sole content of his prophetic con-

sciousness, to throw upon it an emphasis exclusive of all other

truth, and to remove by a few excisions what little may crop out

of a different nature. Nothing of the kind is possible in Hosea.

Even after all the manipulation to which the latter’s prophecy has

been subjected, the critics are compelled to admit that it antici-

pates trains of thought on the whole identified with a later stage

of development. Another feature of Hosea to be remembered

in this connection is the abruptness of his style. This abruptness

of stvle, says Cheyne, “ made it easy for editors to work in fresh

passages but he seems to forget that such a characteristic may
as easily become a temptation for onr present-day critics to scent

insertions where there are none, as it is supposed to have been

for the editors to work in the same.

The centre of attack is the Messianic prophecy ii. 1-3 in con-

nection with i. V, iii. 4, 5 in part,* iv. 15, viii. 14, all of which

contain references to Judah, and reveal more or less partiality for

the southern kingdom and the Davidic dynasty, a feature already

observed in Amos, but especially noteworthy in a prophet from

Ephraim. The natural explanation of these statements lies in

the Messianic promises given to David (2 Sam. vii) and in the pre-

rogative of Judah as possessed of the true sanctuary and relatively

less apostate than the northern kingdom. But for these two

facts, as has been shown already in connection with Amos, there

is no place in the modern hypothesis. Belief in the special elec-

tion of Judah and the Davidic dynasty is assumed to have sprung

from the events under Ilezekiah, the destruction of Samaria and

the salvation of Jerusalem as predicted by Isaiah, and still more

from the Deuteronomic reform a century later. Hosea, on the

* The words ‘‘and David their king” in ver. 5 are rejected by Wellhausen and

Stade
;
the corresponding word9 in ver. 4, “without king and without prince,” in

addition by Cornill
;
the whole fifth verse by Oort ( Theol . Tijdschr., xxiv, 362).
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other hand, is said to have rejected on principle every form of the

kingdom, the Davidic dynasty included, as apostasy from Jehovah.

Because later readers found his expectations of the future on this

point out of harmony with the type of Messianic prophecy which

dates back from Isaiah, they supplied the deficiency by interpola-

tions. The abrupt transition from threatening to promise in i. y,

ii. 1, is held to be a sure sign of such editorial expansion of an

original prophecy. As this canon is quite generally applied, we
shall have to inquire more fully into its merits, which may be

best done in connection with certain prophecies of Isaiah, included

among the later additions to that prophet’s work almost on the

strength of it alone. In reference to this concrete case in Hosea,

we observe that the presence of chap. ii. 1-3 where they stand

is required by the symmetrical structure of the first part of the

book, which consists of three divisions each, beginning with the

prediction of judgment and ending with promise.* It is true

that chap. i-ii. 3, differ in this respect from the two other

sections—that the disciplinary purpose of the exile does not here

appear as the mediating thought between threatening and promise
;

but there was no need at the opening of the prophet’s book to

explain immediately the inner nexus of these two broad aspects of

his message; it was sufficient to introduce them side by side by

way of prelude, the sharp contrast serving admirably to bring out

in strong relief the distinct features of each. Elsewhere also

Hosea startles the reader by the suddenness and boldness of his

transitions (cf. xi. 7, 8, xii. 3, d, 5). On this view it is unneces-

sary to look for any other connection. + Some critics think that

ii. 1-3 anticipate the ideas of the latter half of chap, ii, that the

reference to “ the day of Jezreel ” can be understood only on the

basis of the etymology given in ver. 25, that the change of Lo-

Ammi to Ammi and of Lo-Ruhamah to Ruhamah in ver. 1

renders the similar change in the ver. 25 superfluous,—all of which

are said to be indications of the secondary character of the sus-

* This symmetry is destroyed by Steiner’s and Kuenen’s proposal to take away
the harshness of the transition by placing ii. 1-3 after ii. 25. There are other

serious objections to this arrangement, chief among which is that in their new posi-

tion the transposed verses would be a weak repetition of what immediately pre-

cedes. Cf. especially ver. 25 with ver. 1. See Giesebrecht, Beitrdge zur Jesaiakritik-

215, whose five reasons, however, are not all equally convincing. Nevertheless, the

above-mentioned proposal has the value of showing that to cautious criticism there

is a wide difference between the recognition that a passage may have become dis-

placed and the readiness to infer from every apparent want of connection that a

strange hand must have been at work.

t Calvin and Hengstenberg assume a reference to Gen. xxii. 17, xxxii. 13, as to

promises which would in no wise fail of fulfillment, notwithstanding the casting off

predicted in ver. 9. See the latter’s Christology of the 0. T., i, 210.
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pected passage.* On a closer view of the matter it will be seen

that these points are not well taken. The thoughts of ii. 1-3

remain entirely within the terms of the first chapter, in which the

political aspect of the judgment stands in the foreground. Here

the prophet’s oldest son symbolizes, by his name Jezreel, the place

where the kingdom of the house of Israel is to cease and the how of

Israel is to be broken (vers. 4, 5). To this corresponds in ii. 3
4

‘ the day of Jezreel ”. as a day of national victory and conquest,

the day of battle in which the reunited Israelites and Judeans

meet their foes. Everything in the context is subordinate to this

theme and should be interpreted in accordance with it. Jehovah’s

having no mercy upon the house of Israel and his having mercy

upon the house of Judah, His being Judah’s God and no longer

Israel’s God, have their primary reference to the gift or withdrawal

of the divine saving help in war. Consequently ver. 7, referring to

the salvation of the southern kingdom in the Assyrian crisis, is

entirely in place here.f To the same cause must be ascribed the

indirect way in which the captivity is introduced, simply as the

background for the national restoration, so entirely different from

the manner in which it is treated in ii. 4-25 and in chap. iii. The

marvelous increase of the children of Israel also is preparatory to

their organization into the great army which ver. 2 represents as

marching up from the land to fight the day of Jezreel. £ Even the

future king is not defined any further than in this military capacity,

as “ the head ” which the children of Judah and the children of

Israel shall appoint themselves. Finally, this is the point of view

from which the prophecy mentions the reunion of the two king-

doms. The “for” of ver. 2 indicates that all these various

features are dwelt upon to produce some adequate idea of the great-

* Giesebrecht, Beitrdge zur Jesaiakritik, 215.

t Giesebrecht (Z. c. ) thinks that there is a conflict between i. 7, which promises

the salvation, and ii. 2, which presupposes the captivity of Judah. Bat unless “the

land” in the latter passage be understood to mean the land of the exile (so

Giesebrecht), there is no direct reference to the captivity of Judah at all. Besides

this, is it not a fact that Isaiah also predicted both the final destruction of the

southern kingdom with the exile of its inhabitants and the temporary deliverance

of the same in the Assyria crisis? If the two representations are inconsistent, why
did not the interpolator consider them so ? Or if they appeared harmonious later

in view of what had actually come about, why should they not have appeared so

beforehand in the prophetic vision of the future ? Giesebrecht further objects to

the clumsy phraseology of i. 7,
“ Jehovah will save Judah by Jehovah their God.”

But the disapproval of reliance upon the external instruments of war to the

detriment of trnst in Jehovah is a thoroughly Hoseanic thought and the peculiar

phraseology simply serves to accentuate this idea.

i The “going up” is here taken in the sense of Nah. ii. 2 ;
1 Kings xv. 17.

The land is not that of the captivity, but Canaan. See Nowack, Der Prophet

Hosea, 14.
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ness of “ the day of Jezreel.” In so far as the same thoughts

reappear in the sequel of chap, ii, they assume an altogether

different color from the central idea of the second discourse, that

of the religious and ethical marriage between Jehovah and Israel.

Hence the symbolism of Jezreel is changed from that of “ the day
of battle” to that of the people sown unto Jehovah in the land

,

their increase being viewed not so much as a means to swell the

Messianic army, but rather as a result of the mystical union

between Jehovah and Israel. In agreement with this the reversal

of the names obtains here a far more profound and tender meaning

than was the case in ii. 1-3.

The favorable opinion of the Davidic house expressed in some of

these passages is said to be irreconcilable with Hosea’s attitude

elsewhere toward the kingdom in general. The places where the

kingdom is referred to in condemnatory terms are i. 4, vii. 3-7,

viii. 4, x. 3, 7, xiii. 10, 11.* Of these the first is primarily

directed against the house of Jehu, but the cessation of the king-

dom is at the same time a punishment for the house of Israel, no

doubt because, on a principle elsewhere also recognized by Hosea,

the judgment strikes first those institutions which have been to

Israel the chief instruments of sinning
;

this is confirmed by the

juxtaposition of the kingdom, the idols, the high places in viii. 4

and x. 7, 8. In viii. 4, the words, “ they have set up kings, but

not by me, princes and I knew it not,” are most naturally under-

stood of the entire succession of kings in the northern realm, from

Jeroboam onwards
;
because of the obviously close connection in

the prophet’s mind between the self-willed making of kings and

the making of idols. Chap. xiii. 10, 11, favor the same view, for

the repeated “ taking away ” of a king given in tile divine anger

must refer to the frequent removal of dynasties and individual

princes, which was one of the chief sources of weakness in the king-

dom of the ten tribes. So far, then, nothing indicates that Hosea

extended his condemnation beyond the kingdom of Jeroboam and

his successors. Whether he went further than this and included

the kingdom of Saul depends on the view taken of chap. ix. 9

and x. 9 :
“ They have deeply corrupted themselves as in the days

* Chap. iii. 4 might be supposed to reject the kingdom as such, on the view that

the words “ and David their king” are a late insertion, for in this case it might

be claimed that all the things mentioned here, by being deprived of which Israel is

to be punished— king-prince, sacrifice-mazzebah, ephod-teraphim— were to the

prophet’s mind equally sinful. Even so, however, it would seem a straining of the

point to make him reject these things in the abstract. No more could be safely

inferred than that he considered them sinful in the form in which Israel used

them. On the other hand, if the words ‘‘and David their king” are genuine, it

follows immediately that Hosea excepted the Davidic kingdom from his condem-

nation.
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of Gibeah “0 Israel, thou hast sinned from the days of Gibeah.”

The context of the latter passage is so obscure (and possibly

corrupt) that its reference can hardly be ascertained, and the

former, though standing in a perfectly clear connection, leaves us

equally in doubt concerning the events it alludes to. What little

light there is to go by would seem to fall on these passages from

the history related in Judges xix-xxi. But even if Wellhausen

and Smend should be correct in rejecting this interpretation and in

understanding “ the days of Gibeah ” of the days of Saul’s appoint-

ment to the royal office, this could create no prejudice against the

kingdom of David, whose origin was altogether different. The

rejection of the whole northern kingdom together with the king-

dom of Saul is rather favorable toward the recognition of David’s

house as legitimate. On this point Hosea is in entire harmony

with the judgment of the historical books which the critics are

accustomed to represent as colored by Deuteronomistic ideas.

Consistency would require not the excision of such clauses merely

as favor the Davidic house, but the removal of all disparaging

references to the kingdom of Saul as well as to that of Jeroboam

and his successors, on the ground of affinity with the Deuteronomistic

philosophy of history. From our standpoint we consider it remark-

able that while the condemnation of the Ephraimitic kings (and

possibly of Saul) is explicit, no passage can be quoted from Hosea

in which the Judean kingdom is referred to in similar terms.

Ho argument against the passages favorable to Judah can be

drawn from those that coordinate it with Israel as equally sinful.

The statements of this character appear in the second division of

the book, so as to justify the inference that the prophet changed

his opinion owing to a change for the worse in Judah’s religious

condition under the reign of Ahaz. And it is to be observed that

in the later chapters no commendations of Judah occur, so that

with the exception of this one change the judgment expressed is a

perfectly consistent one.* The interpolator who is supposed to

have inserted the favorable passages did not feel any discrepancy

between them and the other series, else he would not have stopped

short of expunging everything to Judah’s discredit. Why then

should Hosea have been unable to express both opinions in suc-

cessive periods ? There is, moreover, one statement in favor of

Judah which is entirely above suspicion so far as the context is

concerned, and for the insertion of which precisely at that place

* Chap. xii. 1 is the only apparent exception to this. But the text is very

obscure and maybe corrupt. Cornill, in Z. A. IF., vii, 285-289, proposes to read

instead of JON} Dtf],
“ and is faithful with the Holy One,’’ Q'tSHp Oj,*V

“and is joined with Kedeshim.”
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no imaginable reason can be assigned—cbap. iv. 15. The only

things breathed against it are that Judah ought to have been

addressed ( Wellhausen),* or that the style is weak (Cheyne),—the

former an arbitrary restriction upon the prophet’s rhetorical

license, the latter wholly a matter of taste.

f

Another passage here to be considered is chap. v. 15-vi. 4.

Commenting on it, Cheyne says that the ordinary view, according

to which these words are dramatically put by Hosea into the

mouth of Israel as expressive of a superficial conversion, is unsat-

isfactory. They are rather an earnest expression of faith, and zeal

and were inserted by a late writer who was thinking of his own
times, not of Hosea’s, and failed to realize what was natural and

possible in the latter. This is but a variation on the well-known

theme that an eighth-century prophet cannot express ideas or speak

in a tone considered by the critics characteristic of a later devel-

opment. The difficulty is all the greater since in this case the

prophet speaks not in his own person, but impersonates his people.

Now it is certainly true that, if* the words were “ an earnest

expression of faith and zeal,” it would be hard to understand how
Hosea could put them upon the lips of the degraded and apostate

people so vividly portrayed on every page of his book. But this

difficulty is wholly of the critic’s own making. The explanation

which understands these verses as the confession of Israel only

superficially converted by the first blow of Jehovah’s withdrawal, is

the only one that suits the context. Although a certain earnest-

ness is not to be denied in them, there are other features which

fully justify the charge of superficiality (actually made by Jehovah

in ver. 4) : the Israelites expect the return of Jehovah too soon,

“ after two days,” “ on the third day,” and too confidently, “ his

going forth is sure as the morning
;

” ver. 3 still reflects the fatal

influence of the naturalistic conceptions, Jehovah’s return being

compared to the processes of nature in point of necessity. The

connection with ver. 5, which Cheyne finds imperfect, leaves noth-

ing to be desired. The Perfects are historical and describe how
Jehovah has responded to similar premature and transitory conver-

sions in the past by severer judgments.:}: Now, taking for granted

* There would be much more cause to expect that a late writer would address

Judah, his only audience.

t Giesebrecht (
Beitrdge zur JesaiakritiJc, 214) tries to break the force of iv. 15 by

the suggestion that the statement may be a mere rhetorical one in the sense of

“both need not have sinned; one could at least have obeyed; but both are

equally condemnable.” But that the prophet means to be understood literally

follows from the subjoined warning that Judah should not come to Gilgal neither

go up to Beth-Aven.

t Giesebrecht seeks to save the depth and spirituality of the words by making

them expressive of a wish of the prophet, a view which destroys the connection

with what precedes and follows alike.
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that the conversion of which the words are the expression lacks

depth and permanency, and is not psychologically inconceivable in

snch a people as the Israel described by Hosea, so that on this score

we have no reason to doubt the genuineness of the passage,* it

should none the less be urged that in a formal point of view it

presents great difficulty to the critical conception of the character

and the historical antecedents of popular religion among Israel in

Hosea’s time. The state of mind revealed in this confession no

doubt is deficient in true spirituality, but the language in which

the sentiments are clothed reflects a relatively high degree of

religious culture and maturity such as points back to something

quite different from the primitive religion of Israel as described

by the critics. Long ago it had been urged from the conservative

side that such a religious past could not have produced the forms

of expression of which the early prophets avail themselves and

which must have been intelligible to the people. The force of the

argument is now indirectly acknowledged as often as an attempt

is made, like the present one, to get rid, on the plea of interpola-

tion, of modes of thought and language deemed unnatural and

impossible at thus early a period.

Hosea shares with Amos the fate that his prophecy is left without

a conclusion by the newest criticism. Wellhausen and Cheyne

both deny the genuineness of chap. xiv. 2-10. The latter finds

these verses akin to the writings of the age which begins with

Jeremiah
;

the spirituality of the tone is surprising
;

to under-

stand Hosea we must omit them ; to have added to the stern warn-

ing in xiv. 1 would have robbed it of half its force. Against this

a priori reasoning it should be sufficient to call attention to the

numerous points of contact between the suspected verses and the

main body of Hosea’s book. Ver. 2 reflects the prophet’s well-

known judgment on the worthlessness of external sacrifice
;

ver.

3 contains a reference to the two principal forms of sin against

which elsewhere his polemic is directed, political pride and idol-

atry, and besides expresses together with ver. 4 the principle of

Jehovah’s free forgiving grace
;
while in vers. 5-8 the nature bless-

ings so long abused by Israel to the injurv of true religion are

represented as mere symbols and instruments through which

Jehovah’s personal love is communicated to Israel,—all Hoseanic

ideas to the very core. The whole piece is so entirely in the most

characteristic vein of Hosea, so clearly the outgrowth of his

fundamental conceptions, so absolutely required to round off his

book harmoniously, that the later redactor would have had to pos-

sess not only a literary skill greater than that of the prophet himself

* For parallels cf. ii. 9, v. 6, vii. 16.
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to compose it, but also an unusual degree of historical sense to

reproduce so well a remote situation.

A number of minor interpolations have been assumed by indi-

vidual critics, the most important of which are viii. l
b

,
12, 14, xii. l

b
.

The first of these deserves attention because the words it is pro-

posed to strike out contain the significant combination of covenant

and Tliora, and the second because it is attempted to eliminate

the reference to the Thora as existing in written form. In both

cases the critical excision strikes at elements obnoxious to the de-

velopment hypothesis.*

The degree of reliability of the critical judgment in some of

these instances may be inferred from the widely distant periods to

which the Judaistic interpolations are assigned by the various

critics. Oort thinks that the redactor belonged to the reign of

King Josiah and that the purpose of his new edition of the

prophecj'- wajs to induce the northern Israelites to reform their

religion in the spirit of Deuteronomy and to recognize the Judean

authority. Giesebrecht assumes that the interpolations were

written towards the close of the exile. Still others make them

post-exilic.

Princeton. GEERHARDUS Yos.

* Chap. viii. 1 is called in question by Wellhansen, Prolegomena (second edition)

443. In Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, v, 17, the words are retained in the translation.

It is also rejected by Knetzsehmar (Die Bundesvorstellung im A. T., 114). Accord-

ing to Oort ( Theol . Tijdschr., xxiv, 505), cbap. viii. 12 is possibly from the Deute-

ronomistic redactor.



III.

THE WESTMINSTER CONFESSION : THE CHAR-
ACTER AND SOURCES OF ITS TEACHING.

THE sessions of the Assembly of divines at Westminster

began on July 1, 1643, and continued till March 25,

1652. Thus for nearly ten years these great divines were labori-

ously engaged upon matters referring to the doctrine and worship

of the Church. For about two years, and in somewhat over 460

sessions, they were occupied, first of all, with the revision of the

Anglican Articles, and then, with the preparation of the Directory

for Public Worship and" the Form of Presbyterial Church Govern-

ment. The preparation of a draft of a Confession of Faith, or at

least the gathering and distribution of materials for such a Con-

fession, had been assigned to a committee, and this committee was

called upon to report on July 7, 1645, as to what they had been

able to collect and arrange concerning God and concerning the

Scriptures. On that day the portion of the Confession prepared

regarding the Scriptures was read and debated. From this date

onward till April 12, 1648, the divines were mainly occupied with

the composition of the Confession of Faith and the Larger and

Shorter Catechisms. The minutes of Assembly of this last-men-

tioned date, numbered as Session 1049, read as follows :
“ The

Assembly read the remaining part of the Proofs. The Proofs this

day read shall stand and be transcribed and sent up to the Honble

Houses of Parliament. The Proofs for the Shorter Catechism shall

stand and be transcribed and sent. The Proofs for both the Cate-

chisms shall be transcribed and sent up to both Iionble Houses of

Parliament. Ordered—To be carried up on Friday morning [14th

April] by the Prolocutor with the Assembly.” The remaining

sessions of the Assembly were almost wholly concerned with the

examination, certification and settlement of ministers. The only

later reference in the printed minutes to the doctrinal Standards,

that I can discover, is in Session 1124, September 20, 1648: “ Mr.

Whitakers and Mr. Hickes do move the Speaker of the House of

Commons to hasten the Little Catechism.” So far as the Assem-

bly was concerned, the work on all the subordinate Standards was

completed in April, 1648. We are therefore now in the position
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of celebrating the 250th anniversary of the completion of the

Westminster Assembly’s labors in the production of these invalu-

able doctrinal and ecclesiastical documents, and of estimating the

sendee which they have rendered to the Presbyterian Church in

particular and to the cause of Christian truth generally throughout

the world.

In this paper I propose to speak principally of the Confession of

Faith and its relations to other Church formularies of home and

foreign workmanship, wdth which it has been compared, some-

times to its advantage, sometimes to its disadvantage. The com-

parative study of outstanding historical writings has often been

carried too far. Those who .engage in such studies are tempted

to exercise an extravagant ingenuity in discovering resemblances,

and pointing out instances of imitation and conscious borrowing

on the part of a later document from an earlier. This is in some

cases carried to such a length that it wrould seem as if later writers

are denied the possession of any originality, and that for every

statement they make something that at least afforded a suggestion

must be sought in some earlier production. A flagrant example

of this is afforded by Pfleiderer in the second edition of his Paulin-

ism
,
in which Paul seems to be placed between Jews and Greeks,

alternately borrowing from the one and from the other, so that

wdiat in Paul is not from the Greeks is certainly from the Jews,

and nothing is left to the credit of Paul himself. We must be

very careful not to make a mistake like this in our treatment of

the sources of the Westminster Confession of Faith. That it

draws freely from the early creeds, shows the influence of the

great formularies of the German Reformation and of the works of

the Reformed theologians, and is largely indebted to the authors

of the English and Irish Articles, will not be denied by any one

who has intelligently read the history of the proceedings and

debates of the Westminster Assembly, or who has wdth any care

studied the various symbols and compared their statements of

truth with those of the later formulary. But to conclude that in

the Westminster Confession we have only a piece of patch

w

rork,

the portions of which might be assigned to their several sources

in earlier historical documents, or that wre have a slavish reproduc-

tion of the work of any one theologian, or any particular or secta-

rian school of theology, -would be to show that we are venturing

to pass judgment upon a book that we have never intelligently

read or faithfully studied. The members of this great Assembly

included men of the most pronounced individuality. There were

specialists among them who were universally recognized as

authorities in their own departments. There were encyclopaedic
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scholars among them who were ready to bring forth from their

treasures of varied erudition whatever the exigencies of debate

might require. And there were among them a large number of

men who were thoroughly well-equipped theologians, who were

not only quite at home in the discussions which had occupied the

Churches all through the previous centuries, but had also formed

their own opinions, and were able to maintain them, on all the

leading points in doctrinal, polemical and practical theology. We
are now without any particular information regarding a large

number of the members, who appear to us simply as so many
names

;
but in regard to about one-half of those who were in

regular attendance at the sessions of the Assembly we know
quite enough to be able to form a very high opinion of the ability

and scholarship which were brought to bear upon the composition

of the Westminster Standards, and also to be able to characterize

particularly the spirit and purpose by which they were inspired.

The early work of the Westminster divines upon the Thirty-nine

Articles was undoubtedly an admirable preparation for their subse-

quent labors in the construction and composition of an indepen-

dent Confession. But though this was a useful preparatory exercise,

we find remarkably few traces of the influence of these Anglican

Articles, either upon the arrangement of their material or upor

the mode of thought and expression of the new formulary. Indeed

they entered upon the task of revision with considerable reluc-

tance, and apparently they were only half-hearted in their applica-

tion to the work. In the preface to the portion of the revision

which they completed, they complain that they had been precluded

by the terms of their commission from making radical changes or

important additions, both of which they seemed very much in-

clined to make
;
and so when they were called upon to throw

aside these Articles altogether, and proceed with the forming of a

new document, they accepted the orders thus laid upon them with

delight, and evidently hailed the announcement as bringing eman-

cipation from a galling bondage and escape from an unwelcome

task. In comparison with the Thirty-nine Articles the AVestmin-

ster Confession is noticeably concise in expression and accurate in

definition. In it we do not find the haphazard distribution of sub-

jects in several articles, which is so marked a feature of the older

symbol. In the Anglican Articles following upon the first on God
and the Trinity, we have Articles ii-iv, and xv, on the Son of

God, The Descent into IT ell, The Resurrection of Christ and Of
Christ alone without Sin. These and all other matters pertaining

to the person and work of Christ are appropriate^ treated of in the

Westminster Confession in the eighth chapter, under the title, Of
16
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Christ the Mediator. The Westminster Confession has a chapter

on Good Works in which is properly included everything belong-

ing to the subject
;
while in the Thirty-nine Articles these are

loosely dealt with in three separate sections entitled, Good Works,

Works before Justification, and Works of Supererogation. This

loose, irregular, disproportionate treatment of the various heads

of doctrine was an offense to the logical and orderly-minded men,

who wished, in the work on which they were engaged, to conse-

crate their highest powers and devote their best energies to the

service of God and His Church.

Besides this, or perhaps largely resulting from this, there

appeared at several points a want of definiteness in the state-

ment of doctrine, which seemed to the Westminster divines

unsatisfactory. That they had some reason to be dissatisfied is

evident from the amount of controversy that has arisen over

the doctrinal interpretation of the seventeenth article, as to

whether as to the dogma of predestination the symbol is to be

classified as Calvinistic or Arminian. Dr. Harold Browne in his

Exposition confesses this when he says : “In what sense the

English Reformers really did accept the doctrine of God’s election,

and in what sense the seventeenth article is to be interpreted,

is truly a question of considerable difficulty.” It is matter of

history that the great Calvinistic divines of the English Church of

the seventeenth century were thoroughly satisfied that this article

set forth the doctrine as they held it. On the other hand, the

Arminian divines in the Church labored to prove that the article

was in harmony with their beliefs. This latter view was strenu-

ously and in detail maintained by Archbishop Lawrence in the

Bampton Lecture of 1804. This writer and generally those who
adopt his opinion rely largely upon the fact that Cranmer and

some of the other Reformers were specially intimate with Melanch-

thon, and that down to the time of the compiling of the Articles,

Anglican divines were powerfully influenced by Lutheran modes

of theological thought and expression. The same is often said of

the early Scottish Reformers. But in all this it is overlooked

that the earlier phases of Luther’s and Melanchthon’s doctrine were

even more rigidly predestinarian than that of Calvin himself, and

what Melanchthon is often quoted as reprobating in his correspon-

dence with Cranmer was only what Calvin would have reprobated

with equal decision. But we need not go further into that ques-

tion here. The point to which we refer is that of the indefinite-

ness of statement which characterized the Articles, and made them

appear to many of the divines undesirable as a doctrinal standard

for the Church. Bishop Browne says regarding this particular
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article that it says nothing concerning the moving cause of predes-

tination, and that therefore it speaks as much the language of

Arminius as of Calvin. This sort of doctrinal neutrality was just

the sort of thing which the Westminster divines thought should

not be found in a Church formulary.

An interesting example of their manner in dealing with details

of the Articles is afforded by the report in the Minutes of their dis-

cussions on the eighth article. This short article recognizes the

importance, doctrinal significance and Scripturalness of the three-

creeds which it names, the Nicene Creed, Athanasius’ Creed,

and that which is commonly called the Apostles’ Creed. The
divines display remarkably accurate scholarship in the discussion

on these three creeds, in which they object to all the names,

showing that the one called the Nicene is really the Constan-

tinopolitan Creed, and that the Athanasian was not the work

of Athanasius. They objected to the damnatory clauses of the

Athanasian Creed, and also to the article of the Apostles’ Creed

regarding Christ’s descent into hell. In all this one is struck

with the modernness and moderation which characterize the pre-

vailing views of that Assembly. A still more remarkable discus-

sion was carried on in regard to the several clauses of the

eleventh article on Justification. It is described admirably and

at considerable length by Dr. Mitchell in his Baird Lectures on

the Westminster Assembly (pp. 149-156). The minutes of the

Assembly are at this point comparatively full and we get a fairly

satisfactory view of the peculiarities of the doctrinal position of

several of the most distinguished of the divines on some of the

more minute and subordinate questions which emerged in the

debate on the doctrine of redemption and which had more or less

a determining effect upon their whole tone and type of doctrine.

A much more decided influence was exerted upon the authors of

our Confession by another formulary which also owes its origin to

the skill and scholarship of the Episcopalians. In 1615 the arch-

bishops, bishops and convocation of the Irish Church agreed upon

certain Articles, which soon came to have a high reputation and to

obtain the warm approval of Protestants generally, both Church-

men and Puritans, as presenting a faithful exhibition of the Chris-

tian faith in accordance with Scripture and spiritual experience.

These are usually called the Irish Articles. It is one of the great

services that Dr. Mitchell has rendered to students of the West-

minster Standards, that he has proved by such abundant evidence

and by so much well-chosen illustration that the Confession of

Faith is not dependent upon foreign sources, either Genevan or

Dutch, but that its authors derived their chief assistance and stim-
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ulus from these Irish Articles, with which they had been familiar

and which many of them in their work had diligentty used for some-

thing like thirty years. These Articles bore upon them conspicu-

ously the stamp of one great man’s strong personality and com-

manding genius. Archbishop James Ussher (1581-1656) was so

generally recognized as the leading theologian of his day that we
need not be surprised to find that in some respects these Articles

produced under his presidency seem often, by comparison with his

acknowledged writings, to be not only colored by his modes of

thought and speech, but rather the production of his own pen.

Resident in England from 1640 onwards, he was intimately

acquainted with many of the best men of all shades of opinion in

regard to doctrine and in regard to Church polity
;
and with the

best intentions, but with only a very small measure of success, he

sought to act as mediator between the opposing parties, and to

discover some via media whereby the union of those whom he

loved as good men might be secured.

In many respects Ussher's position was similar to that of the

Scottish Leighton. Though a zealous vindicator of the theory

of the apostolical succession of bishops, he drew up an elaborate

scheme of union of Presbyterians and Episcopalians on the basis

of a modified episcopacy. In 1641 Ussher published his pro-

posals in a treatise entitled, “ Reduction of Episcopacy unto the

Form of Synodical Government received in the Ancient Church.”

He represents bishops and presbyters as belonging to the same

order, the bishop being president of the college of presbyters

according to apostolic institution and the practice of the earliest

Churches. He proposes that weekly meetings of the clergy and

congregational office-bearers should be held for the exercise of

discipline
;
that suffragan bishops should hold monthly meetings

for hearing appeals, dealing with more serious cases of discipline

and considering generally questions of doctrine and life affecting

the Church
;
that bishops or superintendents hold once or twice a

vear diocesan Synods, with the suffragans and clergy, to revise

decisions of the monthly Synods, etc.; and that the archbishops

every three years should summon provincial Synods of bishops,

suffragans and deputies of the clergy. It should be noted that

this scheme was published just two years before the meeting of

the Westminster Assembly.

Not only so, but the publication of the scheme just at that partic-

ular time was a contribution to a great work of reformation which

Ussher, along with some of the most distinguished divines within

and without the Church of England, was even then actively pro-

moting. In 1640 the House of Lords, following the example of
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the House of Commons, appointed a committee of ten bishops and

twenty peers, to consider the reformation of abuses in the Church
;

and this committee invited several eminent divines to give their

advice and supply information. Most prominent among these was

Archbishop Ussher, having along with him Dr. Twisse, afterwards

prolocutor or president of the Westminster Assembly, and several

others who also became members of that Assembly. This com-

mittee gathered information as to encroachment of Romish doctrines

and ceremonies into the worship of the Church, and consulted as

to improvements from the evangelical point of view which might

be made in the Book of Common Prayer. No doubt Ussher and

many other pious men of a thoroughly intelligent and robust

Protestantism, but strongly attached to a monarchial system of

civil government and to a moderate episcopacy in Church govern-

ment, expected much from the labors of this committee. They
were as anxious as any Puritan for the removal of abuses, and

they thought that if everything of a Romanizing character were

cleared away from their formularies and Church services, and such

discipline restored as would prevent scandalous neglect of duty on

the part of the clergy, all the intelligence and scholarship and

piety of the country would hasten back into the fold of the

National Church. But things had already gone too far. A
measure of reform which would have been regarded as eminently

satisfactory and sufficient by Reformers in the early years of the

Stuarts would not now be accepted as anything like an adequate

answer to their demands. No mere reformation of head and

members (to use a phrase current in regard to attempts to reform

the pre-Reformation Church of the sixteenth century from within)

would any longer suffice, but a root and branch reformation that

would sweep the hierarchy away and set aside the doctrinal stan-

dards and liturgies of the corrupt Church. The consummation

was greatly hastened by the proceedings of the reforming and

dominant party in the Scottish Church. Parliament by and by
joined the more radical party of progress, and the Westminster

Assembly took the place of the small revising and consultative

committee.

Yet even this Assembly began, as we have seen, with a com-

mission to revise the Anglican Articles. Archbishop Ussher was

appointed a member of this Assembly, but though so earnest in

his efforts to bring about reformation and so much in sympathy

with many of the great men whose names adorn its roll, he never

took his seat among them. If the king had only given his con-

sent to the convening of the Assembly, there is no doubt that

Ussher would have been a regular attendant of its sessions and
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an active contributor to its debates. Seeing, however, that the

royal assent was withheld, Ussher, a firm royalist, could only

regard the Assembly as an illegal and schismatical gathering,

with which he could have nothing to do. The members of

Assembly, though deprived of his presence and the assistance of

his impressive personality, showed their esteem of his theological

attainments and dogmatic judgment by their close following of

the Irish Articles and the Summary of Christian Doctrine issued

under his name. Even a casual glance at the titles of the Irish

Articles shows how closely the TVestminster divines imitated them

in the arrangement and distribution of their material. Unlike

almost all the other formularies of the Reformed Churches, but in

accordance with the example of the Irish Articles, the Confession

of Faith opens, not with the doctrine of God, but with that of

Holy Scripture, and introduces the section on the Eternal Decree,

not after that on the Fall, but immediately after that on God and

the Holy Trinity. And this general resemblance between the

Westminster Confession and the Irish Articles in their outward

structure is accompanied by an equally remarkable resemblance

in the type of doctrine and mode of thought and expression which

characterizes both of these formularies. Just as these Irish Arti-

cles, as compared with the Thirty-nine Articles, represent the

more consistent and accurately expressed Calvinism of the Lam-

beth Articles, so it is this logically exact form of doctrine that is

reproduced in the Confession of Faith. It is indeed greatly to the

credit of the Westminster divines, that when such an one as Ussher

refused to join them, when he separated himself from them on the

theory of Church government and on questions of the relation of

Church and State, they did not in the least conceal their admira-

tion of his theological labors, nor flinch from making constant use

of those formularies and treatises which he had drawn up. They

were willing that Scriptural soundness in doctrine should rank far

above conformity in Church polity and ceremonial.

But after all has been said as to the use made of the Irish Arti-

cles by the Westminster divines as a basis for the construction of

their new formulary, it must not for a moment be supposed that

the Westminster Confession is anything like a slavish transcript

from this or any other earlier document. Among the members of

the Assembly there were men who, by universal consent, could

take their places as scholars alongside of Ussher himself, and some

whose originality of mind and force of character were decidedly

and even conspicuously greater than his. One of the great scholars

among the divines was Thomas Gataker, who was highly distin-

guished as a Grecian and a Hebraist. Hallam says of him that after
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Archbisop Ussker ke was tke most learned divine tken in Eng-

land. His special claim to remembrance is kis Latin work, On
the Style of the New Testament, in wkick ke points out tke differ-

ences between tke Greek of tke New Testament and tkat of clas-

sical writers. Interesting references to kis contributions to tke

debate on Justification during tke discussions on tke Thirty-nine

Articles are preserved in tke minutes of tke Assembly. Tkese

jottings skow tkat ke, along witk Twisse and otker distinguisked

members of tke Assembly, maintained tkat tke obedience of

Ckrist imputed to tke believer consists in kis passive and not in kis

active obedience, in opposition to Ussker’ s doctrine in tke Irisk

Articles of Ckrist’s wkole obedience, wkick became the finding

and accepted doctrine of tke Confession. In connection witk this

controversy ke had prepared an elaborate argument founded on

Rom. iii. 28. Dr. John Arrowsmitk was a recongized authority

in systematic theology, and especially in doctrinal polemics. He
had done special service in kis controversy witk tke Antinomians,

in which ke showed tkat ke had thoroughly mastered those ques-

tions wkick had occasioned so muck debate, in regard to wkick, at

suck a time, it was of tke utmost importance tkat suck an Assem-

bly as tkat of Westminster should be thoroughly well informed.

Immediately after kis death in 1659 a work was published which

formed tke beginning of a projected treatise in wkick Arrowsmitk

had intended to set down in a systematic form the wkole series of

Christian doctrine. It is entitled, Armilla Catechetica, A Chain

of Principles ; or, An Orderly Concatenation of Theological Aphor-

isms and Exercitations, Wherein the Chief Heads of the Christian

Religion are Asserted and Improved. In this work ke deals witk

six out of tke thirty aphorisms under wkick ke had intended to

embrace tke wkole system, dealing with tke subjects—Scripture,

God, tke Decree, Creation and Providence—very muck in tke same

way as tkese are treated in tke Larger Catechism. Another pro-

foundly learned man in this Assembly was its prolocutor or presi-

dent, Dr. William Twisse. He is chiefly remembered now as a

high Calvinist and one of tke most brilliant and learned supporters

of tke Supralapsarian theory. In kis own day, throughout tke Con-

tinent as well as in England, ke was esteemed as one of tke very high -

est authorities on all tke theological questions tkat emerged in tke

controversy between Calvinists and Arminians. He was a man
of singularly wide scholarship, but equally remarkable for kis

great speculative gifts and for kis acute and original thinking.

His great work, The Riches of God's Love unto the Vessels of

Mercy Consistent with His Absolute Hatred or Reprobation of the

Vessels of Wrath (Oxford, 1653), is still tke chief authority and
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main source for tlie doctrine of predestination from the Supralap-

sarian point of view. But notwithstanding the very pronounced

character of his opinions, we do not find that he showed any wish

to have expression given to them in the works prepared by the

Assembly oyer w'hich he presided, and in the debates in which he

took part he sided rather with the more liberal than with the

narrowly orthodox party. In those three men, Gataker, Arrow-

smith and Twisse—one might mention many more coming not far

behind them—we have scholars of European fame, who were

masters in several departments of theology, and were well quali-

fied, on the basis of a splendid scholarship, to make valuable inde-

pendent contributions to scientific theological literature. Their

own previous writings and the endowments and requirements

which they carried with them constituted a main source for the

form and contents of the literary and theological productions which

proceeded from this great Assembly.

The Scottish members, Henderson’ Rutherford and Gillespie,

who contributed largely to the debating strength as well as to the

learning and sobriety of judgment of the Assembly, are deserving

of special mention. It is quite beyond dispute that at many very

important points these distinguished men left a decided impression

upon the work of the Westminster divines, both in the discussions

on matters of Church government and discipline and on those of

doctrine. The eminent statesmanlike gifts of Alexander Hender-

son have now come to be very generally acknowledged. There can

be no doubt that his soundness of judgment and calm, clear intel-

ligence must have proved eminently helpful, especially at the time

when the divines wrere engaged in settling questions of Church

government and in drawing up the Directory for Public Worship.

George Gillespie, the youngest member of the House, was prob-

ably its most ready and brilliant debater. In poiut of learning he

was quite able to cope with Lightfoot and Coleman in the Erastian

controversy, and in mental acuteness and intellectual agility he

was far their superior. His three great works, The English

Popish Ceremonies Obtruded upon the Church of Scotland, Asser-

tion of the Government of the Church of Scotland, and Aaron's Pod
Blossoming or The Divine Ordinance of Church Government

Vindicated—in which he deals respectively with the Prelatic,

Independent and Erastian controversies—form still an important

storehouse of information and materials for the discussion of these

important questions.

As a learned theologian, Samuel Rutherford not only stands

easily first in his own Church and among his Scottish brethren,

but also well forward among the very first of the European
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scholars of his age. As to the variety and thoroughness of his

learning, we may refer by way of illustration to his early

work, Exercitationes Apologeticee pro divina gratia contra Jesuitas

et Arminianos. This work was published when Rutherford was

minister in his first charge in the quiet and remote parish of

Anworth in Galloway, in 1636, about seven years before he went

up to Westminster as a member of the Assembly. In the sixth

section of the first chapter of the first Exercitatio he refers to

and quotes from Calvin, Thomas Aquinas, Petrus Lombardus,

Bonaventura, Suarez, Augustine. In the eighth section he quotes

from Suarez, Yasquez, Fonseca, Molina, Becanus, Arminius, Cor-

viuus, Bogermannus. Elsewhere he quotes from Aristotle, a great

number of the fathers and schoolmen, John of Damascus, An-

selm, Durandus, Bradwardine, Estius, Twisse, Jackson, Dean of

Peterborough, etc., etc. With the works of all these profound

writers he is thoroughly conversant, and he moves among them

with perfect ease. In the first Exercitatio he treats “ Of the

Divine Decrees and of the Friendly Harmony of the Divine Will

with Human Liberty ”—under which all questions about contin-

gency, scientia media
,
etc., are discussed. In the second Exerci-

tatio he treat sin detail “ Of Opinions about the Divine Will ”—
under which he discusses whether the good pleasure of God is the

first rule of all moral righteousness in God with regard to the crea-

tures, of the divine will antecedent and consequent, etc. In the

third Exercitatio he treats “ Of the Actions of God in Time upon

Human Liberty ”—under which he discusses questions about

determinism and efficacious grace. In 1648 Rutherford pub-

lished, as his contribution to the Antinomian controversy, a large

and learned work, A Survey of the Spiritual Antichrist. In

1651 appeared a very elaborate treatise, De Providentia. Dr.

James Walker, in his very noble and far too little known Cun-

ningham Lectures on The Theology and Theologians of Scotland

(second edition, 1888), thus refers to and describes the last-men-

tioned work :
“ It deals with every question from which we

nowadays shrink back. Good Mr. Woodrow looked into it, and

he seems to have been horror-stricken. Over more than six hun-

dred closely printed pages, bristling with references to Thomas,

and Scotus, and Bradwardine, to the great Jesuit and Arminian

writers, he debates as though in his very element : What is the

nature of God’s permissive will? Whether under God’s permis-

sion sin comes necessarily about, by a necessity of consequence,

though not by a causal bond ? Whether there is such a thing

as Christian fate T Whether in the sins of men and devils God is

the agens principalis in such a way that He is free from all stain ?
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—winding up with an excursus which contains questions which

seem to carry you into very cloudland : Is God the origin and

cause of. possibles and impossibles ? Is this possible something

real ? Is there anything impossible save as it has its original

impossibility from God?” Rutherford was not only a learned

theologian and an acute controversialist, he was himself one of

the leading divines of his age. His contributions were construc-

tive as well as critical. He wrought out subtle and original theo-

ries in regard to important points of Christian doctrine, and had

valuable and characteristic views of his own. He was a high

Calvinist, strongly inclined to Supralapsarianism, and a great

admirer of Dr. Twisse. His treatment of the covenants was

carried out in a way peculiar in some respects to himself. Ruther-

ford with his strong and clearly marked idiosyncrasies was a most

active member of the Assembly. He took a prominent part in

the public debates, and held a leading place in the committees,

and contributed largely to the construction of the Confession as

well as to that of the Directory.

Those members who have been named, English and Scottish,

are specimens of the men who were mainly efficient in elaborating

the symbol which has been the moulding factor in the doctrinal train-

ing of Presbyterians and Congregationalists very widely spread

throughout the world. And, I ask, is it reasonable to suppose

that men of such a type—men who were thoroughly up in all the

best theological literature extant in their days, and who were

quoted by the very ablest of their contemporaries as divines that

spoke with authority on all the great questions of Christian doc-

trine—were at all likely to reproduce simply the work of Genevan

or Dutch theologians, or to show a slavish dependence on any man
or school ? If they were Calvinists, it was not because they

accepted certain doctrines and repeated certain formulas at Calvin’s

bidding, but because their own thinking had led them in lines

similar to those in which Calvin’s had been led, and they had con-

vinced themselves that the doctrinal points of view usually

described as Calvinistic were in accordance with the teaching of

Scripture and reflected the mind of the Spirit.

We ought also to bear in mind in estimating the sources

from which the Westminster divines drew the material for their

work, that there was a very large accumulation of theological

work produced by a company of distinguished English theologians

of the preceding generations, whose contributions to theological

literature took rank at the time, and deserve to take rank now,

with the best productions of the continental divines. I do not

refer to the immense and voluminous practical treatises of the
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Puritan theologians, which largely belong to the same age as the

Westminster Assembly or to the age immediately following. In

many of those works, indeed, though the form is that of sermons

delivered to popular audiences, we have expositions of Scripture

and analyses of Christian experience such as only those could give

who were thoroughly familiar with all the intricacies of theologi-

cal controversy and the minutest details of scientific theological

investigations. Goodwin, Owen, Baxter, could not have written

on An Unregenerate Man's Guiltiness Before God in Respect of

Punishment
)
A Discourse of the Holy Spirit

,
The Saints' Everlasting

Rest
,
as they did, unless they had been at the same time profound

theologians who had reached firm ground and secured sure footing

on all the great verities of the Christian faith by first-hand study

and laborious personal investigation and research. Richard Bax-

ter, who, though not a member of Assembly, was a warm admirer

of the great men who composed it and in hearty sympathy gener-

ally with their theology, was in some respects like Rutherford. It

is often remarked of the Scottish divine that there seemed to be in

him two men, the one who wrote the scholastic and controversial

treatises, and the other who wrote the Letters and Christ Dying

and Drawing Sinners. So, also, it might be said of Baxter, the

author of the celebrated and thoroughly scholastic Methodus Theo-

logies and the author of the Call to the Unconverted.

All this contemporary theological literature simply illustrates

the character and quality of the men who sat as members of the

Westminster Assembly. We refer now rather to those great

teachers and masters in theology by whom the Westminster divines

were themselves more directly influenced. Bishop Davenant of

Salisbury (1570-1641) was a theologian whose moderate Calvin-

ism had left its mark on a large number of our divines—Calamy,

Reynolds, Arrowsmith, Vines, Seaman, etc. He had been a mem-
ber of the Synod of Dort, and had there urged his views about

the sufficiency of the sufferings of Christ to pay a price for all,

in order to secure a firm ground for the Gospel invitation and offer

to all. The minutes of the Assembly show that a large and vigor-

ous party knew how to state these points with clearness and force.

They were commonly spoken of as disciples of Davenant, and they

seemed ready to claim him and to quote his works as those of an

honored master. In matters of Church government his positions

also were moderate, so that Durie and he had engaged in confer-

ences in the hope of bringing about a union between Presbyterians

and Episcopalians. His great work on Justification and his theo-

logical lectures at Cambridge had powerfully influenced the theo-

logical thinking of England during the first half of the seventeenth

century.
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In the minutes of the debates on the Confession and Catechisms

there do not appear to be any references to any quotations of

authorities that may have been made. It would be in the com-

mittees on the different sections of the Confession and on the

Catechisms that references to authors, patristical, scholastical and

protestaut, as well as to Scripture, would be brought forward. In

such committees, largely made up of men familiar with everything

that had been written on the subject with which they dealt, we
may be sure that views and arguments would be constantly

backed up by quotations from a large number of honored teachers

in whose schools the speakers had learned to appreciate and enter-

tain a jealous regard for the aspects of doctrine which they defended

in their discussions. These committees reported to the Assembly

and the minutes for the most part simply record that the commit-

tee on such and such a section of the Confession, or on the Cate-

chisms, made its report. In the minutes of the debates on the

Directory, however, reference is made directly to the writings of

Dr. Ames, once to his De Conscientia, and once to his Bellarminus

Enervatus. William Ames or Amesius (1576-1633) was a divine

widely known in England and on the Continent, and among Ger-

man theologians of the present day his Medulla Theologise and his

De Conscientia are ranked alongside of the ablest theological and

ethical works of that richly productive age. In his zeal for theol-

ogy, he sought to dissociate metaphysics and ethics from philosophy,

and have them treated as theological disciolines—a curious anti-

thesis to modern Ritschlian tendencies. The Medulla
,
which

contains dogmatic and ethical parts, has been largely used as a

theological text-book, and forms the basis of Mastricht’s large

treatise. Ames was a pupil and follower of the famous Cambridge

theologian, William Perkins (1558-1602), who in his Armilla Aurea,

in common with his colleague Whitaker, taught an extreme form

of Calvinism from the standpoint of Supralapsarianism. From

the school of Perkins and Whitaker, though without any express

recognition of the Supralapsarian theory, proceeded the nine Lam-

beth Articles (1598), which formed the basis of the Irish Articles,

from which the Westminster divines drew so largely.

We may fairly regard Perkins and Davenant, those two great

Cambridge professors, as heads, or at least representatives, of the

two great schools of Calvinism, of the more rigid and of the more

liberal type, one or other of whom was recognized by most of the

Assembly divines as master, while all the leading members of the

Assembly were influenced more or less by both. But besides

prominent leaders and founders of schools like Perkins and Dave-

nant, there were other men whose names and writings, though
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perhaps not very widely known to-day, were by the divines held

in high repute and made use of freely in their work. The one of

this class perhaps most deserving of prominent mention is John

Ball (1585-1640), whose Catechisms contributed materially to the

construction of the Westminster. Catechisms, and whose Treatise

of Faith was recognized as an exceedingly able and complete

discussion of that great doctrine. In the elaboration of an impor-

tant part of the Confession the divines were greatly aided by and

show large dependence upon Ball’s Treatise of the Covenant of

Grace. This singularly able treatise was issued as a posthumous

work under the editorship of Simeon Ashe, a member of the

Westminster Assembly, while other five members of that House

signed the introductory and recommendatory notice. It appeared

in 1645, shortly before the committee on the covenants gave

in their report, but it had no doubt been read in manuscript by

many of them before that. We have here a full system of the cove-

nants before the rise in Holland of the Federal school, and a view

of the covenants which differs materially from that of Cocceius and

other Federalists. The Westminster Confession practically repro-

duces the doctrine of the covenants as expressed by Ball.

It is noticeable in regard to the great scholars, English and

Scottish, who sat in the Westminster Assembly, that their

reading was wonderfully up to date. We find Samuel .Rutherford

in his Exercitationes Apologeticae pro divina gratia
,
published in

1636, discussing and frequently quoting from the great work of Dr.

William Twisse, against the Arminians, Vindiciae Gratiae
,
Potesta-

tis et Providentiae Dei
,
which had been published in 1632. This

was a work which Rutherford evidently had not merely dipped

into, but oue which he had studied with great care and warm
appreciation. Twisse was a theological thinker after Rutherford’s

own heart. There was one interesting point upon which these two

great writers were in very thorough sympathy. Twisse in his

Vindiciae had maintained that God punished sin, not by necessity

of His nature, as though because of His natural justice He must

do so, but only by reason of a decree according to which He freely

resolves to do this. Rutherford is at one with him in maintaining

that view, and he vigorously supports this notion in his De Provi-

dentia
,
and also in his Christ Dying and Drawing Sinners. John

Owen argues keenly against the idea that sin could be pardoned

simply by an act of the divine will, and specially combats the argu-

ments of Twisse and Rutherford in his Dissertation on Divine Jus-

tice (1653).* Owen’s estimate of Twisse may be inferred from the

* The Works of John Owen, edited by Dr. Goold, Edinburgh, 1852, Vol. x, pp.

482-624, especially pp. 583-618.
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way in which he refers in his Preface to the doctrine which he un-

dertakes to combat, as “ come forth inscribed with the mighty
names of Augustine, Calvin, Musculus, Twisse and Yossius.’

1

It is

surely something very remarkable to find a man in the position of

Rutherford, a faithful and laborious minister in the remote Gallo-

wayian parish of Anwoth, constantly, as it would seem, preaching,

or praying, or engaged in pastoral work, yet having not merely his

mind stored with learning that could come only from hard and con-

tinued study of all the great patristic and scholastic works and the

immense literature of the Reformation and of the Arminian,

Socinian and Antinomian controversies, but also within reach, for

reference and quotation of the ipsissima verba
,
such recent works

as the De Divina Essentia of Dr. Thomas Jackson, Dean of Peter-

borough, and the elaborate treatise of Dr. Twisse of which we have

just spoken. Hoav he was able to secure possession of such a col-

lection of books is a mystery. In marked contrast with his over-

flowing library, we may point to the case of Thomas Boston who,

some sixty or seventy years later, in his quiet little manse of Sim-

prin, with a great yearning for books, could only say that he had

Zanchius and one or two books more, so that he had to endure the

scornful jeers of a neighbor who one day looked into his scanty

shelves. By whatsoever means he managed it, Rutherford had his

books about him, ancient and modern, down to the latest issues

from the press. And in this matter of up-to-date learning he had

many compeers among his fellow-members in the Westminster

Assembly.

This naturally brings us to the consideration of an objection that

has often been brought against the Westminster divines. They

are often described in such a way as to make it appear that they

were a set of impracticable recluses, whose studies were lined with

the works of hair-splitting schoolmen, and whose reading had been

confined to, or at least had terminated with, the narrowest or mosf

casuistical of early scholastic Protestant divines. No charge is

more commonly made against the authors of our ecclesiastical

Standards than that of scholasticism. Now this is a complaint that

is not usually very well defined. It is too often used and taken in

a wide, vague sense as indicating a rigidness of logical definition

which strives after an exactness that goes beyond anything war-

ranted by the Biblical revelation and an attempted systematized

reconciliation of points of view which are purposely left unharmon-

ized in the simple fragmentary statements of Holy Scripture. To

what extent this alleged exaggeration of the systematizing activity

is carried, is rarely expressed in any definite and particular manner.

It seems commonly to be assumed, that it is quite sufficient in order
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to condemn a doctrinal formulary to say that it is drawn up in a

purely scholastic way. That the so-called scholastic method may be

wrought out in a thoroughly heartless fashion, so that little or

nothing of the religious spirit may be discernible in the doctrinal

formula produced, is a fact which no theologian can have any

interest in denying. But that an ecclesiastical symbol sliQuld be

religious rather than theological, that it should be devotional

rather than dogmatical, that it should give expression to the pious

feeling rather than to the intellectual beliefs of the Christian com-

munity, is what no one who has any conception of the ends which

such a formulary is intended to secure can for a moment allow.

It will now be almost unanimously admitted that some of the

early Lutheran Confessions and such early documents of the Eng-

lish Reformation as the “ Institution of a Christian Man,” and to

some extent even the old Scotch Confession of 1560, in which

devotional and even hortatory elements are somewhat freely intro-

duced, are much less suitable as the professed and accepted creed

of a Christian Church, than those purely doctrinal pronounce-

ments or summaries like the Westminster Confession, which aim

at a succinct and accurate statement of revealed truth. We
readily admit that the Westminster Confession is scholastic in the

sense of being accurate and exact in its definitions, logical and

methodical in its arrangement
;
and in this consists one of its very

special excellences. The training of the men who composed it

fitted them for imparting to it this perfection of form. But, as we
have seen, this training was not of such a kind as to narrow their

sympathies and restrict their interest to materials of merely specu-

lative or theoretical importance.

If by the charge of scholasticism it is intended to affirm that if

the document is clear it is also cold, that there is no reflection in

it of the religious fervor and personal Christian faith and hope of

the writers, we can only say that such is not our reading of it, nor

is it the opinion formed of it by many who are generally free from

sympathy with the type of doctrine by which it is characterized.

Dean Stanley, in the very last paper written by him, published in

Macmillan's Magazine for August, 1881, entitled “ The Westmin-

ster Confession of Faith,” warmly vindicates our Confession against

such a charge as that. “ Unlike the Nicene and Constantinopoli-

tan Creeds, it is flushed with all the ardor of individual convic-

tion. It is something like what Matthew Arnold says of the

Athanasian Creed—it is the Nicene Creed flushed with a dash of

temper. The Thirty-nine Articles, though at times giving way to

something of an emotional color, present still on the whole a dry,

calm and sober document. The Confession of Faith is throughout
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rhetorical, argumentative and, so to speak, theological, whereas all

the other documents are, as a general rule, merely legal.” He pro-

ceeds then to show particulars in which it seemed to him that the

Confession surpasses the other documents, Byzantine and English,

which he had named. He instances the noble description given of

the authority of Holy Scripture, the definition of God, the glowing

words of which, in describing the moral perfections of the Supreme

Being, are contrasted with the frigidity and meagreness which char-

acterize the parallel section in the earlier creeds, which have no more

warmth than an arithmetical calculation. The Dean calls special

attention to the description of the Lord Jesus in Chapter viii, Sec.

iii, of the Confession :
“ Having in Him all the treasures of wisdom

and knowledge, in whom it pleased the Father that all fullness

should dwell, to the end that, being holy, harmless, undefiled, and

full of grace and truth, He might be thoroughly furnished to exe-

cute the office of a Meliator.” Upon this our author makes these

admirable and true remarks :
“ These excellent expressions have no

parallel in any of the earlier creeds to which I have referred. It has

been said that all such moral descriptions of the Divinity are out of

place in a Christian creed. But it cannot be forgotten that the

only definitions of God which occur in the Bible are of this char-

acter : God is love, God is light, God is a Spirit, God is righteous,

God is merciful. It cannot be forgotten that the four gospels are

full of the beneficence, the gentleness, the justice and the wisdom

of the Redeemer's life and teaching and that if that life and

teaching either omitted these passages or contained the reverse of

them, Christianity would be wholly different from what it is.

Any Confession of Faith that insists upon this is therefore far more

like the original creed of Christianity than Confessions which omit

them.”* In the paper from which we have quoted there are

many things to which we cannot possibly assent. Certain state-

ments of the Confession come in for warm appreciation because they

have been misunderstood and misinterpreted in a sense agreeable to

the Dean’s own views. But in those pages of the essay to which we
have called attention, the writer most admirably describes what

we hold to be the true scholasticism of the Confession. It is

accurate and correct in its statements, bjit not in such a way as to

repress the warmth of religious feeling. When sympathetically,

that is fairly, read and studied, it will be found not chilling but

inspiring, claiming no mere formal acceptance of lifeless dogmas,

but heart}7
' personal surrender to the living Christ.

The Westminster Confession of Faith is ordinarily regarded as

synonymous with the narrowest and most repulsive sectarianism,

* Essays Chiefly on Questions of Church and State, London, 1884, pp. 392-394.
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and as representing the ne plus ultra of dogmatic absolutism and

ecclesiastical tyranny. In regard to ecclesiastical polity it is, on the

contrary, the least sectarian of any of the great historical creeds.

Even in the Form of Church Government great care was taken to

avoid all sorts of minute prescriptions which might have a narrow-

ing or sectarian effect upon the life of the Christian community. If

the divines showed an anxiety to defend Christian liberty against

possible Erastian or Papistical encroachments, they were equally

anxious to prevent any injury to that liberty from the side of indi-

vidual dreamers or schemers. It shows the rare wisdom of those who
were most influential in drawing up the general plan of the Confes-

sion that, while they dealt with the Church, Church Censures,

and Synods and Councils, there is no word of Episcopacy, Presby-

terianism or Congregationalism. All Calvinistic Churches, what-

ever their form of Church government, might accept the Westmin-

ster Confession as their doctrinal Standard. In this respect it bears

favorable comparison with the Anglican Articles. Besides the

opening clause of Article xxxii, “ Bishops, priests and deacons

are not commanded by God’s law either to vow the estate of single

life or abstain from marriage,” we have a special article (viz.,

xxxvi) devoted to “ The Consecration of Bishops and Ministers.”

In this last-mentioned article reference is made to the ordinal, and

the validity and propriety of ordinations of archbishops, bishops,

priests and deacons according to it are asserted. This makes the

Thirty-nine Articles a sectarian formulary and limits the range of

its acceptance to those who adopt the Episcopal form of Church

government. There were certainly members of the Assembly,

notably the Scottish members, who wished to have a great deal

more of detail about ruling elders and such like questions
;
but

even they wished these questions determined, not in the Confession,

but in the separate document describing and defining the form of

ecclesiastical polity.

The misconceptions prevalent with regard to the Westminster

Confession which most readily influence writers and thinkers of

the present age are those which represent its type of doctrine and

tone of thought and expression as severe, narrow and inhuman, as

though its authors took a grim delight in setting forth the anger of

God, the impossibility of pleasing Him, the utter inability and

helplessness of men, who cannot but sin and yet must suffer. Now
as a matter of fact the Confession is simply and consistently

Calvinistic, Augustinian, Pauline. There is nothing ultra about
it. There were men, as we have seen, among the members of that

Assembly who had a very pronounced opinion on certain points,

about which they had argued and written at great length, and

17
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which they naturally regarded as of very considerable importance.

Twisse and Rutherford were Supralapsarians
;
some were convinced

that there were two decrees, others thought there was but one.

Yet it does not appear that any of these men wished to have any

place given to what might be regarded as their peculiar and

favorite views. Not only is the Confession free of any trace of

Supra! apsarianism, but there is no trace of any attempt to intro-

duce it on the part of its leading supporters. There is no more

interesting part of the minutes than that in which the reports on

Predestination and Eedemption are discussed. Mr. Seaman argues

that the “ odious doctrine of the Arminians is from their distin-

guishing of the decrees,” but that our divines say there is but one

and the same decree. Rutherford says :
“ All agree in this, that

God decrees the end and means, but whether in one or more

decrees is not plain and he adds :
“ Say, God also hath decreed

. ... It is very probably but one decree, but whether fit to

express in it a Confession of Faith.” Mr. Gillespie suggests that the

word “ same ” may be left out, so that every one may enjoy his

own sense. “ Let us not,” says Mr. Reynolds, “ put in disputes

and scholastic things into a Confession of Faith.” Calamy, too

though inclined to accept it as a truth, satisfactorily argued out in

the prolocutor’s book, says, “ Why should we put it in a Confes-

sion of Faith?” And finally, Gillespie says: “Say, ‘ For the

same end God hath ordained to permit men to fall.’ .... This

shows that in ordine naturae God ordaining men to glory goes before

His ordaining to permit men to fall.” The idea which prevails

throughout the discussion is that of Gillespie, that in a matter of

this kind the expression should be so framed that every one may
enjoy his own sense.

The discussion on the extent of redemption, which in some

respects may seem of even greater importance, was conducted

in quite a similar spirit. This debate is given at great length

in the minutes. It is interesting to notice how these men, who
are usually regarded as slaves to their system, determined to

twist Scripture and Christian experience so that they may be

made to fit in precisely to their prearranged doctrinal scheme,

solemnly profess their desire to reach the truth whether it

have the countenance of great names or not. After Calamy had

said something about universal redemption in other than the

Arminian sense, and some doubt had been expressed as to whether

it could be quite clearly separated from all suspicion of Arminianisin,

Seaman says very nobly : “It is nothing whether the opinion of

Remonstrants or not. We must debate the truth and falsehood of

it.” And Mr. Marshall says :
“ You shall not need to know what
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this or that man’s opinion is
;

if you dispute the thesis you will

state it so that it rejects all contrary opinions.” There were

evidently very serious differences of opinion among the divines.

Deeply learned men and able controversialists were divided on the

subject as representatives of what we may call the Perkins and

the Davenant schools. Their differences were of very great

importance and they regarded them as such. But the sketch we

have of the debate shows us that it was conducted with a courtesy

aod in a spirit of mutual forbearance that would do honor to

parties in any scientific or theological discussion in modem times.

We have, on the one side, Rutherford, Gillespie, Goodwin; and

on the other side, Calamy, Seaman, Reynolds, Vines. All express

their views calmly and clearly, discuss such texts as John iii. 16,

and the meaning of the word “ world,” whether it includes all

men, or others beside the good, or only the elect
;
but there is no

insistence on either side that their party views and party terms

must have a place in the Confession. The attitude of these great

men was a remarkably sane and moderate one. There were many
aspects of truth upon which they dwelt with much evident relish in

their own writings of which they were willing and ready to say

that they were not such as should have a place in a Confession of

Faith.

And in regard to the type of doctrine which we find in this

Westminster symbol, it is quite plain that it is not that represented

by Calamy, Reynolds, and others, disciples of Davenant
;
for their

position, while distinguished in important respects from that of

the Arminians, was practically the same as that of Amyraldus,

and can scarcely be described as reconcilable with a moderate

Calvinism that is still self-consistent. But on the other hand, it is

equally clear that it is not that represented by Twisse, Rutherford

and others, belonging to what is here called the school of Per-

kins, for not only their Supralapsarianism, but man}^ other extreme

views advocated by them, were regarded by many as speculative

experiments, which increased difficulties instead of removing them.

And yet the presence of able representatives of those two well-

marked schools powerfully influenced the decisions of the Assem-

bly, so that the Confession was framed in such a way that it could

be acceptable to both, while not giving expression to the peculiar

views of either. Yet this common platform was not secured by
any surrender of principle on either side. We do not find them

making proposals of compromise in order to secure a common
basis. As we read their proceedings we do not hear them saying,
11

If I surrender this, what are you prepared to surrender in

return?” All the parties rather turn to Scripture, and finding
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common ground there, ask whether this view, or the other, is

necessary in order to a Scriptural representation of the particular

doctrine, under discussion.

It was no accidental circumstance that led to the placing

of the Article of Holy Scripture in the forefront of the

Confession. Especially in the ninth and tenth sections of that

article, it is shown that the setting of Scripture in the firsl

place among the articles of faith is intended to indicate that,

according to the Confession which it opens, Holy Scripture is

regarded as the one source of Christian doctrine, and that it is the

intention of the framers of that Confession to give in it to each

doctrine that place and proportion Avhich it seems to have in Scrip-

ture. Its Scripturalness does not rest on the Scripture proofs

attached to the several articles. The divines were far too good

theologians to -think that they could show that their work was

Scriptural by adducing fragmentary proof-texts. The appending

of these texts is a distinct disservice rendered to the work by the

tyrannical and impertinent interference of the Parliament. The

authors of the Confession intended that their work should approve

itself as Scriptural in the broad sense of reflecting the whole

teaching of the Word of God. The Confession is far more exactly

Scriptural than one reading the selected proofs would suppose.

And it_is this above everything that has commended our Confes-

sion to the lovers of God’s Word,—that its authors were men whose

last resort and final appeal at all times and on all occasions were to

the law and to the testimony.

Findhorn, Forres, Scotland. JOHN MACPHERSOX.



IV.

THE METAPHYSICS OF CHRISTIAN
APOLOGETICS.

II. Duality.

HE first of the fundamental truths of Christian apologetics,

JL as we tried to show in the last number of this Review, is

Reality, or the truth that what appears has being of its own. The

second of these fundamental truths is Duality, or the truth that

there are two_distinct kinds of reality: viz., Mind and Matter.

Having, as we believe, vindicated Reality, we now proceed to

establish Duality.

I. The Status__Questionis.—The inquiry is not, on the one

hand, whether there are but two kinds of Reality. It is, perhaps,

universally allowed that if Reality exists in more than one sub-

stance, it does not exist in more than two. Duality is admitted

whenever Monism is rejected. Neither is the question whether

mind and matter seem to be essentially distinct. The utter differ-

ence between their phenomena has always challenged the atten-

tion of thinking men, as that this is a real difference has ever

been the belief of the mass of mankind. Nor, on the other

hand, is the question whether mind and matter, at least as

they appear to us, both stand related to and, in this sense,

can be resolved into a higher unity. The Absolute may be

conceived as the personal God, or as unconscious will, or as

thought, or as abstract spirit, or as physical force, or as mere

matter, or as an inscrutable something : but posited it must be.

We may think of the phenomena of mind and the phenomena of

matter as independent, but we cannot think of them as also ulti-

mate. We are compelled to regard them as either forms or

creations of that which is above them, and in this way, at any

rate, inclusive of them. Monism in this sense is sure to command
at last the assent of the philosophic spirit. It would seem, too,

to have been the primitive view. “ Thus,” according to Rawlin-

son, “ dualism proper, or a belief in two uncreated and indepen-

dent principles, one a principle of good and the other a principle

of evil, was no part of the original Zoroastrianism even.”

Nor, again, is the inquiry whether mind and matter, in addition
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to being related, at least as we know them, to a higher unity, act

and react on one another. Such interaction, it is universally admit-

ted, there seems to be. It is quite as apparent as is the difference.

Nor do the theories on which it was hoped to explain this interac-

tion between mind and matter by virtually denying it commend
themselves to the thought of our age. Malebranche’s doctrine of

occasional causes and Leibnitz's doctrine of preestablished harmony
had their day, but it is over. The question, however, is whether

mind and matter, though constantly acting and reacting on one

another, as well as being related, at least in the sense already

stated, to a higher unity, are still essentially distinct and inde-

pendent of one another, incapable of being resolved into one

another, not to be explained by one another.

II. The importance of this inquiry appears in several spheres.

It is vital to science. This, it is true, concerns itself only with

phenomena. To understand the relations of these, however, it

must have some theory as to their nature. Mental phenomena, as

they are called even by materialists, will yield different results

according as they are or are not conceived as following mental

laws.

The importance of our question is seen even more clearly in

philosophy. The aim of this is to comprehend reality. It is

bound, therefore, to take sides for or against duality. One cannot

be a philosopher at all unless he does so. The first inquiry that

presents itself with reference to reality must be, Is it one or more

than one ?

Nor is the case less evident in theology. Deny duality by deny-

ing mind and theology becomes impossible. It is at once deprived

i of the Divine Person and the human person, and so is robbed of

its subjects. On the other hand, deny dualitv_bj_ denying matter,

and theology, while it could exist, would have from its first chap-

ter to be interpreted anew.

It is the same in apologetics. A branch of theology, this must

be so. It is conspicuously thus, however, in view of the facts

that the rational defense of anything is irrational on the part of

one who believes only in matter, and is bound to seem irrational

to all save idealists when conducted by one who believes only in

mind. In a word, unless duality be granted, apologetics is either

usually practically useless or logically inconceivable.

Nor is duality a truth of less importance to actual religion. This

cannot but be determined by our position on the subject in ques-

tion. For example, to cite a singularly acute and impartial

witness, no other than James Martineau . “it is needless to say

that the new book of ‘ Genesis,’ which resorts to Lucretius for its
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‘ first beginnings, ’ to protoplasm for its fifth day, to ‘ natural selec-

tion ’ for its Adam and Eve, and to evolution for all the rest,

contradicts the old book at every point
;
and inasmuch as it dissi-

pates the dream of Paradise, and removes the tragedy of the Fall,

cancels at once the need and the scheme of redemption, and so

leaves the historical churches of Europe crumbling away from

their very foundations.” The result is scarcely less destructive, if

Hegel be substituted for Lucretius. Idealism run mad robs us of

the divine Christ and of supernatural salvation as surely as does

the baldest materialism. With neither is “ the faith which was

once for all -delivered unto the saints ” compatible. It presupposes

duality.

So, too, does civilization. Unless it proceeds on a firm belief

in the independence and reality of mind and matter, it issues in

pessimism like that of much of modern India or in horrors like

those of the French Devolution. Let the external world be

regarded as but a dream, and existence in it will lose its worth.

Let the world of sense be considered as the only real one, and

sense and then lust .will be enthroned as our rulers. It is not,

therefore, a question of merely speculative interest, but one of the

highest practical moment, that we propose to discuss. Whether
we are or are not dualists is of vital importance to knowledge of

all kinds, to religion, even to every-day life.

I

Nor is there force in the objection that many excellent and useful

men have held or do hold erroneous views on this subject. This

is true
;
but it is also true that their theories corrupt their succes-

sors, if not themselves. Leibnitz wrote his idealistic philosophy

largely as a theodicy. His pious purpose, however, did not keep

his system of thought from helping to inspire that line of German
thinkers who would really rob us of God by stripping Him of His

personality. Locke, Hartley, and Condillac were eminent for their

belief in the Deity, and their practical piety. Yet that did not pre-

vent their sensationalism from culminating after their day in athe-

ism and sensuality and even bestiality. Indeed, it is with reference

to first and fundamental principles that it is most important to he

orthodox. Here as nowhere else is it true that poison, though

administered with the best intent, is sure to kill at last.

I ll, The theories opposed to duality.

1. Materialism .—This would explain all facts by matter and

material forces. Matter is that form of reality which has exten-

sion, which occupies space, which is perceptible by the senses. It

is in contrast with spirit, or that form of reality which is without

extension, which does not occupy space, which is imperceptible to

the senses
;
but which thinks, feels, and wills, and which is known
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by self-consciousness. This distinction materialism admits as

apparent only. It refers all phenomena, whether physical, vital,
|

mental, or moral, to the activities of matter. In a word, it identi -

fies mind with matter.

For example, it denies intelligence or design in the constitution

and course of the universe. “ Nature,” says Buchner
(
Force and

Matter
, p. 94), “ does not act from a conscious design, but accord-

ing to an immanent necessary instinct.” Life is but the result of

a particular inevitable kind of aggregation of atoms. “ The facts

of science,” writes Buchner [Force and Matter
,

p. 72), “prove,

with considerable certainty, that the organic beings which people

the earth owe their origin and propagation solely to the conjoined

action of natural forces and materials
;
and that the gradual change

and development of the surface of the earth is the sole, or at least

the chief, cause of the gradual increase of the living world.”

Mental phenomena are all of physical origin. “ Thought.”
teaches Moleschott, “is a motion of matter.” “ The brain,”

writes Cabanis, “ secretes thought, as the liver secretes bile.”

Even the facts of our moral nature are thus explained away. “A
freewill,” Moleschott affirms, “does not exist;” and morality,

according to Darwin, has no absolute worth irrespective of inter-

ests and opinions which are of purely physical origin. It goes

without saying that, on this theory, man dies as the brute dies.

“The only immortality,” says Moleschott, “is that when the.

body is disintegrated, its ammonia, carbonic acid, and lime serve

to enrich the earth and to nourish plants, which feed other genera-

tions of men.” God also, it is evident, must be eliminated from

the scheme of things. Indeed, Vogt says, “ The idea of a self-

conscious, extramundane creator is ridiculous.” Thus mere mat-

ter, blind and gross though it is, is all and does all. “ If,” writes

Dr. Lange
(
Geschichte des Materialismus, Buch xi, S. 155), “a single

cerebral atom could be moved by a thought the millionth part of

a millimetre out of the path which it must pursue according to

the laws of mechanics, the whole world formula would cease to

apply, and would no longer have any meaning. The actions of

mankind, however, even those, for instance, of the soldiers destined

to plant the cross upon the Mosque of Sophia, of their generals, of

the diplomatists who shall have a share in bringing it about, and

so on—all these actions, considered from the standpoint of natural

science, do not result from ‘ thoughts ’ at all, but from move-

ments of the muscles, whether these serve to make a march, to

draw a sword or guide a pen, to pronounce a word of command or

to fix the glance upon the point of assault. The muscular move-

ments are set free by means of nervous activity
;
this is produced
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by the functions of the brain, and these are completely determined

by the structure of the brain, by the sensory conductors, by the

atomic movements of molecular changes, and so forth, under the

guiding influence of the centripetal nervous activity. We must

clearly understand that the law of the conservation of energy can

undergo no exception in the interior of the brain without becoming

wholly meaningless
;
and we must therefore raise ourselves to the

conclusion, that all the acts and movements of mankind, of indi-

vidual persons as well as of nations, might go on exactly as they

do now, though nothing resembling a thought or sensation were to

occur in any one of these individuals.”

It must be admitted that this conclusion, shocking though it is,

can be supported by arguments which, to say the least, are plausi-

ble. It may be urged, for example, that what we call the soul is

“ the termination of a series of material existences, which rise

above each other in orderly gradation, each preparing the way for

the other.” Thus the lowest form of matter obeys mechanical

laws. The next higher form is endowed with chemical proper-

ties and is capable of chemical combinations. A third and higher

form disposes its particles in crystalline arrangement, according to

the laws of a natural geometry. Then come the lowest types of

organized existence, of which “ the crystal is the mute prophecy?

In connection with the more perfectly and delicately organized

animal structures, the phenomena of the soul begin to appear,

requiring as their condition all the lower forms of nature, the pres-

ence and the action of the mechanical, chemical and organic

powers and laws.” Why, then, should not the human soul be but

the result and crown of this long and regular process of develop-

ment ? It evidently depends on this process. Why should it not

be explained by it as one with'rTbecause of it ?

This argument is strengthened by the fact that the powers of the

soul are developed along with the powers and capacities of the

body. Does not this indicate that what we call the soul is but a

name for the capacity to perform certain higher functions which

belong to a finely organized and fully developed material organism ?

Nor is this all. The soul is dependent on matter for much of

its knowledge and many of its enjoyments, indeed, for its very

energy and activity. We cannot see without the physical eye :

we cannot enjoy music without the physical ear. Let the body

faint, and the soul sinks into inaction
;

let the body die, and the

soul—where is it ?

Beyond even this, is it not only as connected with a body that

we know the soul at all ? Why, then, should we believe it to be

distinct from the body ? Must not such a belief be unscientific
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because not warranted by the facts of the case ? In short, what

belief do these facts warrant except that the soul is the highest

activity of the body ?

Plausible, however, though this argumentation is, it is only

plausible. It does prove the dependence of the soul on the body,
]

at least at present
;
but it does not prove that the soul is an '

activity of the body. Nor is this a distinction without a differ-

ence. No less a materialist than DuBois-Reymond says :
“ That

consciousness is bound up with material conditions ’
’ is not the

same thing with *
‘ Consciousness can be mechanically explained.’

’

The impossibility of thus identifying mind with matter is evinced

by the following considerations :

Materialism cannot account for the phenomena for which it

is bound to account. For example, you cannot get the intelli-

gence manifest in the constitution and course of nature out of mere

matter which, ex hypothesis is unintelligent. That the world

appears full of the evidences of design, though formerly disputed,

is now generally admitted. Even “ a vehement advocate of materi-

alism like Buchner speaks of mechanical contrivances
,
and describes

nature as achieving results by means
;
while the -works of Darwin

abound in similar expressions.” Whence, then, these contriv-

ances ? To explain them as the result solely of the unintelligent

matter of which they are composed is as absurd as it would be to

speak of some complicated machine as the product only of the

steel of wrhich it was made. To say, as Buchner does, that they

are “ nothing but the necessary consequence of the combination of

natural materials and forces ” is simply to deny, as he means to

do, that they are contrivances. To answer, -with him, that u our\

reflecting reason is the sole cause of this apparent design,” is to

kick the ground from under your own feet. What justification

can there be for the study of matter at all, if we cannot help

seeing it quite otherwise than as it is ? Thus materialism fails to

solve the very first problem that it meets. Even DuBois-Reymond

admits that it cannot explain the present form of matter, not to

take up so extra-scientific an inquiry as that concerning its origin.

Nor can it account any better for life. Its explanation is that

vital force is not a principle, but “ a result.” “All organic life,”

says Mulder, “ is the result of molecular forces.” The proof

given of this is that ‘ experience has shown that all organisms

consist of the same atoms as in the organic world, though differ-

ently grouped.’ For example, the chemical elements of living

protoplasm are precisely the same as those of dead protoplasm
;

just as water, though quite unlike either hydrogen or oxygen, is

composed of these and of these only. As, therefore water is not
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due to any new principle such as aquosity, but is altogether the

result of a certain combination of oxygen and hydrogen
;
so life is

I

not because of any new force such as vitality, but is the mere

result of a certain combination of chemical elements. This reason-

ing breaks down at two points, to say no more. First, the com-

position of water from oxygen and hydrogen is constantly observed

and can be readily effected by us, but no one ever saw life gener-

ated by the mere combination of chemical elements. On the

contrary, the dictum, omne vivum ex vivo, still holds. If it

has been violated, no scientist even has ever observed it. Still

less, has he himself violated it. How, then, may science, which

professes to be based on observation and experiment, and on these

only, claim that life is the result of chemical combinations simply ?

This is to set aside observation and experiment in favor of a mere

analogy. And, secondly, this analogy is not a true one. Water
is evidently a result of the same kind with the elements of which

it is composed : it has, like them, only a chemical and physical

structure. Living protoplasm, however, is as clearly a result of a

radically different kind from the elements of which it is made up :

it has, not only, like them, a chemical and physical structure, but

also, unlike them, an organized or organic structure. Even, there-

fore, if we could account for the molecular movements or whatever

they may be which, like the electric spark in the combination of

oxygen and hydrogen as water, causes the elements of lifeless pro-

toplasm to combine anew as living protoplasm, it would amount to

nothing. Life is more than a new combination of chemicalO
elements. Its characteristic is of another kind : it is sui generis.

It is not strange, consequently, that Kant said, ‘ 1 The attempt to '

explain the world on mechanical principles is wrecked on. a cater-'

pillar.” Every form of life presents a problem that materialism

cannot solve.

Even more is this so as regards consciousness. It cannot be

explained as “ a motion of matter.” Strictly speaking, it cannot

be so conceived. “It is absolutely and forever inconceivable,”

says the distinguished German physiologist and materialist,

DuBois-Reymond, “ that a number of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen

and oxygen atoms should be otherwise than indifferent to their

own positions or motions, past, present, or future. It is utterly

inconceivable how consciousness should result from their joint

action ” (lecture on “ Die Grenzen des Naturerkennens,” Leipzic,

1872). Indeed, the materialistic explanation of consciousness

must be abandoned or materialism itself becomes logically impossi-

ble. Suppose that ideas could be absolutely identified with matter

or with the motions of matter,—not materialism, but idealism, would
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result. For example, to quote J. H. Kennedy’s Natural Theology

and Modern Thought, perhaps the freshest as well as ablest trea-

tise on this subject, “ if ideas are motions of matter, the converse

statement can no longer be resisted, that these same motions of

matter are ideas. And if science is right in its belief that all

motions of matter are alike manifestations of one and the same

force which appears to us under different disguises, then must all

the movements of matter be of the nature of ideas.” What is

this but pure idealism ? Thus materialism cannot attempt to

explain thought and not destroy itself. It has only to pose as the

true theory of the universe to cease to be any theory at all.

Never is this so conspicuous as when it is applied to moral

phenomena. The great fact to be explained here is free-agency.

Responsibility, good and ill desert, virtue and vice—these all pre-

suppose it. Indeed, to be moral, a being must be self-determining. /

Self-determination, however, on the materialistic hypothesis

becomes an impossibility. Material forces act necessarily and uni-

formly. This is their chief characteristic. From the nature of

the case, therefore, “ a spontaneous act,” as Prof. Huxley says,

“ is an absurdity.’ ’ Thus materialism would explain moral phe- I

nomena by explaining them away. But can this be done ? Is it

enough to fall back on Spinoza, as Buchner does, and say that

“ human liberty, of which all boast, consists solely in this, that

man is conscious of his will, and unconscious of the causes by

which it is determined ?” Certainly not, and for the reason that

there is nothing of which consciousness makes us so sure as that

we are self-determining. The sense of responsibility may be

denied, but it cannot be destroyed. Conscience may be out-

raged, but it remains the deepest fact of consciousness. That we
are free and so ought to be this rather than that must, therefore,

be a truth if there is any truth. Consequently, unless material-

ism takes the extreme agnostic position, it cannot explain away

the freedom of the will as a delusion : and materialism cannot

take the extreme agnostic position
;
her distinctive claim is the

tremendous one that she knows that everything has its origin in

matter.^

Not only does materialism thus fail to account for all the

phenomena for which it is specially bound to account.
;

it itself, as

a mere hypothesis, presupposes the mind which it would eliminate.

For example, what is force ? What are atoms7 What is matter ?

The}r may have an independent existence
;
they may have a nature

of their own
;
they may be known to us as they are in themselves

and because of what they are in themselves—all this we may
grant. The fact to be emphasized, however, is that, in spite of all
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this, they would not be anything to us* if they did not become

objects of thought
;
that is, if mind did not know them. Thus, to

quote Principal Caird (Phil, of Rel., p. 88), “ You cannot start in

your investigations with bare, self-identical, objective facts, stript

of every ideal element or contribution from thought. > The least

and lowest fact of outward observation is not an independent entity

—fact minus mind, and out of which mind may, somehow or other,

be seen to emerge
;
but it is fact or object as it appears to an

observing mind, in the medium of thought, having mind or

thought as an inseparable factor of it.” Nothing, therefore, could

be more illogical than to regard mind as the result of matter.

I This is the same as to conceive of the stars which the telescope

1 reveals as making the telescope. Nor is this all. Not only is Mar-

tineau correct when he asks
(
Essays

,
Reviews and Addresses

, p.

172) : “If it takes mind to construe the world, how can the nega- *
tion of mind suffice to constitute it ?” He is also correct when he

writes (ibid., p. 171): “ The universe as known, being throughout

a system of thought-relations, can subsist only in an eternal mind

that thinks it.” Thus, instead of explaining mind away, material-

ism even presupposes it.

Specially significant, therefore, is its inherent and inevitable

tendency to degrade and destroy it. For example, the hypothesis

of a mindless universe at once rules out the ideal. Man himself

is the supreme being, and man is no better than the dirt of which

he is made. His hopes, his longings, his profoundest convictions,

his highest affections, are but delusions. Their objects are really as

gross as the food with which the hog gluts himself. They differ

not in nature from his appetites. Their actual issue is the same.

As Martineau says again: “ All that is subjectively noblest turns

out to be the objectively hollowest.” But can this be? Can
that be the true theory of things which must thus crush the mind

or that on which alone it itself can rest ? Is not this rather a

self-contradiction and thus an impossibility ?

2. Idea lism.—We have just seen the untenableness of the

hypothesis which would identify mind with matter. We now take

up the hypothesis which would identify matter with mind. This in

modern times has been held in at least two general-forms.

a. Transcendental Idealism.—This is discussed first, not because

it is first in order or is less important, but because it may now be

dismissed with a few $|prds, inasmuch as it will be considered at

some length in the next paper of this series. What this theory is

may best be understood if we ask how it has arisen. It had its

genesis_with Kant. This does not mean that he was an idealist.

On the contrary, as against the universal skepticism of Hume,
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he strongly affirmed the reality of “ the thing in itself.” There

must be this
;

it is involved in the phenomena that no one ques-

tions. In a word, there could not be appearance if there were not /

reality. What this reality is, however, or even how it is, we can-

not know. We have no faculty with which to grasp it. More-

over, the impressions which “the intuitions of sense” do give

us are not known as they are in themselves, but in the subjective

forms of space and time by which they are brought to unity, under

the categories of the understanding which unify them for it, and

in relations imparted to them by the reason. Thus while there

must be objective reality, we know of it only what our minds

themselves contribute to it. The external world exists, but we
see it only in the garments in which we have ourselves invested it.

Then came Fichte. He went a step beyond Kant, and it was a

long one. He became a subjective idealist. Kant said that there]

was an external world, but that we could not know it as it was in

itself. Fichte said that there was not any external world to be \

known. He reduced the universe of existence to one absolute and

universal ego, which, that it may arrive at a consciousness of itself,

opens out in thought the world that we seem to perceive and the

finite and particular ego of which each one of us seems to be con-

scious. Thus, according to Fichte, the only reality is the univer-|

sal ego or God. The world is His dream
;
we are His thoughts.

"What appears to us as objective reality is but the universal sub-

ject’s idea.

Fichte was followed by Schelling. He was an objective idealist.

In his view, Fichte had done injustice to the objective world.

Hence, Schelling put it on the same footing with the universal

subject. Both are equally real or equally ideal
;
for they are both

equally manifestations of the absolute, the infinite or uncondi-

tioned. According to Schelling, there is objective reality, if there,

is subjective realit}r
;
mind and nature are equated, the one with 1

the other. God and the world are the same. No valid distinc-

tion can be made between them.

After Schelling came Hejjel. His absolute idealism brought

matters to a climax. With Schelling and against Fichte he held

“ that it is not anything individual, not the ego, that is the precis

of all reality, but, on the contrary, something universal, a univer-

sal which comprehends within it every individual.” On the other

hand, however, as against Schelling, he conceived this universal,

not as doing away with the distinction between God or the univer-

sal ego and the world
;
but as being itself the ground of this

1

distinction, as containing in itself the principle of their differ-

ence, as having immanent in itself a “ dialectic,” or power of
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movement, which must develop the entire wealth of the actuality

exhibited by the worlds of mind and of matter. Thus, to sum
up, according to Fichte, the only reality is the universal subject .

or God. According to Schelling. the objective or external world </

and the universal subject or God are equally real or ideal
;
that is,

are identical. According to Hege l, the only reality is the relation

between the universal subject and the universal object. This rela-

tion or idea, this abstract thought, it is that is absolute and from

which, by a purely logical and necessary process, are unfolded,

with all their differences, the spiritual and the physical universe.

In a word, to use the striking phrase of Schopenhauer, “ the

world to Hegel is a crystallized syllogism.”

It must be admitted that in certain aspects this theory is, to say

the least, attractive. It makes prominent the great truth that

thought is the precis of the world. It seems to find a principle

that brings all things into unity, and this philosophy will seek and

ought to seek. It falls in with the popular doctrine of evolution.

Indeed, it suggests and supplies the most plausible form of it.

For these and other reasons it is not strange that it should have

been revived and revised, and that Neo-Hegelianism as presented

by T. H. Green and the Caird brothers should have many avowed

followers even in America, and should be exerting a subtle influ-

ence over a still larger number who do not formally accept it,—who,

perhaps, do not even know it by name.

In refutation of this phase of idealism it will be sufficient for

the present to direct attention to tyvo .objections. These, more-

over, should be enough, inasmuch as either one of them is fatal.

They are, first, the fact that, as Kant puts it,
“ Without matter

categories are empty.” Logic cannot reason out being. If the

world be only a “ crystallized syllogism,” there is no world. And
secondly, were this not so, logic implies a logician. Categories of

the understanding involve a person. Thought without a thinker

is an impossibility, a nonentity. Hence, to account for the

universe by the self-evolution of the absolute idea is like positing

an effect that has no cause. Thus in the last analysis transcen-

dental idealism falls because it admits the necessity of finding an

origin for the universe, and then finds this origin in the absolute

idea, in that which, according to Dr. Krauth, is “ neither mind
nor matter, heaven nor earth, God nor man

;
that is, in nothing.”

b. Psychological Idealism.—This is so called because it is based

on the psychological or empirical analysis of the act of perception

instead of on the endeavor to deduce the universe from a transcen-

dental or d priori principle.

It differs from all the forms of the theory just considered in that
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it insists on the personality of God and also on that of man. We
are not the thoughts of the universal subject, as with Fichte

;
nor

are we mere manifestations of the absolute and unconditioned,

as with Schelling
;
nor yet are we logical developments of the

absolute idea, as with Hegel : but we are individual free spirits,

and God is the supreme and most free Spirit comprehending us

and yet over against us. So, too, the theory of the universe is

different. Transcendental idealism, in its extreme form at least,

conceives of the world as a “crystallized syllogism.’’ Psycho-

logical idealism finds the reality of the world in that it consists of

' the ideas of God. Thus, while both systems resolve matter into

mind, the former is abstract and pantheistic, the latter is concrete

and personal.

All this will appear more clearly, if we study the development

of psychological idealism by Berkeley, its originator and elaborator.

“ He was led to doubt the existence of matter by the same train

of thought which is expressed in his theory of vision.” The

conclusion of this theory is, to quote Berkeley’s own words, that

to a man born blind and afterwards restored to sight, “the sun and

stars, the remotest objects as well as the nearest, would all seem

to be in his eye, or rather in his mind.” That is, the knowledge of

distance, etc., apparently obtained from sight directly, is not so

obtained : it is, on the contrary, inferential and so gradual. Thus

distance, thickness, magnitude and position are not seen

:

they are

only inferred and imagined. All that is seen is a colored surface
;

and this is seen
,
not as an external reality, but merely as an effect

in us produced by some occult causes existing out of us. Indeed,

all the ‘ 1 secondary qualities
’

’ of body, as they are called, such

as sounds, tastes, smells, colors, and the many and various sensa-

tions of touch proper, are purely subjective—mere feelings or

sensations in the mind. How, then, do we account for them ?

They must have a cause. What is that cause ? The realist finds

it in the world of matter. There is a material universe which

corresponds more or less closely with our perceptions and as their

object produces them. We do not, it is true, see this world
;
but

it causes and determines the ideas of which we are conscious.

Berkeley gives a radically different explanation. He remarks

with justice that nothing in the world can be like a sensation or

idea, except another sensation or idea
;
and in view of this, and in

view also of the fact alluded to, that that of which we are con-

scious is an idea or phantasm, he concludes that there is no exter- /

nal reality. It is, therefore, the idea, and not that of which we

take it to be but the idea, that is real to Berkeley. As he him-

self says, “ he is not for changing things into ideas, but rather
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ideas into things.” He believes in reality as truly as any one,

but it is a reality of ideas. He agrees with the materialist that

the wofld is made up of atoms, but these atoms are our own per-

ishable sensations.

Whence, then, comes our belief in the permanence of the world

or the uniformity of nature ? Such permanence or uniformity

there could not be, it would seem, if matter could be resolved into

our sensations. The table that you know to be in your study

would cease to exist when you left the room and ceased to look at

it, or even when, though in the room, your attention became

engaged by something else. This difficulty Berkeley meets by

what he calls the “ suggestion ” of virtual by actual sensations, y
This principle of “suggestion” expresses “our disposition to

expect the recurrence of sensations previously connected in percep-

tion, when one or more of them has been again perceived.” Thus

when we see a tree there is suggested the sensation of resistance

as so connected with what is seen that we expect to have that

sensation as the consequence of walking against the tree. The

one sensation or real idea is the suggesting sign of the other. The

connection between them illustrates what Berkeley means by
“ visua l language.” Symbolism, he holds, pervades our whole

sense experience, and above all we are continually translating the

language of each sense into the original and fundamental language

of touch. Thus every sensation of which we are conscious is

significant of other sensations of which we are not at the time

conscious, and specially of sensations of touch. The connection

between these real and suggested sensations is as arbitrary as that

between words and things. There is no abstract reason why the

suggested sensations should be what they are, why our belief in

the world should be what it is, anymore than there, is why a

certain word should stand for a particular thing. The word and

thing have been used together, and that is all that there is in

their connection
;
and just so, sensations of touch have been found

to follow sensations of sight, and this is all that there is in their

connection. Thus, our belief in natural law is only our belief in

an established connection among sensations
;
this belief gives rise

to an expectation of permanence in the relations of succession

between actual and expected sensations, and among the clusters

of actual and expected sensations called external things
;
and this

expectation explains our conception of the externality and perma-

nence of the world. Though, we have only one sensation at a time

with reference to it, that one, experience has shown us, is the

sign of all the others. Because we are conscious of it, we expect

and so believe in them.

18
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All tills, however, is but negative. It is the denial of material-

ism
; it is nothing more. *It affirms only that our consciousness of

the external world is not due to its reality. To what, th^n, is it

due ? Whence the real and suggested ideas of which it consists ?

As Fraser, Berkeley’s most sympathetic expositor, to whom we
have been much indebted, asks, “ What is the power which is at

work in all this passive sense symbolism ?”

Here, says Fraser, whose excellent account we shall give, though

with some abridgment, ‘ Berkeley’s theory of intellectual notions

comes into play. Besides ‘ ideas ’ of sense, I have a 1 notion ’ of

the perceiving active being that I call myself. I am conscious,

too, in my moral experience, of my own voluntary or moral

activity : I understand thus what power means. I recognize

power at least to the extent that I acknowledge moral responsi-

bility for mv own volitions. This power, however, the onl}r

power that we know, cannot solve the problem before us. AYe

all find ourselves unable at will to produce the sensations or real

ideas, of which we are conscious, or essentially to change the

sense symbolism to which our suggested expectations refer. Yet

in this experience of our own limited power we have an intelligi-

ble explanation of the inability. That which is done, but which

I am morally conscious has not been done by me, must have been

done by the only kind of power of which rational experience gives

me any example. All must be the result of mind or moral power.

When we speak of any other sort of power than this, we are in-

volving ourselves in meaningless abstraction.’ Mind is the only

power that we know, the only power of which we can conceive.

Mind, therefore, must be, not only the creator of each one of us,

but also the cause of the ideas and sensations which make up

our world. “ This is what we mean by God. We cannot go

deeper. Divine or perfect Mind imprints the sensations of which

we are conscious—potentially holds and suggests the sensations

which we expect.” Thus, to sum up, according to psychological

idealism, matter is made up of our sensations, the world consists

jof the ideas suggested on the occasion of these, and the origin,

'coherence and permanence of these and so of the universe are due

to the power and ‘
‘ the constant rational providence of the living^

God.”

That this theory has much to commend it must be allowed.

Its practical aim is admirable. It would deliver us from skepti-

cism. It would point us from mere sensationalism to the everlast-

ing and most real God as Him who gives reality to all that truly

appears. Again, and in this respect as in that just noticed unlike

transcendental idealism, it establishes on a firm foundation the
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moral freedom of self-conscious agents. We men are neither

creatures of the world, and so under the law of physical necessity
;

nor are we mere thoughts of God, and so bound by a chain of

spiritual necessity: but we are free autonomous spirits. We
help to realize God’s idea of the world

;
and though He gives us

the ideas of which it consists, our own personality appears in

our responsibility for our volitions. Once more, the objection

commonly regarded as fatal to this theory admits of a ready ex-

planation on the basis of it. This objection is that our experience

(
and our actions prove the reality of the external world. Dr.

Johnson argued in this way against idealism, when, as Boswell

tells us,
‘
‘ he struck his foot with mighty force against a large stone

till he rebounded from it, saying, ‘ I refute it thus.’ ” Berkefey,
1 however, did not deny the idea of solidity, or the uniformity of

the occasions on which it is manifested. He did not deny the >

reality of the world, but only its materiality. He believed that

f the idea of walking into the fire would be followed inevitably by
the idea of burning, and so he shrank back from having the

latter unpleasant idea forced upon him. On his theory, the idea

of being burnt was just as real and terrible to him as the fact of
1

being burnt is to us on ours. Besides all this, idealism, like

materialism, is true in what it affirms. As we do' know the world

of matter by sense perception, so we do know the world of ideas-

by self-consciousness. Indeed, there is no doubt which of these

philosophies is the stronger. The truth of idealism is at any rate

fundamental to the truth of materialism. As we have seen, mind

is the logical prius of matter. Only the former can know the

latter, and thus knowledge of the latter is the demonstration of

the former. Moreover, as we have also observed, it is in the

active energizing of the mind as will that we get our first concep-

tion of power. It is not strange, therefore, that even Hume should'

say that, while the arguments of the idealists could not convince'

any one, so neither could they themselves be disproved. This-

must be granted. The strength of this theory is that it rests on the

most certain verities of consciousness, the reality of thought and

the fact of will.

It is not so, however, with the negative element in idealism.

Its denial of the physical world we may not accept, and for the
1 following reasons at least

:

lj / It outrages consciousness. We are conscious of a universe

of things not only distinct from, but radically different from our-

selves. W e know matter as really as we know mind, and we know
that matter is utterly unlike mind. Our actions show this. No
one walks deliberately into a stone wall. Every one chooses the
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bridge, if be would cross the river. It is true, as we have seen,

that all this can be explained consistently with idealism. The
point to be noted, however, is that this explanation is suggested

by the theory to be maintained and not by our consciousness at

the time. What we are conscious of is a solid wall in front of

us or a solid bridge beneath us. We may come to believe these

to be ideas, but it is as external realities tha,t we are conscious

of them. If then they are not such, consciousness is delusive.

Now consciousness is the foundation of knowledge. Thus in out-

raging it by denying its testimony, idealism must invalidate

itself.

Idealism goes further than the psychological theory of percep-

tion on which it is based will warrant. It is true, as Berkeley

claimed, that by the senses of taste, smell, hearing, and touch

proper, we do not know directly anything that is extra-organic.

All that we know directly in these cases is the affected organ-

ism itself. If, for example, the odor perceived is strange to

us, we cannot tell the object from which it comes. That must

be ascertained^ by experience and inference. All that we have

by the sense of smell is a perception of our nostrils as affected.

This, however, is much more than the idea in the mind, which is

all that Berkeley admits as known. Though the senses in ques-

tion do not give us knowledge of what is extra-organic, they do

give us knowledge of what is extra-mental. The contrast in con-

sciousness between the knowing mind and the affected organism

could scarcely be sharper than it is. In knowing our nostrils as

affected we know in the very same act that our nostrils, though

thus affected, are not ourselves. They belong to the self, but are

not the self. They are a reality external to it.

Moreover, two of the senses, sight and the muscular sense, give

us immediate knowledge of what is extra-organic as well as extra-

mental. It is true, as Berkeley held, that we do not see either

distance or solidity. The knowledge of these is inferential. All that

we see is a colored surface. This surface, however, as McCosh says,

“ is felt as affecting us ” ( Cognitive Powers
, p. 45). Thus the sense of

sight marks an advance on smell and the senses like it. In smell

we know only the nostrils as affected. In sight we know the eye

as affected and also by what it is affected, viz., a colored surface.

That is, we know reality external to the body as well as to the

mind. So, too, is it with the muscular sense. This makes known

immediately an object resisting us and so, of course, outside of us.

Nor may we say with Berkeley that this resistance must be due

to spiritual energy, since will power is the only kind of force of

which we are conscious. That is to beg the question at issue.
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The realist claims that we are as truly conscious of matter as exert-

ing energy as we are of mind as exercising it. Indeed, at this

point the idealist falls into essentially the same vice as the materi-

alist when he maintains that mind must be explained in terms of

matter since it is only of the latter that he is conscious. That is

the very thing to be proved.

While, therefore, the true theory of sense perception does war-

rant the conclusion that there is little resemblance between the

visible and the tangible qualities of material objects, between the

world as immediately perceived and the world as it really is, it

does not warrant the conclusion that there are no material objects.

On the contrary, every sense makes known that which is extra-

mental, and two senses that which is extra-organic as well
;
and

consciousness assures us directly that what is extra-organic is both

the occasion and the determining cause of our organic affections

and our mental perceptions. Thus though reality is not as the

senses, prior to experience and inference, reveal it to us, its pre-

sentation is the occasion of their action, and the real differences

in it explain the differences in our knowledge through the senses.

Hence, while the mind by its own, usually unconscious, processes

itself brings out the ever-changing picture which is always

before us, its processes act on reality and in accord with it and so

give us a real picture. That is, the mind does not fashion the

world out of itself, but a real world outside of the mind deter-

mines at least the essential outlines of the picture which the mind

develops within itself.

Were it otherwise, the universe would be throughout a lie.

What we call the physical world appears to have a reality beyond

us and independent of us. If it does not, life is an illusion and
“ things are not what they seem.” Now all our experience goes

to show that lies cannot endure and that illusions cannot continue

permanently. Thus the great difficulty with idealism at last is

that it contradicts experience. It presupposes the durability of

a lie.

3. Idealistic Materialism—This is more popular at present than

either of the theories already reviewed. It would avoid the :

defects and combine the excellences of the two. It claims to

hold to the reality of both mind and matter, and yet to escape the

odious breach that the common view sees between them. Thus,

so far from identifying mind with matter or matter with mind.

Prof. Clifford says (“ Body and Mind,” in Fortnightly Review
,

December, 1874) :
“ The two things are on utterly different plat-

forms, the physical facts go along by themselves, and the mental

facts go along by themselves.” So, too, Prof/ Tyndall writes
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(Fragments of Science, “ Scientific Materialism,” p. 121): “ The
passage from the physics of the brain to the corresponding facts

of consciousness is unthinkable.” On the other hand, however,

the objectionable dualism between mind and matter is supposed to/

be overcome. They are considered, not as the ultimate realities,^

but as different aspects of the one reality. Thus Strauss declares

(
Der alte unci der neue Glaube

, p. 212) : “I have alwavs tacitly

regarded the so loudly proclaimed contrast between materialism

and idealism as a mere quarrel about words.” At the same time, it\

would be unjust to represent this theory as simply a fusion of

idealism and materialism. It is not this. It is rather an idealistic
1

form of materialism. On the one hand, the functions of, mind are

attributed to matter. Thus Huxley says
(
Lay Sermons, pp. 157,

37-1) :
“ What I term legitimate materialism is neither more nor

less than a short-hand idealism.” So, too, Martineau writes of

the holders of this view that “ they make matter so extremely

clever that it is too modest in its disclaimer of the attributes of

mind.” On the other hand, idealistic though it may be, this

theory is still materialism. Strauss, for example, affirms his agree-

ment with Carl Vogt in his denial of any special spiritual princi-

ple, and Huxley says (On the Physical Basis of Life
,

p. 156):

“As surely as every future grows out of past and present, so will

the physiology of the future extend the realm of matter and law,

till it is coextensive with knowledge, with feeling, and with

action.”

Idealistic materialism is supported, in the main, by two argu-

ments. The first is based on the doctrine of the “ conservation

and correlation of energy.” This -doctrine is that all physical

forces, such as light, heat, chemical affinities, electricity, magnet-

ism, etc., are both convertible and quantitively equivalent. That

is. “ a given amount of heat will produce an amount of light or

of electricity, or of anv other force, which, if it could be utilized,

would reproduce precisel}7 that amount of heat."' Xow if this be

true of all physical forces, why not of all forces ? Why should

not mental and phvsical forces be convertible and quantitively

equivalent ? And if this be so, must they not be essentially one

and the same ? In a word, do not the universality and unity of

law require us to conceive of mental operations as merely modes

of motion just as we observe heat and light to be really modes of

motion ?

The other argument for idealistic materialism is based on the

comparatively new science of physiological psychology. In its

extreme and so one-sided form, this is, as Lange says, “ Psychol-

ogy without a soul ”
( Geschichte des Materialism us, "V ol. ii, p. 381).
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Its method is such that, in the language of Ribot, “ the soul and

its faculties, the great entity and the little entities, disappear
;
and

we have to do only with internal events—events which, like sen-

sations and images, are translations (so to speak) of physical

events, or which, like ideas, movements, volitions, and desires.,

translate themselves into physical events.” This doctrine has

lately been expressed with great clearness and force by Dr. Mun-

sterburg, who, according to Prof. Andrew Seth, is “ perhaps the

ablest and most stirring of the younger generation of physiologi-

cal psychologists.” “ He teaches in the most unequivocal fashion

that consciousness is simply, as he calls it, a 1 Begleiterscheinung, ’

a concomitant phenomenon, or inactive accompaniment of a series

of mechanical changes.” “ In all so-called action,” moreover,

“ we only seem to act
;
a sequence of ideas exhausts the phe-

nomena of will ” (Seth’s Man's Place in the Cosmos
, p. 94).

Thus what seemed to be necessary in view of the doctrine of the

correlation and conservation of energy is seen to be actual by the

new psychologists. Even the will is regarded from such a stand-

point and in such a light that it disappears. In short, nothing is

left but “ mechanical changes.”

The question at once arises, however, May not the standpoint of

the new psychology be too one-sided and its method too exclusive,

and so its observations and generalizations be incorrect ? That

they are this, the following reasons, not to mention others, would

seem to establish :

As we have remarked also in the case of materialism pure

and simple, idealistic materialism is bound logically to result in

idealism. If the mental and physical facts be only two different

'aspects of the same thing, that thing must be ultimately mental

rather than physical
;
for as we have observed, consciousness of

the self is clearer and more fundamental than consciousness of the

not-self. Thus Huxley, though preferring that all phenomena

should be expressed in terms of matter, admits, as has also been

noticed, that his system is “ short-hand idealism.”

The doctrine of the “ conservation and correlation of en-

ergy,” so far from supporting, is directly against idealistic materi-

alism. In the first place, “ even in the sphere of physical events

this law is as yet demonstrably true only to a limited extent ”

(Ladd’s Elements of Physiological Psychology, p. 657). How,

then, may it be claimed that it must be applied also to phenomena

so different from physical ones as those of the mind are on this

theory allowed to be ? It would seem that its universality in the

domain of matter must be established first. Were this done,

however, the situation would not be altered. Even then the
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/
extension of the law in question to the mental sphere could be

inferred only on the supposition that the mental and physical

spheres were essentially one. The universality and unity of law

are a proof of unity of substance simply because and only in so

far as they are a consequence of unity of substance. But the unity

of mind and matter is precisely the point at issue. Thus the uni-

versality of the law of the “ conservation and correlation of energy ”

is made the basis of the argument for the unity of mind and matter,

whereas it is only on the basis of this unity that we are warranted

in arguing the application to both mind and matter of the law

under consideration. Could there be a worse case of putting the

cart before the horse ? Yet even this is not all. Were the appli-

cation of this principle to both mind and matter established, noth-

ing would be gained. Indeed, it is just when we do apply it to

mental action that we see most clearly its inadequacy as an

explanation of such action. For example, let it be granted that

physical forces and thought and feeling are convertible and quau-

titively equivalent. This means that physical energy passes over

into thought just as heat does into light. That is, when a change

takes place in the matter of the brain, accompanied by a fact of

sensation or a thought, the physical energy used up in the change,

or at least some of it, disappears from the physical sphere and

passes into the mental as sensation or thought. This, however, is

precisely what does not take place. The physical energy is all

accounted for in the physical changes. Hence, there has been no

withdrawal of any portion of it, even temporarily, to account

for the conscious phenomenon. Therefore, the latter cannot be

explained by the former. In the words even of one so much
inclined to materialism as DuBois-Reymond ( Ueber die Grenzen

des Naturerkennens
, p. 28), “ the mechanical cause expends itself

entirely in mechanical operations. Thus the intellectual occur-

rences which accompany the material occurrences in the brain are

without an adequate cause as contemplated by our understanding.

They stand outside the law of causality, and therefore are as

incomprehensible as a mobile perpetuum would be.”

Physiological psychology does but demonstrate the existence

and even the necessitj^ of the mind that, as we have seen, it has

been described as trying to do without. We cannot explain

consciousness, as Milnsterburg would do, as “ a concomitant phe-

nomenon or inactive accompaniment of a series of mechanical

changes.” In the first place, consciousness transcends the series of

mechanical changes. While mental action is manifestly and mani-

foldlv correlated with brain action, it is far from being a mere
“ concomitant phenomenon.” It acts not only in connection with
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brain action
;

it acts also above and beyond it, and in so far forth

independently of it. Thus so high an authority as Prof. 11. Calder-

wood writes
(
The Relations of Mind and Brain

,
p. 317) :

“ Mind

transcends all the sensibilities of our organism. The whole range

of our thoughts—as we interpret events under the law of causality,

form conceptions of rectitude, and represent to ourselves a scheme

of the universe as a whole—-transcends all the functions of the nerve

system. Known facts are in accordance with this duality
;
paraly-

sis of a cerebral hemisphere may leave intelligence unaffected
;

though high intellectual life involves good brain development,

high brain development does not necessarily involve a distin-

guished intellectual life
;
but the more highly educated a man is,

so much the more does his life transcend what his bodily functions

can accomplish.” It cannot be, therefore, that mental action is

merely a “concomitant phenomenon” of nervous action. It

would seem that those who claim it to be only this have studied

nerves so exclusively as to have lost discernment of all else.

Again, mental action determines nervous action. Instead of
|

\/^

being an “ inactive accompaniment of it,” it is even regulative of
'

it. Ideas, feelings, and acts of will arising in the consciousness

are true causes of nervous action. Even the most purely vegeta-

tive of the processes of the human body are dependent for their

character upon the states of the human mind. “ Thus if abnor-

mal digestion produces melancholy, it is equally true that melan-

choly causes bad digestion.” Of the same import is the entire

class of phenomena which we call “ voluntary.” “ These show ”

(to cite Prof. Ladd, whom we have just quoted) “ that the condition

of the bodily organs is made dependent, through the nervous ele-

ments of the brain, upon the states of the mind.” That is, mental

action not only, as we have just seen, transcends nervous action :

it also influences and even directs it. According to so eminent a

physiological psychologist as Prof. Baldwin, “ the mind does not

alter the mechanism of the nervous system, and it does not alter v**

its energy
;
but it does alter its conditions, inasmuch as conscious-

ness itself is the essential condition of all voluntary activity”

(Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Vol. i, p. .361). Once

more, if consciousness be reduced to a mere “ inactive accom-

paniment of a series of mechanical changes,” if “ a sequence of

ideas exhausts the phenomena of will ”—in a word, if the autom-
(

atism of the extreme physiological psychologists be established,
1
^

reality itself is explained away. As Prof. Andrew Seth says

(Man's Place in the Cosmos
,

p. 125), “ with the elimination of

real causality from the course of things, the world is emptied of

real meaning
;

it is reduced to a spectacular sequence of happen-
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ings, which have no raison d'etre
,
seeing that all is absolutely

predetermined from the outset. There is no life or reality in the

show which passes before us
;
for the nerve of reality is furnished

solely by the conviction of our own activity, our own real causal-

ity.” That is, psychology must grant the reality of the will at

least or become simply the study of an illusion.

Nay, more. Unless there be an independent self-conscious as

well as self-acting principle, we cannot study even such an illusion

as we have just seen that, on this hypothesis, a mere “ series of

mechanical changes ’
’ becomes. If the mind were simply these

changes, it could not know them, much less examine them. One

must be outside of the stream and independent of it, if he is to

see it. Beyond this, he must be self-conscious, if, as is the case,

he knows that he knows it. As Lotze puts it ( Microcosmus , p.

157), “ what a being appears to itself to be is not the important

point
;

if it can appear anyhow to itself, or other things to it, ii

must be capable of unifying manifold phenomena in an absolute

indivisibility of its nature.” It is not, therefore, strange that

Prof. Ladd should sum up his Elements of Physiological Psychol-

ogy.

,

the most exhaustive treatise on the subject in English, as

follows :
“ The assumption that the mind is a real being, which

can be acted upon by the brain, and which can act on the body

through the brain, is the only one compatible with all the facts of

experience; ” or that he should conclude his discussion of “ Dual-

ism ” in the Philosophy of Knowledge, his latest and most elabo-

rate book, by saying, “ The moment that the ego’s conscious life

of cognition is identified with the chemico-physical changes in the

cerebral substance, the whole field of psycho-physics is withdrawn

from the view of the scientific mind.” Even in such a reductio ad

absurdum of idealistic materialism must any scientific physiological

psychology result. The reality of the soul is the condition of

science.

IV. Having now examined the chief theories opposed to dual-

itv, it only remains for us to close with a brief connected state-

ment, though it may involve some repetition, of the considerations

which favor and, as we believe, establish it.

The supposition that mind and matter are distinct and inde-

pendent substances is in no wise inconsistent with their proved

interaction. We do not know what kinds of being can act on each

other. Neither do we understand how any kind of being can act

on any other kind. Physical science is quite unable to say, prior

to experience, whether molecules of iron can act on other mole-

cules of iron under the laws of cohesion
;
and even after experience

it cannot explain the real nature of the force which binds them
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together. The whole subject of the interaction of beings is a

mystery. This is so, as we have just seen, in the case even of

beings which, like iron, are admitted to be of the same substance.

The question, therefore, is not one with reference to which we may
reason d priori. Our only safe, as it is our only rational course, is

to confine ourselves strictly to the facts that may from time to time

be established. That is, from the proved interaction of mind and

matter we may not infer anything as to their being one substance

or different substances. If that can be settled at all, it can be

only by other facts
;
and so far as the admitted interaction of mind

and matter is concerned, it leaves the question open to be settled

either way. In a word, the antecedent objection that mind and

matter cannot be different substances because they act on one

another is an unwarranted d priori assumption. .

Nor may any objection to the independence of mind and

matter be based on such a fact, for example, as that a blow on the

head produces unconsciousness. This, it is true, may indicate the

.identity of mind and brain. Put the latter to sleep and the evi-

dence of the former disappears
;

hence, they are one. Such,

however, need not be the conclusion. There is another theory

with which the facts referred to are compatible, and that is that

mind and brain are independent realities, but connected and corre-

lated for the time. Because many a cavalryman is practically put-

out of the combat as soon as he is unhorsed, it does not follow that

man and horse are one. The fact is not this, but that the man has

become so accustomed to fighting on the horse that at first, at

least, he is unable to fight when dismounted. In a word, the

facts as to unconsciousness, etc., being equally consistent with the

theory that mind and brain are identical, and with the theory that

they are independent though temporarily connected and correlated

—these facts in themselves prove nothing whatever in regard to

the validity of either theory, as to final choice between them. In-

deed, these facts and all others like them leave the question pre-

cisely where it was and as it was before they came under consider-

ation. If the question is to be decided, we must look further.

The facts which seem to indicate that mind and matter are

independent substances are both numerous and striking. We do

not here emphasize the recorded cases of persons who on recover-

ing consciousness have had a distinct recollection of mental process

or experience during the swoon. These may be regarded as too

exceptional to afford a basis for argument, though it should be

observed that they prove at least the possibility of mental action

when the brain is paralyzed. This must be so
;

for they are

instances of such action under such circumstances. Neither do
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we lay stress on the phenomena of hypnotism, mind-reading, telep-

athy, etc. These may he too little understood for us to build a

scientific theory on them, though we may venture the opinion

that much light is likely to come from this quarter. That these

phenomena are facts to be investigated rather than fancies to be
set aside is established. That they are also facts which concern

directly the question under consideration is certain. The facts to

which we would refer are both so common and so well understood

that no objection can be taken to them. For example, the ordi-

nary act of sense perception reveals mind as distinct from matter.

Thus “ when we look up at night, we become conscious, not of a

current passing along the optic nerve in the vicinity of the brain,

nor of the last of the undulations of the ether which was the

immediate cause that set that nerve-current in motion
;
but what

we are conscious of perceiving is, it may be, the disk of a planet."

Again, “ we listen to a page of Herodotus
;
and the objects which

we become conscious of are not the nerve currents passing through

the chamber of our brain, nor yet the aerial waves beating

against the tympanum of the ear outside
;
these objects do not, as

we listen, enter our field of experience at all. What do enter there

are the thoughts of an author who died more than two thousand

years ago, the scenes of a vanished civilization, and the words and

acts of a people who have long passed away.” Now, how can we
account for this startling discrepancy between what we should from

a purely materialistic standpoint have expected the limits of our

experience to be, and the actual scope of our knowledge ? Can

we account for it in any way except that this is a universe of mind

as well as of matter
;

a universe which mind has planned, which

mind governs, throughout which mind expresses itself, and which,

therefore, in each of its parts must be full of significance to mind ?

We see and hear as we do only because even such things as nerve

currents and undulations of ether are real symbols that real minds

use and understand, though it be unconsciously to themselves.

Thus so simple an act as one of sense perception seems to imply

duality. Indeed, it would appear almost inexplicable on any

hypothesis but this.

We are bound, therefore, to weigh the claims of duality with

a decided prepossession in its favor. It seems to explain the facts

to be explained. Moreover, the other hypotheses—materialism,

idealism in both its forms, idealistic-materialism—these we believe

that the considerations adduced in this paper have shown to^be

untenable. Duality is thus the only hypothesis remaining. By
the law of parsimony, consequently, we are shut up to it. We
should examine it, expecting to prove it. We ought to regard it

as at least provisionally true, if we may so speak-.
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"That it is really true is rendered highly probable at once by

the fact that duality has been and is the working hypothesis of the i

race. Men generally are neither materialists nor idealists, but

dualists. They believe practically in the independent reality of

mind and matter and in their mutual interaction. Jevons has

shown in his masterly Introduction to the Bistory of Religion (p.

22, el seq.), that primitive man divided all objects into active and

inactive
;
that all active objects he regarded as animated by a life

and will like his own
;
and that thisdife and will we might just as

well express by the one word spirit. That is, animism or the

belief in spirits, though neither religious nor the source of

religion, was a universal primitive belief. It is as prevalent now,

though, of course, among civilized peoples it has been stripped

of many of its crudities. The ordinary American does not to-day

regard the wind as a spirit, but he is just as sure that he himself

is one as ever the early savage was. hie cannot be made to think

that he is of the same substance with the food that he eats or the

air that he breathes, or even with the body that he breathes and

eats to support. He may claim to be a materialist or an idealist,

though only a few do
;
but the convictions with which he acts

give the lie to his claim. The world of sense appeals to his con-

sciousness as real even when his theory says that it is not

;

and

though he would make the subjective merely the product of the

objective, of nothing is he so profoundly and often painfully

aware as of a world of self-consciousness which, while related to that

of sense, cannot be explained by it. In a word, the common sense

of mankind is strongly and always on the side of duality. This,

indeed, is the only theory of the universe that it will accept.

Now the common sense of mankind is not all that either philos-

ophy or science needs for its true development, but woe is to the

philosophy or science that fails to reckon with it. If common
sense does not guide us as far as we need to go, it does indicate

the roads that lead only to delusion or contradiction. It is, there-

fore, greatly in favor of duality that mankind seems incapable of

believing in any theory except it. This verdict of common sense

renders it at any rate ‘presumptively true.

This presumption is much strengthened when we consider its

1 inherent reasonableness. Duality is the only theory of reality that

gives to life and even to existence any true significance. To the

idealist the external world is an illusion. It is real, but merely

as a dream or a phantasm. The essential fact as to the idealist’s

assumed relation to it is that he has been so constituted as to take

it to be what it is not, and the great truth as to the universe is

that “ things a re not what they seem.” Nor is it otherwise on
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the materialistic hypothesis. This regards man as only a “ con-

scious automaton.” Indeed, Prof. Huxley so speaks of him.

That is, man is merely a machine. The whole course of his life is

but a mechanical process. He thinks and plans and wills and

hopes and fears
;
and he is conscious of himself as thus thinking,

planning, willing, hoping and fearing, as a profound reality : but

this is all illusion. Consciousness is to the body only what the

whistle is to the locomotive, a mere collateral and powerless pro-

duct of its working. Thus personality becomes a mockery
;
and

life, instead of being real and earnest, is simply the sizzle of an

engine letting off steam. What wonder that men generally

should reject these hypotheses that we have been considering and

should adopt that one which assumes both the world of mind and

the world of matter to be full of real meaning. Other things

being equal, that is not a reasonable hypothesis which explains

away what it is framed to explain. The presumption is always

that phenomena mean something. Even Mr. Bradley admits that

where there are appearances there must be reality. To hold other-

wise we are forced to impugn the validity of the causal judgment.

Hence, the inherent reasonableness of such an hypothesis as that

of duality. It does not deny the significance of the phenomena

of either class. On the contrary, it brings it out in the case of

both. It is, therefore, apparently true.

The argument is rendered conclusive by the scientific charac-

ter of the dualistic hypothesis. It is objective rather than subjec-

tive. It is derived from the things to be explained rather than

from the theories of the explainer. For example, we believe

mind and matter to be distinct though interacting substances for

the following reasons :

They are known by means of different organs. We know
matter by the senses. We know mind by self-consciousness.

Moreover, we can know either one only by the organ appropriate

to it. No man ever saw a thought, touched an emotion, or heard

a volition. Nor are we conscious within the thinking mind of

space occupied, or of hardness, or of color.

We know mind and matter as possessing properties, not only

different, but so essentially different as to be exclusive. Thus we
know mind as capable of judgment, purpose, and affection

;
where-

as vve know matter as occupying space and as exerting certain

attractive powers. And these properties of mind and matter are so

radically unlike that we can conceive of them only in relation to

their respective substances. We cannot think of judgment, pur-

pose, or affection in connection with a stone, a board, or a vapor.

Just as little can we think of our musings, our ambitions, our

resolutions, as solid, elastic, or porous.
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We have never known mind and matter to be transmuted the

one into the other. The idealist does not convert matter into mind

as heat may be changed into motion. He denies the existence of

matter. The materialist does not convert mind into matter. He
aspires to do it, but he has never been observed to do it.

That mind and matter are independent substances is, therefore,

an hypothesis based on facts. The properties of what we call

mind and the properties of what we call matter are known only by

totally different organs
;
they are known as mutually exclusive

;

they are not known ever to have been transmuted. Hence, what

we call mind and what we call matter are independent sub-

stances. This is as valid an inference as is the law of gravitation.

As really as it, the hypothesis of duality is a generalization

from facts and the' most comprehensive oite of which the facts

permit. Consequently, it is not a mere hypothesis
;

it is itself a

proved fact. Or if we prefer still to refer to it as an hypothesis,

we must admit that it is actually true.

Nor is this all. On the realistic basis established in our last

paper and assumed throughout this, we may even reach demon-

stration. Thus idealism is inconsistent with reality. It holds,

indeed, to a real mind, but it cannot justify its right to do so. If

it denies the existence of matter, why should it believe in mind ?

—

for both are known intuitively, though by different organs. It is

much as if a man were to receive as true what he saw with one

eye and were to reject as false what he saw with the other. Nor
may it be replied that the testimony of self-consciousness is more

fundamental than that of sense perception. Grant that it is : it

is not more immediate
;
and this is what in this case is essential.

The question is, May we trust what we know directly ? If we
may, we must accept both the knowledge given by self-conscious-

ness and that given by sense-perception. If either one may not

be received as true, then neither may be so received. It makes no

difference as to reality, whether we see a thing before or after

another thing. In a word, idealism, because it denies the validity

of one kind of immediate knowledge, denies all. Consciousness is

not divisible. All its immediate objects, therefore, must be alike

real or unreal.

Even more inconsistent with reality is the materialistic hypothe-

sis both in its pure and in its idealistic forms. In either, of course,

it is open to the objection just noticed in the case of idealism. If

we may not trust self-consciousness and deny sense perception,

certainly we may not trust sense perception and deny self-con-

sciousness. But this is not all. Let it be assumed that the

phenomena of consciousness have no real subject in the mind.
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They must, then, be attributed to the peculiarly constituted and

mutually interacting molecules of the brain. These supreme

physical beings, however, so far as they are the objects of knowl-

edge, are preeminently mental creations. W e do not cognize them

by the senses. Indeed, as Prof. Ladd says, “ it is only because of

certain irresistible convictions or assumptions of mind that we
believe in their extra-mental reality.” How, then, as we must do''

on the materialistic hypothesis, may we make their real being the

account of the mental phenomena and thus deny the real being of

a subject of the mental phenomena ? As Prof. Ladd adds

( Elements of Physiological Psychology
,
p. 677), “ This is not only

to explain what is most direct and certain by what is most indirect

and uncertain
;

it even involves the wonderful paradox, that the

one being in whose active energizing all conceptions of all rea]

being arise, feels justified in denying its own reality in the sup-

posed favor of certain of its most remote and doubtful concep-

tions.” Need more be said to show that the hypothesis which we

have been considering is necessarily true? If a consistent realist,

one must be a dualist.

Princetox. W. Brenton Greene, Jr.



JOHN OF BARNEVELDT, MARTYR OR TRAITOR.

FEW who watched over the cradle of the Dutch Republic were

more prominent in their day and generation than John of

Bameveldt, or rather, as he signed himself, Johann van Oldenbar-

neveldt. His stately figure towers over that of nearly all contem-

porary statesmen. With the wily, but vain and profligate, Henry

IY of France, and the pompous hypocritical fop, James I—Eng-

land’s double-faced Janus—Barneveldt formed the tripod on which

the political history and peace of Europe were balanced at the

close of the sixteenth and at the beginning of the seventeenth

century. And of the three, Barneveldt was the most intellectual

and influential, the weakest yet the strongest. Surely Young has

strangely missed the mark when, in estimating the power and

intellectual range of the Dutch statesman, he underrates his

political importance by saying : “In truth, the advocate has no

place among the great statesmen of his age, with William the

Silent, Burleigh or Sully. His was a less comprehensive and pen-

etrating intellect.”* Critical research will rather convince us that

none of his contemporaries equaled Barneveldt in taking the

place left vacant by the assassination of William I, and this posi-

tion is supported by the almost unanimous testimony of historians,

both Dutch and foreign. The best test of the comparative influ-

ence of Burleigh, Sully and Barneveldt is an appeal to the archives

of Europe in the seventeenth century, which will show that,

during the time of his active leadership Barneveldt’s finger was

ever on the pulse of Europe, that his touch was felt in every

council chamber, and that the best proof of his paramount influ-

ence is found in his wide and masterly correspondence with all

the leading men of his day. Even the tragedy of his fall has not

dimmed his glory in this respect, and history will ever know him

as the master of diplomacy of the Dutch Republic.

Born in 1547, at Amerspoort in the province of Utrecht, of

noble lineage and aristocratic tastes, thoroughly educated, a man
of commanding appearance, tall and stately, with an intellectual

cast of countenance and an eye so full of fire and penetration that

* History of the Netherlands
, p. 530.

19
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men quailed before it till the very last
;
a man born to lead ana

fully conscious of his power and at the same time jealous of it as

is the miser of his hoard
;
a man who always looked forward and

never back, headlong in the pursuit of special aims and yet gen-

erally safe in his impetuosity
;

a man proud to a fault, too haughty

to confess, much more to rectify mistakes
;
the political successor of

William I in the management of the affairs of the Republic

and the intellectual progenitor of a long line of Dutch statesmen,

who impressed themselves on the political history of their day

—

such was Johann van Oldenbameveldt. As a boy he drank in

the spirit of liberty, that sacred inheritance of the people of the

Lowlands
;

a spirit of liberty which was born from and fostered

by imperial and royal grants and privileges, which were eagerly

showered by princes, ever in need of men and means, upon the

principalities and provinces and strong commercial cities, whose

thrifty burghers were steadily growing in power and resources..

As a man he volunteered to fight for those rights and privileges

and the measure of liberty they insured, when the menacing hand

of the spoiler was laid upon them. The name of Johann van

Oldenbameveldt was enrolled among the pioneers of freedom who
in the apparent folly of their weakness braved the powers of

Spain, the world-power of the day. As Advocate of the States of

Holland, and as the leading spirit of the States General, these

same rights and local and provincial franchises, together with their

inviolable maintenance, were the ruling passion of his strong mind,

the fundamental principle of his iron policy, long after the power

which had established them was cast down and destroyed beyond

the hope of reestablishment.

But the building survived the builder, and the subjects who had

shaken off the yoke of the oppressor, now sovereign in them-

selves, occupied the place of the ancient sovereign, and thus a

fictitious prop supported the historic superstructure of their fran-

chises. Thus the merciless logic of events led the great Advocate

—apparently but partly aware of the fact that changed conditions

had effected a change of relation—to the great conflict of his old

age, to disappointment, loss of power, imprisonment and a violent

death. The “ iron chancelor,” the mighty Atlas of the Dutch

Republic, was finally crushed under the load which he vainly strove

to sustain. “ Thus the great statesman, who had lived and fought

for the preponderance of Holland’s influence, fell a victim to the

principle to which he had given his life.”* In the narrow limits

in which he moved at home, he gradually came in inevit-

able conflict with the “ Stadholder,” wjiose nondescript office

* Hislorische Bladen, 28 .
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formed the historical link between past sovereigntj7 and present

republicanism.

In Maurice of Nassau, Barneveldt met a spirit as haughty and

opinionated and unbending and calculating as his own. The

older man had helped the younger and could not but look upon

him as a foster-child till the very end. As long as the two moved

on parallel lines, each looking straight ahead, there was peace.

But when these lines began to converge—when the two men, each

a giant in his own way, began to be at cross-purposes, there must

be war, for both were surrounded by eager partisans and they

represented essentially distinct and different policies and principles

of government. The coming event cast its shadows long before

and the inevitable clash between the two was heralded by the

memorable events of the year 1600, when Bameveldt actually

compelled Maurice to undertake the hopeless task of the invasion

of the Spanish Netherlands. In vain did the far-sighted soldier

remonstrate against the Quixotic project
;
he was forced to obey

against his better judgment, and it was only by the miraculous suc-

cess of the battle of Nieuwpoort that Maurice and his small army
were saved from total annihilation. But signal as was the victory,

the conditions were lacking under which it might have led to per-

manent results, and the Dutch army was forced to retreat. From
this day the breach between the Prince and the Advocate was per-

ceptible to all
;
the former friends had become bitter antagonists.

For years the semblance of friendship was maintained, whilst at

heart they hated each other.

Then came the great truce of 1609—“ het twaalfjarig bestand ”

—between Spain and the United Provinces
;

as eagerly advocated

by Barneveldt as it was earnestly opposed by Maurice. The great

soldier found his occupation gone at an age when the ruling pas-

sions of life are in their full maturity. All Europe had sent its

most illustrious sons to his camp to study the chief science of the

period under his personal supervision
;
for his skill, his strategy,

his discipline and his phenomenal success had made him the

acknowledged military genius of Europe. He was fondly dream-

ing of great battles and skillful sieges in the coming campaigns

and of a final overwhelming victory
;
already he saw the hated

colossus of Spain tremble and totter, ready to collapse at any time
;

his country’s liberty and independence were to be permanentlv

acquired, and his sainted father’s boldest dreams were to be real-

ized at the point of the sword. War was this man’s passion and

pastime. And one stroke of the pen undid it all, the unexpected

happened and a truce for the period of twelve years was proclaimed.

And what did it bring ? An honorable peace ? Alas, no
;
nothing
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but a paralyzing cessation of hostilities. Not liberty, but a menace
of final slavery

;
for Maurice foresaw that these years of inactivity

would incapacitate the commercial Hollanders for the energetic

resumption of the Avar. On the other side, Spain, fully recuper-

ated by the years of peace, might at the close of the truce sud-

denly hurl her concentrated strength on the heroic but small

northern provinces, to bear them down and to undo by one mighty

effort what had been acquired by years of bloody toil. The pros-

pect, viewed from the soldier’s standpoint, was indeed extremely

gloomy, and it is easy to see why Maurice, looking at the order

of events from his own point of vieAv, should reason as he did.

But Barneveldt, unlike his former protege and friend, considered

the situation as a ci\dlian and diplomat. Better than any other

man he knew Avhat heroic efforts had been required to furnish the

sineAvs of Avar for the tedious struggle
;
the Netherlands, Avealthy

as they were, were taxed beyond endurance, and as actual hostilities

Avere Avaged further from home, the immediate plea of self-preser-

vation Avas weakened ; and ever louder and eArer more threaten-

ingly rose the high-pitched voice of popular discontent Avith the

staggering load which the people of the United Provinces were

obliged to support. This discontent will readily explain itself

Avhen it is recalled that the United Netherlands had raised,

during the prosecution of the war, fully as much money as had

Spain with its Indies and PeruATian gold mines. Whilst Maurice

looked at the enemy, the aged Advocate looked at the doubtful

allies to the south and to the west, both of whom Avere busily

intriguing with the common foe. And Avhen the truce Avas finally

concluded and the incessant battle-smoke of forty years rolled away,

the old man sang a doxology, whilst the young man muttered a

curse. Barneveldt’s policy had triumphed, Maurice’s policy Avas

defeated, and his good sword Avas henceforth doomed to rust in its

trusty scabbard. A year later and the strained relations between

the tAVO had become notorious, for Henry IV of France then kneAV

“ that there Avere jealousies between Barneveldt and Maurice
;

” *

and sloAvly but surely the two men, each in his OAvn sphere so in-

dispensable to the union, drifted apart.

It is impossible, in the narroAV limits of this sketch, even

roughly to delineate the life of Barneveldt, his signal services to

the State, his connection Avith the Arminian party, his struggle for

the supremacy of the ProAdnce of Holland, whose seal-keeper he AA
ras,

and over the other parts of the Union, his last activity, his final

plans and their failure, his fall and death. These things are Avell

known to eArerv reader of Hutch history. What may be made of

* Aers^ens to B irneveldt, May 9, 1610.
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such a life is shown bj the impassioned biography of the man
from the hand of John Lothrop Motley, to whom Holland owes a

debt of gratitude for his historical work and who loved its heroic

history with a more than native fervor. Through Motley’s pen

Johann van Oldenbarneveldt stands before the Anglo-Saxon world

as a martyr for a great principle, as the victim of the ambition and

jealousy of Maurice of Nassau, as the bloody atonement for the

Arminian heresy in the Church of the Netherlands.

But is this picture correct ? Was the old Advocate a martyr or

a traitor ? Was his violent death a “judicial murder” or an

equitable sentence ? Whosoever is familiar with the Barneveldtian

literature recognizes at once that Motley did not speak the final

word, nay more, that he was not able to do so. His own friend

and biographer, Dr. Holmes, felt the limitations of Motley's suc-

cess as Barneveldt’s advocate. Says he :
“ On a careful examination

of the formidable volumes, it becomes obvious that Mr. Motley

has presented a view of the events and the personages of the

stormy epoch with which he is dealing, which leaves the battle-

field yet to be fought over by those who come after him. The
dispute is not and cannot be settled.”* And it is at least remark-

able that whilst the Dutch historians enthusiastically applauded

the first of Motley’s histories, they allowed this biography to

pass by almost unnoticed. Why ? Were they perhaps so steeped

in bigotry and so ready to fight the battles of the seventeenth

century over again, that sheer prejudice closed their lips or blinded

their eyes to the merits of the work ? Far from it ! Generally

speaking, they believed as Motley did
;
but the critics were con-

scious of a serious lack in this biography. Prof, van Oort passed

a stricture of unfairness and lack of historical acumen on it
; f as to

the rest, “ onticuere omnes
,
intentique ora tenebant The only

voice directly raised against it said : “It has created, so it appears

co me, in a people still worthy of its ancestors, a sentiment of

surprise, of pain and of universal reprobation.” \

But the blow had been struck, and Motley’s version of the

Arminian controversy was eagerly received and by foreign readers

raised to the rank of a classic.

From that day on, France and England and America knew only

his Maurice and his Barneveldt. Read the reviews of this biography

in The Alhenseum, January 31, 1874 ;
in The Edinburgh Review

,

July, 1874; in The Quarterly Review
,
July, 1874; in La Revue des

deux Mondes

,

August, 1874: and the reader will acknowledge that,

if Motley’s picture is not historically correct and reliable, incal-

culable and well-nigh irreparable harm has been done, because the

* Memoir

,

p. 200. f Ned. Spectator, p. 80. % Maurice et Barneveldt, clxv.
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eclat of the author has caused his work to be received and consid-

ered as final and classic. It is therefore a well-nigh hopeless task

to give a version of the Arminian drama different from that

presented by Motley
;
and yet it may be worth while to reweigh

his judgment upon Maurice and his estimate of the trial and fate

of Barneveldt in the balances of true history. It is the aim of

these pages to make a modest attempt to do this.

This essay is, of course, tentative. It deals partly with mate-

rials and with a group of writers who could not have entered upon

Motley’s horizon, for the simple reason that they were not avail-

able when Motley wrote his John of Barnevelt. The author’s only

aim is to present a few considerations to the American reader, in

obedience to the ancient maxim, Audi et alteram partem.

II.

Every lover and student of history knows how rare are works of

which we may fairly predicate objectivity. The authors of these

rare works have studiously trained themselves to keep “ the

personal equation” in abeyance; they place us before the

narrated facts, but they do not allow us to view those facts

through the medium of their own personal estimate. In

reading such works one often hungers for a clear idea of the

author’s position, which, like an iynis fatuus always escapes

and disappoints him. This is a wrong idea of objectivity. The
question, indeed, seems pertinent whether absolute objectivity is

desirable and attainable in the writing of history. If conceivable

under any conditions, it can be predicated only of an eye-witness

to certain facts. No sooner, however, are we in possession of his

testimony than two factors enter into all subsequent consideration

of the case, viz., the estimate of the fact and the estimate of the

testimony. It is therefore the duty of the historian carefully to

sift this testimony, to weigh its importance and reliability, to view

it in its peculiar environment and to beware lest his own prejudice

incline him to a wrong estimate of the matter under review. But

impartiality does not exclude individuality
;

for all will agree that

the historian can only describe what he sees and as he sees it

from his own individual research into the facts and their testimony.

He can never remain absolutely neutral, he must be fair
;
and this

fairness constitutes the true and desirable quality of historic objec-

tivity. We demand of the historian that he be an intelligent

man, who has fully digested the facts before him and who is able

to place us at his own point of vision
;
and his success as a histo-

rian will be commensurate with his ability to make us see men
and events as he has studied and as he sees them. Wherever he
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finds great principles at war, he must conscientiously study those

principles and place himself and his readers on the one side or the

other of the question.* “ It is considered a radical evil for a his-

torian to belong to a party. Hay rather, as I see it, it is an inevi-

table necessity. It may seem paradoxical, but it is nevertheless

true, ‘ Impartial only he can be who belongs to a party.’ ”f
Leopold von Ranke is the exponent of such impartial partiality.

Motley, in reviewing the opening years of the seventeenth

century of Dutch history, found himself in a veritable vortex of

fierce theologico-political controversies, so bewildering in the swift-

ness of its gyrations that the mind of the student of the period

must be hopelessly confused, unless he receives his cue from one

party or the other. The author of John of Barnevelt claims to

have refused to do so. “ He has avoided, as much as possible,

any dealings with the theological controversies so closely con-

nected with the events which he attempts to describe. Those

who look for a history of the Synod of Dordt will look in vain.”;):

He attempted, therefore, to separate the theological and the politi-

cal controversies of the period. As well separate the head from

the body, and hope to study either as a living organism. These

two, the theology of the period and its political struggles, are

wholly inseparable. Whoever would hope to understand the

politics of the Dutch Republic in the period of the great truce,

must work through and understand its ecclesiastical and theologi-

cal controversy.

But Motley, who had decided to steer clear of the theological

aspect of the struggle, was forced to obtain his information from

some source. The archives did not contain all he needed
;
he

sought for information on certain events on which the musty

unprinted papers in the yellow stacks of correspondence had little

to say. Every historian, whoever he may be, is unconsciously

influenced by what he sees through the eyes of his informant, or

by what he finds in the documents bearing on a given case. Un-

less he curbs his imagination he may find more than he really has

found, when once a bias has been created. If this bias, as is

generally the case, converges toward his own intellectual or relig-

ious bent, he may still dream of impartiality, but in reality he is

fully committed to one side or the other of the question under

review. This has been Motley’s fate. His previous work had

continually brought him in contact with the personages and princi-

ples of which he was treating in his present essay. Before he had

touohed pen to paper in the final preparation of his manuscript,

* “Pour etre impartial il faut appartenir a un parti.”

t Nederlandsche Gedachten, Pref., x.

t John of Barnevelt
,
Pref. x.
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June 29, 1873,* he plainly declared what was the animus of

the work when he wrote to Dr. Holmes: “ I am afraid that I

unite history now rather from the bad habit of years and because

one must have a file to gnaw at than from any hope of doing-

much good. The desire to attempt the justification of the eminent

and most painfully injured Barnevelt inspires me," etc.f This

states the case very plainly. The chief materials for this justifica-

tion were derived, as the footnotes and references of Motley’s biog-

raphy plainly show, from the Advocate’s own ardent partisans, and

nolens volens the genial historian became a most violent partisan

on the Arminian side, and a specious pleader for the aged Advocate

of Holland.

The Arminian party is but little understood. As a factor in the

history of the Netherlands it was decidedly theologico-political.

When it was ruined as a party it quickly dwindled away into a

theological tendenc}^. Its true power, in the Netherlands at least,

lasted as long as the two spheres of its activity were united
;

their

severance issued in its complete ruin. In its essence it is allied to

Humanism rather than to the Reformation. The shrines at which

it worshiped were not those of the great Reformers, but rather

those of the German and Italian Humanists, and above all those

of Erasmus and Coornhert.^ Both ecclesiastically and politically

it stood for liberalism, anomalous as this may appear, especially in

the latter sphere, with a view to the professed conservatism of the

Advocate of Holland. Motley’s great Dutch critic, Mr. Groen van

Prinsterer, ascribes the peculiar coloring of John of Barnevelt to

the evident affinity between the Arminian party and the personal

religious views of the American historian. Says he: “ Mr. Mot-

ley is a liberal and a rationalist. Hence, in attacking the principle

of the Reformation, he is a passionate adversary of the Puritans

and of Maurice and an ardent apologist for Barnevelt and the

Arminians.”§ Whether such affinity existed or not, one thing

seems certain, that Motley was either unable or unwilling to give

the Contra-Remonstrant party its due
;

so much, it appears, may
safely be said of his attitude toward the opponents of Barneveldt.

And it is in vain to say that a Dutchman and an ardent Calvinist

like van Prinsterer could not give Motley his due, and that there-

fore the severe stricture quoted above is the effect of a warped and

unreliable judgment. Germany bears the same testimony through

one of its critics. It was strongly felt there that the Arminian

* Correspondence
,

ii. 370. t Correspondence, ii, 332.

% The Relation between Arminianism and Humanism. Inaugural address by the

author.

I Maurice et Barnevelt, cd.
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controversy went deeper than the doctrine of the Decrees, that it

reached the very mysteries of salvation
;
and there also Motley’s

superficial estimate of the struggle was ascribed to his lack of

deep religious feeling.* And even his best friends were not insen-

sible to the powerful influence of Motley’s avowed liberal views

upon his estimate of this great controversy. Says Dr. Holmes :

“ With all Mr. Motley’s efforts to be impartial, to which even his

sternest critics bear witness, he could not help becoming a partisan

of the cause which to him was that of religious liberty and prog-

ress as against the accepted formula of an old ecclesiastical

organization.” f Gomarus is to Motley a man “ of the intensest

bigotry of conviction.” % The doctrine of predestination is thus

caricatured: “ Against the oligarchy of commercial and juridical

corporations they stood there, the most terrible aristocracy of all,

the aristocracy of God’s elect, predestined from all time and to all

eternity to take precedence of and look down upon their inferior

and lost fellow-creatures.” § Extravagances like these have

brought Motley severe criticisms, even from those who were his

natural friends and sympathizers
;
and they not rarely betray a total

absence of a calm judicial spirit. Roman Catholics even have

shared in this view of the matter, and yet between Rome and

Arminianism an entente cordiale existed, so far as this struggle

was concerned. It is a Roman Catholic organ which, whilst

applauding his version of the affairs of the “ Twelve Years’

Truce,” thus characterizes the underlying principles of Motley’s

work: “ Rationalistic Protestantism and political radicalism are

the ground on which Motley’s views developed. In a religious

sense we consider ourselves justified in believing that his Protes-

tantism is nothing but a vague Deism.”
||

These criticisms, coming from sources so varied and heterogene-

ous, plainly indicate that an evident bias in favor of Arminianism

was created in Motley’s mind by his own religious convictions.

Thus his entire conception of the Arminian struggle of necessity

became one-sided and illogical. One cannot fully grasp an event

who does not fully appreciate and grasp its underlying principles.

Motley often blindly follows in the track of his Arminian inform-

ants, as when he tells us that “ the Church claimed infallibility

and superiority over the civil power, ’
’ a statement which is both

* “Die Mysterien der Predestinationsdoctrin hatten das Yolk nicht entflammt,

aber die Mysterien der Gottseligkeit, die eigentlich gemeint waren. Davon weiss

Motley nichts. Darum ist sein Urtheil schief und ungerecht ” (Maurice et Barne-

velt, cci).

t Memoir, 193. j John of Barnevelt, i. 41.

'£ John of Barnevelt, i. 331.

||
Be Wachter (an Ultramontane review), January 1, 1872.
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symbolically and historically incorrect. The personal preoccupa-

tion which is so painfully evident occasionally even betrays the

talented writer into irrelevant bitterness, as when he says “ that

the Holy Ghost was placed in direct and ostentatious opposition

to my Lords, the States General.” This whole delineation of the

great controversy is tinged by a perceptible antagonism against the

doctrinal position of those who opposed Arminianism, and an evi-

dent sympathv with those who upheld its tenets. In disposing of

the great questions which dominated this matter, he remained

therefore on or near the surface and never descended to the marrow

of their deeper meaning.
“ One must be soaked in these theological questions to be able to

follow the thread in the Remonstrant and Contra-Remonstrant

controversy.’
1 * And since Motley deliberately eschewed the the-

ological aspect of the struggle, he handicapped himself in the effort

properly to understand and describe it. Miss Ruth Putnam’s recent

statement concerning Motley’s historic work in general, is spe-

cially applicable to the volumes under consideration. Says she

:

“ It is possible that, if Mr. Motley had written in the end instead

of the middle of the nineteenth century, he might have painted

his characters in less heavy lines of black and white, as the aim of

the modem historian is to find the man under the dust of the past,

not to draw an heroic portrait.”f The portrait of the Arminian

controversy is indeed “ painted in heavy lines of black and white.”

What shocking misuse did not the Remonstrant magistrates make
of their power, whenever and wherever possible, to oppress the

orthodox party : and how little attention is paid to this flagrant

prostitution of authority by Motley. And yet the very term
“ Doleerenden " (churches under the cross)—revived in recent

years by the followers of Dr. Abraham Kuyper of Amsterdam

—

was born from that bitter oppression and witnesses to its intensity.*

Barneveldt and his followers always “ longedfor quietude'' if one

is to believe the official documents
;
they claimed to be strictly

irenic in their aspirations. But to secure this “ quietude " they

had free recourse to violence. The pulpit was closed against

faithful pastors. Gatherings of separatists were forbidden
;
the

house or grange or castle where a conventicle was held was con-

fiscated
;

people who attended the ministrations of separated

ministers were harassed in every way, even to their being stripped

of the right of citizenship, whereby they were robbed of the

means of existence and their daily bread. ”§ This is a sombre

* Gcschiedenis des Ned. Volks, 95. f William the Silent, Pref., vii.

| Geschiedenis van den Oud Ned. Staat, 188.

9 Groen van Prinst., Gesch. des Vad., i, 239, 243-247.
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picture, but who will deny its historic truth ? Even Prof. Siegen-

beek, an ardent and consistent advocate of Barneveldt and his

party, is forced to admit that, for the suppression of orthodox meet-

ings, “ measures were sometimes adopted which were scarcely in

harmony with the tolerance which the States of Holland claimed

to foster.”* Whatever one may say of the Contra-Remonstrants,

of the opposing faction it can truly be said that their liberalism

was extremely illiberal. How, then, could Motley bring himself,

with all these notorious facts before him, to call the Arminians
“ the lovers of religious liberty. ”f But strange to say he also quotes

Grotius as saying that “ difference in public worship is in king-

doms pernicious, but in free commonwealths it is in the highest

degree destructive.”^; Is not this a most astounding conception

of religious liberty ? Hoes it not prove that one may be liberal

in his understanding of the truth, and still extremely narrow-

minded in the application of his principles ?

The personal bias of Motley causes him thus to characterize the

Arminian movement
;
the same bias causes him to attack and to

ridicule the Reformed doctrine of the Decrees at every oppor-

tunity, and to pass strictures on the Synod of Dordtrecht which

are wholly unwarranted by the facts in the case. His curt and

unhistorical description cf the treatment of the Arminians in that

Synod,§ betrays him into a violation of his purpose not to meddle

with the theological aspect of the controversy, and shows perhaps

more clearly than anything else how little Mr. Motley understood

the true point at issue. The charge is made that the Arminians

had no representation in the Synod. How could they have any ?

It was no debating club, like former conferences held under the

auspices of the States’ of Holland, simply convoked for disputation

on the doctrinal points involved
;

it was a national Synod of

churches which were bound by their symbols to certain doctrines

which they considered vital and which had been long and bitterly

attacked by the Remonstrant party.

The Arminians came before that Synod as accused

;

they were

on trial
,
and were given ample opportunity for defense. Nor was

their case disposed of in the hurried and summary way which one

would infer from Motley’s statement, “Short work was made of

the Arminians.” On the contrary, it occupied the attention of the

Synod from November 13, 1618, till April 27, 1619, during one

hundred and forty-three sessions. Then a deputation was sent to

the States General at the Hague to inform them “ that the judg-

ment of the Synod concerning the five articles of the Remonstrants

* Geseh. van den Oud Ned. Staat, 191.

t ii, 252.

f.i, 343.

\ John of Barnevelt, ii, 309.
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was finally unanimously formed and had been signed by all.”*

That Synod did not make ‘ 1 short work ” of anything.

In this connection Mr. Motley makes another grossly misleading

statement, in regard to the Confession of Faith, when he says :

“ On the 30tli April and the 1st May, the Netherland Confession

and the Heidelberg Catechism were declared to be infallible. No
change was to be possible in either formulary.’ '+ All this is mere

romancing. The churches of the Netherlands never believed and

probably never will believe in any infallible human production,

however highly they may esteem it. God’s holy Word has ever

been to the Reformed Churches the only infallible guide of faith

and conduct. It had been one of the very mandates of this Synod

to investigate carefully whether the symbols of the Church were

wholly conformable to the Scriptures. 11 That especially this was

the will of their Highmighti nesses, the States, that the Confes-

sion of Faith of the Reformed Dutch Churches, according to the

custom of national Synods, be read and scrutinized in the pres-

ence of the foreign delegates. And that each member of the

Synod, as well foreign as domestic, shall freely declare whether

they have noticed anything in this Confession, concerning the

doctrine and points thereof, which did not seem fully to accord

with the truth of God’s revealed Word, or with the Confessions

of other Reformed Churches.” %

Ever since 1563 this had been the historic spirit of Dutch Cal-

vinism : God’s Word alone must be supreme and all human words

must be wholly and forever subject to it. Without complete

Scripturalness no Confession or creed could ever obtain any bind-

ing force. § And on the 30th of April, 1619, the British theolo-

gians solemnly declared “ that they had carefully examined the

Dutch Confession and had found nothing therein regarding the

doctrines of faith, which did not accord with God’s Word, the

objections of the Arminians to the contrary notwithstanding,

which objections they affirmed they had examined with the same

care, and that the latter were mostly such as might be advanced

against all Confessions of the Reformed Churches.”
||

The doc-

trine of the Heidelberg Catechism was similarly examined and

approved on the same grounds. A little closer scrutiny might

therefore have saved Motley from these mistaken judgments.

He might have known, had he cared to investigate, that the

* Acta Synodi, 398. } Acta Synodi, 398.

f John of Barnevelt, ii, 310.

§ “Cette assetnblee n’ admit de regie souveraine que la Parole de Dieu, ne

redigea point une Confession nouvelle, mais declare celle des Eglises Reformees

des Pays Bas conforme aux S. Ecritures ” {Maurice et Barnecelt, 33).

||
Acta Synodi, 398 (6).
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great struggle of Arminianism was really one of the final authority

of the Holy Scriptures, and of the full harmony between the teach-

ing of those Scriptures and the faith of the Dutch Reformed

Church, as expressed in her symbols. As early as 1609, at the

very beginning, therefore, of the great controversy, the Classis of

Alkmaar had, by a special resolution, demanded of all her minis-

ters a declaration, “ in which they confessed that they considered

the Confession of Faith and the Heidelberg Catechism to be con-

formable to the Holy Scriptures.”* But the States of Holland,

unwilling to allow the Church to be sovereign in her own sphere,

had officially rejected this test and forbidden its application. It is

a matter of interest, in this connection, to note the wording of the

solemn oath under which each delegate to the Synod of Dord-

trecht was placed before he took his seat. It reads as follow's : “I
do promise before God, whom I believe and serve, in whose pres-

ence I stand and who searches the heart and reins, that in this

entire Synodical action—whereby an investigation is to be instituted

and judgment and decision are to be pronounced not only regard-

ing the five articles (of the Remonstrants) and the difficulties

occasioned thereby, but also in reference to other points of doctrine

—

I will neither consider nor use any human writings as a sure and

unquestionable rule of faith, but only the Word of God. And I

further promise that, in this entire matter, I will aim at nothing

but the honor of God, the peace of the Churches, and especially

the maintenance of pure doctrine. So help me, my Saviour Jesus

Christ, whom I ardently beseech that He may always sustain me
in this purpose, by the grace of His Spirit/ ’f The study of

documents like these might have materially modified Motley’s

judgments. It is evident that the members of this great ecclesias-

tical council were made to feel, by their oath, that they were no

man’s men, but simply and alone God’s men, to whom alone thev

were to hold themselves- responsible for their decisions.

Enough has been said of the religious aspect of the question,

and it may be a matter of interest to scrutinize Motley’s sources

of information as indicated by his footnotes and references.

Among these sources one of the most curious and least reliable

is the legendary Memoires de Louis Chevalier
,
Seigneur du Maurier

(Paris, 1688). If one will take the trouble to read in this quaint

and rather rare old volume the chapter on Maurice of Orange, pp.

215-297, and compare therewith John of Barnsvelt
,

i, 23-29, he

will be convinced of two things. In the first place, of the hope-

less unfitness of the little book to be elevated to the rank of a

* Oud Ned. Staat, 181.

t Ada Synodi, 91. History of the Puritans
,
Neal, i, 264.
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source of reliable historic information ; and, in the second place, of

the unquestionable reliance which Motley has placed on these

Jlemoires, quoting them freelv and borrowing from them pictur-

esque bits of the romance in which thev abound. And yet Du
Maurier evinces a lack of information and an utter absence of critical

acumen in sifting the true from the false and the probable from

the improbable, which hopelessH unfit him for such serious con-

sideration. Competent Dutch critics have relegated these Memoires

to the realm of the legendary, and yet Motley makes a liberal use

of the information they afford, at times even sroino- to the extent

of a literal quotation, or rather translation, without indicating his

indebtedness by reference or footnote.*

Especially reprehensible is Motley’s acceptance of the story

told by Du Maurier, of the meeting between Barneveldt and

Madame de Colignv, Maurice's stepmother, in regard to the latter’s

ambitious designs on the sovereignty of the Netherlands. This

story is told by the French author on the sole credit of a verbal

statement made by his father, who at the time of the occurrence

of the alleged episode was ambassador at the Hague. Dutch

critics deliberately brand it as an anecdote
. f Levassor, the French

historian, would give some credence to the story if the father

had written an account of it, but refuses to blacken the character

of Maurice on a mere “ say-so ” of the son.^; And yet, strange to

say, Motley elevates this “ anecdote ” to the dignity of true his-

tory and concludes “ that it has so great intrinsic probability, and

is sustained as to its general bearings by so much of collateral

circumstance, that I do not hesitate to accept it as substantially

accurate. ”§ He comes back to this “ anecdote ” again and again

and finds in it the foundation for the intense and malignant hatred

which Maurice is said to have cherished toward the Advocate.
“ Maurice listened to her (his stepmother) coldly, gave little

heed to the Advocate’s logic, and hated him in his heart from that

day forth.” Motley might at least have considered the intrinsic

improbability of the “ anecdote,” from the convincing fact that

Maurice, when all the obstacles in the way of his ambition were

removed and when the ripe fruit hung temptingly within his

reach, never so much as lifted his hand to take the crown from

which his enemies declared that only Barneveldt and the political

factions of which he was the great leader kept him.

And there are numerous other instances in which it becomes

* John of Barnevelt, i, 28.

f De historische anecdote. Lit. Fant en Krit., v, 16.

'
J Histoire de Louis XIII, ii, 497-505 :

“ Mais ce n’est ici qu’ un simple oui-dire,

que son fils nous rapporte.”

§ John of Barnevelt, i, 29.
||
John of Barnevelt, i, 27.
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clearly evident to tlie critical reader of John of Barneve.lt that the

use of unreliable sources of information or undue sympathy with

the cause for which he pleaded (often perhaps unconsciously) has

betrayed its talented author into wrong estimates of men and

circumstances. Take, for instance, the numerical strength of

Bameveldt’s following. Looking through the magnifying glass of

partisan information, Motley is led to represent it as far beyond

its actual greatness. This overestimation is a very common thing

with political parties of all times and lands, and was a fault of the

great leaders of the Arminian faction as well as of its historians,

and has in later days called forth sharp criticisms from even its

most ardent friends. Kemper, the historian, a most loyal friend of

Barneveldt, says :
“ The common-sense of Bameveldt should have

taught him the weakness of the Remonstrant party and the reck-

lessness of defending that party, with armed force
;
but alas, head-

strongness had blinded the graybeard of seventy years.’'*

To many readers of Motley’s John of Barnevelt, the most

dramatic as well as the finest part of the whole work must ever

appear the account of the last hours of the great Advocate. Where
did Motley get his information ? There are two accounts of the

portion of Bameveldt’s life that immediately preceded his execu-

tion. The first is by Walaeus, who, at the request of the States

General, attended the Advocate in his extremity, and this account

is used and followed by Baudartius, in his history. The second

account is from the hand of Jan van Franken, Barneveldt’s body-

servant, who is followed by the Arminian historian Wagenaar, and

through him b}r Motley. Van Franken later disavowed the

authenticity of this story, and Prof. W. Tydeman declares that

it “ is not reliable and should have been utterly rejected by care-

ful and impartial historians.”! And yet on this unreliable account

Motley has built the dramatic story of Barneveldt’s last hours and

death. There seems, therefore, something fundamentally wrong

with the selection and study of the sources employed by Mr.

Motley.

But what of the study of the musty original documents in the

archives at the Hague ? In his Introduction Motley savs

“ I have carefully studied nearly the whole of that correspon-

dence, besides a mass of other papers. The labor is not light, for

the handwriting of the Advocate is perhaps the worst that ever

existed
;
and the papers, although kept in the admirable order

which characterizes the archives of the Hague, have passed

through many hands at former epochs, before reaching their

* Staatk. Partyen in N. Nederland
,
136.

t Baudartius, xi, 52, 53
;
Gesch. des Vad. Bild., viii, 289.
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natural destination in the treasure-house of the nation.” The task

which Motley had undertaken was a herculean one, and Motley

himself no doubt would not have us understand his introductory

remarks in an absolutely literal sense. His own testimony proves

that the subject of his last work had been suggested by the prep-

aration for The History of the United Netherlands from the Death

of William the Silent to the Synod of Dort. He crossed Bar-

neveldt’s track continually, and his correspondence afforded the

greatest amount of information on the history of the period

from 1584-1609. And such correspondence ! Under date of

March 4, 1859, Motley wrote from Rome to F. H. Underwood,

that “ he had found the immense and confused mass of Olden-

barnevelt's correspondence in the archives at the Hague. These

letters are in such intolerable handwriting that no one ever

attempted to read them. I could only read them imperfecth*

myself, and it would have taken me a very long time to have

acquired the power to do so, but my copyist and reader there is

the most patient and indefatigable person alive and he has quite

mastered the handwriting and he writes me that they are a mine

of historical wealth for me. T shall have complete copies before I

get to that period,”* etc. In 1859 he worked, therefore, at this

correspondence through a copyist, and twelve years later, July 13,

1871, he wrote to Lady Russell, of Barneveldt’s handwriting, that

it was “ a system of hieroglyphics, such as he had not before

encountered, and that, if they had cut off Barneveldt’s head on

account of his abominable handwriting, no creature could have

murmured at the decree.” He then confessed that “ after much
time and trouble he had enabled himself to decipher the most of

them.”f

Three years, therefore, before the book was issued, Motley still

found large ‘

‘ lacunae
’

’ in this vital correspondence. The next

year found him at the Hague digging away in the musty archives

in which, let it be said to his lasting honor, he toiled heroically.

Before me, as I write, lies a facsimile of one of Bameveldt’s

letters, in that admirable collection of printed documents, Gedenk-

stukken van Jan van Oldenbarneveldt en syn tyd.% Motley is cer-

tainlv right :
“ Such writing perhaps never existed.” It is simply

inconceivably wretched, cramped, straggling, unreadable.

And if only this were all ! But infinitely more serious is the

language in which these undecipherable hieroglyphics are writ-

ten. If in French, we shall do tolerably well
;
but if in Dutch,

the question is a very serious one. For it is not the present lan-

guage of the Netherlands which is used in these documents, but

* Memoir, 90. f Correspondence, ii, 323. j Vol. i.
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an older type, so peculiar in many respects that even for native

scholars it is not always easy to determine the exact sense of an

involved sentence. Intricate, loaded with foreign terms, tautolo-

gical, with interminable and hopelessly involved sentences which

at times defy the translator—such was the official language of the

period.

And in that language the bulk of Barneveldt’s State-papers

were written. Mr. L. van Deventer, a life-long student of the

Dutch language and the author of the collection above referred to,

found the task of deciphering these “ hieroglyphics ” so trouble-

some that he says in his Introduction to the work :
“ Fortune

helped us to decipher the almost unreadable handwriting of

Barneveldt.”* But even he had to acknowledge that here and

there “ lacunas ” were left. This Introduction of van Deventer,

read side by side with that of Mr. Motley, will strangely stir the

objective reader
;
and either he will be forced (especially in the

added light of the published Correspondence of Motley) to

take the broad statements of the Introduction to John of Barne-

velt cum grano salis, or, gauging the latter’s formidable task

by the admission of partial failure on the part of the talented

Dutchman, he will be forced to do double honor to the gifted

American.

And exactly here the main criticism of Dutch scholars against

Motley’s later work comes in. This charges precisely a lack of

faithful study of the documents. So much depends on a word
,
on

a sentence! A document dotted with undecipherable “ lacunae
”

is practically worthless and should be laid aside until it can be

wholly read. And it was this, perhaps, at least in part, that caused

van Deventer to say that the history of that period cannot as yet

be written, for lack of documentary evidence. As a rule, Dutch

students of history have looked with favor on Motley’s work as
“ giving a new impetus ” to the study of the early documents. But

they do not by any means agree with his conclusions, and they not

rarely criticise his methods. In Grroen van Prinsterer’s words one

sees a mild sarcasm :
“ But how shall I depict my surprise on per-

ceiving that this unknown and tireless co-laborer had really read, I

say read and reread, our enormous quarto and folio volumes of Bor

and van Meteren, besides a stock of other books, brochures, and

even unprinted documents.” f Prof, van Yloten, as quoted by van

Prinsterer, is on the other hand rather blunt in his criticism. Says

he :
“ The representations of Motley are generally antiquated. I

* Busken Huet also speaks of the “ hieroglyphics of the Advocate ” (Lit. Fant.

en Krit., 9).

t Maurice et Barnevelt, xxxv.

20
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know that in kis Introduction he boasts of what he detected at the

Hague and elsewhere in the archives
;
but his book was written

from printed records and was ready before he came there, and

—

unless he had been willing to recast it entirely—with the best will

it was impossible to make radical changes or to engage in the

necessary study therefor.” I must confess that this judgment of

the learned Dutch critic seems to me harsh. The printed correspond-

ence of Motley plainly shows that the study of the documents,

especially bearing on the case in hand, was begun in 1859, and was

continued till the publication of the life of Barneveldt. The only

things which seem to give color to so cruel a criticism are the

admitted fact that Motley studied these sources largely through a

transcriber and translator, obtaining a comparative mastery of the

originals only toward the last, and a few unhappy references, as for

instance that concerning the indictment of Barneveldt. Moreover,

the reader of the Correspondence for 1873 will observe that, in pre-

paring his MS. for the printer, Motley worked under high pressure,

and allowed himself too little time for comparative study and

renewed critical scrutiny of the material previously gathered and

arranged.

That there is, in any case, a certain lameness in Motley’s han-

dling of these ancient documents, seems to have been noticed by all

the critics. Even Prof. Fruin, the father of the recent historical

school of the Netherlands and an enthusiastic admirer of Mot-

ley’s works, says that reading them has led him to a determined

investigation of the sources used bv the American historian, and

that through this study he has “ obtained a different idea of the

facts, their origin and relation, than he had found in Motley’s cap-

tivating description.” Speaking, therefore, from the deepest con-

viction, Groen van Prinsterer, in his keen criticism, Maurice et

Barnevelt, has laid great stress on this fundamental fault in Motley’s

last work. The documents were not all at hand, and those that

were at hand were not handled with sufficient discretion. Even

Groen allows that Motley’s previous works were incomparably

superior, in this respect, and that their author had availed himself

of all the new light which could be made to shine on his subject.

But “ this advantage was not equally enjoyed by Mr. Motley for

the epoch of Barneveldt. The obscurities have not been equally

inundated by the light of preparatory labors.”*

And this lack of thorough documentary study was accompanied,

according to these same critics, by “ a free course left to the

imagination.” Groen calls this “ without gainsaying a necessary

gift of the historian, but at the same time incalculably dangerous

* Maurice et Barnevelt, xl.
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under the dominion of an incontrollable passion.’ * Prof. Fruin

heartily indorses this position and points to the danger ot “ ro-

mancing,” to the picturing of what might have been and was not.f

He therefore “ would not dare to say that Mr. Motley has always

guarded against the temptation.” The strength of Motley’s work

is in a measure its weakness, and nowhere more so than in his

John of Barnevelt. There is a freshness, a movement, a brilliancy

about the book, which captivates and holds the reader till the very

close. One rushes along in the reading in a mad desire to see the

end of the tragedy. And all along he is deeply conscious that this

“ impartial ” author is pleading the cause of his client with irre-

sistible eloquence
;
that he is mercilessly antagonizing one party

and zealously defending another
;
that he has fallen completely

under the spell of the unique personality of Barneveldt. And
here lies the chief danger to the cause of historical truth, in a

work like this. The author evidently has deep convictions on his

subject; he writes with a pen on fire, he draws one irresistibly

along, he forces us to see as he sees, with a soul all aflame
;
and

still his indignation is kept in hand
;
he is all aglow, but he represses

his ardor, he makes us feel that he keeps within bounds by a

mighty effort. But what of the true value to the cause of truth

and of history of a book thus written—aye, and what of its

danger—if it leaves the straight track of historical veracity ? %

From what has been said it appears that Motley’s conclusions

should not be received as final and that a candid review of the

character and fate of Barneveldt is not unnecessary. The last

activities, the fall, the trial and death of the great Dutch states-

man, I firmly believe, should be looked at from a different point of

view than that at which Motley has placed his reader. A strong-

interrogation mark at least can be placed here and there, and the

attention of those may be claimed who, through the reading of

Motley’s biography, have formed a decided opinion of the historic

events surrounding the Synod of Dordt. Let every candid reader

of this Life of Barnevelt compare it in all sobriety with the facts,

as brought to light by Dutch historians
;
who, whatever they may

think of the fate of Barneveldt, are able to be fair in their judg-

* Maurice et Barnevelt, xl.

f Maurice et Barnevelt, lii : “No vi-x fonrnissent abondamment les preuves qne

le travail recent de Mr. Motley est en sens contraire du progres des etudes

historiques dans notre pays.’’ “Cette tragedie au point de vue historique est une

contre-verite ” (Ibid., Avant. Propos.).

t Quellenforschung, kritischer Scharfblick, Phantasie, die das Vergangene in

die Gegenwart zaubert, Farbenfrische und Farbenreichthum der Darstellung

—

dasalles reicht nicht hin einen Gegenstand zu ergriinden, ricbtig zu erfassen, wahr
darzustellen, der seine innersten Lebenswurzeln in christlichen Thatsachen,

christlichen Lehren, cbristlicben erfarungen hat.” (Maurice et Barnevelt, cci.)
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inents, and some of whom, like Mr. van Deventer, still deem the

attempt to write the history of the period of the “ Twelve Years’

Truce ” inopportune, not to say impossible, on account of lack of

necessary documents. And by the light of this comparison let

him judge whether Motley has reached the ideal which was in his

mind when he wrote concerning Maurice of Nassau, to Mr. Groen

van Prinsterer, under date of September 1, 1857 : “I am most

desirous of doing full justice to so great a historical figure, but it

is unnecessary for me to state that the first duty of every conscien-

tious historian is to make the most impartial and unbiased state-

ment of facts and to judge every personage and every scene of

events, according to the code prescribed by justice and reason,

which are unchanging and perpetual.”* As early as 1857, there-

fore, Dutch historians had warned Motley against a tendency,

which even then had attracted their attention.

Look at John of Barnevelt from whatever side you please and

surely Motley has fallen short of his ideal of 1857. No period of

Dutch history is so difficult to understand as that which he

reviewed in this work
;
nowhere else should the imagination be

so strictly curbed and the passions so strongly bridled
;
and Motley

did neither. In his beautiful and dramatic story, which reads like

a romance, the imagination has played a perceptible part and the

author was nolens volens swept along by a sympathy which

broke through all restraints and got the better of “justice and

reason.” The “ personages and scenes of events ” in this period

move in a hazy atmosphere. Clear discernment of their swiftly

changing and intricate movements is well-nigh impossible.

Motley's decision to view the events of the period apart from

its theology handicapped him from the start
;
his own sympathy

created a bias which, once established, could not be broken
;

his

sources were partisan, deficient, and in some instances unreliable
;

and thus his whole work was warped and lacked in discernment.

And without such discernment, one may seem to see and to grasp

the events in their interrelation, in their causes and results, and

yet he cannot see or understand them, for he lacks the very key to

the situation. Motley’s John of Barnevelt is a wonderfully fasci-

nating work
;

it reads like a romance
;

it is a beautiful story. But

it is poor history.

III.

It will now be necessary to consider a few of the principles at

stake in the controversy which led to Barneveldt’s death. And
first and foremost among these stand the sovereign rights of the

* Maurice et Barnevelt, xl.
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Church of Jesus Christ in spiritual matters. The Reformation in

the Netherlands created the Republic
;
but not the Reformation in

general, but that distinct type which is called Calvinism. The

Calvinistic movement in the Netherlands had been preceded by

two other less fertile reformatory waves. First of all came the

“ Sacramentists ” or “ Evangelicals,” from 1518 to 1531. As the

date shows, this movement struck the Lowlands within a year

after the historic nailing of Luther’s theses to the chapel-door at

Wittemberg. But the combined and persistent efforts of Church

and State succeeded in arresting this earliest movement of the

Dutch Reformation. It was almost immediately followed by the

Anabaptist movement, from 1531 to 1560, which, for a genera-

tion, struggled for existence. This had larger inherent strength
;

it was better organized
;

it promised more than its predecessor.

In fact, nowhere else does the Anabaptist type of the Reformation

•present such purity, such depth of conviction, .such strength of

purpose, such hope of permanency as in the Netherlands. It

lasted, as a nation-stirring movement, for three decades, and then

gradually shrank to small sectarian proportions, under cruelly

persistent external persecution and internal dissensions.

But the Reformation had come to the Lowlands to stay, and the

Anabaptist movement was succeeded by that of Calvinism. The
national character perfectly harmonized with this type

;
it imme-

diately found the hearts of the people
;

it appealed to the Puritan

cast of the Dutch mind. Calvinism opened a new epoch in the

history of the Netherlands; it created a Church and a State. “As
a nation Holland is a son and foster-child of the Reformation.”*

This is the unanimous testimony of all critical students of the

history of the period. Says Mr. van Deventer: “The great

events of the sixteenth century possessed not only a reformatory,

but also a truly revolutionary tendency. ”f Almost from the

beginning patriotism and the new religion became completely

identified. In that wonderful historical document, the so-called

Apology of William the Silent, it is said : “We would fain warn

you that the state and condition of the country is such that, with-

out the exercise of the (Reformed) religion, this country cannot

exist three days. Even if it be true that, among those in the land

who follow the Roman Catholic religion, there are many people

of honor and lovers of the fatherland, who have honestly and

honorably done their duty, we may yet rest assured that only

among those who adhere to the religion not one shall be found who
has any dealings with the enemy, but all of them are unanimously

* Dr. H. Bavinck, Presbyterian and Reformed Review, January, 1894.

t GedenkstukJcen Van Oldenbarneveldt, Introduction.
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and entirely against him.”* Busken Huet goes still further and

describes the condition of the Netherlands at the beginning of the

struggle, as that of “ a young State, which is really a Church, or

whose origin is at least inseparably connected with the origin of a

new Church. Its palladium is a divine revelation, contained in

sacred books.”f Let it never be forgotten that the Dutch Church

was not created by the Dutch State, as was the case elsewhere,

but that the Dutch State was created by the Dutch Church. The
reformatory movement in the Netherlands was not so much a

reformation as a creation
,
both in an ecclesiastical and political

sense.

The history of the Dutch Church is so intricately interwoven

with that of the State that separation of the two, or even a distinct

and separate review of either by itself, is utterly out of the ques-

tion.^: Let it be repeated, therefore, that Motley in trying to

separate the political and religious controversies in the Republic,

as he claims to have done, in the Introduction to his biography ot

Barneveldt, has simply attempted the impossible. Busken Huet

has truly said :
“ The history of the period looks like a Church

history, and one cannot sketch a faithful picture of it if he deems

the theological disputes and Synodical meetings beneath his atten-

tion.” And again: “ The historian may not forget even for a

moment that this connecting thread exists
;

that the Hollanders of

the seventeenth century were a nation of merchants, it is true,

but also, not even the most liberal excepted, a nation of theo-

logians.” § It is onl}* fair to say, in passing, that the author of

these words was one of the most advanced Dutch liberals, who
had nothing but pity and disdain for the Calvinistic faith

;
he is,

however, fair, and a writer of wonderful acumen and brilliant

parts. In this coordination of Church and State, in this insepar-

able relation between the two, lies the solution of most, if not all,

the secrets of the interesting history of the Netherlands. Till this

very day its political history is largely an inevitable result of its

creed-movements and ecclesiastical developments. ‘
‘ Testa diu

servabit odorem, quo semel est imbuta recensT

The original Dutch Church could never conceive of the possi-

bility of being crushed under the heel of State oppression
;
the

innermost fibre of its life being that of liberty. But the times

* Apologie, ed. 1581, 165, 166.

j Het Land van Rembrandt

,

52,

% “L’Eglise Reform<$e avait donne naissance a la Republique ”
( Maurice et

Bamevelt
, 24).

Het Land van Rembrandt, ii (1), 46, 47.

||
“A vessel will long retain the odor wherewith it has been imbued when new.”

See Tom Moore’s couplet.
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slowly changed, and as the free States grew' in strength they

began to hanker after the power in spiritual matters, of which

governments elsewhere were possessed
;
gradually and arrogantly

the balance of power was shifted and the State began to assume

the control of ecclesiastical affairs, and of that pernicious principle

John of Barneveldt may justly be called the creator. The States

in general, but especially the States of Holland, were by degrees

brought to adopt the old motto, “ Cujus regio illius religio ”

—

the ruler of the land controls its faith. This is the very founda-

tion-stone of State Churches and State interference in matters

ecclesiastical. And this very State interference has been, till

this day, the potent cause of all Dutch Church troubles, which are

interwoven, like a scarlet thread, with the entire fabric of the

national history. Without this interference the Arminian and all

other doctrinal controversies would easily and speedily have

adjusted themselves. Says Carleton, the British ambassador during

this period :
“ Barneveldt’ s conscience should have told him that,

if he ha^d been nothing but an impartial judge, and if he had not

made himself the patron of a party, these disputes would have per-

ished in their birth, without troubling the peace of the State.”*

But strange to say, in the Netherlands the State has generally

been on the anti-confessional or liberal side; originally, perhaps

through a certain jealousy of the powers of the Church, with

which, as we have seen, it stands historically so closely connected.

And, therefore, there was a revolutionary tendency in most of the

creed struggles, which have caused the “ land between the dikes ’ ’

to tremble to its very foundations.

And in this respect none of them quite equaled the Arminian

controversy. The Remonstrant and Contra-Remonstrant official

documents were of greater importance to the men of the early

years of the seventeenth century than the text of a new Constitu-

tion would be to us. The latest news of an open debate between
the two factions was deemed more stirring than the new? of a

revolution would be to-day
;

the answer to a pamphlet of Uiten-

bogaerd or the protest of a few preachers moved men’s hearts

more deeply than the news of a ministerial crisis affects us. In

the simplest hut on the heath as well as within the stately baronial

castle, in the dusty study of the scholar as well as on the busy
exchange, in the store and the shop as well as on the street or in

the fields, in the kitchen and in the nursery, in the army and in

the navy, on water and on land—everywhere, absolutely every-

where, the noise of this great battle was heard.f The tribunal

Correspondence. f Geschiedenis des Ned. Volks, x, 96.
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resounded with it and vied with the pulpit in its efforts to set

things straight. All felt that the future of the republic was

involved. The simplest as well as the best-informed person

believed that his eternal salvation depended on the attitude he

assumed in this controversy.

Of such conditions, of a religious excitement so intense and

universal, we, the easier-going children of the nineteenth century,

can scarcely form a conception and to appreciate them fully is to

us well-nigh impossible. Imagine a historian who, in describing

the events of such a period, attempts to lay aside the consideration

of the theological questions involved !

Now, what was Bameveldt’s position in this controversy ? Time
and again, before his judges, when he was pressed for an answer

on some theological point, he made the excuse of ignorance, say-

ing that he was no theologian ; and yet even the picture of Motley,

who eschewed the theological aspect of the struggle, reveals a

man who is a good deal of a theologian. Barneveldt is the living-

embodiment of the correctness of Busken Huet’s statement :
“ The

Hollanders of the seventeenth century were a race of theolo-

gians.” No one can read his defensive discussion on the doctrine

of predestination, mentioned in the Verhooren (the printed account

of his examination before the delegated judges, as related by Prof.

Siegenbeek), * or his final dispute on the same subject with the

pastors who attended him in his last hours, as related by

Walaeus and van Franken, without coming to the same conclu-

sion. Siegenbeek correctly calls him “tfe Godyeleerde advokaal "

—

“ the theological Advocate.” But he was not a consistent theolo-

gian. On the great point at issue in the Arminian controversy,

that of the divine decrees, he was evidently hopelessly confused :

in one breath he expresses his disbelief in the doctrine of predes-

tination and immediately proceeds to express his faith in the ortho-

dox view of it
;
and no one would have been more surprised than

himself had he been told that, on the great point on which the

whole struggle was pivoted, he belonged to the Contra-Remons-

trant party. And yet such was the case.J Another proof of his

inconsistency lies in the fact that, whilst he and the party whose

patron he was were endeavoring to throttle the confessional Re-

formed Church at home, and were opposing the orthodox party in

every conceivable way, he wrote to King James, knowing full

well how indispensable was the support and good will of England.

•• that the States General and especially the States of Holland

* Verslag van de Verhooren, 49-53.

j Historische lladen, 31 : Waarachtigie Historie, 481.
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were resolved to maintain the genuine Reformed religion, and to

oppose all novelties and impurities conflicting therewith.”*

It is almost naive that Motley should mention this, as a proof

of Barneveldt's good faith. He deems it a petitio principii if one

should aver that the Reformed religion necessitated opposition to

Arminianism. An objective view of the matter will at once

exhibit his mistake. The Dutch Reformed Church had a Confes-

sion of Faith. That Confession characterized and individualized

her among other Reformed Churches
;

it was the badge of her

personality. Arminianism departed from the doctrinal views

expressed in that symbol. Besides this Confession the Church

had adopted the Heidelberg Catechism, and Avas therefore pos-

sessed of a clearly defined symbolical life. And these formulae

fidei constituted the Reformed Church quatalis, and “ thus every

man who taught in opposition to them taught in opposition to

the Reformed Church.”f We need not take position for or against

Arminianism, as a theological departure, to admit the cogency of

this reasoning. It is not a question of the correctness or incor-

rectness of the doctrinal views of the Remonstrant party; it is

simply a question of their assumption of certain rights in the

bosom of the old Dutch Reformed Church, whose symbols they

violated. The Church was sovereign in her own sphere, and her

just rights had ever been respected, till the Arminian controversy

arose. But from the very beginning of that disturbance the atti-

tude of the States of Holland had been defiantly antagonistic to

the rights and prerogatives of the established Reformed Church.

Their terrible arrogance may be judged from the fact that, under

Barneveldt’s guidance, they resol\red to instruct the preachers as to

the character and contents of their sermons. They Avere forbid-

den in any way to touch in their discourses on the doctrine of

predestination, “ inasmuch as the States considered the Arminian

doctrine sufficient for salvation and fit for Christian edification.”^:

Here was State interference with a vengeance. About this time

Johannes Fortanus, a septuagenarian pastor at Arnhem, wrote a

letter to his friend, Sibrand Lubertus, professor at Franeker. It is

dated January 4, 1613, and gives us a vivid idea of the changed

attitude of the State to the Church. Says he : “For fortyr-four

years I have labored in the ministry, thirty-five of Avhich have

been passed at Arnhem, in danger of life and possessions, the

* “ Bamevelt, ne voulant admettre aucune exception a la suprematie de l’au-

torite temporelle, dirigea contre 1’ Eglise Reformee line double attaque. Contre

son independence

,

en faisant intervenir l’autorite des magistrate. Contre ses

croyances, eu pretant main forte aux heterodoxes ’’ (Maurice et Bamevelt, 25).

t Geschiedenis des Vad. Bild-, viii. 10.

$ Geschiedenis des Vad. Bild., viii, 22.
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remainder in the Rhenish Palatinate, under the Elector Frederick

III. But never has the Church of the faithful offered such an

aspect as now. How then ? The decision of the gravest ques-

tions of theology shall belong to the civil magistrates. We, who
were before shepherds of the flock of the Lord Jesus Christ, shall

henceforth be sheep under the power of the government.”

And these civil magistrates were far from capable judges in

matters of faith. The increase of wealth had brought increased

licentiousness, and the burgher-aristocracy, from which the magis-

trates were usually chosen, had not come as deeply under the

influence of the new movement as had the great mass of the

people. Many of them had lost the old faith which they had

possessed, and had received nothing in its stead. Many of them

belonged to the “ Libertines,” the liberal party, to be found wher-

ever the Reformation asserted itself, a party which even deemed the

question of Pope or Protestant an inferior consideration, was

determined upon peace in the Church at all hazards, and hated

priest and preacher alike. Barneveldt himself had chosen for his

life-motto, “ To know nothing gives the surest faith'' and in his

bitter attacks on the Church he usually styled her ministry “ the

priesthood.”* With him the authority of “My Lords the

States
" was paramount. In his trial he said :

“ Dat hy die differ-

enten op de leer, tusschen de Remonstranten en Contra-Remon-

stranten in questie, hiet op het tiende deel sooveel behertigd heeft

als ’t stuck van de auctoriteit van myne Heeren de Staten, om
kerkleyke wetten en ordonantien te maken.”f He had not

considered the doctrinal question involved one-tenth part as

much as the authority of the States to pass ecclesiastical laws and

ordinances. This was plainly spoken, and it gives us a clear idea

of the religious liberty fostered by the Arminian States of Holland.

Whilst Oldenbarneveldt therefore continually inveighed against

the old and dreaded hierarchy, the “ States ” under his guidance

were steadfastlv endeavoring to bring the Church within their

domains under the galling yoke of a “ kerkenorde ”—an ecclesias-

tical Constitution of their own making—thus establishing a veritable

Caesaropapism in the Dutch Church. On the 18th of May, 1582, this

matter had been first considered by the States of Holland, and,

after years of persistent effort, a draft of such a Constitution,

prepared bv Barneveldt, was finally revised on the 23d day of

March, 1591. But through the opposition of a few cities—Delft,

Gouda, Rotterdam, Hoorn and Medemblik—it was laid on the

* The reader who knows Dutch is referred to the caustic criticism of this phase

of the question by Busken Huet, Land van Rembrandt, ii (1), 70-72.

t Verhooren, 68.
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table. Two factions opposed the enforcement of this “ Constitu-

tion,” the one political, the other ecclesiastical. The former

deemed the powers of the civil authority too narrowly restricted,

the latter too far extended.* The tabling of this projected law

for the Church seems to have been a crushing blow to Barneveldt.

He brooked no opposition
;

usually he had his own way with

the States
;

this scheme was a pet scheme, on the conception and

construction of which he had bestowed much thought and much
valuable time

;
and now he saw it crushed between two opposing

and, as he deemed, radically extreme parties. He took the failure

of this measure so much to heart that he requested his dismissal

from office and was only with difficulty persuaded to retain it.f

State supervision, or rather State control, was the advocate’s

beau ideal of the solution of the ecclesiastical question
;

and

this, as we have seen, long before the rise of the Arminian contro-

versy. Barneveldt was led into this position by the experience of

former years. It became a fixed opinion in the days of the Earl

of Leycester. Then already he had begun to “ suppress the

ecclesiastical democracy, which politically favored the plans of

Leycester. Without any distinction, his opponents were cast

down and his adherents upheld. Barneveldt had an innate dread

of the mass of the people, and sought to restrict their influence,

to the full extent of his ability
;

the people were Churchmen,

they loved the Church and its truth, they had great reverence for

their pastors, Avho therefore wielded a tremendous power
;
and as a

matter of course the burgher' aristocracy, or rather the ruling class,

saw the only salvation of their power in the restriction of the

influence of the Church. It is therefore easy to understand how
Barneveldt, by slow degrees, came to the position which he finally

assumed. The tabling of his “ Constitution ” therefore could not

terminate the struggle between the States and the Church
;

it

continued with increasing bitterness.

Five years before this time the Church, willing to end the con-

troversy, had proposed, through the Synod of Holland (1586), that

a mixed commission, a senatus ex ecclesiasticis et politicise be

appointed for the supervision of the Church. But, as was expected,

this proposition was doomed to utter failure. Each province was a

law unto itself; all infringed on the sovereign rights of the

Church. In Drenthe, for example, the entire supervision of the

Church had been committed to one man, the Rev. Cornelius van

der Hill, of the city of Groningen. Count Louis William of

Nassau, the Stadholder of the northern provinces, had, in this

* Gesch. van den Oud. Ned. Slaat, 184.

t De Staatkundige Gesch. van Ned. tot 1830, 118. j Historische bladen
,
12.
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appointment, apparently followed tlie Lutheran idea of a “ general

superintendent.” But to the Reformed Church, thoroughly

democratic in its organization and believing in the absolute paritv

of its ministry, this idea was utterly repugnant. A tendency

toward interference was thus established in every direction, which
in Holland developed into the reckless measures adopted by the

States against the Contra -Remonstrants. The very men who had

shaken off the tyrant’s yoke for the sake of liberty of conscience

now applied violence to the Church, which had aroused the hearts

of the people and upheld their courage in the hour of their

extremity. Prof. Fruin, who certainly cannot be accused of big-

otry, and who supports Barneveldt’s party, says of the later resolu-

tions of the States of Holland :
“ Such ordinances surely were

more moderate than the bloody ordinances of the Inquisition, but

they had the same tendency.”

Barneveldt dreaded what he called “ the rule of the priests,"

and saw in the sovereignty of the Church within her own sphere

a sure prophecy of political ruin. Has history substantiated these

fears ? Hid the triumph of the principle which Barneveldt so

earnestly opposed ruin the prosperity of the Republic ? Let

history speak for herself. The policy and party of the Advocate

collapsed, that of the Contra-Remonstrants rose triumphant, at

least for a Avhile. The Dutch Reformed Church asserted its rights,

with the acquiescence of the government
;
and for the time being

the defeat of the Arminian faction Avas so complete that Frederick

Henry, the successor of Prince Maurice, himself a strong partisan

on the Arminian side, dared not recall his friend and correspon-

dent, Grotius, but Avas compelled to let him die in exile at Ros-

tock, for fear of awakening popular antagonism. Noav here is a

riddle for historians to solve ! The Coesarism of Maurice of

Nassau, so much dreaded bv his political opponents, had proved a

complete hallucination, and the revival of ecclesiasticism, which

Barneveldt considered a national menace, proved a national inspir-

ation. Whether the coincidence is accidental or not makes little

difference
;
the fact remains that in this dreaded period of Dutch

ecclesiasticism the Republic reached the highest pinnacle of its

power and fame. “ The most splendid period in Dutch history,

after the Beggar times, coincided Avith the honeymoon of the

theocracy. The rule of Frederick Hemy, of John DeWitt, of

William III, the age of the \Tan Tromps and the DeRuyters, the

age of the East India Company, the age of Nicholas Heinsius, of

Yondel, of Rembrandt and Boerhave, Avas also the age in Avhicli

the Heidelberg Catechism Avas brought to the lips of the Dutch

people as from their mothers' breasts
;

Avliilst The True Religion
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( Ware Godsdienst
) of Grotius and The Art of Living Well ( Welle-

venskunst
)

of Coornhert, both in principle condemned at Dordt,

were utterly rejected.”* Here is the testimony of a modem
Dutch rationalist, of one who has entirely broken with the theol-

ogy of the Dordtrechtian period, and who considers it an empty

chrysalis from which all life has fled
;
but on that very account

it is all the more important.

For that sovereignty in her own sphere, which proved so little

of a menace and so much of a benefit to the United Provinces,

the Church clamored
;

and Barneveldt set his face like a flint

against her just claims. The Arminian struggle was really one

between the Calvinistic and Zwinglian principles. Calvinism

cooperates with, but desires independence from the State
;
Zwin-

glianism makes the Church entirely dependent on the civil

government.f Calvin held that ecclesiastical affairs, or rather

spiritual matters, must be exclusively furthered by ecclesiastical

persons
;
Zwingli wished the State to share this responsibility. It

was therefore a war to the knife. Arminianism aimed at a com-

plete ecclesiastical revolution; for the churches of the Netherlands

were Calvinistic, both in doctrine and polity. Let us once more

quote the sentiment of Grotius on the subject :
“ Difference in

public worship is pernicious in kingdoms, but in commonwealths

it is in the highest degree destructive.” The United Provinces

must have only one religion, one faith, one creed
;
and that one faith

—not the one expressed in the symbols of the Church, but that

other one, expressed in the articles of the Remonstrant party ! If

there is any logical connection between words and acts—this must

have been the aim of the leaders of the Arminian faction.

And perhaps there is still another factor in the correct under-

standing of this controversy, viz., a reaction against the spirit of

the ancient Catholicism. The centrifugal party in the politics of

the Republic, having broken with the ancient Catholic Church,

wished to apply their system to the new order of things. They
would allow no national Synod and a Provincial Synod only under

well-defined restrictions. The regents of cities and provinces were

to have the final word in ecclesiastical affairs. The pastors, who
were the natural leaders of the people, were to be called and

deposed at the will of the magistrates
;

if deemed necessary, they

were to be banished from the territory of city or province, in

accordance with the right which the civic aristocracy had then

already repeatedly assumed. Thus the pastors were to be shorn

of all their powers and their influence was to be paralyzed .%

* Land van Rembrandt
,

ii (1), 77.

t “ Ypey en Dsrmout,” Gesch. der Here. Kerk, ii, 163.

t Gesch. des Ned. Volks, x, 77.
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Barneveldt’s tolerance was therefore a thing of appearances only.

In reality he, no less than Gfrotius and the other Arminian leaders,

demanded unity in religion, and this meant nothing less than the

substitution of a new faith for the old symbolical faith of the

Dutch Church.* The victory of the States of Holland in this

controversy could therefore lead only to the suppression of Cal-

vinism and to the open protection of Arminianism by the States.

But the religion of the entire commonwealth since 1583 was

Reformed, in the confessional Calvinistic sense
;
the Arminians

were therefore revolutionists by their own admission. The weak
point in the policy of the Remonstrants was that, although they

departed from the doctrines of the Reformed Church and tried to

subvert them by openly attacking and denouncing them, whilst

they remained in the bosom of a Church which held these doc-

trines, they still maintained that they had not departed from them.

They desired to remain in the old communion, notwithstanding

the opposition and righteous indignation of its loyal members and

clergy
;
notwithstanding the fact that they were universally con-

sidered to have broken with the fundamental creed of the Church
;

and to maintain themselves in this untenable position they sought

and gained the powerful support of the State.! This was a monu-

mental folly.

Of even greater interest to us, however, is Barneveldt’s personal

attitude to the sovereignty of the Church within her own sphere.

Hear what he has to say in a solemn State manifesto: “ My Lords

the States General are the foster-fathers and natural protectors of

the Church, to whom supreme authority in Church matters

belongs. In the first part of this sentence he occupies the con-

fessional position of the Reformed Church, according to Art.

xxxvi of the Confession
;

in the closing words he extends the

confessional position to the scope of his own arrogant assumptions.

In a Reformed Church the State never can have “ supreme author-

ity that belongs to Christ, her King, and to the Word of God.

Barneveldt’s whole attitude to ecclesiastical self-government is

therefore explained in this one brief sentence. But even here

lie was not consistent. For when, toward the close of the

struggle, these States General decided to convoke a national

Synod, as Leycester had done in 1586, Barneveldt revolted,

and now ascribed to the States of Holland supreme authority

in ecclesiastical affairs. On what authority ? On the strongest

of all, viz., that of the thirteenth article of the “ Union of

Utrecht,” the practical Constitution of the Republic. Barneveldt,

* History of the Netherlands, 532. f Gesch. des Ned. Volks, x, 92.

j John of Barnevelt, i, 340.
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the Remonstrant historians and Motley find in this article the

Gibraltar of the position assumed by the States of Holland.

Motley never tires of stating this point again and again. Let

us quote the article : it reads as follows :

“Art. xiii U. U.—And as regards the point of religion, Holland and Zeeland

may act as they please (draagen naar hunlieder goeddunken) and the other prov-

inces of this Union may regulate themselves according to the contents of the
‘ Religious Peace, ’ of which the draft was made, at the advice of the States

General, by the Archduke Matthias, governor and captain general of these lands,

together with his council. Or they shall collectively or individually make such

regulations in this matter, as they may deem conducive to the peace and pros-

perity of the provinces, cities and particular members thereof (the Union) and as

they may find serviceable to the conservation of the well-being and rights of all

individuals, both clerical and lay. And no province shall in this matter hinder or

let the other, on condition, however, that each particular person shall remain free

in his religion and that no one on account of his faith shall be apprehended

or persecuted, according to the aforesaid ‘ Pacification ’ made at Ghent.’’*

This looks like a very explicit statement, and yet the critical

reader will find it, like all the rest of the articles, ambiguous in its

wording. One thing, however, seems perfectly plain : that Hol-

land and Zeeland were to be left free in the matter of religion.

Thus it has been explained by the Arminians and by Motley.

But a moment’s consideration will convince us at once that this

article does not give to these provinces absolute power in the

matter of religion, but that it simply refers to their attitude to

the Roman Catholic Church, and by no means to religion in

general. That it had such a specific and not a general meaning is

at once evident from the declaration, or rather amplification of the

article, which was adopted a week later, February 1, 1579, and

which reads as follows :

“ Inasmuch as some seem to be troubled about Art. xiii of the ‘ Union,’ which

was ratified on the 23d of January, between the deputies of Gelre, Zutphen, Hol-

land, Zeeland, Utrecht and the Ommelands (between the Eems and the Louwers),

as if its meaning and intention had been to receive no one into this ‘ Union ’ but

those who would tolerate the ‘
Religious Peace' (of which the draft was prepared,

at the advice of the States General, by the Archduke of Austria, together with the

Council of State), or at least those who would admit both religions, the Roman
Catholic and the Reformed

;
the aforesaid deputies, who were responsible for and

concluded the above ‘Union,’ have decided, in order that they might remove all

misunderstanding or suspicion, hereby to declare :

“That their meaning and intention has not been, nor yet is, to exclude from

the aforesaid
1 Union ’ any city or province which desires solely to maintain the

Roman Catholic religion and where the number of adherents of the Reformed

faith is not large enough to enjoy the exercise of said religion, according to the

aforesaid ‘ Religious Peace. ’

“ To the contrary they declare :

“ That they are ready, notwithstanding this fact, to receive into this ‘ Union ’ all

such cities and provinces, which desire exclusively to maintain the aforesaid

* It is almost impossible to translate the involved language of this article.
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Roman Catholic religion, if otherwise they will bind themselves to the other points and

articles of the aforesaid ‘ Union,' and will behave themselves as good patriots.

“For it is our idea that no province or city shall trouble another, on account of

religion and this the better to maintain the peace and concord between the prov-

inces and to remove and avoid the principal occasion of trouble and discord.

“ Done at Utrecht the 1st of February, 1579.”

This lengthy and verbose ‘
‘ amplification ’

’ of Article xiii forms

one unbroken sentence in the original, and gives a fair idea of the

language of the period. It is quoted to prove, from the very doc-

ument of the original “ Union,” that the religious question,

referred to in Article xiii, deals only with the ancient Catholic

and the new Reformed faiths.

Only the most arbitrary explanation of the text could twist it so

as to apply to a struggle between the adherents of the Reformed

faith. And it is passing strange that a massive intellect like that

of Barneveldt should have stooped to the subterfuge of basing his

entire policy on what he must have known to be a wrong applica-

tion of Article xiii. By the provisions of this article, Protestant-

ism and Catholicism were to be tolerated side by side, except in

the sea-provinces, where previous arrangements were in force. But

this did not bring the two religions under the yoke of an arrogant

State control
;

on the contrary, witliiu their own well-defined

spheres they were to be free, and exactly this liberty, guaranteed

by Article xiii, it was which the Arminian party assailed. Article

xiii gave power to Holland and Zeeland to maintain the Reformed

religion above the Catholic, without interference by the other

provinces, where the Catholics were still in the majority. But

the conception of a contingency like that of the Arminian con-

troversy could not have entered into the heads of the original

signers of the “ Union of Utrecht.” The whole tenor of Article

xiii was in favor of the Reformed religion.*

But suppose for a moment that the Arminian interpretation of

this article could stand the test of criticism, even then the notori-

ous fact remains that the States of Holland openly violated the

provisions of this article by their determined persecution of the

Contra Remonstrants. “ The States of Holland who demanded

toleration, who prescribed silence about the points disputed in the

Arminian controversy, and who wished to retain in one Church

men who were damning each other, violated, before the eyes of

thousands, the liberty of conscience, for which the war with Spain

was begun.”f Incensed by unexpected opposition, Barneveldt

pressed measure after measure, and did not recoil from any violence.

Force of arms was to bring the unwilling to obedience to the

* Maurice et Bamevelt, 25; Das Bundesrechl der Rep. der Ver. Niederl., 17.

t Historische Bladen, 26.
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“ toleration ” demanded by tlie States. Article xiii guaranteed

religious liberty to every citizen, and the Arminian party de-

liberately robbed tbe Reformed Church of her constitutional

rights.*

Nor may we forget that the outlook was to the final victory of

the Reformation in all the provinces. As early as 1575 it had

been decided by the States that Prince William I was “ to foster

and maintain the exercise of the Reformed religion, causing that

of the Romish religion to cease.”f Everything in the United

Provinces was tending toward the quiet suppression of Roman
Catholicism, even when the ‘'Union” was established. When,
therefore, in 1583, all the Provinces had accepted one religion,

the Reformed, they “ declared unanimously and without reserve

that they would maintain the Reformed faith, without allowing any

other religion to be publicly exercised in the United Netherlands.” ^

To be sure, both van Deventer and Pieter Paulus assail the histor-

icity of this resolution, but the array of historians who accept it

is formidable. The facts in the case seem to be as follows : In

the meeting of April, 1583, at Utrecht, it was submitted to the

Provinces “ whether it was not advisable, since all the Provinces

had accepted the Reformed religion, with common consent to

change Article xiii of the 1 Union,’ so that they should be bound

to maintain ,the Reformed religion, to abide therein, without

making any changes except with common consent of all the

allies, and to maintain each other therein with life and posses-

sions, and to prevent that subsequently by change of religion anv
schism may be occasioned among the aforesaid Provinces, as mem-
bers thereof.” Pieter Paulus, the most exhaustive commentator

on the “ Union of Utrecht,” tells us that Holland accepted the

resolution, excepting the words “ without making any changes

therein
,
except with the common consent of all the allies .” For the

rest they were willing “ to maintain the Reformed religion and to

hinder the public exercise of any other.’ ’§ It appears from the

records that Utrecht voted against the proposal, although Bor and

Hooft state that the resolution carried.
]|

The States of Holland,

however, approved of this resolution, as amended by them, on the

10th of June following, and thus solemnly bound themselves to

* “Die abschwitchende Interpretation dieses Beschlusses durch Pieter Paulus
(ii, 242) and Klint (iii, 217) scheint mir mit dem Wortlaut nicht in Einklang zu
stehen ” (Das Bundesrecht, 18).

t Verklaring der Unie van Utrecht, P. Paulus, ii, 231.

J Gesch. des Vad., Bild. viii, 70, 212; Bor, xvii, 35; Hooft, xx, 872; Wag»-
naar, vii, 503.

'i Verklaring van de Unie van Utrecht
,

ii, 236.

||
Bor, xviii, 404

;
Hooft, xx, 872.
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maintain tlie Reformed religion* As a matter of course, not an

unknown or indefinite type of Reformed doctrine, but that well-

known type which was expressed in the Symbols of the Dutch

Reformed Church.

That they were in accord with all the Provinces appears from an

instruction for the “ Council of State ” (Raad van Staten), of

Avhich the third article directly refers to this matter
;
under which

they are enjoined to watch against all changes and innovations “ of

the Reformed evangelical religion
,
respectively adopted by the Prov-

inces.”f And in the minutes of the meeting of the States Gen-

eial, held at Dordtrecht, November 21, 1583, we read: “As
regards the third article, it is unanimously approved.” The atti-

tude of the States of Holland and of their leader, Barneveldt,

toward the Arminian faction was therefore wholly inconsistent

with their own past policy. The man who had fathered and

fostered the change proposed in Article xiii in 1583 could be last

of all expected to lead the opposition, in its attacks on the ancient

faith of the Church. In 1579 great latitude had been allowed in

the matter of religion to secure the cooperation of the Catholics of

the south with the Protestants of the north. But when this hope

vanished and the southern provinces sank back again under com-

plete Spanish control, and when the reformatory process in the-

north was sufficiently advanced, a resolution like that of Novem-

ber 21, 1583, would seem a logical necessity. Practical uniformity

of religion was a political maxim in those days, and the Dutch of

the sixteenth century were after all but children of their time.

With a view to all these things, what remains of Motley’s-

appeal to Article xiii, which he quotes again and again in justifica-

tion of the course of Barneveldt ? The Advocate would have

established, had he been able, a jus in sacra
,
a Csesaropapism, a

political papism, utterlv at variance with the liberty of the Church.

This Church, as has been shown, was the very foundation of the

Dutch State, with which she was inseparably united, in every

portion of its organization, by common interests. But that

Church was free and sovereign in her own sphere. In spiritual

matters her only rule was the divine law, her only head was Christ,

her only government was that of His Word and His Spirit, j; The

great principle at stake in the Arminian controversy was the

maintenance or total loss of the specific rights of the Church. It

is true that this same Church, in its celebrated Synod of Dordt
r

recognized the State and its commissioners. This was in full

* Ens., Pull. Gesehr. der Ned. Kerk., 110, quoting Trigland and Kerketyk Plak-

kaatboelc.

f Ibid., 111. } Maurice et Barnevelt, 25.
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accord with her own Confession of Faith, Article xxxvi. But the

Church never did and never could allow the State to rule her in

spiritual matters. Her whole reliance in matters of faith was

on God’s Word, as is plainly shown by the oath of the members

of the Synod of Dordt. By that word alone she felt her sovereign

rights to be limited.

Holland, Mich. HENRY E. DOSKER.



VI.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Genesis : Critically and Exegetically Expounded. By Dr. A.
Dillmann, late Professor of Theology in Berlin. Translated by
William B. Stevenson, B.D. In two Volumes. Edinburgh : T. & T.

Clark, 1897. 21s. nett.

Of all the commentaries on the Book of Genesis in existence, this of Dr.

Dillmann’s is unquestionably the most thorough and scholarly. It may even

be said, without fear of being accused of exaggeration, that this work on
Genesis is the best specimen of patient investigation and widearchseological,

geographical and ethnographical learning ever yet exhibited in the exposition

of any book of the Old Testament. Thoroughness is a recognized charac-

teristic of Dillmann’s writings. This is true not only of his criticism and
exegesis, but also of his work in iEthiopic. His other commentaries, on
“Exodus and Leviticus,” “ Numbers, Deuteronomy and Joshua,” “Job”
and “ Isaiah,” which also are worthy of an English dress and which we
hope soon to see translated, are all of the same scholarly character.

It is, therefore, with the utmost heartiness that we welcome from the press

of T. & T. Clark the translation of Genesis into English. The publishers

have shown great wisdom in selecting such a work, and are also to be con-

gratulated upon securing the efficient services of Mr. William B. Stevenson,

B.D., as translator. For, as every one who has tried to turn a book of

another tongue into his own knows, it is one of the most difficult of tasks to

do so without injury to the author’s meaning. This is especially true of a

style like Dr. Dillmann’s. The present writer, for example, remembers
well, when in Berlin in the summer of 1894—the last Semester Dr. Dillmann
delivered lectures on Genesis—in preparing to hear a lecture, by reading the

commentary in advance, how baffling were many of the sentences not only to

himself, but to his German teacher. Yet notwithstanding all the intricacies

and compactness of Dr. Dillmann’s style, Mr. Stevenson has succeeded

admirably (so far as we have taken the trouble to examine) in reproducing

the original in all its finer shades of meaning ; so that in the present work
English-speaking peoples have an approximately accurate reproduction of

the German. This is gratifying when one thinks of the liberties which
recent translators have taken with such works as Maspero’s Struggle of the

Nations and Hommel’s Ancient Hebrew Tradition. The system employed
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in pagination, by which one is able to refer conveniently to the original, page
by page, is an inestimable advantage to those who, no matter how faithful a
translation may be, still wish to refer to the author’s own words before quot-

ing or criticising.

To one acquainted with Dr. Dillmann’s commentary in the German,
contained as it is in a single volume of 479 pages clearly printed, it is some-
thing of a surprise to behold two volumes in English with an aggregate of

920 pages and printed on paper which makes either one of the volumes
exceed the German in size. The object of the publishers and translator has

been to present the contents of this great work in a more readable form.

Accordingly many of the contractions have been dispensed with, most of

the references have been thrown into footnotes, and, what is especially an
immense improvement, the material has been divided into short paragraphs.

There is, however, a certain want of uniformity in style, use of footnotes

and spelling of proper names, which is due, the translator tells us in

his Preface, to another hand. But upon the whole the work of the translator,

as also that of the publishers, has been executed with commendable exact-

ness and exceptionally good j udgment, and we earnestly hope that the work of

translating Dr. Dillmann’s commentaries will continue until we have at

least his other two volumes on the Hexateuch as companion volumes to these

already in English. Particularly is it desirable that the essay at the end of

his commentary on the Hexateuch, which contains his views and arguments
concerning the dates of the different codes, should be given to the Western
world.

And this leads us to say a concluding word concerning Dr. Dillmann’s

analysis of Genesis. As all Old Testament students know, Dillmann differs

from the Wellhausen school of criticism not so much in his analysis as in

his disposition and arrangement of the various codes. In agreement with

the great majority of modern Old Testament scholars, Dillmann discovers

three principal documents in the Book of Genesis, A, B and C, which are

usually designated by P, E and J respectively
;
but what distinguishes Dill-

mann and his school (viz., Kittel, Baudissen, Ryssel and others) from the

school of Wellhausen (Kuenen, Robertson Smith, Driver and many others)

is the date to which he assigns the priestly document.

Being less of an evolutionist and more of an historical critic than some, and
never allowing himself to be influenced consciously by any system of pure

philosophy, Dillmann maintains, in opposition to the Wellhausen school, the

preexilic origin of the priestly document, which he thinks was written in the

kingdom of Judah in the ninth century B.C. He also differs from the Well-

hausen school in his view concerning J and E. Wellhausen makes J the earlier

of the two, but Dillmann holds that E was written first {cir. 850 B.C.), and
that J was later (cir. 750 B.C.). Concerning the publication of D in 621

B.C., Dillmann and Wellhausen agree. As to the editing of the documents,

however there is considerable difference of opinion. For example, Dillmann
denies that E and J were first united and then D added to them ; and finally

P joined to all. He rather holds that E, P and J were three independent docu-

ments used by D, which were first edited as one document just before the

exile
;
and that during the exile D was increased by the addition of E, P, J.

In the Book of Genesis, he admits that a distinct literary plan is carried

out, but denies that it is the uniform work of a single author (p. 4). To Dill-

mann the Book of Genesis is a combination of several works which at one

time circulated independently. The grounds for this conclusion he finds in

the contents of the book itself. Thus there are found in it all sorts of seem-

ingly needless repetitions (cf . xxi. la with xxi. lc, or iv. 25f with v. 1-6, etc.)

;

there are frequently two or more accounts of the same thing (cf. xii. lOf, xx. If.
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xxvi. 7ff)
;
also irreconcilable statements (vi. 3 and v. ll,xxxii. 4f and xxxvi. 6);

in particular the chronology which lies at the basis of the book does not fit in

with all the parts of the narrative (cf. xvii. 7, xii. 4, with xii. 11, xx. 2f, and
xxvii. 10 with xxxv. 19). Such repetitions, disarrangements, contradictions and
chronological difficulties, Dillmann holds are not explicable on the assump-
tion that the book was composed as a unity

;
or are so only by help of most

improbable suppositions constructed ad hoc (cf. p. 6).

But this assertion is subject, in our judgment, to a twofold criticism:

1. Like too many moderns, Dillmann makes absolutely no attempt to recon-

cile apparent discrepancies or explain repetitions, disarrangements and
chronological difficulties, but rather exaggerates them in order to increase the

probability of diversity of authorship ; whereas, it is only fair that a piece of

literature, as ancient and foreign to occidental canons as the Book of

Genesis, should be treated with some allowance for its antiquity and
obscurity. 2. It is too often forgotten that a single author is capable of

making statements which are not easily freed from the charge of repetition

and inconsistency. Besides, the intelligence of a late editor should have been

equal to that of an early author. In other words, criticism owes greater

regard to the intelligence of the editors of the books of the Old Testament.

One need only refer to the very excellent work of Dr. Green, entitled, The

TJnity of Oenesis, as a work in which many of the imaginary repetitions, dis-

arrangements, contradictions and chronological difficulties of Genesis are

explained on the basis of oneness of authorship and to our mind more satis-

factorily than is done by Dillmann on the basis of triple authorship. For
while Dr. Green, in attempting to show the unity of the authorship of Gene-

sis, in the volume referred to, may have employed arguments which prove

only the unity of “ a distinct literary plan,” he has nevertheless shown very

conclusively that the alleged repetitions, disarrangements, contradictions and
chronological difficulties are not greater than a single author might be guilty

of in compiling a work of this antique character. Hence, the commentary of

Dillmann, like that of Delitzsch (also translated, and published by T. & T.

Clark, 1888), should be studied along with Dr. Green’s devout and scholarly

work, The Unity of Genesis. With these three most valuable works, the

student of Genesis has abundant help to guide him in his investigation of

what is by far the most difficult book of the entire Old Testament.

Toronto. George L. Robinson.

The Times of Christ. By Lewis A. Mtjirhead, B.D. Edinburgh

:

T. & T. Clark. Pp. 176. New York: Imported by Charles Scribner’s

Sons.

This is the latest addition to the series of “ Handbooks for Bible Classes

and Private Students,” edited by Drs. Marcus Dods and Alexander Whyte.

The editors certainly made no mistake when they assigned this topip to the

author of this handbook, for he has performed his task in a most workman-
like and attractive manner. Mr. Muirhead states that the object of the hand-

book is to help the reader of the New Testament to understand more

thoroughly than be can do from a mere perusal of the Gospels, the secular

conditions under which the life that is there portrayed was lived.” Such a

plan, according to the author’s conception, calls for the treatment of four

subjects, viz., Geographical, Historical, Contemporary and Religious. As
there is a separate handbook in the series on the first of these, the author

gives his strength to the last three.

In Part I—Historical, he devotes his attention first to the Herodian family,

whose history and characteristics are presented in a concise and clear man-
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ner. As an example of the strong work done in this line by the author, the

following words concerning Herod the Great may be taken :
“ Even if with-

out sufficient reason we rejected the story of the massacre of the infants, it

would still be impossible to deny that the picture the first evangelist has

painted of the politic astuteness, the restless suspiciousness, the baffled rage,

and the savage cruelty of the miserable old man, who may murder the inno-

cent but may not slay the ghosts of his own hatreds and fears, is a represen-

tation in the power of simple truth of what must have been the mental

condition of a man, the greatness of whose talents was exceeded by the great-

ness of his crimes.” From the study of the Herods the author proceeds to

discuss the Romans in Palestine, clearly defining the political situation and
the relation of the Roman empire to the administration of affairs in Palestine.

Under Part II—Contemporary, Mr. Muirhead treats of the secular life of

the Jews in the time of our Lord. And this involves the consideration of (1)

the languages, (2) the trade and social conditions, and (3) the daily life and
local government of Palestine.

Part III—Religious, is by far the most important, treating as it does of

the religious life of the Jews. To understand Christianity scientifically, one

needs to know the religious conditions among which it arose. To this end
the author introduces us to (1) the Sadducees and the worship of the tem-

ple
; (2) the Scribes and Pharisees and the synagogue ; (3) other Jewish

denominations, as the Essenes, Proselytes, Zealots and Herodians, and the

Samaritans
; (4) the Messianic hope.

This last subject is quite fully treated. All the sources of Messianic

ideas, either as they related to the individual Messiah, or as they embraced
a more extended sense, are carefully and critically examined. But the

author -by no means holds that Jesus was dependent on these for His
Messianic conceptions—an idea too common in these days among such

writers as Stapfer and others. Jesus was not merely a creature of His
environment. He indeed came “ as near as possible to the thought of His

people,” but there was a breadth and originality about His Messianic con-

ceptions that lifted them immeasurably above the popular Jewish ideas.

Our author concludes this part by saying :
“ It is something to see with a new

distinctness that we can bring nothing lastingly true and good to the Christ

of God that has not been His from the beginning in the council of the

Father and the Son
;
or which He does not, in assuming, transfigure. As

we see Him leading the life of His people, quoting their sacred Scriptures,

free alike from the contamination of their sins and the tangle of their errors,

we are lifted with the favored disciples to a region above the world, and yet

not away from it, where we see no man but Jesus only, and learn from His
own lips the meaning of His own Messianic name—the Son of Man.”
Mr. Muirhead ’s book has been called a handbook to Schiirer’s great work

on the Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ. But it is independent of

Schfirer, and also better in many respects, though only a handbook on the sub-

ject. The literary style adds no little to the attractiveness of the book. At
times it is indeed multum in parvo. The work is worthy of a place of equal

rank with many more pretentious volumes on its subject.

San Francisco Theological Seminary. John H. Kerr.

“ Kritisch-Exegetischer Kommentar fiber das Heue Testament ” begrfindet

von Heinr. Aug. Wilh. Meyer. Sechszehnte Abtheilung. 5. Auflage.

Die Offenbarung Johannis, neu bearbeitet von Lie. Theol. Wil-
helm BoussET.,a. o. Professor in Gottingen. Gottingen : Yandenhoeck
undRuprecht, 1896 ; Hew York : Lemcke & Buechner. 8vo, pp. vi, 528.

In these days the Introductions to our commentaries have grown to tre-
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mendous proportions. I can imagine the commentary in this particular case

feeling toward the Introduction much as did the Arab toward the camel in

the well-known story. Certainly an Introduction of 208 pages comes peril-

ously near usurping the chief place, if not absolutely crowding out the

commentary altogether. However, these questions, such as apocalyptic

literature, canonicity, authorship, history, interpretation, textual criti-

cism and language, had to be discussed
; and right glad we are to have them

discussed, even though the discussion be called by the inapplicable and inap-

propriate name of Introduction. In the body of the commentary also there

are numerous excursuses, and thus more discussions. Discussion must come
to be the “ vital breath,” the “ native air ” of the writer on the Apocalypse.

The existence of a distinct class of literature called apocalyptic is now
generally recognized. Besides our canonical apocalypses, such as Daniel and
Revelation, there are extra-canonical apocalypses such as Enoch, Baruch,

4 Esdras and others. These all have certain general features in common: two
mons or world-ages which follow one another ( Deus non unum sed duo soecula

fecit), resurrection of the dead, final judgment, symbolic numbers, mysterious

calculations showing the succession of ages and the end of the world. One
feature of these books seems very strange to our modern notions. They
are generally pseudonymous. Instead of writing in their own proper names,

or resorting to a simple nom de plume (like George Eliot), or to some mythi-

cal character (as MacPherson is alleged to have done with respect to Ossian),

the authors ascribe their productions to well-known heroes and sages of

antiquity—Moses, Enoch, the Twelve Patriarchs, Solomon, Esra and Baruch.

In the book before us the superiority of the Apocalypse of John to other

apocalyptic literature is but grudgingly and inadequately recognized. Men-
tion is made of the prophetic consciousness of the author, so different from

the feeling of Jewish apocalypses that the spirit of prophecy has vanished.
“ Here and there,” it is conceded, the language is really prophetical and

superior to that of other apocalypses. In a few passages, at least, the Xew
Testament Apocalypse is marked by a power of language, by a lofty piety and

by a purity of fancy to which other apocalyptic literature is a stranger. But
other items of difference ought to have been emphasized. From the general

pseudonymous character of these writings the pseudonimity of the Xew
Testament Apocalypse is too easily deduced. The cases are entirely distinct.

Instead of writing under cover of some ancient name, the author, even at the

earliest, ranks himself among the contemporaneous generation of Christians,

a “servant” of Jesus Christ. And then, too, the differences in contents

and in tone should have been noted. These differences far outweigh certain

superficial resemblances. Dr. Milligan does not put the case too strongly

when he says ( Discussions on the Apocalypse, p. 21): “Enough has been

said to show that the pseudepigraphical writings of the closing period of

Jewish and the opening period of Christian history, while in form so much
resembling our canonical Apocalypse, were about as distinct from it in

Spirit as are the apocryphal gospels from the gospels of the Canon.” That

while many widely popular apocalyptic writings were clamoring for official

recognition, the deliberate judgment of the Church set all the rest aside

and incorporated only one into its Canon is a most significant fact. And
this significance the writer of this commentary ought to have grasped more

firmly.

On the question of canonicity the usual array of testimony, pro and con,

is set before us. A disproportionate amount of importance seems to be

attached to the difficulties raised by the Alogi, and by the Roman Presbyter

Cajus. To speak of the criticism of the Alogi as “ sober ” and “ scientific ”

seems to rate it too high.
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On the question of authorship the writer reaches astounding conclusions.

He maintains, first, that tradition, as voiced by Papias, Irenseus, Cajus and
Polycrates, knows of only one Asiatic or Ephesian John. This John, to

whom Irenseus explicity attributes Gospel, Epistles and Apocalypse, is not

John the Apostle, but John the Presbyter. All the expressions which are

traditionally accepted as speaking of the apostle must be referred to the

Presbyter. This Presbyter John, mark well, is not only the alleged author

of the Apocalypse. He is also the disciple (not apostle) whom Jesus loved,

who leaned on his bosom at the last supper, who was acquainted in the

palace of the High Priest, and who is the reputed author of the fourth

gospel. Even so, however, the author of the Apocalypse only claims to be

the Presbyter John. The writer is not sure that he makes good his claim.

On the whole he is inclined to the opinion that the claim is spurious. Of
course, a certain process of reasoning is resorted to in order to establish these

conclusions. To call this reasoning special pleading is to put it mildly. So
far as it bears on the authorship of the fourth gospel, we need not pursue it

further at this point. Suffice to note that it is denied that there is any direct

evidence in the fourth gospel that it was written by John, the son of

Zebedee, or that the “ other disciple ” whom Jesus loved and who leaned on
his bosom at the last supper was one of the twelve apostles. Here is critical

acumen indeed, so critical that it fails to see the most obvious facts and to

understand the meaning of the plainest language.

With regard to the Apocalypse, it is first assumed as a well-established fact

that it, as well as other Johannine writings, originated in Asia. If now it

can be proved that John the Apostle lived in Ephesus during the latter part

of his life, there is no serious difficulty in regarding him as the author of the

Apocalypse. But all the early witnesses speak of only one Asiatic or Ephe-
sian John. Such is the testimony of Papias, Irenseus, the Alogi, Cajus and
Polycrates. The earliest witness in favor of the hypothesis of two Asiatic

Johns is Dionysius of Alexandria, in the second half of the third century.

His testimony, of course, does not count. That this one Asiatic John is

John the Presbyter, and not John the Apostle, is proved negatively by the

testimony of Irenseus, Polycrates and Origen, and positively by the testimony

of Papias. Negatively the Asiatic John, of whom Irenseus, Polycrates and
Origen speak, is never called drocrTokos. Irenseus speaking of him, says,

/iera ’Iaiavyoo zoo p.a#r}Too too xopioo rjpdjv xa't zcbv koc~djv ar.oaroXoyv

(Euseb., H. E., v, 24, 16). In other places also bespeaks of him as /lafliynj?

xopioo. Although in Adv. Haer., iii, 1
,
1

,
he speaks of him as 6 to <rzrp9o<y

aoToo avaizeowv, yet this is not regarded as necessarily referring to John the

Apostle. So also Polycrates (fl. E., v, 24, 2) speaks of John who reclined

upon the bosom of the Lord not as apostle, but as witness and teacher

(pdpTus xa't dtddaxako?) . Positively it is maintained that Papias distinguishes

between John the Apostle and John the Presbyter. The apostle belongs to

the past (tc elnev), together with Andrew, Peter, James and others. He is

not mentioned in connection with Asia. John the Presbyter and Aristion

are [xaftrjTou too xopioo. They belong to the present (a ze kiyooirtv). They
alone, as appears from other passages, are associated with Asia. The testi-

mony of Papias in regard to the death of John the Apostle is given in a frag-

ment of Philippus Sidetes (also preserved by Georgius Hamartolus),
“ TlarAas bx tu> deoziptp koytp kiyei oti ’Iwdvvrjs xai laxwftos 6 adiktpos aoToo

O-o ’Ioodaiwv dv7]p£{h]<rav.” This is interpreted as meaning that both John
and James were killed by the Jews in Palestine, at the same relatively early

period. Of course the phrase “ in Palestine ” is not found in the account of

Papias. But it is necessary for the hypothesis that John never was in Asia.

That is sufficient reason for its insertion. One little difficulty in the way of
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this reasoning is the explicit testimony of Justin Martyr who unmistakably

ascribes the Apocalypse to John the Apostle. But then, of course, a modern
German commentator, setting up his theory, knows better about such sub-

jects than simple-minded Justin Martyr who had not the advantages of the

critical knowledge in the possession of modern exegetes. As a consequence

of his ignorance, he confused John the Apostle and John the Presbyter.

Thus the most solid foundations of testimony are subjected to a critical

solvent through which they vanish into thin air. It seems to be unnecessary

at this point to present in greater detail the critical evidence that is here

adduced, or the critical manipulation that is resorted to in order to support

the conclusion that the tradition of the Asiatic (Ephesian) sojourn of the

Apostle John is erroneous, that the only Ephesian John, the John to whom
Gospel, Epistles and Apocalypse are to be ascribed, was the so-called Pres-

byter John, and that later writers such as Justin (and possibly Irenaeus)

confused the two, and so gave rise to the unwarranted opinion that John the

Apostle was the author of the Apocalypse. The mere statement of the

arguments used and the analysis of the method that is followed ought to

be sufficient to show that it carries in itself its own refutation. Nor is this

review the place for presenting in any fullness of detail the counter evidence

which shows that the apostolic origin of this book is thoroughly well

attested, and that every contrary opinion is absolutely without foundation.

To name only three witnesses to the volume of the testimony of the host that

might be adduced : Weiss says : “Asa matter of fact we know of no other

tradition concerning this book. Justin, Irenaeus of Lyons, Clement of

Alexandria, Tertullian, the Muratorian Canon, and Origen, ascribe it to the

Apostle ” (Introd . to New Testament, p. 360). Milligan, who discusses the

question most fully, says :
“ No one disputes the acquaintance of this father

(Irenaeus) with the Apocalypse, or that he distinctly ascribes it to St. John.

External evidence [of the apostolic origin of this book] of a more satisfactory

and convincing nature could not be desired” (Discussions, pp. 152, 153).

And Davidson :
“ Enough has been said to prove that the apostolic origin of

the Apocalypse is as well attested as that of any other book of the New
Testament. With the limited stock of early ecclesiastical literature that

survives the wreck of time we should despair of proving the authenticity of

any New Testament book by the help of ancient witnesses if that of the

Apocalypse be rejected ” (Introd . to New Testament, i, p. 318).

The history of the interpretation of the Apocalypse is full and instructive.

The earliest commentaries are those of Irenaeus, Yictorinus of Pettau, and
Ticonius. Each of these is interesting and important in its own way. The
commentary of Yictorinus was until lately known only by means of two
recensions, one of which was by Jerome. Recently, however, the original

commentary itself has been discovered by Hausleiter. It is interesting in

that it is the first to adopt an important principle of apocalyptic interpreta-

tion, the so-called recapitulation theory. According to this theory the

Apocalypse does not describe (or predict) an orderly succession of events.

Different parts give different versions of the same events. During the Middle

Ages and down to the Reformation the two most influential commentaries

were those of Ticonius and of the Abbot Joachim of Floris. The commen-
tary of Ticonius has been preserved for us in the writings of the Spanish

Presbyter Beatus. It spiritualizes the predictions, and contends against their

literal interpretation. In his exegesis he adopts the recapitulation theory in

a highly artificial form. Joachim (A.D. 1202) is Chiliastic in his interpreta-

tion. He is also one of the first to attempt to find a minute fulfillment of

apocalyptic prophecies in the events of history. The “ Beast ” is Moham-
medanism. The death-shock of the Beast is the Crusades. The false prophet
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is the rise of heretical sects. The millennium will be ushered in by the rise

of new and flourishing orders of Monks. This method is afterwards more
fully carried out by many others, such as Nicolaus of Lyra (A.D. 1329), and

J. A. Bengel (A.D. 1740). They attempt to show that all the visions of the

Apocalypse from end to end were fulfilled in the various events of Church
history. A new epoch in the history of apocalyptic interpretation was made
by two Catholic writers, Fransiscus Ribeira (A.D. 1578) and Ludovicus of

Alcasar (A.D. 1614). Ribeira maintains that the Apocalypse speaks only of

two epochs, the period of the author himself, and the last days. Everything

that does not refer to the very earliest days of Christianity is still in the

future and purely eschatological. It has no bearing on the ordinary course

of history. Alcasar, on the other hand, places the whole of the Apocalypse

in the past. In the first part it treats of the victory of Christianity over the

Jews, in the second over the Roman Empire. All reference to anything

beyond is excluded. Later writers, e. g., Abauzit (A.D. 1733), restricted its

application still further. The whole is simply a prophecy of the destruction of

Jerusalem. All of early Protestant exegesis assumes that the Pope or the

papacy is the Antichrist. Luther interpreted the two beasts of chap, xiii as

the papacy and the imperial government. Later writers present only varia-

tions of methods and principles already set forth.

A new epoch, however, is made by those who attempt to apply to the

Apocalypse the current methods of literary criticism. For a long time the

unity of the Apocalypse was almost regarded as an axiom. But of late

various attempts have been made to analyze it, and to discover in it various

documents. The most prominent writers of this school are Volter (1882),

Yischer (1886), Weyland and Spitta. Vischer propounded the theory that

the Apocalypse consists of an original Jewish document with Christian

additions and interpolations and the whole set in a Christian framework.

Detailed discussion of these several theories and hypotheses is made unne-

cessary by the fact that they are mutually destructive. Their authors are

even more ready to tear each other to pieces than to cut up the Apocalypse.

Finally Gunkel, in his Schopfung und Chaos, contends that Apoc. xii is a

version of the old Babylonian myth of Tiamat and Marduk (see The Pres-
byterian and Reformed Review, October, 1895, p. 745).

One significant feature of this historical survey is that the writer frankly

confesses that recent English commentaries are known to him by name only

(p. 126, note 2). Among them are the extremely important and valuable

writings of Dr. Milligan. That his historical survey is imperfect and his

commentary the poorer because of this ignorance requires no demonstration.

This historical survey is also lacking in that it makes no mention of the

theory that the seven epistles to the churches describe prophetically the seven

great epochs of the history of the Church. Thus, it is said, the epistle to

Thyatira describes the Catholic Church previous to the Reformation. The
epjstle to Sardis describes the Churches of the Reformation. The epistle to

the Laodiceans describes the present or final epoch of the Church. From
chap, iv on, everything is eschatological and refers to the last great struggle

in the end of the world, the millerihium and the final judgment.

In stating his own view as to the interpretation of the Apocalypse the

writer begins by setting aside the view which finds fulfillment of its predic-

tions in the events of history. This view is somewhat contemptuously

relegated to English commentaries and American tract-writers. The escha-

tological interpretation is regarded a little more favorably. It contains at

least some germs of the truth. Decided preference, however, is given to

the view which limits the application of the statements of the Apocalypse
to the time of its origin. The author is concerned only with the events of
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his own immediate age. That the Apocalypse in the very kernel of its

prophecies is dominated by the widely prevalent and popular expectation of

Nero redivivus is regarded as a fixed point which is never to be abandoned.
In regard to the unity of the Apocalypse and in regard to its date the writer

takes a mediating position. The Apocalypse is not a literary unit in the

sense that, as it now stands, it is the production of one author. Nor does
the writer think that the theory of one original document (Grundsckrift)
used as the basis of subsequent enlargements, or the other theory of various

parallel and independent documents united by some mechanical redactor,

affords the true solution of the problem of its origin. In this connection
much stress is laid upon the homogeneity of the language and style of the

Apocalypse. His own view is that the Apocalypse is the work of one author
who, however, in many particulars did not create his own materials, but em-
bodied in his work older apocalyptic fragments and traditions. The author
himself is, of course, a Christian, although the fragments and traditions

which he embodies are in many cases specifically Jewish.

The polemic of the Apocalypse is considered to be directed against Rome.
More specifically this polemic is aroused not by the destruction of Jerusalem,

nor, chiefly, by the persecution of the Christians, but by the requirement

that divine worship and homage be paid to the Roman Emperor (Casaren-

Tcultus). The point of view, or historical situation presupposed in the Apoca-
lypse is the beginning of a world-wide and gigantic struggle between
nascent and progressive Christianity and a self-deifying Romish Csesardom

(romisclien C'dsarentum)

.

The force of persecution had already been turned

against the church. The Xeronic persecution probably lay in the past.

That Xeronic persecution, however, was the outburst of the violent but

personal caprice of a tyrant rather than the systematic attempt of a great

empire to crush a new and unwelcome, because antagonistic, religion. Hence
it can hardly be called a religious persecution at all. A wider, a more tre-

mendous, and a more decisive conflict is at hand. All the dire forces of evil

under the leadership of a resurrected Xero, the most horrid monster con-

ceivable, the Beast, the Antichrist, will be ranged in battle array against the

Christians and endeavor to crush them. To nerve the Christians for this

coming combat, to encourage and urge to firmness and constancy under

malignant and diabolical persecutions, to paint in glowing colors and by
means of tremendous images the progress and the victorious issue of the

impending conflict, to show in a word that God Himself is fighting on their

side, this is the purpose of the Apocalypse. In the impending crisis two
worlds, two aeons, are brought into collision and the shock results in the

destruction of the one, and the triumphant survival of the other. The
tone of the Apocalypse, its power of imagery, its grandeur of thought, its

elevation of style are not unworthy of the crisis to which it refers, and the

conflict which it paints. The pictures which it draws combine in won-

derful degree power and terror with charming tenderness, beauty and sijn-

plicity. Its words must be heard at the grave, or in other solemn religious

services to bring out their imperishable charm, resounding down the ages

like heavenly chimes, or the strains of some super mundane music. The
study of its historical situation accordingly leads to the supposition that it

was written, not in the time of Xero, but at the earliest, during the latter

part of the reign of Uomitian, or at the latest during the beginning of the

reign of Trajan.

There is much in this general characterization of the Apocalypse that will

receive hearty approval from many students of this commentary. The
theory which finds fulfillments of the prophecies of the Apocalypse in a long

series of specific historical events, extending from the beginning of the
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Christian era down to the present time and beyond, is certainly regarded

with less favor than formerly, even by “American tract-writers.” The
opinion that the Apocalypse was written, not in the time of Nero (as affirmed

by modern criticism), but in the time of Domitian (as affirmed by ancient

tradition), is also gaining ground. There are, of course, many who will dis-

sent from the writer in the low view which he places upon the originality of

the author. We do not believe that this author is so dependent upon ancient

tradition and mythical lore as Bousset would have us believe. Even when
he uses material which appears also in other apocalyptic writings, his

genius, or rather his divine inspiration, puts a distinct stamp on what he uses.

Instead of saying that he borrowed old legends and traditional opinions, it

is at least as reasonable to suppose that the author, by virtue of his superior

insight, knew how to discern and apply the truth of which legend used only

a false and distorted and unintelligent version. Few will care to pause to

enter into dispute with the writer as to the supposed element of fiction

(schriftstellerische Fiktion ) which lie discovers in this book, as if the author

related old traditions as though he had seen visions. Our differences here

result from a totally different mental attitude with regard to the Scriptures

and revelation, a difference which affects far more than the interpretation of a

few passages in the Apocalypse. Very serious dissent thereon has to be

expressed in regard to the narrow and mistaken limitation of the application

of the Seer’s vision to the events of his own time. The persecutions of the

early days of Christianity have by no means ended the gigantic conflict

between the two worlds of which the apocalyptic Seer writes. And these

visions have a continuous application, perhaps not to the specific events, but

certainly to the spirit and underlying principles of this conflict as long as it

lasts. These visions will not be fulfilled, nor their mission accomplished,

until that conflict is really ended and the final paean of victory can be truth-

fully sung, when Christ is really King of kings and Lord of lords, and all the

kingdoms of this world have become the kingdoms of God and of Christ.

Most serious of all, however, must be the dissent aroused by the theory of

a Nero redivivus as dominating and controlling the (pretended) visions of

the Seer. If this theory were true it would indeed make of this book a false

prophecy, a human invention, belied by the event. Fortunately, however,

it has been successfully and completely overthrown. A fuller notice of it

must be reserved for the part which treats of the detailed exposition,

especially of chaps, xiii and xvii.

The full and satisfactory chapters on the textual criticism and the lan-

guage of the Apocalypse, though very instructive, are necessarily of only

technical interest and may here be passed over.

A few points of the detailed exposition may be noticed. The “ angels ” of

the churches are possibly the bishops of those churches, but more probably

the expression is to be interpreted in line with the Jewish idea of guardian

angels, i. e., real angelic spirits (p. 234). The “seven spirits” which are

before the throne (i. 4) are referred to the late Jewish tradition of the seven

high angels or archangels (cf. Tobit xii. 15). With this is also connected

the myth of the seven spirits, or seven astral divinities of Babylonian
mythology (p. 215). This interpretation illustrates the prevailing tendency

of this commentary to lug in ancient myths and Jewish traditions and
apocryphal apocalyptic parallels on every possible occasion. These “ frag-

ments ” of older and wider “ traditions,” the “ myth of the Antichrist ”

and other ancient myths, are freely used, and often misunderstood at that.

It is just possible, however, that the misunderstanding lies not in the apoca-

lyptic Seer, but in the brain of the commentator. Thus (p. 373) xi. 1, 2,

is stated to be an apocalyptic fragment which must have been written before
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A.IX 70, a mistaken prophecy that in the coming siege of Jerusalem the

temple would not be destroyed. Against this interpretation it is sufficient

to point out that the measuring (for preservation) is to be applied not only

to the temple and the altar, but also to the worshipers, thus showing that it

is- not the literal temple that is spoken of. The binding of Satan for a

thousand years is another element of old apocalyptic tradition found also in

Parsee eschatology and Egyptian hymns. Old Testament parallels are found

in those passages which speak of God binding or limiting the sea, or sea-

monster (p. 500). On xx. 4-10, it is asserted that this also is derived

from an older Jewish apocalypse which relates that after the completion of

the Messianic kingdom Gog and Magog shall arise against it (p. 505).

Special interest will be felt in the interpretation of chaps, xi, xii, xiii and
xvii. Chap. xi. 3-13 contains a fragment of the tradition of the Antichrist.

This tradition is originally Jewish. From the second Christian century

downward, it can be traced with greater and greater fullness. The indica-

tions are, however, that it is much older, older by centuries than any written

notices that have come down to us. According to this tradition, a great

enemy of God and the truth will arise in Jerusalem, either as a cruel tyrant

or false Messiah, and force the whole people to apostasy. He will reign for

three and one-half years. Then two witnesses (Elias and Enoch) will rise

up against him and convert many back to the faith. Then the Antichrist

will kill the two witnesses, and the faithful will flee into the wilderness.

References to this expectation are supposed to exist in Matt, xxiv and
2 Thess. ii. Chap, xii contains an old myth which originally had another

meaning entirely, but which the author applied to the birth and ascension of

Christ. Various explanations of the origin of this myth have been given.

Vischer explains it by a myth found in the Talmud. Dieterich considers it a

transformation of the myth of the birth of Apollo. Gunkel finds in it the old

Babylonian myth of Tiamat and Marduk. Others adduce various Egyptian

parallels. The writer of this commentary does not decide between these rival

claimants. Well, it is rather hard to do so. No wonder he is perplexed and

takes refuge in the Sun-myth. Blessed Sun-myth ! What a harbor of refuge

for weary souls tossed about by the waves of speculation and hypothesis I The
Beast in chap, xiii is now the Roman empire and now a specific emperor as the

head and representation or embodiment of this empire. This emperor is Nero.

This chapter also contains much old material that has been freely worked
over. Originally the seven-headed monster had nothing to do with the seven

Roman emperors. A later version, however, applied it to these emperors.

This is the version that must have arisen shortly after the death of Nero.

As Nero was popularly supposed to be still alive, or, if dead, to be about

to come back from the grave, this is the head that was wounded to death and

whose deadly wound was healed. So also in xvii. 8, the beast that was and is

not, and shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, showed that the author fully

shared the popular delusion of Nero redivivus. The “ number of the Beast,”

666, is, as commonly, interpreted to mean Nero Caesar written in Hebrew
characters. The second beast in this chapter is an adaptation of the old

tradition of the Antichrist also alluded to in 2 Thess. ii. In the present form

of this chapter the first beast denotes the imperial government coming to a

head under Nero redivivus, and arrayed against God. The second beast is

the false religion and lying priesthood of this government, culminating in

the cult of Caesar. The same interpretation is applied to chaps, xvi and xvii.

Such -are the salient features of this exposition. It will be easy to see from

these specimens how the writer’s principles are exemplified in the exposition

of detailed passages. It cannot be denied that this interpretation is plausible,

or that it finds wide acceptance. Yet many will be constrained to reject it.
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Objections to this view are not discussed. Yet these objections are serious

enough to overthrow it in the minds of many. Other and more probable

views and interpretations are not mentioned. That form of the legend

which assumed that Nero had actually died and was to come back from the

dead cannot possibly come into play because it is too late. The only form of

the legend which can have existed at the time of the writing of the Apocalypse
assumed that Nero had not died, but was concealed among the Parthians,

whence he would return to destroy Rome. But with this legend the lan-

guage of the Apocalypse is inconsistent. The head of the beast had not
simply disappeared from view. It had been slain. A death-stroke had been
inflicted. It was dead. Again, it is not said that this head would revive at

some future day. It had already revived and its death-stroke had already

been healed. Hence, as Milligan says, “ In order to make the story of

Nero’s disappearance and reappearance the foundation of these passages, it is

necessary to suppose that the prevalent rumor was that that monster of

iniquity had both died and risen from the dead
;
and neither particular was

embraced by it.” To suppose that a book of the power and lofty tone of the

Apocalypse should harbor and give warrant to a view which Augustine
rejects as an audacious conjecture is absurd. To suppose that such a book
having for its foundation a prophecy absurd in itself and belied by the event

should have maintained its place iu the Canon is unthinkable. To use an
expression with which the writer of this commentary himself has happily

made us familiar, this whole exposition, bringing in the popular legend of

Nero redivivus, rests on an old exegetical myth that the beast of this chapter

is Nero. This beast is not Nero at all. This beast is the anti-Christian,

anti-theistic world-power in whatever form it may manifest itself. If the

vision of the Seer is concerned with Nero at all it is not with Nero as an
individual, but with Nero as the head of the Roman imperial government.
This government in its turn is only one of the many changing forms and
manifestations of the antitheistic world-power. Even this imperial govern-

ment, accordingly, does not come within the scope of the vision of the Seer

for its own sake, but only in so far as for the time being it is the incorpora-

tion and incarnation of the power that fights against God. As such, how-
ever, it, too, will pass away as others before it have done, to be followed by
other and ever-changing manifestations of a power that in its principle and
essence remains unchanged.

Fishkill, N. T. A. H. Huizinga.

“Men of the Bible:” St. Paul, His Life and Times. By James Iver-
ach, M.A., Professor of Apologetics and Exegesis of the Gospels, Free
Church College, Aberdeen. New York: Fleming H. Revell Company.

• Pp. viii, 216.

This little volume is a brightly written account of the apostle’s life and
work as these may be gleaned from the Acts and the Epistles. The story is

necessarily compressed into small compass. Hence there is but little discus-

sion of critical or historical questions ; though in the account of Paul’s con-

version the author pays his respects to Renan, Pfleiderer and others. The
narrative is animated and the various scenes of the apostle’s missionary

activity are placed in their proper settings. The chapters which describe the

last visit to Jerusalem and Paul’s defense of himself before the Jews, Felix,

Festus and Agrippa, strike us as specially well done. The book, however,

was evidently written before Prof. Ramsay’s studies had been published, and
contains neither Ramsay’s historical and geographical results—which have
thrown so much light on Acts and Paul—nor any discussion of the various
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theories by which Prof. Ramsay has stimulated renewed examination of the
Acts. This is certainly a great drawback to a life of St. Paul at the present

time. We are surprised, too, that Prof. Iverach locates the reproof of Peter
at Antioch (Gal. ii. 11-21) before the council at Jerusalem, though he iden-

tifies Gal. ii. 1-10 with Acts xv. Ramsay does this, but identifies Gal. ii.

1-10 with the visit to Jerusalem of Acts xi. 29, 30. Weizsiicker does it also,

but thinks that Luke got the history a good deal mixed. But it is difficult

to see how Prof. Iverach can do it on his interpretation and with his general

recognition of Luke’s trustworthiness. The sketch of Paul’s career suffers

also from the failure to set forth the general history of the churches of which
his work formed a part

;
but probably this was inevitable from the plan and

size of the book. The volume closes with a brief chapter on Pauline theology,

which has the great merit of showing that Paul’s doctrine grew directly

out of “the historical Christ,” and was not mainly the speculation of an
acute thinker. In spite of its drawbacks, due to its having been born a little

too soon, Prof. Iverach ’s book will be of much use and interest to the many
in the Sunday-schools and Bible classes of the Church who follow the career

of the great apostolic missionary.

Princeton. George T. Purves.

Einleitungin das Alte Testament , einschliesslich Apocryphen und Pseudepi-

graphen. Mit eingeliender Angabe der Litteratur. Yon D. Hermann L.

Strack, ao. Professor der Theologie an der Universitat Berlin. Fiinfte, viel-

fach vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage. 8vo, pp. viii, 233. (Munchen : C. H.
Beck’sche Yerlagsbuchhandlung, 1898.) The fourth edition of Dr. Strack’s

handy Introduction to the Old Testament appeared in 1895, and was duly

noticed in this Review7 for April, 1896 (vii, p. 336). The early demand for

a fifth edition shows that it has lost none of its popularity. Its peculiarity

is that it seeks really to introduce the student to the study of the Old Testa-

ment : it lays its stress therefore not on critical studies about the Old Testa-

ment, but on its contents and on the aids that exist for the further prosecution

of its study. The literature thus adduced is extraordinarily rich and well

selected : and probably wTe may say that this book provides the best guide

to fundamental Old Testament literature accessible to those who would

begin its study. It deserves its wide popularity. See further the notice of

the fourth edition above referred to. Old-Latin Biblical Texts: No. IV.

Portions of the Acts of the Apostles, of the Epistle of St. James, and of the

First Epistle of St. Peter, from the Bobbio Palimpsest (s), now numbered
Cod. 16, in the Imperial Library at Vienna, edited with the aid of Tischen-

dorf’s and Belsheim’s printed texts, by Henry J. White, M.A., Chaplain

and Lecturer in Divinity, Merton College, Oxford ;
Examining Chaplain to

the Bishops of Oxford ; formerly Vice- Principal of the Theological College,

Salisbury. With a facsimile. Small 4to, pp. xxii, 53. (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1897.) Students of the Latin Bible will give a hearty welcome to this

admirable piece of work—which offers them in the beautiful form which

belongs of right to the publications of the Clarendon Press far more of the

Bobbio MS. of the Acts and Catholic Epistles (s) than they ever hoped to see

recovered. The series, of which it forms the fourth issue, was begun as long

as fifteen years ago (1883) by the publication of the St. Germain Matthew

(g,) carefully edited and discussed by Mr. John Wordsworth, then Oriel

Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture at Oxford. The second

issue, winch appeared three years later (1886), giving the text of k and of the

fragments n o p q 2 s and t of the Gospels, wTas greatly enriched by inves-

tigations into the relations of the texts of the Old Latin by Dr. Sanday, by

which it was swelled into a thick volume. The third portion came two
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years later (1888), and contained the four Gospels of q, edited and described

by Mr. White. We have waited ten years for the fourth part which is now
before us. The MS. which it reedits for us with unexpectedly large addi-

tions to the portions before deciphered, is an almost incredibly difficult

palimpsest. The attempt to read it almost put out Tischendorf’s eyes in

1847, and seemed a hopeless task to Bclsheim in 1884, though large contribu-

tions to reading it were made by both these scholars. Mr. White has sup-

plemented their work, until now “ out of forty existing pages, twenty-four

have had either the whole or the greater part of their contents deciphered ;

in eight more pages a few lines or a few words can be made out
;
and only

four still seem absolutely hopeless” (p. xi). The text of the MS. lies very

close in the Acts to that of the Gigas (g),and in the epistles represents

probably a late African stream. In his Introduction Mr. White tells us all

that is knowable about the MS., and he presents in perfect form so much of

it as is recoverable in the text. Praxis in Manuscripts of the Greek Testa-

ment. The Mechanical and Literary Processes Involved in their Writing

and Preservation. With Table of MSS. and Thirteen Facsimile Plates.

By Rev. Charles F. Sitterly, B.D., Ph.D., Professor of Biblical Literature

and the Exegesis of the English Bible in Drew Theological Seminary, Madi-
son, N. J. 8vo, pp. 39. With Thirteen Plates and Folded Chart. (New
York: Eaton & Mains ; Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings [1898].) The thir-

teen plates the presentation of which seems to be the chief end of this

handsome little volume, besides pages from Codices (the printed facsimile

edition of 1862, not the MS. itself), A C D, give us pages from nine inter-

esting cursive MSS. now deposited in the library of Drew Theological Semi-

nary. It is doubtless in order to make these known that the little book was
planned and published. The plates are beautifully done and supply an inter-

esting series of specimens of late minuscule handwriting. Eight of the

nine MSS. are already catalogued by Dr. Gregory
;
and the ninth, a most

sumptuous codex, is here presented in two plates, one giving a page of its

script and the other a specimen of its illumination—the portrait of Luke.

Those curious in such matters will be glad to obtain the volume.

The addition of the four plates of uncial handwriting add nothing to the

interest of the book : there is not range enough given to the specimens

chosen to make it serve as an atlas for the study of the palaeography of the

New Testament. The letter-press, which treats «of “ the mechanical and
literary processes involved in the writing and preservation ” of the manu-
scripts of the Greek Testament, we are told, comprises the dictation-para-

graphs of the author’s lectures at Drew Seminary. It is a straightforward

account of details not always easily accessible. It is doubtless faulty

proof-reading that has given us the monsters, ayidas (p. 17) and Aobx (p. 33).

There are two tasks that beckon the author of this little book, and we ven-

ture to ask them of him. Can he not collate the Drew MSS. and give us

another thin volume illustrated with these plates and placing the MSS. at

the disposal of the critic of the text ? Can he not add to these plates enough
more to make them a really representative series and fill out his dictation-

paragraphs to a full primary treatise on the palaeography of the Greek New
Testament? The Modern Reader's Bible. A Series of Works from the

Sacred Scriptures Presented in Modern Literary Form. St. Mattlieic and
St. Mark and the General Epistles. Edited, with an Introduction and
Notes, by Richard G. Moulton, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Literature in

English in the University of Chicago. Small 18mo, pp. xxxi, 299. (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1898.) Former issues of this series

—

almost completing the portion of it which embodies the text of the Old Tes-

tament—have been noticed in this Review for October, 1896 (p. 727),

22
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January, 1897 (p. 117), April, 1897 (p. 326), July, 1897 (p. 560), and January,

1898 (p. 171). To these notices the reader may be referred for a description

of the plan of the work and its execution, and for explanation of the habit

which has been growing upon the author of “stretching himself beyond
himself” and, leaving his appropriate sphere of literary criticism, encroach-

ing on that of the criticism of origins and history. With the present volume
the series invades the New Testament, and carries into it the same charac-

teristics which marked it when dealing with the Old Testament. It was not

only a legitimate, but an eminently useful task that Dr. Moulton set before

himself and one to the helpful performance of which he was able to bring

exceptional capacities. To present the text of the Bible to the English

reader in really literary form, provided with all the aids to its appreciation

as literature which the resources of the modern printing office supply
;
and

to accompany this text with introductions and notes discussing it from the

point of view of literary art and aesthetic criticism—here was a task well worth

doing, an opportunity much to be envied, offered to a man of wide knowledge

of literary form. The conviction has been growing on us as volume after vol-

ume of the series has appeared that Dr. Moulton has not altogether improved

his opportunity. Some volumes of the series fulfill their proposed function

better than others
;
none of them are without the marks of a trained literary

hand upon them, or without features which will be helpful to the reading of

the Bible as literature. But there has been a growing intrusion of critical

and historical interest and a decreasing predominance of the literary and aes-

thetic features; and this has much depressed the value of the work. Perhaps

this change of emphasis reaches its climax in the proposition which is now
made to give us the Book of Acts, not presented in a manner which will

bring out its literary form and methods, or will enable its reader to appreciate

its literary structure and quality, but interrupted by the insertion of the

Pauline epistles at the points of the narrative with which each “ appears to

connect itself I” Surely a work intended to quicken interest in the Bible as

literature never reached a more decided bathos. Here the historical interest

has quite displaced the literary; and the whole literary effect of a book is

sacrificed to historical convenience. In the volume at present before us, the

formal and a;&thetic objects correspondingly give way before more material

ones. We aie given no discussion of the form of the compositions included

in it : it would almost seem that both “ gospels ” and “ epistles ” are

literarily unsolved puzzles to Dr. Moulton. Surely there was room here for

some disquisition on both Hebrew and Greek historiography and the relation

of the Gospel narratives to those forms; and on the nature and literary laws

of the historical discourse and the historical argument. And surely there was

equal room for some disquisition on the history of epistolary composition, and

the contrasting purpose and character of ancient and modern letters, with

assignment of the New Testament letters to their place in this class of

literature—a place sufficiently peculiar, in a literary point of view, or rather

unique. Of all this, however, we have no word in the book : and but little more

than a word, here and there, which in any way concerns the literary features

of the writings presented. Instead, we have very learned hints as to the diffi-

culties which attend the discussion of the synoptic problem, and as to the

doubts that rest upon the authorship of the Johannean books
;
and amateur

excursions into the domain of conjectural criticism. On page 47, for exam-

ple, we have Matt. xii. 40 torn out of its place in the text and relegated to
.

the innocuous obscurity of a footnote, with this explanation in the notes

(p. 259): “ Here, as elsewhere in this series of books, I have made use of the

modern device of footnotes to separate sentences which, from the absence of

such devices in ancient manuscripts, sometimes make awkward parentheses
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and interrupt the drift of thought. I understand the words, For as Jonah
was three days and three nights in the belly of the whale, etc., to be a reflection

of St. Matthew, and not part of the discourse of Jesus.” Think of the

critical judgment which can consider these words, “ For as Jonah was
three days and three nights in the belly of the whale, so shall the Son of man
be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth,” “ a reflection of

St. Matthew!” We are grateful to Dr. Moulton for every literary reflection

he gives us—this is his sphere and we gladly seek his guidance in it : his

intrusions into the spheres of textual and historical criticism are on the

other hand shining illustrations of the value of the maxim, Sutor ne supra

crepidam judicaret. The Emphasized New Testament. A New Transla-

tion, Designed to Set Forth the Exact Meaning, the Proper Terminology,

and the Graphic Style of the Sacred Original
; Arranged to Show at a Glance

Narrative, Speech, Parallelism and Logical Analysis
; and Emphasized

Throughout after the Idioms of the Greek Tongue
;
with Select References

and an Appendix of Notes. By Joseph Bryant Rotherham. Royal 8vo,

pp. 272. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1897.) This work is in reality

an improved and revised edition of Mr. Rotherham’s well-known The New
Testament Translated and Critically Emphasized, which has been before the

public since 1872, and, in a second edition, since 1878. Among other

improvements—which render the text smoother to read and the various

information conveyed by type-devices easier to grasp—the translation has

been adjusted throughout to Westcott and Hort’s text recension. Mr.
Rotherham’s work is done with careful fidelity and will serve many of the

purposes of a condensed commentary. This edition seems a distinct improve-

ment on its predecessors. He promises now a complete Bible on the same
plan. Souvenirs de Terre- Sainte. Par Lucien Gautier. Avec 59

illustrations d’apres des photographies de Mme. Lucien Gautier. 8vo,

pp. viii, 379. (Lausanne, Georges Bridel et Cie, 1898.) We have recently

had the pleasure of calling our readers’ attention to Prof. Gautier’s attractive

little booklet—the first fruits of his journey in Palestine

—

Au Dela du
Jourdain (see this Review, Yol. viii, p. 119) ;

and earlier to the fine study

on Ezekiel by him—in some respects the best extant handbook to Ezekiel

—

published in 1892 (Vol. iii, p. 780). Now there comes to us this beautiful

book of Souvenirs of the Holy Land—beautiful both in its external appear-

ance and in the fresh and flowing narrative which fills it. Prof. Gautier

offers some apologies for publishing another book on Palestine : they amount
to saying that he has not published of his own motion so much as com-
pelled by the urging of those who had seen and admired his magazine

articles on the subject; that the book has not been made in cold blood

so much as it has (like Topsy) grown unwittingly on his hands ; and that it

seemed unfair to withhold from the public all of the 400 photographic

plates which Mrs. Gautier had taken in the Orient, and the plates needed

some vehicle. The plates were certainly worth publication ; they are excep-

tionally good and are well reproduced, and, as Prof. Gautier explains, those

have been selected,which give views ordinarily neglected by the professional

photographers. But the book was worth writing, too, and will prove an
addition of no small interest to the libraries of more than those French
readers who, having no access to German and English books, seem less well

supplied than the rest of the world with useful and entertaining volumes on

the Holy Land. With Prof. Gautier’s book in his hand, he who will may
take a delightful journey through Palestine in his arm-chair and rise much
the wiser for his excursion. The Bible Students' Library. Vol. v:

Hezekiah and His Age. By Robert Sinker, D.D., Librarian of Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge. Demy 8vo, pp. xviii, 184. Yol. vi : Abraham and His
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Age. By Henry George Tomkins, Late Vicar of Branscombe, etc. Demy
8vo, pp. xxxi, 262. (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1897 ;

New York : Im-
ported by E. & J. B. Young.) The “Queen’s Printer’s Bible Students’
Library ” is understood to be under the general editorial supervision of

Canon R. B. Girdlestone, whose excellent treatise, The Foundations of the

Bible
,
formed its first issue. Others of the earlier issues are Dr. Stanley

Leatlies’ The Law in the Prophets, Mr. Lias’ Principles of Biblical Criticism
,

and Dr. Baxter’s Sanctuary and Sacrifice ,
all well-known and useful books.

The two latest issues in the series are now before us, and open out a new
vein. Mr. Tomkins’ book is not a new one, but for about twenty years has

.been favorably known to Old Testament students under the more accurately

descriptive title of Studies on the Times of Abraham. The information

which it gives was fresher in 1878, when the work first appeared, than it

is now
;
but it is still as valuable as then, and the author may send it out in its

enlarged form with a well-founded hope that its usefulness may be con-

tinued. The object of the book is “ not so much to delineate a portrait of

Abraham, ‘ the friend of God,’ as to sketch in the background of the his-

torical picture in which he is the central figure.” This it does with skill

and knowledge, and the details of archaeological fact have been in this new
edition brought up to date. Mr. Tomkins does not wince when he is told,

with that condescension which characterizes the modern critic, that his book
is “ precritical he rather felicitates himself that “ it is not internal

analysis, but external contemporary evidence ” which has engaged his

attention. Standing on this evidence, he serves notice on the sceptic that

“the historic Abraham has a very good account of himself to give to the

critical inquirer, which must fairly be explained away before the mytho-

logical Abraham can take his place,” and urges him to consider well a

sentence of Wellhausen’s to the effect that “ if the Israelitish tradi-

tion be only possible, it would be folly to prefer any other possibility to

it.” .Any reader of his pages will perceive readily enough that he has

shown it to be much more than possible. Dr. Sinker’s book has its points

of similarity to Mr. Tomkins’. It, too, is written in full view of the con-

temporary evidence : not precisely on the basis of the external data—for,

as Dr. Sinker points out justly, to attempt to write the history of Israel

from Assyrian notices would be something like attempting to write the

history of the early Church from the data supplied by heathen writers only.

It is written also in full conviction of the trustworthiness of the Biblical

narrative and has as its chief end to validate its trustworthiness. The book is

warily written and presents a general picture of Hezekiah’s age which will

surely stand. Those who are seeking studies of periods of Old Testament

history which are true to fact may go farther and fare much worse.

Lectures on Prophecy. An Exposition of Certain Scriptures with Reference

to the History and Eud of the Papacy; the Restoration of the Jews to

Palestine, their Repentance and Enlargement under the Reign of the Son

of David; and the New State in the Millennium. By Rev. Benjamin N.
Charles, D.D. 12mo, pp. 320. (Chicago, New York and Toronto : Fleming

II. Revell Co. [1897].) The title will sufficiently indicate the standpoint

from which Dr. Charles contemplates prophecy. He writes with obvious

conviction and somewhat dogmatically. But it is clear from the first that

he is without the equipment necessary for successful exposition of this most

difficult element in the Word of God. He who would interpret the prophe-

cies must be not only thoroughly furnished as an expounder of Scripture,

but also equally thoroughly furnished as an expounder of history. They

are naturally few who have such qualifications. Explanatory Analysis

of St. Paul's First Epistle to Timothy. By H. P. Liddon, D.D., D.C.L.,
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LL.D., Late Canon and Chancellor of St. Paul’s, Ireland Professor of

Exegesis in the University of Oxford, 1870-1882. 8vo, pp. 93. (London, S'ew
York and Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., 1897.) Five years ago some
insight into the care and faithfulness with which Dr. Liddon was wont to

teach exegesis at Oxford was given us by the publication of his Explanatory
Analysis of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans (1893), a work which is a monu-
ment of its author’s thorough study of the chief of the Pauline epistles. The
present volume affords us a like insight into his study of 1 Timothy. We
are told that it was privately printed for the use of Dr. Liddon ’s pupils, in

1877, and has been issued now substantially as he left it. It is a most helpful

book. The analysis of the thought of the epistle is detailed and complete,

and supplies in the narrowest compass a thorough exposition of its whole
text. This is accompanied by many explanatory observations which discuss

difficult points of construction and interesting points of history and doc-

trine. On the whole it is one of the most usable and useful of our com-
mentaries on 1 Timothy. In passages like iii. 1-7, the author’s sacerdotal

views, of course, color his remarks; but even in such passages his historical

conscience was not inoperative. He tells us, for example, “ that in the

apostolic age the word iTtctTzoxo? was not so restricted as to describe only

the modern ‘bishop;’ ” “that the words inforonos and xpsafioTspos were
used of the same Church officer;” but that “although in the apostolic age

the word irUay-oizos was thus used inclusively .... the order of men whom
we now call ‘bishops’ certainly existed in the apostolic times;” though it

“ is only towards the close of the apostolic age that ‘bishops,’ in the modern
sense, appear as a distinct order from the presbyters (still called l-iv/.o-o’.)

on the one hand, and from the apostles on the other.” This is not so badly

said and has in it more than one grain of fine candor. Instances of the exist-

ence in apostolic times of “the order of men whom we now call

‘ bishops ’ ” he is forced to seek in Timothy and Titus
;
“ a nameless Church

officer at Philippi (yvrjtjis au^oye, Phil. iv. 3); Archippus at Colossse or

Laodicea (Col. iv. 2; Philem. 2); Diotrephes 6 <pdo-pu)rsuwv (3 St. John,

9, 10); and the presidents or angels of the Seven Churches of Asia (Rev. ii,

iii).” Needless to say that appeal to such a nest of obscurities is an act of

desperation. The pastoral office is confused with the diocesan ; and the

apostolic delegate with the local “bishop,” arising out of the board of

elders through lust of preeminence. It is, indeed, a hopeless task to derive

from above out of the apostolate the “ order of bishops,” which histori-

cally sprung out of the presbyter-bishops from below,—though what Dr.

Liddon says about the derivation of all the permanent officers of the Church
from “ the fullness of ministerial power communicated by our Lord to the

apostles ” is true enough—only they must be conceived not as developing

out of the apostolate, but as being ordained by the apostles by virtue of the

authority given them. Timothy and Titus, it is quite evident, were in the

strictest sense apostolic ablegates, only temporarily in Ephesus and Crete

to do there what the apostle would do were he able to be there in person

;

and they could not become the starting point of a development of local

officers of whatever kind. The authoritative inaugurators of local official-

dom they could and did become
; but that is an essentially different matter.

The Revelation of St. John the Divine. An Interpretation. By A. H.
Ames, M.D., D.D. 12mo, pp. 280. (New York: Eaton & Mains [1897].)

The interpretation of Revelation here presented rejects all “ those theories

which would make of the book an epitome of history, and which presuppose

its design to be the prediction of events,” and adopts “ the spiritualistic ”

theory. The book is supposed “ to present the thoughts of John upon the

subject of the kingdom of Christ, as derived by him from the Old Testament
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Scriptures and from the teachings of Christ, or as drawn from direct revela-

tions made to himself” (p. 3). The general conception which is here set

forth would seem to be valid and its influence throws a light of sanity over

the whole exposition. The manner in which it is worked out in details and
applied, however, is somewhat crude. Interesting as the essay is it impresses

one as a somewhat hasty sketch of an edifice of interpretation yet to be
built. It is as possible to be over “ spiritualistic ” in interpreting the Apoca-
lypse as it is to be over “historical.” Two Lectures on the “ Sayings of

Jesus ” Recently Discovered ‘ at Oxyrhynchus. Delivered at Oxford, on
October 23, 1897, by the Rev. Walter Lock, D.D , Dean Ireland’s Professor

of the Exegesis of Holy Scripture, and the Rev. William Sanday, D.D.,

LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity. 8vo, pp. 49. (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1897.) These two lectures deserve a place among the most
sober and really instructive utterances which have as yet come to us on the

Oxyrhynchus fragment. Dr. Lock’s confines itself largely to the “ interpre-

tation of the text.” Dr. Sanday ’s seeks to determine “the history and origin

of the sayings. ” Both are inclined to attach more importance to the discovery

than it seems to us will finally be accorded it ; but they are, of course, not

carried off their feet, as so many have been, by it. Dr. Lock’s closing words
will, perhaps as well as any in the lectures, suggest the general attitude of

both speakers

:

“ I have confined myself to interpretation
;
perhaps I have shown incidentally that I incline

rather more than Dr. Sanday does to the possibility that some at least of the new Sayings may
be genuine, and to the theory that would see in the document a copy of some precanonical col-

lection of our Lord’s discourses. If this were so, they would not constitute that new Gospel

which the Spectator dreads and which the Daily Chronicle welcomes ; they would not seriously

alter the conditions of the Synoptic problem as Mr. Rendel Harris imagines, for the prologue of

St. Luke shows that there were precanonical documents out of which our Gospels were framed,

though it is silent as to their authority ; these Sayings would have as much authority as the

various Agrapha have already, as much, that is, as sayings which come to us anonymously,
with no convincing proof of their authorship, and without the sanction which was implied in

their being embodied in a canonical Gospel. They may have been known and set aside by the

writers of these Gospels, or they may have been preserved in an independent line of tradition

which was unknown to them ” (p. 27).

Dr. Sanday’s judgment is expressed in the more decisive words :
“ 1 cannot

think that any of the new matter represents, as it stands, a genuine saying

of our Lord.” In this judgment we accord. These so-called “ Logia ”

seem to bear throughout the stamp of secondariness; and are interest-

ing only as additional specimens of the apocryphal sayings attributed to the

Lord during the early ages of Christianity. Xot the least valuable features of

the publication now before us are the prefixed Bibliography and “ Text, with

Emendations and Illustrations.” The latter is unique, and makes the

pamphlet indispensable to the student. It prints the text with the restora-

tions that commend themselves to the editors, followed by a complete

critical apparatus, and by all the illustrative passages which have as yet

been pointed out. It is the most illuminating five pages hitherto printed on

the “Logia.”

II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

Beitrage zur FOrderung christlicher Theologie. Ilerausgegeben

yon Dr. A. Schlatter, Professor in Berlin, und Dr. H. Cremer, Pro-

fessor in Greifswald. Giitersloh : Druckund Yerlag vonC. Bertelsmann.

Erster Jahrgang, 1897. 1. Heft. Der Dienst des Christen in der
alteren Dogmatik. Von Dr. A. Schlatter, Professor in Berlin.
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2. Heft. Die christlich-socialen Ideen der Reformationszeit
und ihre Herkunft. Yon Dr. Martin von Nathusius, Professor

der Theologie in Greifswald.

C. Bertelsmann, of Gutersloh, deserves the thanks of all who take an inter-

est in the development of a truly Christian theology for his indefatigable zeal

and well-directed industry in bringing out periodicals, pamphlets and books
of sterling value from a Christian point of view. His idea of a bookseller’s

task is higher and nobler than that of a well-paying business. Many publi-

cations of a genuine Christian character would perhaps have remained
in their writers’ desks, if Bertelsmann, the Christian publisher, had not

been willing to lend a helping hand without seriously thinking of the commer-
cial value of the publications. Even Dr. Adolf Zalm of [Stuttgart, the grim
warrior of Christ, whose attacks upon modern criticism are not always agree-

able to many otherwise evangelical theologians, has found in Bertelsmann a

publisher who is not afraid of the adverse criticism that may be made against

him, even by his friends, on account of his willingness to help this theologian

to gain the ear of the public. When in times to come those men are praised

who have had the courage to remain loyal to the Holy Scriptures and to

Him who is the centre of them during the tyrannical reign of destructive

criticism, Bertelsmann’s name, I trust, will always be remembered as the

armor-bearer of many a valiant defender of the truth.

We hail the publication which it now gives us pleasure to bring to the no-

tice of our readers, with great delight and satisfaction. The editors of the

Beitrage purpose to publish from time to time contributions for the advance-

ment of Christian theology. It is their intention to emphasize the Chris-

tian character of the scientific development of our religion. The strengthen-

ing of the foundations of Christian theology, wherever these have not yet been

demolished, and the renewing of them, as far as this is made necessary by the

destructive character of modern theology, is the task they have set them-

selves. They are frank in the acknowledgment of this purpose, but at the

same time they inform their readers that they are determined to limit their

polemic to the requirements of their loyalty to their Christian profession.

They are also willing to concede that modern theology has deserved the

thanks of Christian theologians for its valuable contributions in historical

lines of investigation, although they deplore the destructive character of

modern criticism. They enter upon their work, cheered on by many friends,

who have urged them to venture upon such an enterprise. The editors are

men to whom such a task may be safely entrusted. Cremer, of Greifswald,

is well-known in Christian circles as a fine scholar and a loyal servant of

Christ; and although Schlatter, of Berlin, is a comparatively new name in

America, every one who reads his article, which opens this series of contri-

butions, will be convinced that he is abundantly able to defend his position,

even if he has to set his face against such a formidable foe as his colleague,

A. Harnack.

We truly believe that this new venture is a sign of returning interest in a

truly Christian theology. The reaction against destructive criticism and nat-

uralism seems to have comeat last in the academical circles and in the churches

of Germany at large. That the publication of such a series of contributions is

possible at the present time in Germany, the hotbed of destructive criticism

and naturalism, is an event of great importance. It shows that the opposition

to the despotic rule of modern theology is gaining ground. It is high time

that such a reaction should set in. The critical theology of our days has

divorced theology from Christianity. Its antipathy against the supernatural

revelation of God in Christ is known to all who have come in contact with

the works of the leaders of this tendency of religious thought. Its consistent
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friends and promoters do not deny that they have entirely broken with all

the distinctive principles and doctrines of the Christian religion. They look

upon their anti-metapliysical and neo-rationalistic position as far more
exalted and free than that of those who insist upon the supernatural charac-

ter of Christianity. Theology in the hands of these men is identical with

literary and historical criticism. What pbilologians do with the remains of

classical antiquity they do with the Holy Scriptures, which they transform

into Hebrew and Hellenistic literature. No wonder that Bender, Wellhau-

sen and others have severed their connection with the theological faculties

to which they formerly belonged, and have transferred their allegiance to

their respective philosophical faculties.

It is a hard thing to say, yet it is true, that theology has been used in our

days to undermine Christianity. It may be that some of these theologians are

not conscious of such a purpose, and that others perhaps pretend that by ad-

hering to this tendency they try to magnify the truth
; yet it is nevertheless a

deplorable fact that the foundations of Christianity have been undermined.

I am aware that our so-called evangelical critical theologians will object to

this statement. They maintain that they do not squander their Christian

patrimony by adopting the methods of modern "critical theology. They want
to be Christians in the old sense of the term, and at the same time to enjoy the

reputation of being fashionable theologians. We do not doubt for a moment
their honest intentions, but we assert that on the inclined plane of critical

theology a halt is impossible. The low level of naturalism pure and simple

is the logical outcome of such a course. Only the determined effort of an

arbitrary will may be able in some cases to check the intellect in its logical

deductions. Very few, however, will be found willing to make such a

sacrajigio delV intelletto to an arbitrary demand of the will. A Jacobi may
manage to be a heathen with his head and a Christian w'ith his heart, as he

himself expressed it
;
but I presume that most of us do not desire such a dual

position. In Germany, the Netherlands, France, Switzerland and Great

Britain, the course of modern critical theologians has been downward, the

more conservative among them having been obliged to follow7 slowdy, but

surely, the radical vanguard. And if the signs of the times do not entirely

deceive us, we may say without fear of contradiction, that in our own country

history is repeating itself. Compromises are out of the question. To Chris-

tianize our theology, instead of secularizing our religion, is our calling. I

hope that American theologians will soon follow the example set by the edi-

tors of the Btitr'dge
,
and rally around the flag of a truly Christian theology.

We are yet in a condition to keep what w7e have, although the signs are mul-

tiplying which tell us that our crown is iu danger of being taken from us.

The first two parts of the Btitr'dge are before us. They are a prophecy of

w7hat we may expect in the future. Ex ungue leonein.

Dr. Schlatter speaks with a great deal of learning and force about the ser-

vice of the Christian in the older Dogmatic. Although his article is of an
historical nature, it deals nevertheless also with dogmatical and practical

questions. Historical investigation is the way to a better understanding of

the dogmatical and practical aspect of his theme. He intends to show that

the older Dogmatic, however precious its general character may be as an

exposition of the doctrines of grace, is yet far from being perfect. It

neglects, according to the waiter, to point out the practical requirements of a

Christian’s life in the service of the Master. He probes this wound as a

friendly physician ;
he does not tear it open as a hostile critic. In the eluci-

dation of his theme he brings out the glorious character of the foundation of

Deformation theology in the doctrine of grace. He maintains, however, that

progress has been made in the Church since then, especially in the richer and
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more complete apprehension of divine grace. We have learned, our author

says, that it is more blessed to give than to receive, although we must first

receive before we are able to give. In other words, he teaches that service

is the chief end of grace, bestowed upon us. This position; he tries to prove

in the body of his treatise. He brings out, that the character of the older

Dogmatic is in some respects too negative and in others too passive in its

relation to the service required of Christians.

It seems to me, that Dr.- Schlatter has established his position. The
Lutheran Church has rested too complacently in the doctrine of justifica-

tion on the one hand, and in the exaggerated importance attached to the pas-

toral office on the other, and has thereby caused a kind of antinomianism to

prevail, which has excluded the energetic cooperation of all the members of

the churches. It is not without reason that the Lutheran Church is called a

Pastorenkirche. I cannot say, however, that I agree with Dr. Schlatter

when he says that the doctrine of inspiration as conceived by the older dog-

matic theologians is to blame for the apathy found among believers relative to

service. The doctrines of incarnation, inspiration, regeneration and kindred

doctrines have a monopleuristic character, and may not be formulated in

harmony with synergism without endangering the truly Christian view of

evangelical truth. Neither am I able to agree with him when he endeavors

to show that the Reformed theology wTas in the same condition as the

Lutheran during the times of Protestant orthodoxy. Some Reformed theo-

logians, especially on the continent of Europe, have been influenced by Lu-
theranism ; but as a rule the Reformed Church has always laid stress upon
the great duty and privilege of service, and it is true that it has emphasized

the “ office of believers,” not limiting the work of the Church to the office-

bearers. It is the Reformed Church of Great Britian and America which

has taught our times the glory of Christian service. But, on the whole, Dr.

Schlatter is very successful in pointing out the lesson that we need in our

times renewed and painstaking study of the Holy Scriptures in order to find

out the glorious principles of Reformation theology, the imperfections in the

development of them in the older Dogmatic, and the necessity of practical

application of the doctrine of grace in the service of all the members of the

churches.

The second part, written by Dr. Martin von Nathusius, is of eminently

practical importance. The air is full of social ideas. Even in Christian

circles the social problem is stirring up the minds and hearts of many who
desire the true welfare of the people. It is of the greatest importance to

link the modern ideas to the Christian-social ideas of the starting point of

Protestant theology, the times of the Reformation. To find out the true

genesis of the latter, to make a true estimate of the underlying principles

and to compare them with the social movements of our own times, in order

to guide the stream in the right direction, is a task worthy of a theologian

who has a heart full of sympathy with the toiling masses of our days. Dr.

von Nathusius brings to his task a wonderful amount of learning. In the

Introduction he gives his view of the character of the Reformation as a

leaven, leavening the whole lump of deformed Christianity. He empha-
sizes the fact that the movement of the sixteenth century was not simply, as

some even yet seem to think, a reformation of the doctrines of the Church.
Luther had to deal with social questions just as much as with the doctrines

of the Church. He had to grapple with social problems, not as with abstract

theories, but as with living realities.

The article itself consists of two parts. In the first the author speaks of

the ante-Reformation roots of the religious and social movement. In this

part especially the writer’s learning is simply marvelous. He understands
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thoroughly the character of the mediaeval sects and the history of the de-

velopment of civil and social liberty in Germany, Italy and England. His
description of the times of the Reformation is grouped in all its aspects

around the massive personality of Luther, in whom, according to our author,

the ideas of religion and liberty are harmoniously blended. The conception
of liberty, as formulated by Luther, was, alas ! misunderstood by many, and
soon the Reformation ideas of religion and liberty were divorced and the

result was a series of revolutionary movements, which culminated in the

excesses of Thomas Munzer, the devastations of the peasants’ war and the

extravagances of the Anabaptists at Munster.
The practical application, wherein the gifted writer compares the social

movements of our days with the ideas of Reformation times, isaltogether too

brief. He thinks that the historical character of bis sketch forbids a polemi-

cal attack on the wrong ideas of our contemporaries. This is a pity, for “ the

requirements of his loyalty to his Christian profession ” would have made it

necessary, so at least it seems to me, to speak out a note of warning in clarion

tones against the anti-Christian character of the socialistic movements of

our times. The closing sentence of his article plainly shows what a treat it

would have been if he had seen his way clear to enter more fully upon a dis-

cussion of modern social movements. Says he :
“ The social order will

never lose its significance for our religious life, as little as it had lost it for

Luther, but it is correctly understood only when it appears to us as an aux-

iliary of a sanctified life, designed and ordered by God, and fulfilling its

task in all its changing historical forms.”

But now it will perhaps be said that we do not find in the subjects, chosen

as introductory to the whole series, any attack against the positions of mod-
ern theology. Neither the destructive nature of its criticism, nor the bar-

renness of its naturalism has been touched upon. This is true, and yet I

think that the method of the editors is a formidable one and will result in

the end, if God may grant His blessing, in the overthrow of the enemy.
Critics and dogmaticians of the new school have too often beguiled truly

evangelical theologians into spending their force in imitating them. It has

been the fashion to place over against destructive criticism conservative

criticism, and over against atheistic or agnostic evolution theistic evolution
;

and the dire result has been a fruitless expenditure of force and talent, if

not a playing into the hands of the enemy. Criticism and a philosophical

theory of the universe are certainly not to be despised. But the questions

involved in these investigations are after all only of secondary importance.

The glorious fact of Christianity and its revelation in the Holy Scriptures

are of vastly greater value. We, who are truly Christians, believe that God
has given us in His Son a treasure, which grows upon us from day to day,

the more intimately we become acquainted with the Holy Scriptures.

Let this come out in our theology. Let us first try to bring back the

theologians of our day to their allegiance to the Holy Scriptures, and let

us endeavor to bring forth all the treasures hidden in the gold mine of the

Word, and then we shall be ready to meet the critics and the philosophers.

Our treasures are covered with the rubbish of a wild criticism and of a

falsely renowned philosophy, and it is impossible for Christian theologians

to work in harmony with men whose principles are directly opposed to

ours. As soon as they acknowledge the Holy Scriptures as the Word of God,

and God the Father Almighty as the Creator of heaven and earth, we shall

be among the first to take pride in criticism, both textual and historical, and

in any philosophy which may be offered to our consideration. In our isola-

tion is now our power to be found ; and we shall try to cultivate in our own
garden and in our own way both criticism and philosophy : but as soon as all
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bow before the triune God and listen with devout reverence to His message,

we shall cheerfully give up our isolation and discuss with all all the questions

that may rise, because wre all build then upon the same foundation.

Dubuque, la. N. M. Steffens.

Het Verband van Doop en Wedergeboorte Nagelaten. Dogmen-
historische Studie van G. Kramer, Doctorandus in de Godge-
leerdheid aan de Yrye Universiteit. Met een inleidend Woord van Dr.

A. Kuyper. Breukelen: 1897.

One of the most interesting discussions which have resulted from the

revival of Dutch Calvinism is that on Baptism. For generations it had been
viewed from its covenant aspect, its legal ground being specially considered

;

whilst its deeper-lying spiritual or rather sacramental character was well-

nigh overlooked. When Dr. Kuyper, therefore, advanced the view that bap-

tism presupposes regeneration, this view was at once questioned and, in some
quarters, bitterly opposed. To this discussion we owe the present volume.
The intelligent settling of any dogmatic question calls for work in the

sphere of history of doctrine. In this case the heroic task was ably per-

formed by a ripe student of the Free University, who wrote this book of 360

pages for his doctor’s degree. He paid for it with his life. A few days after

its completion he died, and Dr. Kuyper, in his Introduction, voices the grief

of all who knew and loved him.

In the discussion of the baptismal question the author goes back to the

ante-Reformation period and first reviews the Catholic doctrine in detail.

This settled, the early Reformers are appealed to to indicate the complete

incompatibility of their views with those of Rome. The Lutheran, Anabap-
tist and Reformed views are then treated. This closes the first part of the

book. In the second, the Reformed doctrine of baptism is reviewed, Calvin’s

view being exhaustively treated, which finally developed into this theory (p.

148) :
“ In children also baptism is a seal of the divine promise and gift of

regeneration, which must be present beforehand, according to the demand of

faith. The covenant teaches us who are the children to be considered as re-

generated. For whosoever is adopted into the covenant and therefore sancti-

fied in the covenant is to be viewed as regenerated, unless the contrary is

proven.” The other Reformers, from Zwingli to Micronius, are now appealed

to (pp. 150-195). Then follows, in the third part, the history of the develop-

ment of the baptismal doctrine in Dutch theology
;

first in the polemical

period of anti-Anabaptist agitation, and secondly in the pre-Dordtrechtian

period. Finally, in the fourth part, the degeneration of the doctrine since

1618 is treated, in four periods.

The two main impressions received on reading the book are first that of

the tireless patience and industry of its author, and secondly, that of

his great objectivity and modesty. He refused, though fully able to

do so, to review the position of the great living masters of theology, whose
teachings on this point he knew so well. He did so, presumably, to avoid

extending the compass of his book far beyond the customary limits of

treatises of its kind (doctoral theses) ; and possibly also because the student

can scarcely sit in judgment on the master’s teaching without offending

modesty. The style throughout is clear and terse aud free from the affecta-

tion, which at present disfigures so many important Dutch books, of endless

untranslated quotations from classic and foreign tongues. Our author

quotes in translation and gives the original in brackets.

All Dutch theologians may not agree with Dr. Kramer’s conclusions as to

the teaching of the Dutch liturgy in regard to baptism (p. 313) ;
but every
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reader of the book will agree that in the loss of this young master-mind
Reformed theology has sustained a grievous loss indeed, a life of the utmost
promise having gone out in its early morning.
Holland

, Mich. Henry E. Dosker.

Life and Letters of Fenton John Anthony Hort, D.D., D.C.L.,
LL.D., Sometime Hulsean Professor and Lady Margaret’s Reader in

Divinity in the University of Cambridge. By his Son, Arthur Fenton
Hort, late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. London and New
York : Macmillan & Co., 1896. 2 vols., 8vo, pp. ix, 475 and vi, 505.

It is rather odd that we should come to know earliest and best the most
retiring and least productive of that great Cambridge triumvirate of scholars

whose works have shed a lustre on their university during the last half of

this century and have permanently enriched the literature of English the-

ology. Lightfoot died eight years ago and still lacks a biographer. Westcott,

happily, still is with us, and the time for lifting the veil from his manner of

life and modes of working is not yet. But through the piety of his son we
already have before us in these two thick volumes what must be recognized

as an adequate biography of Hort. For, though Mr. Hort has not given us

any extended history or critical discussion of his father’s life and perform-

ances, he has strung together upon a sufficient thread of narrative and with

a sufficient body of explanatory comment, a large number of his father’s

letters, which tell with a fullness and delicacy which no account of his life and
doings could hope to do, what manner of man this was, where his interests

were placed, what were his hopes and fears, and his methods of work, his dis-

appointments and successes, and above all his ideals, his enthusiasms and his

judgments of men and things. We rise from the perusal of these volumes
feeling that we know Dr. Hort as we never hoped to know him, and admir-

ing him as without this knowledge we could scarcely have admired him.

It is a rich and strenuous nature that is revealed to us in this mass of cor-

respondence—a man with eyes wide open to all that went on about him,

and with eager interests stretching out on every side, not content till he both

went to the bottom of things and traced out their ramifications and relations

in every direction. “Reading,” says Bacon, “ maketh the full man;” and
Dr. Hort was above everything else an omnivorous reader ; with claims to

special knowledge in several widely sundered departments of learning, he

knew something worth knowing on all subjects deserving a wise man’s atten-

tion and was ever ready—too ready—to throw himself with enthusiasm into

their investigation and to communicate to his friends the results of his

researches. His letters make known to the world what must always have been

a familiar fact to his intimates—the incredible richness and variety of his

knowledge and the pregnancy and thoughtfulness of his conceptions.

His mind was evidently simply crowded with fresh and illuminating points

of view which struggled and, of course, struggled in vain to obtain adequate

utterance. For difficulty of utterance is the natural accompaniment of this

temperament; and Dr. Hort suffered under it to the full. There is a really

pathetic account of the difficulty he found in writing his sermons, not only

while at St. Ippolyt’s, but especially on notable occasions, and the son remarks

justly: “ It seemed as though the message which he longed to give lay too

deep in his own heart to be uttered abroad ” (i, 360). But the son does not

seem to imagine what the real difficulty was. He suggests physical causes

and extreme fastidiousness, and is sure that at all events “ the peculiarity

was more moral than intellectual,” and was rooted in a sense of responsi-

bility which was almost crushing. No doubt all these factors were present
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and contributed to the result
;
but his colaborers and even Dr. Hort himself

had a juster conception of the true cause, and unavailing efforts were made
both by them and himself (i. 469, 470, ii, 370, 371, 410) to cure his incurable

desultoriness and lack of concentration. He could never resist the tempta-

tion to turn aside from the proper work of the hour and follow to its very end
any interesting subject of investigation that thrust itself upon his attention.

The consequence was that the ever-accumulating masses of learning which
filled his mind lay in it in a relatively undigested form and quite clogged his

efforts to bring any portion of them not merely to expression, but even to per-

fect clearness of conception. His difficulty of expression was, therefore, of a

very different kind from that with which Lightfoot,who also was a slow writer,

contended. Lightfoot’s difficulty was really fastidiousness, and his labor

was to perfect his expression of what lay clearly in his thought
;
and the

result of his labor was, therefore, the remarkably lucid pages in which he
expounds the most recondite and even dry details of early Christian history

with a charming straightforwardness and an air of ease which sometimes
deceive the unwary into imagining him no very profound thinker. Dr.

Hort’s difficulty lay much deeper, and consisted essentially in lack of com-
mand over the very materials of his thought. He could not find expression

for his thoughts because he had not acquired a firm and clear grasp upon the

thoughts themselves ; and the obscurity of his style is but the appropriate

mirror of ttye incoherence of his thinking. No doubt there were great

thoughts passing through his mind, but they loomed before it in their half-

veiled immensity and were never perceived in real clearness of outline or

relation.

We need not grieve overmuch, therefore, that a wise Providence ordered it

that Dr. Hort’s contributions to theological literature should not lie in that

domain of speculative theology to devote himself to which, and to make some
substantial contribution to which, was the unfulfilled dream of his life. “ It

is only by accident, so to speak,” he writes, as the time drew short, “ that

I have had to occupy myself with texts, literary and historical criticism, or

even exegesis of Scripture. What from earliest manhood I have most cared

for, and what I.have at all times most longed to have the faculty and oppor-

tunity to speak about, is what one may call fundamental doctrine, alike on
its speculative and its historical side, and especially the relation of the Gospel

to the Jewish and Gentile ‘ Preparations,’ and its permanent relations to all

human knowledge and action ” (ii, 406). It was a happy accident that led

him to occupy himself in another field than this ; or rather it was provi-

dential guidance. The extensive learning of Dr. Hort reacted on and made
his textual and critical work supreme of its kind. But he would never have

thought himself clearly through on “ fundamental doctrine,” and would
never have succeeded in reducing the wealth of his conceptions to systematic

coherence. It is odd and oddly instructive to note how the greatest perform-

ances of this Cambridge triumvirate seemed to themselves to be but the side-

issues and preparations for their real work in the world. Not only with

Hort, but also with Lightfoot, what has been given us seemed but
“ by accident, so to speak.” Lightfoot’s plan was to write the history of a

later century
;
and it was only by way of taking a long start that he began

with the apostolic and subapostolic ages. We unalloyedly rejoice in this

“accident ” to which we owe those splendid works on the apostolic fathers

which must supply the starting point for all subsequent study of the second

century. It is by such “ accidents ” that great works are usually produced,

works wrought out with conscientious care on their own lines, but always

under the glow of an even greater purpose—from which they receive color and

depth and extension.
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It has become the fashion nowadays to speak somewhat depreciatingly of

Lightfoot, and to represent his influence as due to the mere weight of his pon-
derous learning—much as one would speak of “ mere brute force.” Dr. Hort
himself drops hints now and again of what seems a not adequately appreci-

ative estimate of his colleague’s higher powers. “ Dr. Lightfoot,” he writes,
“ is not speculative enough or eager enough to be a leader of thought.” Again,
he misses in his commentaries, “ the real attempt to fathom St. Paul’s own
mind and to compare it with the facts of life, which we find in Jowett.”
There is a relative truth in the criticism, though it is much lessened in its

force when we remember that Lightfoot’s commentaries were dominated by
his governing historical purpose and should be estimated from that point of

view. The proper question to ask of them is whether they advanced the knowl-
edge of the history of Paul’s career

; and to ask the question is to vindicate the

greatness of their performance. It is as diflicult as it would be invidious to

attempt to estimate the relative claims to greatness of three such men as

Westcott, Hort and Lightfoot. Each was great in his own sphere, and each

has earned a permanent place in the history of British theology. From the

beginning Westcott was the leader: a man of thorough scholarship, wide-

reaching plans and easy, graceful expression. Hort’s was the most wayward
spirit, the most enthusiastic disposition. But if sanity of judgment, full-

ness of knowledge, clearness of view—all that goes to make the man of sure

and sound thought—be considered worth anything, Lightfoot will not be

ranked below either of them.

Not the least fascinating element in these volumes is the abundance of

brief criticism which they contain of the men and books and measures of the

middle half of the century—of Church historians from Neander to Harnack
and Loofs, party leaders from Newman and Maurice and Jowett down (and

up), and even leaders of Church thought in far-away America like John W.
Nevin. But the book will be read chiefly by those who have sat at Dr. Hort’s

feet and who have longed to know more about the man and his ideas and

development. Full material is supplied for tracing these. And the reader

will be unsympathetic indeed who does not feel himself drawn very closely to

this man of warm impulses and wide learning, and who does not go from

these letters to the specimens of his lecture-room work which are now being

published by his son, prepared better to understand those broken utterances

and to read from them somewhat more of the richness of thought that strug-

gled toward expression in them than their author has managed to put into

them. But every wise reader will turn ultimately from them all back to the

epoch-making Introduction to the New Testament in Greek and find in it Dr.

Hort’s true monument. Everything that such a man left behind him in a

condition to be printed deserves publication, and will be precious to us. But

his life-work is concentrated in his labors on the New Testament text, and

about it all else must gather as only the setting for this jewel. Nor, we
are convinced, would it have been otherwise though he had completed to

his own satisfaction the various enterprises which he had in hand. The
monument would have been more richly ornamented, but it would have been

essentially the same monument. And in either case, it is a sufficiently splendid

one for any Christian thinker of any age.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Die Tage Trajans und Hadrians. Von D. A. Schlatter, Professor in

Berlin.. Leben und Schriften Agobards. Erzbischofs von Lyon. Von Dr.

R. Foss. Pp. 144. (Giitersloh : Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann,

1897.) This is the third of a series of brochures published under the

general title of “ Beitriige zur Vorderung christlicher Theologie.” The
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editors of the series are Profs. Schlatter, of Berlin, and II. Cremer, of

Greifswald. It is their desire and intention to furnish a vehicle for the pub-

lication of scholarly and scientific monographs in every branch of Christian

theology. The number before us contains two essays in historical theology.

The first of these, by Dr. Schlatter, on the times of Trajan and Hadrian, is

occasioned by the unsatisfactory manner in which the subject has been

treated by the author’s colleague, Harnack, in his Chronologie der altchrist-

Uchen Litteratur, Yol. i, 720. Harnack has adopted a view which makes
Hadrian open a persecution against the Jews, in 130, without any apparent

occasion furnished by them, and considers the rebellion of Bar Cochba a

consequence of this persecution. Schlatter alleges that it was Hadrian’s

simple accession to the throne, and not a persecution that led to the rebellion,

and that the setting up of the Messianic kingdom was the sequel of Hadrian’s

restoration to the Jews of the site of the temple. The criticism on Har-
nack’s view is that it is based on exclusively Gentile testimony. Schlatter

claims that the history of Palestine for that important period cannot be

written without taking into account what the Jews have to say of it. He
concedes that this is not much, and that it is more incidental and auxiliary

to other ends in their writings than given directly as historical material.

But he makes a faithful effort to gather the data and use them with the

result as above cited. The second of the essays is a thorough discussion of

the life and works of the Gallican evangelical Agobard. The author throws

much light on the obscurer and less known works of Agobard, but does not

claim that in any essential respect our views of this eminent ecclesiastic of

the ninth century are wrong and should be revised. Theodore and Wil-

frith. Lectures Delivered in St. Paul’s in December, 1896. By the Right

Rev. G. F. Browne, D.D.,D.C.L., Canon of St. Paul’s, Bishop of Stepney,

and formerly Disney Professor of Archaeology in the University of Cam-
bridge, Vice-President of the Society of Antiquaries. Pp. 303. (New York :

E. & J. B. Young; London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,
1897.) There is no period in the history of the English Church which it is

more necessary for the Anglican Church historian to present in its true light

than that early age in which the British clergy stood squarely upon their

rights and resisted the claims of Roman bishops and missionaries to rule

them. We do not wonder, therefore, that Dr. Browrie should so diligently

and lavishly expend his effort on a most microscopic survey of this important

section of English Church history. His work seems to have been done with

the pure historic instinct. Occasional allusions to the controversy between
Anglicanism and Romanism as carried on in recent years were, of course,

unavoidable. What one wonders at is not that they are introduced at all,

but that the author has succeeded in making them as rarely as he does.

History of the Christian Church. By George H. Dryer, D.D. Yol. ii: “The
Preparation for Modern Times, 600-1517.” Pp. 635. (Cincinnati: Curts &
Jennings; New York: Eaton & Mains, 1897.) The first volume of Dr.

Dryer’s History of the Christian Church was noticed in The Presbyterian
and Reformed Review, Vol. viii, p. 134. The defects of plan and execu-

tion noted as characterizing that volume appear in this also. The author

betrays the superficiality of his interest in the mediaeval age by designating

the whole period, “ The Preparation for Modern Times.” That it is that

incidentally no one will deny; but its true characteristic must be sought
within itself. Upon the principle that underlies this nomenclature the

ancient period must have been the preparation for the mediaeval age, and the

modern period the preparation for the future. Such a view of history is

calculated to lead the writer thereof into many misinterpretations. From
these Dr. Dryer has not escaped. The Age of the Renascence. An Out-
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line Sketch of the History of the Papacy from the Return from Avignon to

the Sack of Rome (1377-1527). By Paul van Dyke. With an Introduction

by Henry van Dyke. Pp. vii, 397. (New York : The Christian Literature

Company, 1897.) [Ten Epochs of Church History.] It is certain that as far

as vividness of portraiture and bright qualities of style are concerned, this

volume will not be excelled by any of its companions in the “ Ten Epochs of

Church History ” series. Dr. Clinton Locke’s volume on the Age of the

Great Schism had set the mark high as a popular readable handbook on a

period of Church history little known and less cared for by the average

reader. But the van Dyke brothers have not fallen short of this mark, even

if they have not in some particulars gone beyond it. The period of the

Renaissance is, however, a comparatively easy one to present in an interesting

maimer and the sources are quite prolific. We predict that this will be one

of the most widely read volumes of the series. The Anglican Reformation.

By William Clark, M.A. (Oxon.), Hon. LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.C. Pp. vi,

482. (New York : The Christian Literature Company, 1897.) [Ten Epochs

of Church History.] The reason for a separate volume on the Anglican

Reformation in the “ Ten Epochs of Church History ” series is undoubtedly

the interest of the subject for such a large number of English-speaking Chris-

tians, rather than the possibility or probability of throwing new light on the

period, or altering the results that have been attained and presented in the

many works already published on the subject. The claim of Dr. Clark is

that he states the facts with the greatest possible impartiality, and that he

has done his best to make the successive changes in the statement ot doc-

trine and in the manner of worship of the English Church intelligible to the

reader. He has, we think, made his claim good as far as the second of these

points is concerned. The story as rendered by him is easy to follow and

clear. His success in making an impartial presentation is only partial.

He believes that the movement inaugurated by Henry VIII, in the English

Church, was a reformation, because, however meant by its initiator, it issued

in the casting out of many mediaeval features from the Church system. The
strengt h of the Anglican position is to him its mediating character between

Roman Catholicism on the one side, and the “self-willed sectaries who
would put no bridle on their imagination and tastes” on the other (p. 29).

Its “ principle is the retention of everything Scriptural and primitive and

the rejection of everything mediaeval which was inconsistent with primitive

Christianity or superstitious ” (p. 282). But if Anglicanism is thus based

on a principle, and not on geographical or national lines merely, it does not

appear fair that the ideas of the Lutheran and Calvinistic reformers should

be sneered at as “foreign.” It would have been more just to test these

ideas by the “ principle ” of the Anglican Reformation. Whether Calvin

was a supralapsarian is a disputed question among historians of doctrine,

and it should not have been baldly assumed that he was (p. 343). Upon the

whole, however, the volume is clear and instructive, and can be recom-

mended as a moderate representation of the Anglican case from the point of

view of its history. Conference of Bishops of the Anglican Communion
Holden at Lambeth Palace

,
in July, 1897. Encyclical Letter from the Bishops,

with the Resolutions and Reports. Pp. 172. (London: Society for Promot-

ing Christian Knowledge, 1897.) Besides the Encyclical Letter, wdiich has

already come to be a historical document, this volume contains the resolu-

tions of the Conference and the reports of committees, of which the most

important are those on the Critical Study of the Scriptures, on Church

Unity, on International Arbitration and on Industrial Problems. The

New Puritanism. Papers by Lyman Abbott, Amory H. Bradford, Charles

A. Berry, George II. Gordon, Washington Gladden, William J. Tucker,
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(luring the Semi-centennial Celebration of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,
N. Y., 1847-1897. With Introduction by Rossiter W. Raymond. Pp. xxii,

275. (New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert, 1898.) One is tempted to

adapt to the title of this book the epigram in which Voltaire is said to have
satirized the name Holy Roman Empire as applied to the Hapsburg rule of

his day. He said it is neither Holy nor Roman nor an Empire. What is

characterized in this volume is certainly not new and bears very little resem-
blance to Puritanism. The central doctrine of this “ New Puritanism,” Dr.
Lyman Abbott alleges, is the Fatherhood of God. But ever since the days
of the Old Testament prophets the Fatherhood of God has been an essential

article of faith with believers. And it is not true that in generic Calvinism
this truth is either ignored or necessarily subordinated to any other. As
interpreted by Dr. Lyman Abbott, it is simply the starting point of a new
departure. Whether this new departure will issue in anything more perma-
nent and valuable than the Hopkinsianism and Taylorism of past genera-
tions is a question to be determined by time alone. Meanwhile, without
assenting to the teachings embodied in the volume, we may recommend ft

as a fair exposition of the most recent phase of theological thought in our
midst. The volume owes its origin and existence to the semi-centennial cele-

bration of the oi'ganization of Plymouth Church in Brooklyn. The Introduc-
tion by Dr. Rossiter W. Raymond gives a lucid account of this celebration-

History of the Presbytery of Luzerne, State of Pennsylvania. By Rev. J„.

Osmond, Tacoma, Wash. With Introduction by Rev. N. G. Parke, D.D.
Pp. xvii, 344. (Published under the Auspices of the Presbyterian Historical

Society, 1897.) The Presbytery of Luzerne was organized in 1843, and was
during the period of consolidation following the Reunion in 1870 dissolved,

in order that its members might join the Presbyteries of Lackawanna and
Lehigh. But during the twenty-seven years of its existence it accomplished
a great work within the territory that it covered. Mr. Jonathan Osmond,
who entered the Presbytery soon after its organization, gives us in this

volume an account of its territory, its work and the men connected with it

during its existence. For the present such a work must, from the nature of

the case, be of interest to a rather restricted circle. But its value as a source
of history in the future can hardly be overestimated. Heroic Stature.

Five Addresses by Nathan Sheppard. Pp. vi, 226. (Philadelphia: Ameri-
can Baptist Publication Society, 1897.) This little volume contains five post-

humous addresses of a man once prominent before the public. All the
addresses are biographical and conceived in the spirit of a discriminating

hero-worship. Their subjects are Martin Luther, John Wesley, Norman
Macleod, Charles G. Finney and Hugh Latimer. No one will claim for

these addresses peculiar merit as monographs in original research. They
are rather intended to put in a popular and pungent way the main moral
features of the leaders of Christian thought of whom they treat and to per-

petuate their influence, than to add to our knowledge of their character
either in general or in details. Norman Macleod. By John Wellwood.
Pp. 155. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1897.) [Famous Scots
Series.] Mr. Wellwood’s purpose seems to be to sketch the life of Norman
Macleod in a few bold strokes rather than to paint its every detail minutely.
He does not attempt to compress as many facts as possible into the narrow
space given him by the plan of the series, but to show his subject in the full-

ness of his simple and true manhood. The theologian and ecclesiastic,

though not altogether disappearing, are but dimly outlined about the man in

the sketch. James H. Brookes. A Memoir. By David Riddle Williams.
Pp. 286. (Published for Dr. Brookes’ Family by J. W. Allen, D.D.,
Manager St. Louis Depository, Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1897.).

23
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This is an affectionate tribute to the memory of a great and good man by
one who knew his heart, and who therefore can interpret his whole life

better than the cold and distant historian accustomed to dissect facts and
arrange dates upon abstract principles. That the memoir presents a rather

idealized picture of the late Dr. Brookes need hardly be said. Dr. Brookes
was involved in many controversies, and was not accustomed to mince his

words when he dealt with what he considered error. Nor ought his errors

in the interpretation of Scripture or in theological belief be allowed to

pass unchallenged. But the loving memoir was' not the place for this sort of

work, and the author of it has properly given us the portrait of the man,
leaving his views for the arena -where they will be treated upon their own
merits.

Chicago. A. C. Zenos.

III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.

An Outline of Christian Theology. For the Use of Students in Ham-
ilton Theological Seminary. Hamilton, N.Y. By William N. Clarke.
Cambridge : John Wilson & Son, University Press, 1894.

This is an able work by the Baptist Professor of Theology at Colgate Uni-

versity. It is intended as a text-book for his students rather than as a gen-

eral survey of theology. We have read it with great interest. Its author,

though so modest as not to prefix the word “ Professor ” to his name, at

once commands our respect. He is a clear thinker, a fine scholar, a scien-

tific and philosophical theologian. The work is able, it is stimulating, it is

fresh and reveals him in touch with the latest thought of the day. It is in

many respects an epoch-making book. It may be described as an attempt to

Americanize the ‘
‘ Mediating Theology ” of Germany. Two treatises on

dogmatics recently issued in America have attempted to do this. Prof. E.

Y. Gerhart, in his Institutes of Theology
,
has sought to complete -what his

predecessor, Prof. J. W. Kevin, began, namely, to introduce the “ Media-

ting Theology ” of Germany into America. But his book, while scholarly,

is heavy and German in its construction and style. Dr. Clarke’s attempt is

more satisfactory. Here the heavy German style is absent and the German
theology is stated in simple English, to which a spice of Yankee brightness

is added. It is an admirable union of German profundity of thought with

American practical expression.

We wish to call attention to several peculiarities of this book as significant

of the trend of the New or Mediating Theology. The author accepts, at the

very beginning, the foundation truth of the “ Mediating Theology ” that

dogmatics is based on Christian consciousness. He says (p. 19) :
“ Theology

is the fruit of religion and religion is a life. The vital Christian experience

of any time is the best interpreter for that time of God and eternal life.”

He falls in with the critical tendency of the times, and while devout and

reverential in tone yet inveighs against Bibliolatry or book religion (p. 20).

He holds that the Scriptures are a development from the Old Tes-

tament to the New. He lowers the old doctrine of inspiration, saying

(p. 33) :
“ The Scriptures never claim absolute accuracy for all their state-

ments or in any way ask us to expect it of them.” He says (p. 35) :
“ There

is no authority in the Scripture for applying the -word (inspiration) to the

present Bible as a w-hole, and theology is not bound to employ the word

in defining the quality of Scripture.” “ Christianity,” he says (p. 36), “is

grounded not in the inspiration of its documents, but in the reality of its
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facts.” As if we could know the facts for a certainty if the inspiration of

their sources was not trustworthy. He reduces inspiration to sanctified in-

tellectual exaltation and makes it the same as'gracious illumination (Chris-

tian consciousness). He joins hands with the Darwinists in applying the

idea of development as the key-word to theology. He is a theological evolu-

tionist. “ Evolution ” (p. 105) “ is recognized as the method of the universe

and evolution is end-seeking.”

Such being the basal principles of his system, we would call attention to

several variations in doctrine which result from them.

1. Alterations of the Old Doctrines.—(a) The Incarnation. Dr. Clarke de-

parts from the Chalcedonian definition of the two natures in one person, and
holds that Christ was a tertium quid (p. 270). (6) Kenosis. He holds that

the Son emptied Himself of His natural attributes in becoming man. He
says (p. 271) :

“ As Jesus was not omnipresent in His earthly life, so neither

was He omniscient or omnipotent.”

2. His Evacuation from Certain Doctrines of Their Meaning, (a) Atone-

ment. This rests not on the vicariousness of Christ’s death. Christ did not

die in our stead except in a moral sense. The vicariousness of His death was
not that He took our place in bearing the penalty, but “ the real vicarious

element came from the depth of sympathy natural to Christ.” Vicarious-

ness is sympathy, nothing more. This inclines to the Socinian theory of the

atonement. (6) Justification. This is made to depend, not on the objective

work of Christ for us on the cross, but is subjective within us. He says

(p. 364): “Justification implies and rests upon the beginning of the new
divine life in man.” “Justification is the result of regeneration” (p. 365).

(c) Election. Here he evacuates the doctrine of all its old meaning. It is not

the choice of men to salvation eternally, but the choice of men to service

here (p. 349). The elect are the called of God that He may use them for the

good of other men. And he makes the strange statement (p. 351): “ Instead

of holding that the elect are the only ones who can be saved, it is more
accordant with Scripture to hold that the elect are elect for the sake of the

non elect.” Rom. ix-xi was not intended (p. 352) “ to prove election, but
to release it from the bondage of human selfishness and present it as a doc-

trine of divine freedom fulfilling the purpose of divine love.” (d) Creation.

Here the most startling and the most significant change appears, enabling

us to see most clearly the baneful influence of the doctrine of evolu-

tion. It has been claimed that there could be a Christian evolution. But
here we have a reverent theologian, who, because of evolution, no longer

has any doctrine of creation. Creation is virtually omitted both in the In-

dex and the matter of the book. God is said to be the source of the uni-

verse. We are left in the dark as to how He is so. The author passes on
almost immediately to God’s control over the universe. The difficulty with

some theologians is not what they say, but what they do not say. In the

days when Socinianism was rampant in Geneva, at the beginning of thiscen-

tury, they taught the children in their Catechism that Christ was the Son of

Man, but never that He was the Son of God. This was intentionally left

out, so that the children would never know He was more than a man. So
here the universe is said to be of God as its source, but there is no miracle

at its beginning, such as creation out of nothing. The only explanation we
can think of for this omission of so important a doctrine is the author’s basal

idea of development.

We trust the author will accept these criticisms in good faith. We are

very glad that the book has appeared. The author is honest, and best of all

has the courage of his convictions, for which we the more respect him. If

only all our theological professors would speak out as plainly as he, then we
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would know what is being taught in our theological seminaries. But we
must confess that we fear lest with such a theologian as Prof. Clarke and such

a critic as Prof. Harper of Chicago, the Baptist Church, which has hitherto

been a citadel of Calvinistic orthodoxy, will find troublous times before it.

Still God rules over all this theological ferment, and truth shall prevail. We
commend this book to any who desire to get the clearest statement of the

new theology that can be found in English.

Reading
,
Pa. James I. Good.

De Ethick in de Gereformeerde Theologie. Rede by deoverdracht

van het Rectoraat der Yrye Universiteit te Amsterdam, op 20 Oct.,

1897, door Dr. W. Geesink. Amsterdam : W. Kirchner, 1897.

This publication is, like all the other rectoral orations at Amsterdam,
more of the nature of an extensive treatise than an oration proper. The
centre of gravity of truly scholarly work is rapidly shifting from the State

universities of the Netherlands to the Calvinistic schools. Dr. Geesink first

outlines the principles of ethics, viewed from the Reformed standpoint. Its

definition and divisions are given (p. &-10). Then follows a broad historical

review (p. 10-61), which is exceedingly valuable and in a sense sui generis.

Its distinction from Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Anabaptist and Socinian

ethics is indicated. Its historical development from Polanus to Voetius is

described, and also its decadence in rationalism.

The author wishes to start again with Yoetius and thence to build up a

system of Reformed ethics in conformity with the demands of the times. He
does not strive after repristination, but demands a positive development of

Reformed ethics. He is fully aware of the difficulty of the task on account

of the present evolutionary and eudaimonistic tendencies.

In view of the undeniable tendency of the Reformed Churches to lay almost

exclusive stress on the dogmatic side of things, this attempt of Dr. Geesink

to assign to Reformed ethics its proper position is to be highly commended.
May it be given to him ere long to complete and publish his system of ethics

along the lines here indicated.

Holland, Midi. Henry E. Dosker.

Die theologische Schule Albrecht Ritschls und die evangelische Kirche der Oe-

genwart. Yon Gustav Ecke, Pastor am evang. Diakonissenhause iu

Bremen. 1. Band : Die theologische Schule Albrecht Ritschls. 8vo, pp. xii,

318. (Berlin: Reuther und Reichard, 1897.) Some account of Pastor Ecke’s

interesting and instructive treatise and of Adolf Harnack’s friendly judgment
of it, was incidentally given in the number of this Review for January (ix,

181), in connection with a review of Dr. Orr’s The Ritsclilian Theology and
the Evangelical Faith. In reverting to it now there seems to be little neces-

sity to add much to the characterization already given, and we may permit

ourselves some more or less desultory remarks upon it. Pastor Ecke writes

from the standpoint rather of a living evangelicalism than of strict confes-

sionalism : his norm of judgment is what he considers the fundamental pos-

tulates of Biblical supernaturalism rather than the letter of the symbols.

His temper is conciliatory, and he approaches the study of the Ritschlian

theology with the determination to make, the best of it and to seek diligently

in it, not only for points of harmony with evangelical thought, but for contri-

butions to the building up of that edifice of divine truth on whose walls all are

laboring who would fain work for God. This mode of approaching the study

of religious thought he professes himself to owe to the influence of Martin

Kiihler, Professor at Halle, at whose feet he sat before Kiihler had begun to
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lecture on Dogmatics, and long before the publication of his great work on The

Science of Christian Doctrine, which has given him a name second to few liv-

ing theologians’ in Germany, and has thronged his lecture-room with pupils.

“With him.” he says, “I then learned not to treat the historical develop-

ment of doctrines in the flrst instance critically, but to search out for my
own profit and edification the positive conceptions that enter into each system,

all that is truly Christian in them. From this point of view the attempt

is made in the present work to give more attention than has been customary
to the contents of truth to be found in the Ritschlian theology in its present

stage of development” (p. viii). A genial tone is thus thrown over the whole
discussion. The author has not permitted himself indeed to be blinded to tbe

serious deficiencies of the system wrought out by Ritschl or to the working
of the evil leaven in the hands of such teachers as Gottschick and Harnack ;

and the failure of the school here, there and elsewhere to preserve the Bibli-

cal teaching intact is faithfully pointed out and criticised. The general at-

titude toward Ritschlism is nevertheless somewhat overappreciative.

There is a tendency, only natural in the circumstances, to lay undue stress

on the elements of truth contained in it from the beginning, and to treat the

concessions to truth which have been from time to time wrung from the

several representatives of the school somewhat one-sidedly, as indicative of a

possible trend in the type of thought itself toward evangelicalism. The
fundamental opposition of the Ritschlian system to evangelical doctrine, by
virtue of which it is in its very essence a destructive force and must act as

such so long as it retains its character as Ritschlism, is therefore insufficiently

grasped. A too hopeful spirit thus animates the author : he looks for con-

ciliation between mutually destructive types of thought, and would do his

part toward helping their adherents to common ground. There is, however,

no common ground between them—they are in principle contradictions and
mutually exclusive ; and when adherents of the Ritschlian school adopt ele-

ments of teaching from evangelicalism they do so at the cost of inner consistency

and become witnesses thereby to the error of their own point of view. We
do not on this account rejoice the less, of course, in the gradual evangelicaliz-

ing of the Ritschlian system, which it is really the chief task of Pastor Ecke’s

book to trace: so far as it is real, we rejoice the more in it. We read

indeed his interesting chapters on “ Noteworthy Attempts to Remodel
Ritschl’s Theology in Approximation to the Uncurtailed Biblical-Reforma-

tion Confession ” with ever-growing satisfaction. Here we are told of

the grave defects of Ritschl’s treatment of the doctrine of sin, and of

the improvement made upon it by Gottschick, Herrmann, Kattenbusch,

Kaftan, Rade and Bornemann; of the defects of Ritschl’s treatment of

the work of Christ, and the correction of it by Haring, with more or

less assent from Kaftan and Harnack, Herrmann and Reischle, Loofs

and Kattenbusch
;
of the grave inadequacy of Ritschl’s, Schultz’s, Gotts-

chick’s and Harnack’s conceptions in the matter of the deity of Christ,

with the advance made upon them by Kaftan, Rade, Bornemann, Lobstein,

Kattenbusch, Reischle, Loofs, Herrmann and especially by Haring ; of the low

views of Ritschl concerning the Holy Spirit, and the great advance on them
made by Herrmann, Kaftan, Reischle, Scliolz, Bornemann; of Ritschl’s

denial of the value of prayer for external things, with the return to Christian

ground in this matter by Herrmann, Bornemann, Haring, Drews. Here is

matter enough to rejoice over. But the changes here chronicled do not show
that Ritschlism is acquiring depth and a truer development : they show that

Ritchlism is giving way before evangelical truth and cannot hold its own at

any one point when brought into contrast with evangelical truth. And what
we are to look for and what we are to aim at is not the discovery of common
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ground on which the two systems can meet, but the conquest of the one by the

other. Pastor Ecke sees this in part himself. For, after pointing out the

changes for the better observable in the teaching of Ritschlians, by which
they have embiaced an ever-increasing body of evangelical truth, he feels

constrained to add :
“ However worthy of note, and in many respects cheering,

this approximation of members of the Ritschlian school to the uncurtailed

Biblical teaching is, there nevertheless coexists with it, in the same theolo-

gians, symptoms which make it perfectly clear that their attitude to the

apostolical witness is in many respects a defective one” (p. 314). Here he
places his finger—and that consciously—on the polar opposition between the

two schools. The principium theologies of the two is antipodal : and therefore

any apparent approximation of one to the other in details of doctrine is de-

ceptive. The principium theologies of the Ritschlite is not only frankly the

human reason, but the human reason interpreted under a theory of knowl-

edge which betrays it into the barest phenomenalism: and therefore

Hermann Schmidt was altogether right and speaking with notable precision

when as long ago as 1878 he classified Ritschlism as “ Historical Rationalism”

alongside of the “ Speculative Rationalism ” of Biedermann and the
“ Psychological Rationalism ” of Lipsius. The principium cognoscendi for

the Christian, however, is the revealed Word of God—that Bible, in a word,

to which no Ritschlite allows, nor can allow so long as he retains his

Ritschlism, any revelation-value. And therefore nothing could bejusterthan

Pastor Ecke’s identification of the hinge of the controversy. “ If we will

closely scrutinize,” he says (p. 315), “ the present theological situation, in its

peculiarity, it will quickly become clear to us that the controversy of the

churchly tendency with the Ritschlian theology will not be decided through

investigations of theories of knowledge—Ritschl’s theory of knowledge re-

tains little more than a historical interest—but through the decisive proof

that along with the teaching of Christ, the apostolic faith about Christ is

and must abide the basis and norm for the life of faith and the spiritual

knowledge of the Christian community.” It is and will ever remain hope-

less that the unaided reason shall reproduce independently the revealed

truth taught by the Holy Spirit through the mouths of the apostles : and it

is, therefore, utterly impossible for a Ritschlite to embrace “ the uncurtailed

confession ” of evangelical truth. For this, he must first renounce his

Ritschlism. For the Ritschlian, so long as he remains Ritschlian, the whole

body of evangelical truth must remain without basis. We can look upon Pas-

tor Ecke’s exhibition of the manifold “ approximation ” of the more recent

Ritschlite teaching to evangelical truth therefore onlyas an exhibition of the

crumbling of the Ritschlian theology under the pressure of the truth

:

and in this we rejoice, yea and will rejoice. The present volume of his work,

besides a few introductory and a few recapitulatory remarks, is divided into

four sections, which treat in turn of “ Albert Ritschl and His Individual

Peculiarity as a Dogmatician,” “ Foreign Elements in Ritschl’s Theology,”
“ Origin and Development of the Ritschlian School,” “ The Elements of Truth

in the Ritschlian Theology,” and “ Noteworthy Attempts to Reconstruct

Ritschl’s Theology in Approximation to the Uncurtailed Biblical-Reformation

Belief.” We shall await with eagerness the second volume, in which we
shall doubtless hear more of the evangelical Church of the day in its relation

to Ritschlism. Congregationalism: The Present Situation. An Address

before the Manhattan-Brooklyn Conference of Congregational Churches, at

the Autumnal Meeting in the South Church, November 18, 1897. By A. J.

F. Belnends, D.D., Pastor of the Central Church, Brooklyn, N. Y. In this

thoughtful but withal ringing address Dr. Behrends makes a diagnosis of the

condition of the Congregational churches, prescribes the remedy for the dis-
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ease with which they are suffering, and predicts their recovery. Of his right

reading of the disease and of the grievous extent of its ravages, there unhap-
pily can be little doubt. “ The last fifty years have been years of steady and
rapid theological disintegration,” he tells us

;
and he tells us this truly. As

justly he adds: “Congregationalism has lost its doctrinal backbone. The
reason is not far to seek We have abandoned, in large part, the formal

principle of the Reformation, the plenary and final authority of the Bible.

. . . . Our exegesis ” may be “ far more exact and exhaustive ” than that of the

fathers. “ But its results are not regarded as binding. Our Biblical theology

has only a literary value. It makes us acquainted with what prophets and
apostles believed, but we are not bound to believe what they believed. Even
Christ must be heard with constant and careful reference to the limitations

and prejudices of His time to which He accommodated His speech Isaiah

is declared to be too narrow and Paul too Rabbinical to be an authority for

modern thought. By the time the sifting is ended there is left only the

Decalogue and the Sermon on the Mount, and Christianity is resolved into

a system of ethics.” That is the disease. Dr. Behrends paints it not a shade

too blackly : nor does he paint too blackly in his burning words the effect of

the loss of confidence in the Biblical revelation on the Christian principle and
life of the churches. What then is the remedy ? A better attitude toward

Scripture. Truly. But how shall we secure it? Not by letting things

alone : not by hushing things up. The signs of the times do not point to the

coming in of itself of a better state of affairs. No : the Tubingen school may be

dead : the Hegelian construction of Baur may now be only the scoff of men •

it may be allowed that the effort to discredit the apostolic origin of the New
Testament writings has in general failed. But this is not a retreat, but only

a change of base. “ The New Testament writings are no longer discredited

,

but the New Testament writers are discredited The literature is

genuine and apostolic ; it is all the work of honest men, and the priceless

gift of the first century ; but it is not authoritative. We may accept it, or re-

vise it, or reject it, as we please. Normative authority for our time it has not.”

Dr. Behrends rightly sees that this is the issue to be joined in the near future

;

because this is the teaching of that Ritschlian movement which is now capti-

vating our young men, and it is to be read between the lines of a large body of

recent literature. He does not minimize the nature of the evil : we think he does

minimize its seriousness. He speaks in almost a jubliant tone of the change:
“ The issue of that controversy, when once it is fairly and fearlessly stated, is

not to my mind at least uncertain.” Surely it is not—either abstractly or ulti-

mately. But concretely and in the meanwhile, let us not underestimate the

foeman. This phase of unbelief too will have its day : and it too needs to be
met—and to be dealt with. Free discussion ? Yes, it is undoubtedly by free

discussion that it is to be vanquished : and it will be vanquished by nothing

else than free discussion. But to that end the discussion must indeed be

free, and those mawkish voices that cry out. Peace
!
peace ! when in truth

there is no peace, must once and for all be disregarded. So indeed, we are

glad to say, Dr. Behrends counsels and exemplifies. May he continue to coun-

sel and exemplify it yet moreland yet more powerfully. We thank God for his

rousing words and his powerful advocacy of the truth. But in the meanwhile*

are the churches to be left the prey of the falsehood—the helpless host of the

deadly contagion—until presently we can convince all the light-witted and all

the inconsequent and all the flippant, who have taken on them to preach an-

other Gospel, to come with us and preach with us the one Gospel of Christ ?

God help the churches thus deserted to the tare-sowing of the enemy of souls 1

As a good Independent, Dr. Behrends thinks we are helpless here : we can

only reason, persuade—mayhap (with somewhat bated breath) denounce.
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This is one reason why Independency is festering to corruption. And
Presbyterianism will fester with it, though it has a better theory, though it

professes a better profession, if it follows its evil example and lays no hand
on the spreading within its churches of the evil seed. As a debt we owe to
men's souls, as a debt we owe to the Gospel of Christ, we must not only per-
suade, reprove, rebuke : we must also arrest. Of course rational refutation
must not flag : equally, of course, ecclesiastical discipline must not flag. An
ounce of prevention, we are told, is worth a pound of cure. Congregation-
alism may be without authority to protect her peoples by quarantine
measures against infection ; it should not be her boast, but her sorrow.
Presbyterianism has it: let it use it. Sprinkling the Mode of Baptism
Taught and Practiced by Jesus Christ and His Apostles. The Proofs
presented by Rev. R. M. Loughridge, D.D., Waco, Texas. Third
Edition. 32mo, pp. 77. (Richmond, Ya. : Presbyterian Committee of Pub-
lication [1898].) There is a certain rough-and-ready effectiveness in the

presentation of the case for sprinkling in this tract
; and there is argumenta-

tive power in taking the start for a discussion of baptism from the baptism
with the Holy Ghost—the real baptism which our Lord performs. But the
materials of discussion are not handled with the accuracy and precision, not to

speak of delicacy of touch, which are necessary to the real advantage of the
argument. It would not be difficult for a well-instructed opponent to point
out errors both in fact and construction. Above all, the misleading illustra-

tions should be canceled.

IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

A Manual for Ruling Elders. Containing the Laws and Usages of

the Presbyterian Church in the U.S. A., in Relation to Ruling Elders

and other Church Officers, Church Sessions, Churches and Congrega-

tions. With Introductory Matter, Notes and Suggestions. By the Rev.

William Henry Roberts, D.D., LL.D. Philadelphia: Presbyte-

rian Board of Publication, 1897. Pp. 450.

The Ruling Elder at Work. By Rev. J. Aspinwall Hodge, D.D.,

Author of What is Presbyterian Lau: ? New York : A. D. F. Randolph
& Co., 1897. Pp. 216.

A pessimistic ecclesiastic has recently declared that one-half of the

time of the higher Church courts is spent in undoing the wrong-doing of the

lower courts. He doubtless exaggerated the proportion of time thus spent,

but there is nevertheless substantial ground for his complaint. Many devo-

ted members of the Church are surprised when, by some accident, they learn

how lucid and ample are its provisions for every emergency ; while the air

of perplexity, which has been known to settle upon some of our Sessions and
Presbyteries when a question out of the common routine has arisen, indi-

cates on the part of elders, and even of ministers, inexpertness in the polity

and practice of the Church. These volumes are designed to relieve this per-

plexity and to diffuse, especially among our elders, a knowledge of the nature

and practical working of our system of government. The authors come
to their tasks well prepared. Dr. Hodge writes from his professorial chair

at Lincoln University, and with the precedent in his favor made by his

timely volume, What is Presbyterian Law? Dr. Roberts writes under a

recommendation of the General Assembly and is qualified for his undertak-

ing by his long and valuable services as the Stated Clerk of that body, in
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which position he has had exceptional advantages for observing the opera-

tion of our system in its most complex and finished form. He has already

given us The Presbyterian System and Laws Relating to Religious Corpora-

tions, being a Collection of the Statutes of the Several States

;

both of which

evince his familiarity with the subject and serve to justify the action of the

General Assembly a year or two ago in setting apart its Stated Clerkship as

an office sufficient in itself to engage the time and to call forth the talents of

its occupant.

The two volumes before us are complementary. Whether or not they

were designed to be companion-volumes, they will, we think, be so regarded

in the Church. Dr. Hodge narrates the experiences of an intelligent elder

from the time he was nominated to his office until, under the guidance of a

well-informed pastor, he has met nearly all the questions that arise in our

Church life and seen them constitutionally settled. There is enough life and
color in the narrative to enable one to read it without suspecting that he is

taking a course in Church polity. The volume derives'special value from the

personal experience of Dr. Hodge, for we have here doubtless a vision of his

own methods in meeting his Session, and one cannot fail to note the fine

commingling of technical knowledge and good judgment, of tenderness and
fairness. Speaking for ourselves, we fear that our elders might say, Would
that all pastors were like this one !—to which we could only rejoin, Would
that all elders were like “ the elder at work !

” This method, however, has

its limitations. The general view which it affords is too general for many of

the practical necessities of the elder. It would have interrupted the narra-

tive too much to introduce citations from the Constitution, giving the exact

law of the Church, and the elder who finds himself face to face with one of

the many emergencies of his office will feel the need of fuller information

than any narrative could afford. Dr. Roberts has supplied this lack. His

volume is a law book, not a narrative, and is by no means easy reading.

To the newly-elected elder it will even appear formidable
;
but once familiar

with it, it will become his vade mecum. It contains in compact from an out-

line of our system and a summary of the laws and usages of the Church as

found in the Constitution and expounded and applied in the decisions, deliv-

erances and recommendations of the General Assembly. It is concluded

with a series of forms, occupying thirty-three pages, for the various admin-
istrative duties of the Session, which will be highly valued by Clerks of Ses-

sions. Not only to ruling elders but to pastors and Christian laymen who
are not dexterous in the use of the Digest it will prove invaluable, because of

its succinct and comprehensive collation of law and precedent. Dr. Hodge’s
volume will naturally be read first

;
Dr. Roberts’ will be used rather as a

reference-book, in which perplexed pastors and elders will find, perhaps

in a single paragraph, the relief provided by the Constitution for their need.

One naturally compares these volumes with the treatise of the late Dr.

Samuel Miller on this subject, entitled an Essay on the Warrant, Nature
and Duties of the Office of the Ruling Elder in the Presbyterian Church,

which, since it was first published sixty-five years ago, has been the standard

work for general use. It sets forth in full the Scriptural warrant of the

office of ruling elder, and defines its nature in clear contrast with the claims

of prelacy and of independency. It collects the testimonies which were
given so freely in the Patristic and the Reformation periods as to the Scrip-

turalness of our conception of the eldership, and it closes with a review of
“ The Advantages of Conducting Discipline upon the Presbyterian Plan.”

One cannot read this.essay, even to-day, without a fresh sense of the authority

and dignity which attach to the office of the eldership, and one feels entitled

to expect that the treatises which supersede it shall not only reaffirm its vitail
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principles, but develop them and apply them to the needs of the modern
Church. We regret to say that in neither of the volumes before us is this

expectation fully met. Both of them treat, for instance, the Scriptural

warrant of the office in a very meagre way. Dr. Hodge devotes two or three

pages (pp. 2-5) to the nature of the office of the eldership in the Old Testa-

ment, but he dismisses the New Testament office in half a dozen lines. Dr.
Roberts quotes several passages from the Acts and from Timothy, but they

are inadequate as a statement of apostolic teaching. This lack is the more
surprising because, since the days of Dr. Miller, the investigations even of

Anglican scholars, such asLightfoot, Stanley and Alford, into the constitu-

tion of the apostolic Church have only fortified the Presbyterian position

and well-nigh demonstrated the apostolicity of our polity. If either Dr.

Hodge or Dr. Roberts had done for the modern period what Dr. Miller did

for the Patristic and Reformation periods, the argument for Presbyterianism

in its popular form would have been complete. We feel sure that Dr.

Hodge’s intelligent “ elder at work ” would prize his office more highly if he

knew how closely, by the consent of modern scholarship, it was patterned

after the apostolic model
;
and we feel equally sure that Dr. Roberts, who has

told us almost everything about the elder’s duties, would have enforced

these duties had he given us a clear definition of the office in its contrast

with those of the Methodist bishop, the Baptist elder and the Episcopal

presbyter.

In another and more important particular, viz., the conception of the

eldership in its relation to the ministry, we note not only no advance upon

but an actual reversion from the ground of Dr. Miller’s Essay. The Essay

maintains that “ bishop and presbyter are convertible titles for the same
office,” and that “it is plain that all bishops were Scriptural elders ; and

that all elders, whether both teachers and rulers, or rulers only, provided

they were placed over a parish, as inspectors or overseers, were Scriptural

bishops ” (pp. 68, 72). Dr. Miller shows how in process of time this iden-

tity between bishop and elder was lost, and how with the loss of it came the

beginning of ecclesiasticism, then prelacy and after it popery. As Presby-

terians hold the Scriptures to be a sufficient guide, not only in doctrine but

in worship and polity as well, their argument is not affected by tradition or

the practice of the ancient Church at those points where it diverges from
Scripture. For them the argument is complete when, as Dr. Miller argues,

our conception of the eldership is shown to correspond with that of the New
Testament, as revealed in the Acts and the Epistles. It is enough then for

us to prove that the terms bishop and elder (presbyter) are used interchange-

ably and never simultaneously, that is, that they are different names for the

same office. This needs to be elaborated with the greatest care in any trea-

tise on Presbyterian polity, yet the highest position which Dr. Hodge
assigns to his elder is that of “official adviser ” to the pastor, and his state-

ment as one of the principles of Presbyterianism that all ministers are of

equal authority seems to imply that this equality is restricted to ministers.

Dr. Roberts develops our fundamental principles more fully. He holds the

offices of the Church to be “ of divine appointment ” (p. 27) ;
that “ neither

in the Word of God nor in the Constitution of the Church is there any

warrant for designating the ruling eldership, any more than the ministry of

the Gospel, as other than a spiritual office” (p. 58); and, further, that

“ whether in Session, Presbytery, Synod or the General Assembly, all elders

(ministerial and ruling) are on an equality ” (p. 112). This sounds encour-

aging, yet he identifies everywhere the office of bishop with that of pastor

and not with that of the elder, and withholds the recognition of the Scrip-

tural convertibility of these terms. Not only so, but he positively separates
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bishop and elder, as when he says :
“ The chief ruler of the Synagogue re-

ferred to in Acts xviii. 8 was probably reproduced in the episcopos or paro-

chial bishop of the New Testament Church ” (p. 60). This is a long step

backwards from Dr. Miller’s position. Even Anglican writers concede that

in the churches of the New Testament there was always more than one

episcopos. Where the episcopoi are mentioned, nothing is ever said of pres-

buteroi, and in no instance is a church said to have had a bishop and elders.

We hold it a distinct loss that Dr. Roberts should not only overlook but even

obscure this primary principle, and the result of this obscuration appears as

soon as he undertakes to set forth “ from a Biblical point of view ” the

qualifications of the ruling elder. He finds these qualifications in 1 Tim. iii.

1-7 and in Titus i. 6-9. These passages he applies to ruling elders and he

takes the pains to say :
“ Among the qualifications above named, no refer-

ence is made either to the preaching of the Word or to the public worship

of the sanctuary. ‘Aptness to preach,’ capacity for prayer and ability by
‘ sound doctrine to exhort and convince gainsayers ’ are not the equivalents

of a call to, gifts for and ordination to the office of a minister of the Gospel ”

(p. 65). Dr. Roberts is apparently unmindful of the fact that, in both pas-

sages, the apostle is describing the character of a bishop and so involves him-

self in a dilemma. For if the eldership be a different office from the bishop-

ric, by what authority does Dr. Roberts use a passage treating of the one to

describe the qualifications of the other ? If, however, these are but different

titles for the same office, why does he fail to say so ? Why does he even un-

dertake to maintain a distinction between them ? The passages cited are

pertinent, but not on Dr. Roberts’ theory, and he must surrender either the

passages or the theory.

The distinction between bishops and elders leads both of our authors into

statements which, if true, are only a part of the truth. We have already

quoted Dr. Hodge to the effect that it is one of the three principles of

Presbyterianism that “ all ministers are of equal authority,” and Dr.

Roberts devotes a paragraph to prove that “ all bishops, all pastors are

equal ” (p. 27). To say the least, these are understatements. If all minis-

ters are of equal authority it is because all elders are of equal authority.

The fundamental postulate of Presbyterianism is not the parity of the min-

istry, but the parity of the eldership, nor can we find anything in the princi-

ples of our polity which will justify the narrower statement. Certainly

there is nothing in the Form of Government (chap, iv), which Dr. Roberts

cites as authority, that sustains his assertion. Being parity of rule only,

it is entirely consistent with “the superior dignity and usefulness ” of the

ministry. Indeed, Dr. Roberts himself has fully protected the office of the

ministry by liis distinction between ministerial and “ judicatorial ” acts

(p. Ill), in which he clearly separates the functions of the elder who is

called to preach and to rule from those of the elder called only to rule.

We deeply regret that this fundamental element of Presbyterianism has

not been recognized by our authors. We would have expected some advance

in the doctrine of the eldership since Dr. Miller’s time commensurate with

the elaboration of our polity in other directions, but instead of this we have

a statement that is at best an understatement and a theory on which Pres-

byterianism must always go lame or use, as prelacy does, the crutch of

antiquity, that is, the so-called practice of the early Church. And we are

persuaded that our elders will not fully realize their responsibilities as long

as they are taught that they sit in the courts of the Church as elders only

and not bishops, separated from their ministerial brethren by some invisible

wall. Further, the growth of ecclesiasticism among us will be checked only

when the parity of the eldership is fully recognized. We are encouraged to
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believe that this recognition cannot be delayed much longer, for the move-
ment in favor of the eligibility of elders to the Moderator’s chair in the

courts of the Church, is steadily gathering force and volume, and the minor
constitutional changes necessary must be enacted before many more Assem-
blies meet. Whether our ruling elders will then assert their rights very fre-

quently, or prefer to see in the chair a ministerial elder who has had
special training in the Constitution of the Church, is another and a different

question.

Referring further to Dr. Roberts’ volume, we view the distinction (p. 16)

between Christian truth and Protestant truth as hazardous. Is the
“ vicarious sacrifice ” of Christ the faith of Protestants only ? Is any faith

Christian which does not recognize it ? Further, we could wish that he had
distinguished his citation of the authoritative decisions of the Assembly
from its various deliverances and recommendations. It would be a difficult

task to harmonize the latter while the judicial decisions form a consistent

portion of our organic law. Again, we note, too, an apparent inaccuracy

in Dr. Roberts’ treatment of complaints in cases non-judicial (p. 301). The
section he quotes (BD 89) gives no ground for his statement that such cases

cannot be tried by commission. Even Section 119 would not warrant the

statement, for all cases become judicial as soon as they are made cause of

complaint, even though originally they were executive or administrative

decisions. As such they are subject to the procedure provided for com-
plaints and may be tried by commission.

These criticisms do not lessen our sense of obligation to the authors for the

services they have rendered the Church in these volumes. In the practical

work of the Church they entirely supersede the historic work of Dr. Miller.

One is impressed with the progress of the Church which is represented in

their successive chapters. The elder of Dr. Miller’s day would be confused

if he were called upon to act in this day of Sabbath-schools and missionary

organizations and Young People’s Leagues and highly-organized Boards of

benevolence
;
and the modern elder would be almost helpless if he approached

his duties with no other guide than Dr. Miller. If our elders are to meet
their increased responsibilities we know of no better preparation than is

afforded in these volumes. Our churches would do well to provide copies

for their elders, and our Presbyteries would greatly expedite their work if

they would see to it that at least one copy was in every Session under their

care.

Chicago. W. S. P. Bryan.

The Divine Library. Suggestions How to Read the Bible. By J. Paterson

Smyth, B.D., LL.D. Author of How We Got Our Bible. How God In-

spired the Bible, etc. 12mo, pp. 128. (London: Samuel Bagster & Sons;

New York: James Pott & Co., 1897.) Dr. Smyth has given himself with

great constancy of purpose to popularizing, in its most genial and devotional

form, what has been called “ the newer view” and the corresponding “ newer

use” of the Bible. His The Old Documents and the New Bible, winch he calls

“ an easy lesson for the people in Biblical criticism,” (notices in this Re-
view, Vol. ii, p. 150), and his How God Inspired the Bible, which he charac-

terizes as “ thoughts for the present distress ” (noticed in this Review, Vol.

v, p. 169), when taken together, give a pretty full statement for the pop-

ular use for which they are intended, of the transmission and nature of the

Bible, as conceived by one who would fain conserve the value and devout

use of the Scriptures in spite of all modern discovery to their hurt. His

little book called How We Got Our Bible is of more primary order, and it

is with it that the present booklet ranges, the descriptive title of which is
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How to Read the Bible. The chapters here are distinctively a pastor’s exhor-

tation to his people, and they are charmingly written and filled with the very

best of advice, lucidly and attractively put. Two things are requisite, says

Dr. Smyth, to the right reading of the Bible—intellectual and spiritual

perception
:
you must read with the mind and you must read with the heart.

And then he goes on to enforce each side of this Bible study in a series of

excellently conceived little chapters, in which the several elements of in-

telligent and devotional study are explained. The scheme is so good, and the

treatment so attractive, that we would think the little book a boon to the

whole Christian community if its standpoint were only less pervasively

“liberal.” But Dr. Smyth belongs to what is called the “Broad School,” and
his “broad” standpoint—which is essentially intellectualistic and critical

—

mars even this genial performance. In the first place, though he affirms in

words that the devotional use of the Bible is much the more important of the

two, he treats its intellectual use as much the more important : not only is

the lion’s share of the space given to it but it is treated con amore
,
while

what is said of the devotional study of the Bible is in comparison formal and
perfunctory. Then, though the book is filled with wise advice to the proper

use of the Scriptures, there is a constant tendency to a one sided exaggeration

of principles right in themselves, which cannot fail to mislead and injure the

unwary reader. For example, what could be truer than that we should

“use our common sense,” and “ our moral sense” too, in reading the Bible

—or what could be more important to press on the attention of careless

readers ? And how could the matter be put better than thus

:

“ Of course, it will be understood that here there is no question of doubting or believing the

Bible, but only of doubting or believing man's interpretation of the Bible. The comparison in the

writer’s mind is that of a school boy reading in a letter from his father some passage which he cannot

understand. A companion suggests an unworthy meaning which the words might bear, but the hoy

only smiles at such an interpretation ; instinctively, without hesitation, he rejects it as untrue to his

father’s lofty character. If he can find no other meaning, he prefers leaving the passage a mystery

for the present (p. 86).

But the matter is altered when we find Dr. Smyth inculcating subtly by the

drift of his discussion and by his own example, what is practically subjecting

the teaching of the Bible to the test of our“ common sense ” and our “ moral

sense,” and even polemically opposing the doctrines of evangelical religion

as contrary to morality and consequently to be rejected (p. 91, cf. pp. 77-104)

—so polemically as to fall under his own condemnation of those who “ con-

tend for their own little notions ” “ with sharpness and bitterness” and so

are “ unfit to learn the truth” (p. 121), however plainly the Scriptures place

it before them. Take another example of overpressure of a statement

which is in a sense true enough. “ There was no thought,” says Dr.

Smyth more than once, “ in the inspired writers that they were preparing a

Bible for all the ages.” Now how does Dr. Smyth know that, in all the

breadth of its assertion ? The Book of Revelation seems to negative it

for itself. The New Testament writers certainly knew that the Old Testa-

ment was written with more than a local or temporary intent : did none of

them suspect that something of the kind might be true also of themselves,

who were made sufficient as ministers of a new Covenant ? The fact is that

Dr. Smyth is too engrossed in destroying what he believes too high views of

the Bible to take much trouble not to inculcate too low views. Because

it is right to point out that each writer wrote for his own time, he roundly

asserts that he wrote for no other time : though the one does not in the least

follow from the other. A writer so rash and one-sided as this is not a safe

guide to the people in times like these. The impulse to elbow out of our

way truths complementary to those we have it in mind to inculcate, is the

mark of a partisan spirit and has always been the mother of heresy.
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“ Church Papers.” No. 1 : The Validity of Non-Prelatical Ordination. By
the Rev. George Park Fisher, D.D., LL.D. 8vo, pp. 27.—No. 2: The An-
glican View of the Church. By the Rev. J. Oswald Dykes, M.A., D.D.
8vo, pp. 15. (Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, etc., 1897).

These are the two earliest issues of a most promising series of tracts which
the Presbyterian Board of Publication is projecting in exposition and de-

fense of the principles of the Presbyterian Church. It is a movement in

the right direction. What is a denominational Board of Publication for, if

not to set before the world in the strongest and richest way—in statement,

iD exposition, in defense—the religion of Christ as understood and preached

by the denomination it represents V It can scarcely be denied that the Pres-

byterian Board of Publication has done less of this work of late than it should

have done ; and brief tracts like these, it must be admitted, will scarcely

perform its full duty in this direction. If the Presbyterian Church has

any right to exist, and stands in its individual organization for anything

beyond mere license of separation, it owes it to itself, to the world, to the

Church at large and to the Head of the Church whom it professes to serve

by its testimony, clearly to make known and fully to vindicate the principles

for which it stands and which it believes to be the truth of Christ. And its

Board of Publication is the proper channel through which it should speak to

the world as well as indoctrinate its own people. We shall continually hope

that the Board will after awhile become a powerful instrument for the propa-

gation of the great truths which we profess in our creed, by means of thorough

and extended treatises such as will command attention wherever theology

is studied. It is something meanwhile for it to enter the field with scholarly

and well argued tractates like these, in which there is a weightiness of matter

and force of presentation out of proportion to the small size of the documents.

The one is a calm statement of the facts as to the history of prelacy and the

original form of ordination, from the learned hand of Prof. Fisher
;
and the

other a very lucid exposition of the implications of the Anglican view of the

Church and of the verdict the New Testament and history express

upon them, from the skillful hand of Dr. Dykes. They are admirable papers

to open such a series : and we hope well of a series of “ Church Papers” which

begins so fairly. Scripture Texts with Expositions and Sentence Prayers

from Calvin's Commentaries on the Minor Prophets. Compiled by the Rev.

Charles E. Edwards. 16mo, pp. 120. (Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of

Publication, etc., 1897.) Here are fifty-two texts from the Minor Prophets,

each accompanied by a practical exposition from Calvin, filling one small page

;

and then, from the same hand—or, we would better say, from the same heart

—a prayer cast in a single sentence, which begins with reciting a fact of life

on the basis of which a petition is framed. From the number of selections

it is presumed that the volume is intended as a Sabbath-day companion for

devout souls during the course of the year. It is admirably adapted for such

a purpose. As the compiler notes, it is fitted also to bring a too much neg-

lected side of Calvin’s rich genius to the attention of the reader. For Cal-

vin was “ not only the theologian of the Reformation, the prince of commen-
tators upon Holy Scripture, and the father of its scientific exegesis,” but

preeminently a man of God. The prayers which are here offered to ihe use

of a wide public were extemporaneous utterances of devotion which have been

preserved by the care of his pupils. Calvin was accustomed to open his lec-

tures with the brief petition :
“ May the Lord grant that we may engage in

contemplating the mysteries of His heavenly wisdom with really increasing

devotion, to His glory and to our edification.” But at the close of each lec-

ture it was his wont to breathe out a short prayer, as Buddaeus says, “ formed
at the time, or given him by the Spirit of God, and accommodated to the
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subject of the lecture.” The fifty- two examples of these closing prayers

here collected have all been gathered from the lectures on the Minor Proph-

ets. May the little book carry to many minds and hearts the spirit of devo-

tion with which it is freighted ! Another Comforter. A Study of the

Mission of the Holy Ghost. By the Rev. A. D. McClure, Pastor of St. An-
drew’s Presbyterian Church, Wilmington, N. C. 12mo, pp. 127. (New
York, Chicago, Toronto : Fleming H. Revell Company, [1897].) A devout

and edifying series of studies on the person and work of the Holy Spirit

which cannot but be useful to every one who will read it with a prayerful and
tractable heart. Readers of the seventeenth chapter, on “ The Gifts of the

Spirit,” may question whether the distinction between the miraculous cha-

rismata and the continued gifts of the Spirit is sufficiently emphasized. But
no one will go through the booklet without having his heart warmed and his

faith increased. The Presbyterian Christian Endeavor Manual for 1898.

By William T. Ellis. 32mo, pp. 80. (Philadelphia: The Westminster

Press, 1898.) As this is the third annual issue of this manual, its general

character is already well known, and we need only chronicle its reissue and
hint that an effort has been made to render it even more helpful than its

predecessors. If the young people of our churches are to be organized into

inter-denominational (now that we are not permitted to say “ undenomina-

tional”) societies, instead of into the denominational ones which would seem
more proper and helpful to the churches’ life and growth, it is certainly

well that they should use a manual in which is to be found some “ distinc-

tively Presbyterian material.” That it does not contain also some distinc-

tively un-Presbyterian material we cannot say: there is one such item em-
bedded in the very “ pledge.” The sprightliness, faithfulness, and good
sense with which this little manual is written might well serve as an exam-

ple to those who have to direct church work. The Presbyterian Handbook
for 1898. Containing Facts Respecting the History, Statistics,Theological Sem-
inaries, Missionary and Benevolent Boards, etc., of the Presbyterian Church
in the U. S. Altogether with Daily Bible Readings, S. S. Lessons and
Prayer Meeting Topics for 1898. 32mo, pp. 66. (Philadelphia : Presbyterian

Board of Publication, etc., [1898].) Compiled by the competent hand of Dr.

W. H. Roberts, Stated Clerk of the General Assembly, this vest-pocket

booklet gives concise and trustworthy information of value to all Presbyte-

rians. The scope of the matter included is fairly described in the title

page. It is simply remarkable what a mass of useful information has been

compressed within these few narrow pages. The Westminster Question

Book. International Lessons, 1898. Vol. xxiv. A Manual for Teachers and
Older Scholars. 32mo. (Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication,

etc., [1898].) The Westminster Question Book continues to furnish in its

multum in parvo a complete manual of the Sabbath-school lessons throughout

the year—containing as it does the full lesson passages, the golden texts,

daily home readings, brief explanations, questions, applications, Catechism

question and answer for each Sabbath, maps, etc. It would seem just what
would be wanted by teachers and the older scholars, giving help in the most
compact form for every lesson of the year. Illustrated Notes. A Guide to

the Study of the International Sunday-school Lessons, with Original and Se-

lected Comments, Methods of Teaching, Applications, Notes on Eastern

Life, Library References, Maps, Talks, Pictures and Diagrams. 1898. By
Jesse Lyman Hurlbert and Robert Remington Doherty. 8vo, pp, 309.

(New York: Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati: Curts <fc Jennings [1897].) As
the timely issue of this volume indicates, the Methodist Book Concern
is continuing for the current year its excellent annual volume of Sabbath-

school helps. It is a very creditable piece of work, done with care and
by competent hands.
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V.—ORIEXTAL LITERATURE.

Aegyptisclie Grammatik, mit Schrifttafel, Litteratur, Lesestiicken und
Worterverzeichniss, von Adolf Erman. (Berlin : Reuther und Reichard,

1894.) This volume is the result of practical experience in the class-room,

and is intended to make as easy as possible the learning of the Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics and language, even for those who have no teacher.

The author strives to make the learner acquainted with those gram-
matical phenomena which have been established and which must guide

us in the explanation of the texts, as well as to give him a correct view
of the general construction of the Egyptian language. These intentions

of the author have been fully accomplished. Viewed from the stand-

point of the present knowledge of the subject, and in view of previous

attempts to prepare a text-book for beginners in Egyptian, we think

that too much praise cannot be given to Prof. Erman for the manner in

which he has fulfilled his task. His Preface is a model of terseness and
appropriateness. It first clearly defines his purpose and then informs the

student in a manner not to be misunderstood what will help him to gain as

rapidly as possible the end in view. He rightly insists on a previous study

of Coptic as an indispensable foundation upon which to construct a thorough

and reliable knowledge of the more ancient forms of the Egyptian tongue.

Throughout his grammar he refers continually to the corresponding articles

of Steindorff’s Coptic grammar for further elucidation of the subjects dis-

cussed. His rules and texts are taken from the Egyptian of the classical

period, references to the other forms and constructions being given in notes.

The articles to be learned first and before beginning to read are marked with

asterisks. We w'ould only prefer the request that in a new edition the

author would increase his references to the articles of the grammar when he

comes to his reading lessons. It is flattering to the students to suppose that

they will divine, as George Smith is said to have done, the meaning of signs

and that they will for themselves unravel the knotty skeins of Egyptian

syntax ; but experience as learner and teacher leads the redactor to believe

that it is useless and devoid of merit for one to spend as much time in hunt-

ing for the meaning of words and the articles of grammar as would enable

him to learn the words and the grammar. But this grammar, like Stein-

dorff’s Coptic, is so much better in this respect than others that it seems

graceless to criticise it for an omission so common and so comparatively

unimportant. Syntax dev Zalilworter irn Alten Testament. Von Sven

Herner, Lie. Phil. (Lund: Hjalmar Hollers Univ.-Buchliandlung.) This

is a most thorough and scholarly discussion of the subject in hand. It will

be found essential to any complete understanding of the numerals. It is,

also, valuable because of its bearing upon higher criticism, since it demon-

strates the occurrence in some books of certain constructions which are

lacking in others. We have found the pamphlet useful and suggestive and

would recommend it highly to all who are interested in Hebrew Syntax or in

Higher Criticism.

Allegheny. Robert Dick Wilson.










